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1. Preface 

The Princes’ War in South Germany 1458-1463, was one of the major conflicts in the 

territory of the Holy German Empire in the Middle of the 15th century.1 Despite its scale, 

duration and the fact that it involved all the major players of the region including Emperor 

Friedrich III, King George of Bohemia and to a large extent the Pope, a general modern 

monographic description is still lacking.2 One of the goals of this work is to fill this gap, as I 

endeavour to provide a detailed description of the events while concentrating especially on 

the personal strife between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig that stood at the core of the 

whole war. In this respect, I pay special attention to the diplomatic efforts of both warring 

parties and far less so to military collisions on the field of battle.  

The second part of the work is dedicated to the place honour and concern for one’s 

reputation played during this struggle.3 Already from its early stages open resentment and 

demonstrative disregard of the enemy intensified the enmity between the antagonists, 

making it very personal. I will draw attention to the purely demonstrative actions all 

participants of the conflict resorted to striving to stress their rank and dignity while hoping 

to diminish their opponent. Among else I would consider the role honour played in the 

noble society in the 15th century, try to point on the rhetorical tools both sides used in order 

to humiliate their adversary, attempt to answer to what extent these methods worked and 

closely consider the differences between the proclamations of the princes and their 

conduct. Finally, I will endeavour to explain the apparent discrepancy between the princes’ 

words and their deeds. 

1.1 Sources 

1.2 Unprinted sources 

The bulk of the primary sources used in this work comes from the state archive of Bamberg 

the state archive of Munich and the Nördlingen archive. The collection under the name the 

 
1 Uwe Tresp, Kostenbewusstsein im Krieg? Zur Verwaltung und Finanzierung der Kriegsführung deutscher 
Fürsten im 15. Jahrhundert, in: (eds. Friedrich Burrer, Holger Müller) Kriegskosten und Kriegsfinanzierung in 
der Antike. Darmstadt 2008, p. 195. 
2 In an article focused on Neustadt an der Aisch Reinhard Seyboth wrote the following: “Eine moderne 
wissenschaftliche Gesamtdarstellung, die das mehrere Entwicklungsphasen umfassende, ziemlich komplexe 
diplomatische und militärische Geschehen währen der fast sechs Kriegsjahre vollständig erfasst und adäquat 
beschreibt, fehlt“ quoted from: Reinhard Seyboth, Markgräflich oder bayerisch? Neustadt an der Aisch im 
Fürstenkrieg 1461, in: Streiflichter aus der Heimatgeschichte 33 (2009), p. 13. 
3 In this regard, Jean-Marie Moeglin already shortly referred to the main arguments that concentrated on rank, 
prestige, lineage and honour that Duke Ludwig of Bayern Landshut and Albrecht Achilles of Brandenburg 
exchanged during this conflict: Jean-Marie Moeglin, “Toi, burgrave de Nuremberg, misérable gentilhomme 
dont la grandeur est si recénte...”. Essai sur la conscience dynastique des Hohenzollern de Franconie au XVe 

siècle, in: Journal des Savant 1991, pp. 105-107. 
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„Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg“4 located in Bamberg, contains thousands of acts from 

the period of the war that mainly represent the side of Albrecht Achilles in the conflict. The 

“Neuburger Kopialbücher”5 stored in Munich, provides a slightly less detailed but still a very 

thorough body of material, which concentrates on the actions of Duke Ludwig. Another 

important source of information is the archive of the city Nördlingen that contains the full 

outgoing and incoming correspondence of the city during the whole period of the war. 

Nördlingen was a middle-sized imperial city during the conflict and both parties tried to win 

its support. It joined the side of the imperial coalition and was directly involved in the 

fighting during the last stages of the war. Nevertheless, the city was far from being a one-

sided partisan of the imperial party and endeavoured not to commit itself to one of the 

sides. All this means that its correspondence contains both the propaganda coming from the 

side of Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig as well as the letter exchange with other cities. 

The state archive of Würzburg provides material of the more local scale, referring to events 

that directly involved Bishop Johann.  

1.3 Printed sources 

A significant number of printed sources, concentrating on the princely war provides an 

important body of knowledge that greatly contributed to this work. Here, I must above all 

mention the: “Urkunden und Beilagen zum Kampfe der wittelsbachischen und 

brandenburgischen Politik in den Jahren 1459 bis 1465“6, carefully collected by Gustav 

Freiherrn von Hasselholdt-Stockheim.7 Published in the year 1865, it is still the single most 

important printed collection of documents available on the topic. During the long years 

passed since then, this work was used by several generations of historians. It contains 

hundreds of documents from the period of the conflict, gathered by Hasselholdt-Stockheim 

mainly in the archives of Bamberg, Nuremberg and Würzburg. Of significant value to this 

research is also the collection of source materials of Adolf Bachmann8: “Briefe und Acten zur 

österreichen Geschichte im Zeitalter Kaiser Friedrich III.”9 Several hundred pages of this 

huge book contains numerous letters from the time of the war, among them copious 
 

4 For general information and further bibliography on this archive see in the public domain: Markgraftum 
Brandenburg-Bayreuth, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, bearbeitet von Dr. Johann Pörnbacher, Dr. Stefan 
Nöth, 2012 http://www.gda-old.bayern.de/findmittel/ead/index.php?fb=529; Stefan Nöth, Das Geheime 
Hausarchiv Plassenburg, in: Die Plassenburg. Zur Geschichte eines Wahrzeichens (CHW-Monographien Vol. 8). 
Lichtenfels 2008, pp. 109-116. 
5 For general information on the content of the “Neuburger Kopialbücher” see, Eberhard Zirngibl, Die 
sogenannten Neuburger Kopialbücher, in: Archivalische Zeitschrift, vol 1 (1890), pp. 241-261. 
6 Gustav von Freiherr Hasselholdt-Stockheim (ed.), Urkunden und Beilagen zum Kampfe der wittelsbachischen 
und brandenburgischen Politik in den Jahren 1459 bis 1465. Leipzig 1865. 
7 Hasselholdt-Stockheim was not a professional historian but a military officer in retirement. Despite that, the 
collection of the primary sources printed by him is a very good source of information. See a short remark on 
Hasselholdt-Stockheim, in: Dieter Kudorfer, die deutschen Handschriften der Bayerischen Staatsbibliothek 
München, Die nuezeitlichen Handschriften aus Cgm 5155-5500. Wiesbaden 2000, Cgm 5314, p. 81.  
8 For more information about this historian from the Donau monarchy, see: Alexander Novotny, Adolf 
Bachmann, in: NDB 1, Berlin 1953, p. 497. 
9 Adolph Bachmann (ed.), Urkunden und Actenstücke zur österreichisch-deutschen Geschichte im Zeitalter 

Kaiser Friedrichs III. (Fontes Rerum Austriacarum 2/44). Wien 1885. 

http://www.gda-old.bayern.de/findmittel/ead/index.php?fb=529
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reports, letter exchange between high officials and princes. Most of them were gathered 

from the archive of Bamberg and Weimar. The “Regesten” of Friedrich the Victorious edited 

by Karl Menzel10 provides us with a solid timeline of the events, including original letters as 

well as edited material. This excellent old work continues to play a very important role in 

any research concerning the Count Palatine up to the present.  

To the most important contemporary accounts of the events of the war belongs the 

Speierische Chronik edited by Franz Josef Mone11 and somewhat less detailed narration 

recorded by Hektor Mülich,12 Burckhard Zink13 and Frank Johannes,14 all three annalist that 

worked in the Imperial city of Augsburg.15 We receive another perspective in the 

“Jahrbücher des 15. Jahrhunderts”,16 written by the annalist Heinrich Deichsler17 of 

Nuremberg. Augsburg was in a very strained relationship with Duke Ludwig before and 

during the war, actively supporting the imperial cause. For instance, Nuremberg was hostile 

towards Albrecht Achilles and predisposed towards the Duke. The “Stadt Regensburgische 

Jahrbürcher”18 edited by Carl Theodor Gemeiner includes a significant number of copied 

original letter and documents, as well as interpretation and other useful material based on 

archival work. Among other contemporaries who left short descriptions on the discussed 

events are Veit Arnpeck19 and Ludwig von Eyb.20 

 

 

 
10 Karl Menzel (ed.), Regesten zur Geschichte Friedrichs I. des Siegreichen, Kurfürsten von der Pfalz, in: Quellen 
zur Geschichte Friedrichs des Siegreiche. Vol. 1, (Quellen und Erörterungen zur bayerischen und deutschen 
Geschichte 2,2). München, pp. 209-499. 
11 Franz Josef Mone, Quellensammlung der badischen Landesgeschichte, Speierische Chronik. Vol. 1, Karlsruhe 
1848. For information on Mone see: Hansmartin Schwarzmaier, NDB 18, p. 32. 
12 Hektor Mülich, Chronik des Hektor Mülich 1348-1487, in: Chron. dt. Städte. Vol. 22. For information on 
Mülich see: Klaus Graf, NDB 18, p. 303; Werner Alberts, VL 6, columns No. 738-742. 
13 Burkhard Zink, Chronik des Burkard Zink 1368-1468, Chron. dt. Städte. Vol. 5, pp. 144-330. For additional 
information and further bibliography on Zink see: Karl Schnith, VL 10, Columns No. 1556-1558.  
14 Frank Johannes, Chron. dt. Städte. Vol. 25, Leipzig 1896. For additional information on Frank Johannes, see: 
Wolfram Schmitt, VL 2, Column No. 800. 
15 For general information on Augsburg in the late Middle Ages see: Karl Schnith, Die Reichsstadt Augsburg im 
Spätmittelalter (1368-1493), in: (ed. Gunther Gottleib) Geschichte der Stadt Augsburg von der Römerzeit bis 
zur Gegenwart. Stuttgart 1984, pp. 153-165.  
16 Heinrich Deichsler, Jahrbücher des 15. Jahrhunderts, in Chron. dt. Städte. Vol. 10.  
17 Carl Hegel, Heinrich Deichsler, ADB 5, p. 28. 
18 Carl Theodor Gemeiner (ed.), Stadt Regensburgische Jahrbücher vom Jahre 1430 bis zum Jahre 1496 aus der 
Urquelle, den Königlichen Archiven und Registraturen zu Regensbrug. Vol. 3. Regensburg 1821. 
19 Veit Arnpeck, Bayerische Chronik, in: (ed. Georg Leidinger) Quellen und Erörterungen zur Bayerischen und 
Deutschen Geschichte. Neue Folge. Vol.3. Veit Arnpeck, Sämtliche Chroniken. München 1915, pp. 445-706. For 
additional information on the annalist Veit Arnpeck see: Hans Rall, NDB 1, p. 393. 
20 Matthias Thumser, Ludwig von Eyb der Ältere (1417-1502) Schriften, Neustadt/Aisch 2002. Certain events of 
the current conflict are discussed in Eyb’s work Denkwürdigkeiten; There is an older edition of this writing:  
Ludwig von Eyb, Denkwürdigkeiten brandenburgischer (hohenzollerischer) Fürsten, in (ed. Constantin Höfler) 
Quellensammlung für fränkische Geschichte, Bayreuth 1849. For further information on Ludwig von Eyb the 
older, see: Helgard Ulmschneider. VL 5, Columns No. 997-1006; Thumser, Ludwig von Eyb der Ältere, pp. 11-
13. 
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1.4 State of the art 

The oldest research work, which is devoted to the war, is the “Des Heiliegen Römischen 

Reich Teutscher Nation Reichs-Tags-Theatrum“21 published in the year 1713. The author of 

this book, Johann Joachim Müller,22 did not attempt to provide its readers with a detailed 

interpretation of events. Instead, he quoted numerous original documents that are 

supposed to talk for themselves. Thus, this book is rather a collection of primary sources 

than a scientific research. The “Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrichs I. von der Pfalz“23 

published by Kremer in the year 1765 is the first scientific study worth mentioning. As 

becomes clear from its title, the author’s main concern is Friedrich the Victorious; therefore, 

it is concentrated on the developments in the Rheine region. Despite its age, this book still 

deserves the attention of every scholar who commits himself to the figure of Friedrich. 

Andreas Buchner24 was first to publish an academic work fully devoted to the war. However, 

it was of limited scope and scientific value. The bibliographical book of August Kluckhohn 

dedicated to the figure of Duke Ludwig was published in the year 1865.25 A significant part 

of this solid work, which won the prize of the historical commission,26 describes the conflict 

from the perspective of Duke Ludwig. Only several years later Gustav Droysen published the 

“Geschichte der Preußischen Politik”.27 As Kluckohohn, Droysen also made intensive use of 

the documents printed by Hasselholdt-Stokheim, but now Albrecht Achilles, and not Duke 

Ludwig stood in the focus of his research. Another detailed study on the war, which carries 

the name “Deutsche Reichsgeschichte im Zeitalter Friedrich III. und Max I.”28  belongs to the 

abovementioned Adolf Bachmann. It is a thorough and detailed study based on extensive 

archival work. No matter how peculiar it would sound, but for more than a century, no 

significant research focused on this important conflict was written. Only in the year 1999, 

this long draught finally ended, when Thomas Fritz published his book under the name 

“Ulrich der Vielgeliebte”.29 Unsurprisingly, the central figure of this academic work is the 

 
21 Johann Joachim Müller, Des Heiliegen Römischen Reichs Teutscher Nation Reichs Tags Theatrum, wie 
selbiges unter Keyser Friedrich V. Allerhöchsten Regierung von anno MCCCCXL bis MCCCCXCIII gestanden, und 
was auf selbigem in Geist – und Weltlichen Reichs-Händeln berahtschlaget, tractiret und geschlossen worden. 
Vol. 1,2-3. Jena 1713.  
22 For more informaton about Johann Joachim Müller, see: Franz Xaver von Wegele, ADB 22, p. 583. Müller 
was the archivist of the “herzoglich sächsischen Archiv” of Weimar. In his book, he used a significant amount of 
first hand documents from this archive.  
23 Christoph Jacob Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrichs I. von der Pfalz. Frankfurt-Leipzig 1765. 
24 Andreas Buchner, Krieg des Herzogs Ludwig des Reichen mit Markgrafen Albrecht Achilles von Brandenburg, 
vom Jahr 1458-1462 (Abhandlung der Historischen Klasse der Königlich-Bayerischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften. Vol. 3, 2. München 1842. 
25 August Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, Herzog von Bayern. Zur Geschichte Deutschlands im 15. Jahrhundert. 
Nördlingen 1865. 
26 https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/August_von_Kluckhohn  
27 Johann Gustav Droysen, Geschichte der Preußischen Politik. Vol. 2/1. Leipzig 1868. 
28 Adolf Bachmann, Deutsche Reichsgeschichte im Zeitalter Friedrich III. und Max I. Mit besonderer 
Berücksichtigung der österreichischen Staatengeschichte. Vol. 1. Leipzig 1884. 
29 Fritz Thomas, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte (1441-1480): Ein Württemberger im Herbst des Mittelalters. Zur 
Geschichte der Württembergischen Politik im Spannungsfeld zwischen Hausmacht, Region und Reich. 
Leinfelden-Echterdingen 1999. 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/August_von_Kluckhohn
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Count of Wurttemberg Ulrich V, who was a close associate of Albrecht Achilles during the 

struggle. This book provides a good description of the conflict from the side of 

Wurttemberg. In the last years, we can clearly see a revival of interest towards the most 

dominant figures of the war, so I would mention only the most significant researches, 

directly concerning the topic of my study. In the year, 2010 Irmgard Lackner finished her 

dissertation, under the title “Herzog Ludwig IX. der Reiche von Bayern-Landshut (1450-

1479)”.30 Markus Frankl published in the last years several articles in which Albrecht Achilles 

plays an important role, while his dissertation, focused on the conflicts between Albrecht 

Achilles and the Bishops of Würzburg, saw light in 2013.31 In the year 2014, the book named 

“Kurfürst Albrecht Achilles (1414-1486)”32, edited by Mario Müller was released. It contains 

several dozens of articles, all centred on the figure of Albrecht Achilles. In the year 2016 the 

book “Friedrich der Siegreiche (1425-1476),33 edited by Franz Fuchs and Pirmin Spieß was 

published. It contains 14 distinct articles, each dealing with another aspect of the life of this 

distinguished prince. An up-to-date bibliography to the war is found in the article 

“Fürstenkrieg 1458-1463”34 composed by Reinhard Seyboth. 

2. Historical Background. 

The German lands in the 15th century were above all a geographical and a linguistic concept. 

Despite the often-unclear borders a kind of a proto-sense of nationhood was present 

already in the first half of the century, amplified by religious conflicts with the Roman 

church and the Bohemian Hussites.35 The power of the Emperor was limited. The local 

princes were the real rulers of their land and the building of state power was developing on 

the principality level. However, they too suffered from insufficient authority. Due to 

inheritance laws their lands often divided into ever-smaller possessions, the princes 

constantly suffered from lack of money and the almost unlimited power of the local nobility 

to wage war. Only a huge effort of the local rulers supported by a new type of educated 

state officials and a developing “state thinking” were able to reverse this process. Thus, the 

15th century was a time of consolidation of local principalities, less a product of calculated 

territorial thinking, but rather a more traditional attempt of the local rulers to enlarge their 

possessions through marriage, conquest and purchase. This process was in no way one-

 
30 Irmgard Lackner, Herzog Ludwig IX. der Reiche von Bayern-Landshut (1450-1479) Reichsfürstliche Politik 
gegenüber Kaiser und Reichsständen, DISS. Universität Regensburg 2010. This work is in the public domain: 
https://epub.uni-regensburg.de/16019/  
31 Markus Frankl, „Der Bischof von Würzburg zankt stetig mit uns nach alter Gewohnheit“. Markgraf Albrecht 

Achilles von Brandenburg-Ansbach (✝ 1486) und das Hochstift Würzburg. Baunach 2015. 
32 Mario Müller (ed.), Kurfürst Albrecht Achilles (1414-1486). Ansbach 2014. 
33 Franz Fuchs, Pirmin Spieß (eds.), Friedrich der Siegreiche (1425-1476) Beiträge zur Erforschungen eines 
spätmittelalterlichen Landesfürsten. Neustadt an der Weinstraße 2016. 
34 Reinhard Seyboth, Fürstenkrieg 1458-1463, in Historisches Lexikon Bayerns. In the public domain: 
https://www.historisches-lexikon-bayerns.de/Lexikon/F%C3%BCrstenkrieg,_1458-1463  
35 Tom Scott, Germany and the Empire, in: (eds., David Abulafia, Martin Brett, Simon Keyner, Peter Linehan, 
Rosamond McKitterick, Edward Powell, Jonathan Shepard, Peter Spufford) The new Cambridge medieval 
history. Vol. 7: c. 1415 – c. 1500. New-York, 2006, pp. 337-340. 

https://epub.uni-regensburg.de/16019/
https://www.historisches-lexikon-bayerns.de/Lexikon/F%C3%BCrstenkrieg,_1458-1463
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sided, as some territories grew, others disintegrated into ever smaller pieces through 

numerous partitions.36 The weak central authority was often unable to fulfil its role as the 

moderator and to secure the peace, becoming ever more a matter of debate. Among the 

elites, ideas of a necessary imperial reform spread and received wide acclaim. However, the 

core of the monarchical institution itself and the special prerogatives of the Roman Kings 

were not called into question.37 

Andreas Kraus depicted this situation as following: “Das Deutsche Reich des fünfzehnten 

Jahrhunderts war immer noch mehr als eine Fiktion, doch nur ein tatkräftiger Herrscher, der 

über ein mächtiges und geschlissenes Territorium verfügte, hätte die dem Kaiser noch 

verbliebenen Rechte erfolgreich zur Geltung zu bringen vermocht.“38 Friedrich III, elected 

King of the Romans in the year 1440, was hardly the man most suited to fulfil such a task. 

From early on, he invested most of his effort in stabilizing the situation in his Austrian 

duchies, which was volatile because a complicated partition of the lands in 1379 and then in 

1411 between the Styrian and Tirolean line led to constant strife. He administered the lands 

of Upper and Lower Austria as the guardian of the child King Ladislaus.39 His younger 

ambitious brother Albrecht VI was another field of concern. The Emperor granted him the 

lands of Outer Austria in 1446. In the following years, the Kaiser had to devote most of his 

energy to inner problems in Austria and disputes with his own brother, thus he was unable 

to be very active in the imperial affairs.40 Unfortunately, the situation in the Empire was far 

from perfect, there the imperial cities, territorial and ecclesiastical lords competed against 

each other, trying to reinforce and improve their position, enlarge their influence and 

might.41 

Several significant developments complicated the situation in central Europe in the mid-

century. The Turkish menace was arguably the greatest of them. In the year 1451, Mehmed 

the conqueror became the Ottoman sultan. Only two years later, he managed to bridge the 

defence of Constantinople bringing to an end the 1000-year-old Byzantine Empire.42 The 

advance of the Turks caused a significant wave of concern in the Christian world. Johannes 

Helmrath wrote that Enea Silvio Piccolomini, who became the Pope in the year 1458: “zur 

eigentlichen Mission seines Pontifikats erhob er (Pius II) den Türkenkreuzzug als Aufgabe 

 
36 Scott, Germany and the Empire, pp. 347, 361-363; Andreas Kraus, Sammlung der Kräfte und Aufschwung, in: 
(ed. Andreas Kraus) Handbuch der Bayerischen Geschichte. Vol. 2. Das alte Bayern. Der Territorialstaat von 
Ausgang des 12. Jahrhunderts bis zum Ausgang des 18. Jahrhunderts, München 1988, pp. 293-294; see also: 
Werner Maleczek (ed.), Fragen der politischen Integration im mittelalterlichen Europa. Ostfildern, 2005. A 
collection of articles devoted to the topic of territorial integration in the late Middle Ages in Europe. 
37 Scott, Germany and the Empire, pp. 340-341, 345. 
38 Kraus, Sammlung der Kräfte und Aufschwung, p. 293. 
39 For the personality of Ladislaus, see: Hödl Günther, Ladislaus Postumus. NDB 13, pp. 393-394. 
40 Scott, Germany and the Empire, pp. 346, 356-357, 360. Heinrich Koller, Kaiser Friedrich III. Darmstadt 2005, 
pp. 130-154. 
41 Ibid, pp. 359-360.  
42 Elizabeth Zachariadou, The Ottoman world, in: (eds. Rosamond McKitterich, Timothy Reuter, David 
Luscombe, David Abulafia, Christopher Allmand, Michael Jones) The new Cambridge medieval history. Vol. 7: c. 
1415 – c. 1500, pp. 824-825. 
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des christlichen Europa.”43 While some perceived the infidels as a distant threat, in 

Bohemia, situated in the heart of Europe, a new King came to power in the year 1458. It was 

George of Podiebrad, a man of Czech origin and an utraquist: a factor that raised the 

concern of the newly elected Pope that strived for church union inside the catholic lands.44 

Another event aggravated the already complicated situation in Central Europe even further. 

It was the fully unexpected death of King Ladislaus the Posthumous on 23.11.1457. His 

untimely decease led to a struggle for his succession between Friedrich III and his brother 

Archduke Albrecht, who immediately undertook assertive actions to get hold of Ladislaus 

inheritance. In the beginning of June 1458, under the direct pressure from the side of King 

George, the brothers agreed to divide the lands of Ladislaus: the Kaiser got the lands under 

the Enns, his brother above the Enns; however, they both were displeased with this 

solution.45 After the death of Ladislaus, his younger brother, Martinus Corvinus, was elected 

the new King of Hungary on 24.1.1458. However, his opponents ignored this decision and 

elected Friedrich III as the King of Hungary on 17.2.1459.46 That created another field of 

concern that diverted the attention of the Emperor from the events in the German lands. 

Thus, on the eve of the conflict, the Empire suffered from numerous hardships and potential 

flashpoints, inner as well as external. Only taking into consideration all these developments 

that surpass the scope of the current research, can we adequately judge and understand the 

inner dynamic of the collision between Duke Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles.  

2.1 The Emergence of the rivalling parties 

The topic of this work is the Princes’ War in South Germany in the years 1458-1463: in which 

a collision between two big rivalling parties took place - the “Mergentheimer 

Fürstengruppe”47 on the one hand and the House of Wittelsbach on the other hand.48 The 

attempt to sketch a well-defined description of the members of the warring parties raises 

significant difficulties. It emanates not only from the obscure form of the alliances that often 

emerged as swiftly as they vanished, but also from the fact that the “Mergentheimer” union 

appeared in different forms in the period prior to the conflict. The war itself is also 

 
43 Johannes Helmrath, Pius II, NDB 20. p. 493.  
44 Frederick Heymann, George of Bohemia. King of Heretics, Princeton. New Jersey 1965, pp. 147-172. 
45 Langmaier Moritz Konstantin, Erzherzog Albrecht Von Österreich (1418-1463). Ein Fürst im Spannungsfeld 
von Dynastie, Regionen und Reich. Köln u.a. 2005, pp. 454-505; Koller, Kaiser Friedrich III, pp. 145-147.   
46 Karl-Friedrich Krieger, Die Habsburger im Mittelalter. Von Rudolf I. bis Friedrich III. 2., aktualisierte Auflage. 
Stuttgart 2004, pp. 196–198. 
47 The „Mergentheimer Fürstengruppe“ was originally created in January 1445 in the town (Bad) Mergentheim. 
Its proclaimed goal was to unite the princes and cities of the Empire against the Armagnacs and deliver a clear 
message to the Swiss, securing the alliance members from their potential attacks. The Archbishop of Mainz, 
Albrecht Achilles and his older brother Friedrich, the Count Palatine Otto von Mosbach, Duke Ludwig VIII from 
Bayern, Margrave Karl of Baden and Count Ulrich from Wurttemberg were present at the meeting. It soon 
became clear that the real cause of that alliance was in unifying the princes against the imperial cities. For a 
detailed description, see: Langmaier, Ehzherzog Albrecht VI, p. 126; Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 72-73; 
Heinz Quirin, Studien zur Reichspolitik König Friedrichs III., Von den Triere Verträgen bis zum Beginn des 
Süddeutschen Städtekrieges (1445-1448), Habil. Berlin 1963. 
48 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 175. 
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somewhat hard to define, its timeframe, its boundaries and even some of its direct 

participants leave significant space for debate. The conflict between Friedrich III and his 

brother Archduke Albrecht is tightly linked to the imperial war and often directly influenced 

it. The central role King George played during the entire conflict cannot be grasped without 

taking into consideration his own personal interests and plans. The Mainz Diocesan Feud 

and the imperial war declared on Friedrich the Victorious were largely a development of the 

first year of the imperial war. Both these conflicts coexisted with and were to a significant 

extent an integral part of the Princely War. Even the timetable of the struggle is not 

completely clear. The immediate trigger of the confrontation was the capture of the 

imperial city Donauwörth by Duke Ludwig in October 1458. However, the Emperor declared 

the imperial war on Duke Ludwig only in June 1459, as the first fighting between the 

members of the two coalitions commenced the next year and virtually ended closer to the 

end of 1462. Nevertheless, the conflict was finally settled diplomatically only in summer of 

1463.  

Due to the complex structure and the multiplicity of major participants in this war, I decided 

to focus mainly on the most significant confrontation zone – between Albrecht Achilles and 

Duke Ludwig in Franken, Swabia and Bavaria. These two antagonists were close relatives 

and knew each other well. When they were young, they have spent: “vil zeit bei einander 

und heten vil fruntlichs wesen mit rennen, stecken, tantzen, jagen und mancherlei 

Kurtzweil. Sie lagen auch alle nacht bei einander an einem pett. Die fürsten heten auch 

gewonheit, wann sie zusamen komen in die stet zu tägen, so riten sie gern spacirn in der 

nacht mit singern und hofirten den frawen und rottirten sich dann und sprengten gegen 

einander und rissen sich do mit enander, das wenig gantzer kleider an in und irn grafen, 

herren, rittern und knechten beleib“.49 At that time: “ein alter ritter, herr Wilhalm von 

Rechperg, war. Der redt eins tags zu beden fürsten mit den worten: ir herren, ir tragt ein 

korb vol unglucks veil, wann ir in halt werdt ausschütten”.50 It turned out that he was right, 

because the conflict between these two princes practically led to the war, which was 

concluded only after both of them finally signed a peace-treaty in July 1463.  

Before I can move to the description of the conflict itself, I would first sketch the reasons 

that stood behind the emergence of the warring parties at the end of the 1450s, and explain 

the general nature of the relationship between the two rivalling blocks in the Empire. Here a 

special emphasis must be made on the main motive that ultimately served as the 

proclaimed casus belli; the attempt of Albrecht Achilles to use the “Kaiserliche Landgericht51 

 
49 Hans Ebran von Wildenberg, Des Ritters Hans Ebran von Wildenberg Chronik von den Fürsten aus Bayern, in: 
(ed. Roth Friedrich) Quellen und Erörterungen zur Bayerischen und Deutschen Geschichte. Neue Folge. Vol. 2, 
München 1905, p. 153. For additional information on Ebran vol Wildenberg see: Peter Johanek, Columns No. 
307-312. Born in 1426, Ebran spent his adolescence at the Duke’s court in Landshut. He participated in the war 
described in this research and acted as one of Ludwig’s commanders. He knew both Albrecht Achilles and Duke 
Ludwig personally.  
Wildenberg, Hans Ebran von Wildenberg Chronik, pp. 153-154.  
51 For a legal explanation of the term Landgericht see Friedrich Merzbacher, Heiner Lück, Landgericht, in: HRG. 
Vol. 3, Column No. 517-527; We receive a detailed contemporary account on the functioning and different 
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Nürnberg”, in order to enlarge his influence not only over his own territory but over the 

lands of his neighbours as well.  

2.2 Kaiserliche Landgericht Nürnberg 

There is a wide agreement in the scientific community concerning the main reason that 

brought about the armed conflict between Duke Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles. According to 

the accepted viewpoint, Albrecht’s attempt to extend the jurisdiction of the imperial court 

law of Nuremberg52 over the lands of his neighbours, in order to expand his own power and 

influence, eventually led to the outbreak of the war.53 Since the “Kaiserliche Gericht” played 

such a significant role, especially in the first part of the conflict, it will make perfect sense to 

provide a sketchy description of its history as well as the actions undertaken by Albrecht 

Achilles that evoked the biggest military struggle in the empire in the middle of the 15th 

century.  

The history of the Imperial court law of Nuremberg goes back to the first half of the 13th 

century.54 In those days, the Burggraves of Nuremberg had the authority to judge the 

subjects of the county circuit court – as was the customary situation in all counties allotted 

as fiefs by the Emperor. Such law-courts were named “imperial courts” (Kaiserliche 

Landgericht) in contrast to courts of law that belonged to individual lords. The more difficult 

it became to reach the Emperors ear in neighbouring courts due of numerous varying 

reasons, the more people tended to address law-courts that claimed to reach decisions on 

behalf of the emperor himself. It led to the extension of power of such courts of law, which 

occupied themselves mainly with appeals. In a letter dated on the year 1273, Rudolph of 

Habsburg stated that the court of law in Nuremberg represents his authority. However, 

there was nothing special in such a statement. All local counts were the Emperor’s 

Representatives, judging in his name. Years passed and the original meaning of the authority 

granted by the Emperor was gradually forgotten. Some Burggraves started to claim that the 

 
settlements of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” in the writings of Ludwig von Eyb: Thumser, Ludwig von Eyb der 
Ältere, Mein Buch, pp. 270-333. 
52 On the imperial court law of Nuremberg see: Wilhelm Vogel, Des Ritters Ludwig von Eyb des Aelteren 
Aufzeichnung über das kaiserliche Landgericht des Burggrafthums Nürnberg, Habil. Erlangen 1867. 
53 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 77-78; Eberhard Isenmann, Kaiserliche Obrigkeit, Reichsgewalt und 
ständischer Untertanenverband. Untersuchungen zu Reichsdienst und Reichspolitik der Stände und Städte in 
der zweiten Hälfte des 15. Jahrhunderts, Habilitationsschrift. Tübingen 1983, p. 40; Droysen, Geschichte, p. 
210; Joseph Würdinger, Kriegsgeschichte von Bayern, Franken, Pfalz und Schwaben von 1347 bis 1506, 
München 1868, p. 3; Willi Ulsamer, Die Rother Richtung 1460, in: (ed. Günther Rüger) 900 Jahre Roth. 
Festschrift zur 900-Jahr-Feier der Stadt Roth. Roth 1960, pp. 103-104; Beatrix Ettelt-Schönewald: Kanzlei, Rat 
und Regierung Herzog Ludwigs des Reichen von Bayern-Landshut (1450–1479). Vol. 1. München 1999, p. 27; 
Albert Werminghoff, Ludwig Von Eyb der Ältere. Halle 1919. pp. 85-87; Adolf Bachmann, Böhmen und seine 
Nachbarländer unter George von Podiebrad. Prag 1878, pp. 22-25; Gerald Huber, Die Reichen Herzöge von 
Bayern-Landshut. Bayerns Goldenes Jahrhundert. Regensburg 2013, pp. 72-73. 
54 Heinz Dannenbauer, Die Entstehung des Territoriums der Reichsstadt Nürnberg, Habil. Stuttgart 1928, pp. 
138-139. 
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court they controlled, represented the Emperor directly in all judicial matters, second only 

to the Emperor himself.55   

It should be pointed out that the attempts of Albrecht Achilles to use the law-court to his 

own advantage were not an exception. His efforts were however the most sincere and 

aggressive.56 Already from the end of the 13th century, different Burggraves tried to use the 

law court in order to advance their interests and enlarge their influence in the region. The 

right of appeal that the court possessed and the possibility to issue positive decrees could 

endow the court possessor with significant influence.57 The status of the court of law was 

not very much different from other similar courts. The local rulers or cities tried to use the 

authority of the courts they controlled in order to strengthen their own position. The 

attempts to use the imperial court ensued already in the 14th century and were 

unsuccessful. In the 15th century, the court was employed again, provoking many conflicts 

owing to the complicated situation in Franconia itself and because all the rulers in the area 

tried to define their territories, a process, in which the strengthening of their judicial control 

played not the least role.58  Albrecht himself had a direct example of such a conduct in the 

face of his own father, who also tried to gain advantages from overseeing the court.59  

After Albrecht became the Burggrave of Nuremberg, he not only continued that same line of 

conduct but also reinforced it a great deal. With the help of his councillors, Albrecht devised 

an explanation according to which his imperial court should enjoy special position in the 

empire.60 Albrecht based his claims on the imperial court of law of Nuremberg on the 

“Lehensbriefe” issued by King Rudolf I dated back to the year 1273, the Emperor Albrecht I 

from the year 1300 and the Emperor Ludwig IV from the year 1328. These documents stated 

that the Burggrave of Nuremberg would judge in the “Kaiserliche Gericht” any legal case in 

the name of the Emperor. Albrecht Achilles and his advisor Dr Peter Knorr explained that 

the main point of the document was that the court of law: “richtet über alle richtenden 

Gerichte”.61 According to this interpretation, the fief letters allegedly proved that the 

Burggrave of Nuremberg is the deputy of the Emperor in the judicial sphere on the whole 

territory of the Empire.62  

The attempt to set the functioning of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” in motion was put into effect 

gradually with the help of Albrecht’s older brother Friedrich. At first, they started claiming 

 
55 Ettelt-Schönewald, Kanzlei, Rat und Regierung, pp. 27-28; Dannenbauer, Die Entstehung des Territoriums, 
pp. 139-140. 
56 Ettelt-Schönewald, Kanzlei, Rat und Regierung, pp. 27-28. 
57 Katrin Bourrée, Dienst, Verdienst und Distinktion: fürstliche Selbstbehauptungsstrategien der Hohenzollern 
im 15. Jahrhundert. Köln 2014, pp. 371-388. 
58 Katrin Bourrée, Die Bedeutung des Kaiserlichen Landgerichts Nürnberg für die Herrschaftstzkonzeption 
Markgraf Albrechts Achilles, in: Kurfürst Albrecht Achilles, pp. 267-268. 
59 Bourrée, Dienst, Verdient und Distinktion, pp. 371-388. 
60 Bourrée, Bedeutung, pp. 271-273; Bourrée, Dienst, Verdient und Distinktion, pp. 389-396. 
61 Ernst Schubert, Albrecht Achilles, Markgraf und Kurfürst von Brandenburg (1414-1486), in: (ed. Gerhard 
Pfeiffer) Fränkische Lebensbilder. Vol. 4. Würzburg 1971, p. 144. 
62 Lackner, Herzog Ludwig IX, p. 104. 
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the jurisdictional rights of the court on some neighbouring territories and only in certain 

situations.63 In this regard, Albrecht used his membership in a strong military alliance in his 

favour, hoping that it would permit him to widen the zone of his court without meeting 

significant resistance.64 The neighbouring princes perceived this intrusion as a violation of 

their rights and prerogatives, which aroused their opposition and raised their concern.65 

Already these first cautious attempts led to a counteraction in the middle of the forties. 

Several princes and cities, among them Count Ludwig of Württemberg, Würzburg, Albrecht 

III of Bayern-Munich and others united to stop the intrusion of the law-court in their lands, 

forcing Albrecht to abandon his plans.  Albrecht was not the kind of man who gave up easily. 

Here, it is just the right time to devote some attention to Albrecht’s personality, who was 

extolled by his contemporaries as by later historians. By these words Enea Silvio Piccolomini 

praised Albrecht in a letter (Brieftraktat) dated on 1457, to Martin Mair:66 “Wie groß ist der 

Ruhm des Markgrafen Albrecht von Brandenburg, man seine Tapferkeit oder seine 

Voraussicht in Betracht ziehen! Von Kindheit an in den Waffen geübt, hat er an mehr 

Kriegen teilgenommen, als andere wohl gelesen haben mögen. Er hat Krieg geführt in Polen, 

Schlesien und Preußen, in Böhmen, Osterreich und Ungarn… Mit Nürnberg hat er neun 

Kriege geführt, in acht als Sieger, nur in einem besiegt, und in diesem wurde er durch Verrat 

hintergangen… Deshalb nennt man ihn mit vollem Recht den deutschen Achilles… dieser 

Mann zeichnet sich nicht nur durch militärische Fähigkeiten und Feldherrntugenden… 

sondern auch Adel und Geschlechts, Rankheit des Leibes, Schönheit des Antlitzes, 

Redegewalt und Körperkraft erregen an ihm Bewunderung“.67    

 
63 Bourrée, Dienst, Verdient und Distinktion, pp. 389-396. 
64 Mario Müller, Die diplomatische Kärrnerarbeit des Vermittlers Markgraf Albrecht Achilles von Brandenburg 
auf dem Egerer Fürstentreffen, in: (ed. André Thieme) Eger 1459. Fürstentreffen zwischen Sachsen, Böhmen 
und ihren Nachbarn. Dynastische Politik, fürstlich Repräsentation und kulturelle Verflechtung (Saxonia. Vol. 
13). Dößel 2011, p. 199. Albrecht also allied himself with Rothenburg ob der Tauber and Dinkelsbühl. In the 
year 1457, he signed a treaty with Wurzburg and in 1459 with Bamberg.    
65 Bourrée, Dienst, Verdient und Distinktion, pp. 389-396, 408-409; Bourrée, Bedeutung, pp. 271-273. 
66 To the person of Martin Mair see Claudia Märtl, Herzog Ludwig der Reiche, Dr Martin Mair und Eneas Silvius 
Piccolomini, in: (ed. Franz Niehoff) Das goldene Jahrhundert der Reichen Herzöge: [Publikation zur Ausstellung 
der Museen der Stadt Landshut in der Spitalkirche Heiliggeist vom 13. November 2014 bis zum 1. März 2015]. 
Landshut 2014, pp. 41-54; Rainer Hansen, Martin Mair. Ein gelehrter Rat in fürstlichem und städtischem Dienst 
in der zweiten Hälfte des 15. Jahrhunderts. Diss. Kiel 1992.   
67 As quoted in Enea Silvio Piccolomini, Deutschland, Der Brieftraktat an Martin Mayer und Jacob Wimpfelings 
“Antworten und Einwendungen gegen Enea Silvio“, translated and elucidated by Adolf Schmidt. Köln/Graz 
1962. pp. 113-114; Compare with Enea Silvio Piccolomini to Jakob of Baden on 8.2.1455 as retold in Georg 
Voigt, Enea Silvio de’ Piccolomini, als Papst. Pius der Zweite, und sein Zeitalter. Vol. 3. Berlin 1863, pp. 213-
214. “Es lag in diesem Markgrafen eine unverwüstliche Kraft von wunderbarer Elastizität. Ermüdung oder 
Abspannung schien er nicht zu kennen. Den Tag über zu turnieren und zu tanzen, dann über Staatsgeschäfte zu 
berathen, bis Mitternacht zu tafeln und zu trinken, und den übrigen Theil der Nacht auch nicht zu schlafen, das 
war ihm ein Leichtes“; In the last days of February 1455 Enea Silvio held a speech in Wiener Neustadt 
concerning the danger from the Turks and on a need to organize a crusade. It was immediately written down 
by Hans Pirckheimer who retold the following words the future Pope said about Albrecht: “do ward igklicher 
furst mit sunder tugenden genennet, besunder markgraf Albrecht ward genennet, der Tewczch Achilles.“ 
Quoted from Gabriele Annas, Deutsche Reichstagsakten. Fünfte Abteilung, Dritter Teil Reichsversammlung zu 
Wiener Neustadt 1455, München 2013, pp. 505-506; Johannes Dominicus Mansi Pii II orationes politicae et 
ecclesiasticae Vol. 2, Lucca 1759. p. 289-290. Enea Silivo Piccolomini refer to Albrecht as to „Achillis vel 
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 Albrecht enjoyed good relations with the Emperor and succeeded to obtain the affirmation 

of his privilege to judge and intervene with his court of law into the jurisdiction of the 

neighbouring territories in 1454 and in 1456. After receiving this diplomatic reinforcement, 

he intensified his efforts in the second half of the 1450s.68 Gradually Albrecht’s diligence 

began to bear fruit. Already in the forties and especially in the fifties different nobles started 

to appeal to his “Kaiserliche Gericht” in certain situations.69 One of the reasons that made 

the law-court popular among nobles from the area was that it not only provided them 

another opportunity for a better adjudication, but also worked faster and better than many 

other courts at the time.70 The court of law was a very profitable undertaking, bringing 

influence and significant amounts of money to Albrecht’s pockets.71   

Though Albrecht Achilles used to stress that he initiated no alterations through the 

implementation of his court and that his pretensions were based on rights and custom, 

there is little doubt that in fact he consciously used the court of law to promote his 

position.72 Frankl states that the imperial court of law was one of the most important tools 

that Albrecht Achilles possessed; with its help, he tried to widen his influence. He attempted 

to enforce the court authority on the surrounding areas not only before the war, but also 

 
Hektoris“ in a letter dated on 23.6.1450 to the Bishop of Eichstätt; Almost twenty years after the war (1480), 
when Albrecht Achilles was already an old man, he wrote to one of his commanders that he does not want a 
war, adding that: “Wir haben der Kriege mehr gehabt, dann uns nutz ist” Quoted from Felix Priebatsch, 
Politische Correspondenz des Kurfürsten Albrecht Achilles. Vol. 1-2. Leipzig 1894-1897; Reinhold Koser quotes 
two another interesting remark. The first belongs to Albrecht Achilles himself who admitted that In the year 
1466 the Wittelsbach princes complained about him saying that Albrecht was “aller großen Kriege und 
Aufruhre in diesen Landen Ursacher, Jäger und Hetzer“. Referring to Albrecht’s defeat by Giengen, the canon 
of Eichstätt apparently said said that: “So der Markgraf erstochen wäre… hätten wir alle Friede”, in: Reinhold 
Koser, Geschichte der brandenburgischen Politik bis zum Westfälischen Frieden von 1648. Stuttgart / Berlin 
1913, p. 122; In the middle of the 19th century Stälin admiringly wrote about Albrecht Achilles the following: 
„ein Mann von riesenhaftem Körperbau, gewaltiger Kraft und bedeutenden Geistesgaben, dabei 
bewundernswerther Beredsamkeit; in Führung der Reichsangelegenheiten war er die rechte Hand des Kaisers: 
groß war dessen Kriegsruhm, im Frieden gab auf einer Menge Tagsatzungen sein Schiedsurtheil den 
Ausschlag“, Christoph Friedrich von Stälin, Wirtembergische Geschicthe Vol. 3, Schwaben und Südfranken, 
Schluß des Mittelalters 1269-1496. Stuttgart 1856, p. 510; In the more recent literature Albrecht received a 
less favourable judgement. E.g. Tresp wondered whether the name Achilles was connected with his explosive 
behaviour, explaining that this word in the Middle-Ages did not have the positive contextual meaning as in our 
days. At the same time, he recognized that Albrecht was a talented organizer and possessed a good 
judgement. Uwe Tresp, „Deutscher Achilles„ und „Meister geordneter Heerfahrt“. Markgraf Albrecht Achilles 
von Brandenburg als Kriegsherr, in: Kurfürst Albrecht Achilles, pp. 489-490. 
68 Bourrée, Dienst, Verdient und Distinktion, pp. 397-403; Müller, Die diplomatische Kärrnerarbeit, pp. 193-
194; Bourrée, Bedeutung, pp. 274-275. 
69 Bourrée, Dienst, Verdient und Distinktion, pp. 404-408. 
70 Bourrée, Bedeutung, pp. 273-274. 
71 Ibid, p. 276. 
72 Droysen, Geschichte, pp. 202-203. Droysen claimed that Albrecht used the “Kaiserliche Gericht” as merely a 
tool, which allowed him to widen his influence, numerating diplomatic marriage as another means that 
Albrecht used in those years to advance his interest. In a letter to Heinrich von Aufsess dated on 5.1.1473, 
Albrecht mentioned that in order to live in peace with your neighbours you should not try to implement any 
change. “Hätte er es so bei dem Landgericht gemacht, wie es sein Vater und Ahnherr gehalten, wären ihm die 
späteren Irrungen deswegen erspart geblieben. Quoted from: Felix Priebatsch, Politische Correspondenz des 
Kurfürsten Albrecht Achilles. Vol. 1. Leipzig 1894, p. 479. 
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after it ended.73 Müller believes that the main goal of Albrecht was to become the strongest 

prince in the area and that he tried to advance this goal by means of the law-court.74  

Bourrée explains that Albrecht Achilles felt the need to reinforce the hold of his dynasty in 

Franken. Albrecht’s father became the prince Elector only in the year 1415, i.d. several 

dozen years before the described events. One of Albrecht’s most important tools in trying to 

achieve this goal became the “Kaiserliche Gericht”. The extension of the sphere of influence 

of the princely court was considered as an indication of the lands under his control. Bourrée 

believes that Albrecht’s final aim was to become eventually the most important judge in the 

whole German Empire. His main objective was, she continues, to reinforce his status in the 

empire using the court to create himself a coherent stretch of land.75  

2.3 The warring parties take shape 

The rulers of the neighbouring lands were deeply alarmed by the aggressive expansionistic 

policy of Albrecht Achilles and the rapid strengthening of the Hohenzollerns. The most 

prominent major princes affected by Albrecht’s actions were Duke Ludwig, Elector Friedrich 

and the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg.76 While both Bishops restrained themselves to 

smouldering discontent, the Wittelsbach dynasty that controlled big parts of Bavaria and the 

Rhineland-Palatinate was not ready to accept these new developments. In the past, the 

Mark of Brandenburg was in lord-vassal relations with the Wittelsbach dynasty, and as 

Buchner explained, its representatives still had troubles accepting the appearance of a new 

independent force on its former territory. Even: “weher that den Fürsten von Bayern das 

Streben der Brandenburgischen Emporkömmlinge, ihre Landeshoheit immer weiter 

auszubreiten, und die der Herzoge von Bayern dagegen zu beschränken“.77 Duke Ludwig and 

other Bavarian princes were indignant over the violation of their rights implemented by the 

imperial court law of Nuremberg. The main motive of their jeremiad was described by 

Gemeiner in this way: "das Burggraftum Nürnberg, ein ganz neu geschaffenes Fürstenthum, 

der Gerichtstand für ein Land und für ein Fürstenhaus seyn solle, welches jenes an Alter und 

Würde weit übertreffe, und eines der vier Fürstenhäuser sey, auf welchen das teutsche 

Volksthum seit dem Ursprung des teutschen Vereins gewidmet sey."78  

At first, Duke Ludwig tried to put an end to these actions using legal means.  He applied to 

the Emperor and complained about the acts, which he perceived as violation of his 

sovereignty. However, the Emperor did not back up the Duke’s position.79 We should 

probably look for the root of the unwillingness of Friedrich III to intervene on the Duke’s 

side in the trust relationship between the Emperor and Albrecht Achilles. The Hohenzollern 

 
73 Frankl, Der Bischof von Würzburg, pp. 104-105. 
74 Müller, Die diplomatische Kärrnerarbeit, pp. 192-193. 
75 Bourrée, Bedeutung, pp. 266-267, 280-285. 
76 Lackner, Herzog Ludwig IX, p. 102; Buchner, Krieg, pp. 4-5. 
77 Buchner, Krieg, p. 4. 
78 Gemeiner, Regensburgische Jahrbücher, p. 291. Though Gemeiner used a very typical 19th century language 
to describe the resentment of Duke Ludwig, he did not significantly changed the core of the Duke’s complaints.  
79 Lackner, Herzog Ludwig IX, p. 102; Buchner, Krieg, pp. 4-5. 
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dynasty loyally served the Emperors for a long time – its raise to the rank of the Electors in 

1417 was largely a reward for its loyal service.80 Albrecht Achilles himself participated in the 

“Old Zurich War”81 on the side of the Emperor, and since that time, he was already 

perceived as an adherent of the imperial party.82 During the years 1454-1455, Albrecht held 

the post of the imperial captain in the war against Ladislaus and his commanders 

Paumkirchner and Grafenecker.83 In the following years, he often enjoyed the favour of the 

Emperor and was considered his loyal supporter.84 Leopold von Ranke wrote about Albrecht 

that: “dieser Achilles sei seinem Agamemnon nur allzu getreu gewesen”.85 On two different 

occasions, in the year 1454 and 1456 the Emperor validated the rights of Albrecht Achilles to 

judge the subjects of Bayern, Franconia, Swabia and Saxony.86  

In contrast to Albrecht Achilles, Duke Ludwig had a very complicated set of relations with 

the Emperor. Unlike Albrecht who came to power quite early in his life, the Duke succeeded 

his father when he was already 33 years old, in the year 1450 and apparently was far less 

self-absorbed than Albrecht Achilles was.87 Enea Silvio Piccolomini spoke favourably of him 

in the year 1454, using the following words: “von hohem Wuchs, kräftigen Körperbau, 

fröhlichem Gesichtsausdruck, angenehmer Redeweise und überhaupt ein Fürst von 

wahrhaft würdigen Auftreten“.88 After he came to power, Ludwig started expelling the Jews 

from his lands. The main motive of that move was financial and not religious. The Emperor 

was traditionally the protector of Jewish rights and safety, for which he received from them 

 
80 Reinhard Seyboth, Die Hohenzollern in Franken und in Brandenburg an der Wende zur Neuzeit, in: (eds. 
Roderich Schmidt, Hans-Joachim Bauer) Bayreuth und die Hohenzollern vom ausgehenden Mittelalter bis zum 
Ende des Alten Reiches: Jahrestagung des Wissenschaftlichen Arbeitskreises für Mitteldeutschland, 10. - 12. 
Mai 1989 in Bayreuth. Ebsdorfergrund 1992, pp. 9-10. 
81 For more details about this war see: Alois Niederstätter, Der Alte Zürichkrieg: Studien zum österreichisch-
eidgenössischen Konflikt sowie zur Politik König Friedrichs III. in den Jahren 1440 bis 1446. Böhlau, Wien 1995. 
82 Müller, Die diplomatische Kärrnerarbeit, pp. 192-193.  
83 Schubert, Albrecht Achilles, p. 143. During this conflict Albrecht was seriously injured.“… duce domino 
Alberto marchione Brandeburgensi, qui per bambardam in quodam tamen aggresu per maxilliam et scapulas 
letaliter sauciatus est”. Quoted from: Thomas Ebendorfer, Chronica Austriae (ed. Alphons Lhotsky). München 
1980, p. 427.  
84 Droysen, Geschichte, pp. 183-184; Schubert, Albrecht Achilles, pp. 143-144; Stälin, Wirtembergische 
Geschichte, p. 510: Stälin wrote about Albrecht Achilles that he was: „in Führung der Reichsangelegenheiten 
war er die rechte Hand des Kaisers“. 
85 Schubert, Albrecht Achilles, Markgraf und Kurfürst, p. 143.  
86 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 1, pp. 621-623; Werminghoff, Ludwig von Eyb der Ältere (1417-1502), p. 
85. 
87 This description of his early years we find in the chronik of his contemporary Hans Ebran von Wildenberg: 
“Ludwig, ein sun Hertzog Heinrichs, ward erzogen auf der purg zu Burckhausen, und er het sein wesen do bis 
auf dreissig jar. Der fürst war gar ein gerader starcker man. Er übt sich viel in ringen, steinwerfen, im kurtzen 
und langem swert meisterlich. Dieser Fürst ist im gantzen gehorsam gegen den Vater“, Wildenberg, Hans 
Ebran von Wildenberg Chronik, p. 141; “Ludwig, ein sun Hertzog Heinrichs, ward erzogen auf der purg zu 
Burckhausen, und er het sein wesen do bis auf dreissig jar. Der fürst war gar ein gerader starcker man. Er übt 
sich viel in ringen, steinwerfen, im kurtzen und langem swert meisterlich. Dieser Fürst ist im gantzen gehorsam 
gegen den Vater“, ibid, p. 151.  
88 Märtl Claudia, Liberalitas Baiorica. Enea Silvio Piccolomini und Bayern, in: (eds. Heinz Dopsch, Stephan 
Freund, Alois Schmid) Bayern und Italien Politik, Kultur, Kommunikation (8-15. Jahrhundert). München 2001, 
pp. 237-238, 259. 
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a special tax. That made him to actively oppose the actions of the Duke. However, his 

attempts to prevent the expulsion did not yield a result.89 In the year 1456, the Duke 

perpetrated another act that could not improve his strained ties with the Emperor. Mülich 

provides us with this description: „Am mäntag vor Marie Magdalene (19.7.1456) kam 

hertzog Ludwig von Bayern mit ainem zeug für die von Dünkelspühel unentsagt und nam 

das sich und was sie funden, das ir was, in dörfern und anderhalb, und gruben zwen weiter 

ab, und schikt in erst den absagbrief, nit ain stund vor.“90 Duke Ludwig attacked Dinkelsbühl 

after its citizens caught two thieves in his territory, brought them back to the city, judged 

them and hanged them. One of the demands of the Duke to the city was that: “die zwen 

dieb vom galgen nemen und die in Herzog Ludwigs land an galgen henken, und iren fründen 

ainen abtrag thün”.91 Moreover, in the next ten years two city councillors had to bring to 

Landshut 100 gulden as a gift on Christmas Eve.92 Such strained relations between the 

Emperor and the Duke characterized all his reign.  Despite the fact that on several occasions 

the Emperor showed his respect and recognition to Duke Ludwig, appointing him as 

mediator in various conflicts, it did not bring them closer together.93 Ettelt-Schöndweld 

thinks that only the big amount of difficulties that pressed the Emperor for a long time 

prevented an open conflict between him and the Duke.94 

Since the complaints of Duke Ludwig to the Emperor produced no effect, he turned to his 

natural ally Elector Friedrich in order to stop what he saw as violation of his rights.95 That 

move was augmented by the crisis of confidence between Friedrich on the one side and 

Albrecht Achilles and Friedrich III on the other. The heart of it revolved around heritage 

rights.96 The Emperor decided in that question against Elector Friedrich who was convinced, 

that it was none other than Albrecht Achilles himself, who solicited Friedrich III to adjudge 

 
89 Huber, Die Reichen Herzöge, pp. 59-60; Ettelt-Schönewald, Kanzlei, Rat und Regierung, p. 17. 
90 Mülich, Chronik, p. 117. 
91 ibid, p. 117; compare with Zink, Chronik, pp. 237-238: According to Zink, the Duke forced the city dwellers to 
bury the thieves with honour, as though they did not commit any crime.   
92 Mülich, Chronik, pp. 117-118. 
93 Huber, Die Reichen Herzöge, pp. 61, 66-67. 
94 Ettelt-Schönewald, Kanzlei, Rat und Regierung, p. 28.  
95 Lackner, Herzog Ludwig IX, pp. 107-109; Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 76-77. 
96 The older brother of Friedrich, the Elector Ludwig IV died on 13th August 1449, leaving a one-year-old son. 
Friedrich became the legal guardian of his one-year-old nephew Philipp. According to the accepted law, his 
guardianship should have ended with Philipp reaching maturity. However, Friedrich wanted to stay in power 
even after the boy would come to age. On September 16th 1451, Friedrich adopted his nephew with the 
approval of his mother in the move that was called “arrogation” and became the de-factum elector for life. 
Unfortunately for him, he was unable able to get the consent of the Emperor who vehemently opposed the 
arrogation and had struggled for a few years before the Holy See finally acknowledged him to be an Elector. 
For further information see: Tobias Daniels, Zur Bedeutung der Juristen für die Herrschaftslegitimation und 
Politik Friedrichs des Siegreichen. Die diplomatischen Aktivitäten des Johannes Hofmann von Lieser, in: 
Friedrich der Siegreiche, pp. 25-30; Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 283; Volker Rödel, Friedirch des 
Siegreichen Stellung im Reich, in: Friedrich der Siegreiche, pp. 49-50; Rolf Bernhard, Kurpfalz, 
Südwestdeutschland und das Reich 1449-1476: Die Politik d. Pfalzgrafen u. Kurfürsten Friedrich d. Siegreichen. 
Diss. Heidelberg 1981, p. 32; Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrich, p. 29. 
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against him. It made the Elector see in both the Emperor and Margrave Albrecht his 

enemies.97   

In February 1458, Elector Friedrich visited Duke Ludwig in Landshut. This meeting 

culminated in a friendship treaty for their lifetime, which included a paragraph that insured 

the provision of mutual help in a case of war.98 It was explicitly stated in the document, that 

the main reason for signing the treaty was the damage caused by the “Kaiserliche Gericht” 

of Nuremberg to the judicial rights of both princes. It was also mentioned that since the 

complaints addressed to the Emperor proved to be futile, the princes were compelled to 

conclude the union that enabled them to defend themselves from the aggressive moves 

from the side of Albrecht.99 Before long other princes joined this treaty, the most prominent 

among them were the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg.100 Both Bishops entered the 

abovementioned alliance despite the fact that they signed a treaty with Albrecht Achilles on 

February 8th 1457 in Bamberg, which insured mutual aid for ten years.101 

The reaction to the union of the Wittelsbach princes soon followed from an expected 

direction. An anti-Palatine camp was present already from the beginning of the fifties. It 

included the Margraves of Baden, Duke Ludwig of Pfalz-Veldenz, the Counts of 

Wurttemberg and the Archbishop of Mainz. The proclaimed reason for their alignment was 

the arrogation, while in fact each one of its members had different disputes with the Count 

Palatine.102 On June 20th 1458 Albrecht Achilles, margrave Karl of Baden, Count Ulrich of 

Wurttemberg, Duke Wilhelm of Saxony, the Archbishop of Mainz and Bishop Georg of Metz 

concluded a treaty for ten years. The alliance was signed in Mergentheim, which allotted it 

its name.103 Duke Ludwig of Veldenz-Zweibrücken also joined the alliance short time later. 

He had strained relationship with Friedrich and tried to secure his position this way.104 The 

entry into the alliance of these princes was no surprise. Fritz explains that the Mergentheim 

princes perceived Elector Friedrich who wrangled with all his neighbours as their main 

threat and enemy. The conflict between Count Ulrich105 and Elector Friedrich revolved 

 
97 Buchner, Krieg, p. 6. 
98 Müller, Die diplomatische Kärrnerarbeit, p. 195; Isenmann, Kaiserliche Obrigkeit, p. 40; Fritz, Ulrich der 
Vielgeliebte, pp. 178-179; Droysen, Geschichte, p. 210; Würdinger, Kriegsgeschichte, p. 3; Buchner, Krieg, p. 7; 
Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, p. 77. 
99 Menzel, Regesten, p. 287. 
100 Lackner, Herzog Ludwig IX, p. 105. 
101 Lorenz Fries, Chronik der Bischöfe von Würzburg 742-1495. Vol. 4, Von Sigmund von Sachsen bis Rudolf II. 
von Scherenberg (1440-1495), (eds. U. Grosch, C. Bauer, H. Tausch, T. Heiler). Würzburg, 2002, p. 140. 
102 Konrad Krimm, Baden und Habsburg um die Mitte des 15. Jahrhunderts: Fürstlicher Dienst und 
Reichsgewalt im späten Mittelalter. 1976 Stuttgart, pp. 117-118. As it became clear during the conflict of 
Friedrich with his neighbours 1455, the arrogation was above all a proclaimed motive supported by the 
Emperor (who sympathized with Friedrich’s enemies) and not the transgression that bothered the enemies of 
the Count Palatine. Ibid, pp. 120-122. 
103 Isenmann, Kaiserliche Obrigkeit, p. 41. 
104 Lackner, Herzog Ludwig IX, pp. 109-110. 
105 Count Ulrich was also considered a supporter of the Emperor. He fought on the side of the Kaiser already 
during the Old Zürich War. Wilhelm Baum, Kaiser Friedrich III. und die Grafen von Württemberg, in: (ed. Heinig 
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around the dispute concerning the dowry of Ulrich’s wife Margarethe. She was the widow of 

Friederich’s older deceased brother Ludwig and Count Ulrich claimed that Friedrich should 

pay her 3000 gulden a year. Friedrich refused, explaining that since she was re-married, that 

obligation was now annulled. Another field of concern for Count Ulrich was Friedrich’s 

intervention in the guardianship of Ulrich over both his nephews: Ludwig and Eberhard. The 

Elector was interested to exert influence on them, enlarging his own influence and 

simultaneously creating another field of animosity.106 The hostility between Count Ulrich 

and the mighty Count Palatine made Ulrich to look for allies, pushing him into the hands of 

Albrecht Achilles.107 Karl of Baden was another local ruler who was bothered by the 

aggressive politic of the Count Palatine.108  The heart of the conflict between Ludwig of 

Veldenz and Elector Friedrich was in the nature of the territories that came to the hands of 

the “Veldenzer” line through marriage. The Counts of Veldenz claimed that it was a 

“Kunkellehen”109, as the Counts Palatine claimed that they were a “Mannlehen”. The first 

kind meant that they would stay in the possession of Veldenz even after the death of the 

last male Duke, while the second meant that they must return to the hands of the Counts 

Palatine after the male line of the Counts of Veldenz would die out.110  The conflict between 

the Archbishopric of Mainz and the Counts Palatine of the Rhine had deep roots. It rested 

on a conflict over disputed territories that changed hands several times, each side claiming 

that they belonged him by right. The current conflict developed over disputes concerning 

the judicial boundaries of a place named Lorch. Friedrich the Victorious finally decided to 

settle this question and waived his rights in exchange for a debt instrument of 9000 gulden. 

The Cathedral Chapter of Mainz ratified the agreement, but Archbishop Diether refused to 

acknowledge it. Soon the Cathedral Chapter backtracked from the given promise and 

supported Diether in this question. It led to a rise of escalation between him and the Count 

Palatine, therefore Diether turned to other princes who were hostile towards the Elector.111  

 
Paul-Joachim) Kaiser Friedrich III. in seiner Zeit. Studien anläßlich des 500. Todestags am 19. August 
1493/1993. Köln 1993, pp. 104-109. 
106 Müller, Die diplomatische Kärrnerarbeit, p. 195. 
107 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 176. 
108 Krimm, Baden und Habsburg, pp. 116-117. A tight relationship with the Emperor was one of the focal points 
in the politics of Karl of Baden. At the same time, he had a difficult relationship with Elector Friedrich. The 
possibility of a conflict between the two was not a new development. Already in the year, 1454 Aeneas Sylvius 
acknowledged that a war between Baden and the Electoral Palatinate, would draw a big war in all the 
southern part of the German lands.  At the same time, the situation was not so much inflammable and on 
several occasions, it seemed the conflict was avoidable. Krimm refers here to a letter dated on 21.8.1454, that 
was published by Laurenzian Florenz, LIV, 19 fol. 76v (RTA 19, 2), p. 116. “Cum eo (Pfgf. Friedrich) sund 
Trevirensis Coloniensis et Herbipolensis episcopi, Ludovicus et Otto duces Bavarie; marchioni Badensi favent 
Albertus Austrie dux (!), Maguntinus episcopus, Albertus marchio Brandenburgensis, comes Wirtenbergensis.“ 
109 Kunkellehen also known by the name „Weiberlehen” meant a fief that could not be inherited by women. 
For more details see: “Lehnswesen” in Meyers Großes Konversationslexikon von 1885. In the public domain 
http://www.thz-historia.de/_downloads/Lehnswesen.pdf  
110 Hans Ammerich, Friedrich der Siegreiche und Pfalz-Zweibrücken unter Ludwig I., dem Schwarzen, in: 
Friedrich der Siegreiche, pp. 177-178. 
111 Karl Menzel, Diether von Isenburg Erzbischof von Mainz 1459-1463, Erlangen 1868, pp. 9-11. 

http://www.thz-historia.de/_downloads/Lehnswesen.pdf
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The foundations of the conflict between Duke Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles arouse due to a 

conflict revolving around rights, which was converted into money and power equivalent. A 

similar picture occurred in the second hotbed of the conflict. However, whereas the actions 

of Albrecht Achilles were in their core universal, at least in the sense that he endeavoured 

to implement a significant change in the customary state of affairs, the tensions between 

Elector Friedrich and his adversaries were local and personal. These differences had little 

influence on the conduct of the princes, who built their alliances according to the proverb 

“the enemy of my enemy is my friend”.  

3. Widdern112 – the first test of strength 

„So ligt ain schlos vnd stat vf dem Ottenwald Widern gnant… Aus vnd in dieselbigen 

geschahe diser zeit vil raubens. Sunderglich griffen Horneck von Hornburg vnd Philips von 

Hehenriet doraus marggraue Albrechten von Brandenbrug und graue Vlrichen von 

Wirtenberg an, raubten uf iren strassen, fingen auch etliche ire vnterthanen füreten die gein 

Widern in gefengnus vnd schatzten si daselbst“113. With those words, Lorenz Fries described 

the circumstances that led to the punitive action by Albrecht Achilles and Count Ulrich 

against the castle Widdern and its holders. Though this military operation might seem of 

limited importance, it was the immediate prelude to the upcoming war that soon swept the 

whole southern part of the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation, ravaging the lands 

from Franconia and Bavaria up to the lands of the Bishop of Metz in Lorraine.  

Elector Friedrich and Bishop Johann of Würzburg held the castle Widdern in a joint 

possession. They were the lords of the castle’s noble residents.114 Many enemies of Count 

Ulrich and Albrecht Achilles gathered behind the walls of this castle, from there they made 

plundering raids on their lands for several years. Albrecht Achilles used the authority of the 

imperial court of law under his control in order to summon the robber knights to stand trial 

for the crimes they committed. The accused claimed that the “Kaiserliche Gericht” 

possesses no authority over them and refused to come to court. It did not prevent the court 

from reaching a decision in favour of Albrecht Achilles in their absentia, which outlawed 

them. Afterwards: “name er (Albrecht Achilles) berurte acht zu ainem furwort vnd verainigt 

sich mit graue Vlrichen von Wirtemberg, mit heres craft fur Widern zu ziehen vnd die thate 

zu straffen”.115 Fritz claims that the decision to attack the castle was met only after Philipp 

von Henried organized an especially audacious assault on Albrecht and Ulrich who were on 

their way to the meeting of the Mergentheim league. To all appearance Henried attempted 

to capture both princes hoping to receive a huge ransom for their release. This plan failed 

and instead of getting the desired ransom, he created two bitter enemies.116 Zmora believes 

 
112 For a list of an up-to-date literature on the topic, see Frankl, Der Bischof von Würzburg, p. 96. 
113 Fries, Chronik der Bischöfe von Würzburg, p. 145. 
114 Ibid, p. 145. 
115 ibid; Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrich, pp. 100-101. 
116 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 180-181. See a contemporary description of the events in: Thumser, 
Ludwig von Eyb der Ältere, Denkwürdigkeiten, pp. 89-90.  
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that Count Ulrich was especially eager to punish the residents of Widdern after this accident 

in order to save his damaged authority.117 According to Fritz: “sie (Albrecht and Ulrich) 

angesichts ihres gemeinsamen Offensivbündnisses einen empfindlichen Prestigeverlust 

befürchten mußten, wenn sie diese Herausforderung einfach hinnahmen“.118 The decision 

was reached and the details of the attack were outlined already during the “Mergentheimer 

Tag”. Fritz explains that Albrecht’s and Ulrich’s attempt to win the support of Margrave Karl 

of Baden and Duke Albrecht of Bayern-Munich stress that they were aware of the risks 

associated with this undertaking.119  

By the end of May, the plans of the upcoming attack reached Widdern and its holders 

turned to their fief-lords for protection. In the end of May and the beginning of June Bishop 

Johann of Würzburg addressed several letters to his supporters, the cities of Franconia and 

the local nobility. He informed them that the castle Widdern, which partly belongs to him, 

will be attacked soon. He further explained that he must defend his rights, and agitated his 

supporters to come to his rescue. He also urged the local cities not to provide help to his 

enemies.120 Bishop Johann and Friedrich the Victorious also planned joint military actions, 

but simultaneously demonstrated their willingness to find a diplomatic solution for the 

conflict. Duke Ludwig attempted to organize a meeting in Öhringen in the middle of June 

and both Bishop Johann and Elector Friedrich expressed their readiness to participate in the 

negotiations.121 Duke Ludwig must have feared that the situation might get out of control 

and considered the military option. He addressed Nördlingen and asked the city to provide 

him armed troops as well as canons and supplies.122 The city agreed and expressed its 

readiness to be of service.123 

Elector Friedrich was the owner of two thirds of Widdern and interpreted the planned 

operation against the castle and the decision of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” as an attack on his 

rights, reputation and prestige. At the end of May and the first part of June, he sent several 

letters to Duke Ludwig asking him to come to his aid. In these letters, he claimed that Bishop 

Johann will participate in that struggle on their side.124 Count Ulrich also addressed Duke 

Ludwig and tried to prevent him from joining Elector Friedrich. He clarified that while Duke 

Ludwig tried to act as a mediator in this conflict in order to find a peaceful resolution with 

Horneck von Hornberg, Hornberg attacked some of his men. He elucidated that under the 

given circumstances, he is obliged to defend himself, otherwise his reputation will suffer 

greatly. It is not clear, claims Fritz, whether Duke Ludwig was truly convinced by these words 

 
117 Hillay Zmora, State and nobility in early modern Germany: the knightly feud in Franconia, 1440 – 1567. 
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118 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 181. 
119 Ibid, p. 181. 
120 StWÜ Standbuch 717, Fol. 596.2-610.1. 
121 Ibid, Fol. 616.1-617.2. 
122 StNÖ, Missiven No. 67, Fol. 251. Duke Ludwig to Nördlingen, 19.6.1458. 
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or used them as a pretext for not taking part in the conflict. In any case, once the conflict 

reached its climax the Duke did not support the Elector.125  

While Bishop Johann and Elector Friedrich were already discussing combined actions aimed 

to withhold the upcoming attack, Albrecht Achilles tried to disguise his plans from his 

opponents. In a letter Albrecht sent to Bishop Johann at the beginning of June, he 

emphasized that he had no intentions to harm him.126 These assurances did not convince 

the Bishop. He contacted Nördlingen and most probably some other imperial cities as well, 

whom he lamented that he received information about the upcoming attack on Widdern 

and asked the cities not to provide any help to the aggressor.127 He also wrote Bishop Anton 

of Bamberg who was one of his closest allies and asked him to represent him before the 

Margrave. Bishop Anton turned to Albrecht Achilles and delivered him the position of his 

associate. He proposed to act as the mediator between him and Bishop Johann and settle 

their conflict within a month. He also responded to the guarantees given by Albrecht, 

according to which the Margrave did not intend to harm the Bishop of Würzburg. He 

requested Albrecht to attest that the army he was recruiting was not directed against 

Widdern and stressed that in case of such an attack, he is obliged to assist Bishop Johann 

according to a previously signed agreement.128 In his reply to Bishop Anton, Albrecht 

admitted that he was indeed organizing an attack on Widdern. However, the mediation 

proposal of the Bishop was unacceptable, he explained. Albrecht wrote that he did not 

possess the necessary financial means required for maintaining his troops for a whole 

month. He repeated that he has no intention to attack Bishop Johann or his followers, 

stressing that the nobles of the land are well aware of the fact that neither Albrecht himself, 

nor his late father have ever done something to harm them. Albrecht denied that he was 

obligated to help Bishop Johann. With undisguised irony, he elucidated that he certainly 

does not owe the Bishop support against himself, repeating that he planned no attack on 

the Bishop. However, he added that assistance from the side of Bishop Johann could be 

helpful, detailing that after all, he and Johann were allies and because he was attacked, the 

Bishop should come to his aid. However, since the postponement of his undertaking is 

impossible, he does not request the assistance of Bishop Johann.129 

At this point, Bishop Johann was energetically trying to head off the attack. In his reply to 

Albrecht sent on June 17th, he explained that he did not heard before that the residents of 

Widdern attacked Albrecht and assured him that he is opposed to robbery and theft. The 

Bishop insured Albrecht that he will gladly help him to receive a compensation from his 

offenders and at the same time stressed that owns part of the castle, thus an attack on the 
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castle means an attack against him. Johann further noted that Count Ulrich was planning to 

attack Widdern, therefore, Albrecht should support him (Johann) according to their 

agreement. Finally, he exhorted Albrecht to cancel the attack.130 In his reply, Albrecht could 

barely contain his annoyance. He reminded the Bishop that on some previous occasions he 

offered him help and sent two thousand soldiers to support him. He also mentioned that he 

was willing to hear the opinion of Bishop Anton about the whole affair. Albrecht recognized 

that the Bishop has some judicial rights in Widdern, but at the same time pointed out that it 

does not make it his own land and stressed that if all the lands on which he has judicial 

rights were his own, he would have been a mighty prince.131 Few days later (22.6.1458) the 

Bishop answered Albrecht. He accused him in disinclination to find a peaceful solution to 

the conflict and reminded him that they are allies. Moreover, he tried to interpret Albrecht’s 

words in his favour by claiming that if Bishop Anton was the person to decide on whose side 

justice is, then Albrecht should postpone his actions at the given moment.132 Albrecht 

answered that he did inform the Bishop about the attacks from the castle and even named 

his attacker – Philipp von Henried and some others. He also showed confidence that the 

nobility (Ritterschaft)133 of Franconia will take his side then they will learn the details of that 

case.134  

Albrecht was aware of the importance of the local Franconian nobility and actively tried to 

win them over. In a letter directed to the nobility, Albrecht delivered news about the 

ongoing letter exchange between him and Bishop Johann. He asked the nobility to address 

the Bishop and explain him that he, Albrecht, acted rightfully, assuring them that he was not 

going to attack the Bishop, much less harm the nobility.135 From the knighthood’s reply we 

receive the impression that they not only accepted his view, but were also able to convince 

the Bishop to withdraw from the conflict.136 It seems very likely that after Johann got the lay 

of the land he preferred to refrain from a military undertaking. From another letter, this 

time addressed by the Franconian knighthood to Bishop Johann, we learn that the nobility 

sympathized with Albrecht’s cause and his attempt to punish his offenders. The knighthood 

emphasised that most of the possessions in Widdern belong to Elector Friedrich. They also 

mentioned that Albrecht’s willingness to act as a mediator between Bishop Johann and 

Saxony, was a clear sign that he wanted to achieve peace and tranquillity in Franconia.137 
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Desperately trying to gather allies and withholding Albrecht, Bishop Johann even addressed 

Margrave Johann the Alchemist, Albrecht’s older brother, asking him for help.138 He also 

wrote Duke Wilhelm of Saxony, explained him his situation and asked for military support if 

Albrecht would not change his mind. The Bishop did not forget to stress that preserving 

peace is his main interest.139 Duke Wilhelm replied several days later. He explained that he 

already received detailed information about the course of events from Albrecht Achilles, 

who insured him that he did not plan to attack his ally Bishop Johann. The Duke stated that 

he had no reason to question the information Albrecht delivered him.140 

 As soon as Bishop Johann understood that he was unable to divert the attack from the 

castle, he wrote Bishop Anton of Bamberg, urging him to send as many men as possible in 

order to help him according to the their agreement.141 However, Bishop Anton was 

reluctant to intervene and emphasised the importance of a peaceful resolution.142 He then 

turned to Albrecht and offered to organize a new round of negotiations, but Albrecht 

replied again that the postponement of the attack was out of the question because the 

maintenance cost of the army was too high. He stressed again that he did not intend to 

attack Bishop Johann, showed discontent with Johann’s attempts to turn the nobility of 

Franconia against him and reminded that he was always on good terms with the Franconian 

knighthood.143  

Elector Friedrich also used all diplomatic means available in order to prevent the attack on 

Widdern. In a letter to Albrecht Achilles sent on June 8th, he wrote that he received news 

from the castle holders from which he found out that Albrecht is preparing to attack them. 

The castle residents wrote their lord that the reason for such an aggressive move was 

unknown to them. Since the majority of the castle: “uns gewannt, unnser rete, manne und 

diner und wir ire zurecht obgerurt mechtig sind“, he asked Albrecht to abandon his plans 

and cancel the attack altogether.144 Albrecht replied three days later. He enumerated 

previous assaults carried out from the castle and explained that the final decision to attack 

was reached only after the castle lodgers assaulted him and Count Ulrich when they were 

on their way to Mergentheim. Only godly intervention and their own watchfulness 

prevented a much bigger disaster, he supplemented. That attack took place on the lands of 

the Margrave and the assailants came from Widdern. Albrecht wrote that he knows that the 

Elector is opposed to the punitive action; however: “wir gedrungen werden uns unnser 

beschediger zuwern”.145 The Elector tried to prevent Albrecht’s march claiming that such an 

attack would make no sense now, because he is already taking measures in order to prevent 
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further assaults from the castle.146 However, all the attempts of the involved parties to 

prevent the further escalation failed. Each of them continued to insist that right and justice 

were on his side.  

On June 28th, the Elector wrote Bishop Johann that a peaceful resolution was out of the 

question. He reminded that the Bishop promised to send military provision to the castle in 

order to reinforce its occupants, namely: “zweyhundert schutzen, hundert malter korns, 

etlich Thonn pulvers, sechs tausens pfeile, ein buchsenmaister, funftzuge hagkenbuchsen 

zwei zentern bley und ein ambrustern hininn zu schaffen.“ He also informed Johann that 

according to the opinion of the castle holders who recently visited him, no less than 3000 

men were required to defend the castle and the town nearby.147 Bishop Johann also shared 

information with the Elector; on June 26th he informed him that Duke Wilhelm of Saxony 

and Johann the Alchemist send Albrecht Achilles no more than 400 riders each;148 On June 

27th the Elector urged Bishop Johann to send his advisors to Mergentheim to plan their 

further actions together. By this point, the Elector himself had two thousand riders under 

his command at Wympfen. He advised the Bishop to prepare his men and be ready to 

respond to the actions of their adversaries. He also informed the Bishop that according to 

information he possesses, the combined army of Count Ulrich and Albrecht Achilles was 

only several thousand men strong.149  

At the same time, the Elector attempted to win the support of Duke Ludwig. On June 26th, 

he wrote him: “ so versteen ich die meynung sey, das es mit Widern nit aufhören und ettwas 

ferrer wider uns fürgenomen werden sol."150 In another letter from June 30th, he explained 

that according to his assessment, after seizing Widdern Albrecht Achilles and Count Ulrich: 

"fur ein slos ziehen wellen, das unser eygen und auf zwo meylen wegs bey Heydelberg 

gelegen ist".151 In a letter dated on July 5th, which was sent already after Albrecht and Ulrich 

destroyed the castle and withdrew to their territories, the Elector explained the Duke that 

he probably received the wrong impression about the intentions of his opponents. It now 

seemed to him that they only planned to destroy Widdern and did not design to harm him 

in other ways as he previously feared.152 It is, however, unclear, whether the Elector was 

honestly afraid of a much larger attack or merely depicted frightful scenarios, hoping that 

they would convince Duke Ludwig to come to his aid.  

While the Elector and Bishop Johann were still considering their moves, Count Ulrich and 

Margrave Albrecht were one-step ahead. On June 23rd, Albrecht declared war on Philipp von 

Hehnried accusing him of attacking his lands and the lands of his ally Count Ulrich: 

...“deßhalben wir sulchs billich zu herczen nemen und understeen, uns das zustraffen als 
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einer fromer fursten zugepurt und zuthunde pflichtig sind, nachdem sich did tat in unnserm 

lannd uff unnser strassen an unnsern freunden begeben hat...“.153 On the same day Elector 

Friedrich promised the castle holders help. He explained them that they only need to 

withstand the siege for several days, assuring them that he and Bishop Johann will soon 

come to their rescue. According to Kremer, Elector Friedrich arrived at the castle area 

several days before Albrecht’s forces. After inspecting the territory, Friedrich understood 

that it was impossible to defend it without a significant force. That made him break his 

promise since he did not have enough soldiers available at the moment. On June 27th 

Albrecht and Count Ulrich arrived at the castle with a considerable army. The castle holders 

showed themselves reluctant to engage in an unequal fight and surrendered. On June 29th 

Albrecht and Ulrich destroyed both the castle and the town.154 

According to Kremer, after destroying Widdern Count Ulrich planned to capture the city 

Heilbronn in order to gain a secure passage through the Neckar. However, Elector Friedrich 

foresaw this move and as Count Ulrich advanced closer, his army ran into the troops of the 

Elector. At a certain point, only a narrow stream divided both armies. It even came to a local 

skirmish and the troops of the Count arranged their defensive lines preparing for combat. 

The battle was prevented at the last moment only because the commanders of the Elector 

succeeded in convincing him to refrain from the attack, since he did not send an official war 

declaration to Count Ulrich.155 It is dubious that Count Ulrich really planned to seize 

Heilbronn because the there is no indication what so ever that confirms this. However, the 

report about the dangerous encounter itself is undoubtedly authentic, since it receives a 

confirmation in a contemporary account delivered by Hans Eygtzere “der Jung” to 

Nördlingen.156 

From the actions undertaken by Albrecht on the diplomatic scale immediately after he 

victoriously returned to his lands, we can estimate the amount of uncertainty still in the air. 

Albrecht surely feared that a possible struggle with the Elector and Duke Ludwig could 

ensue and tried to convince the Duke not to help his Wittelsbach cousin. On July 11th, he 
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wrote the Duke that he is aware of his intentions to aid the Elector. He stressed that the 

military assault he carried out was both defensive and just, reminding that Horneck von 

Henried ignored the mediation proposal of the Duke. He also indicated that his and Ulrich’s 

actions were justified before God and the entire Christendom.157 In another letter to the 

Duke dated two days later, Albrecht explained that Bishop Johann and the Elector have 

done nothing to prevent the attacks from the castle and that his own lands as well as the 

lands of Count Ulrich were attacked once and again by the castle inhabitants.158 Albrecht 

also made the necessary arrangements to repel a possible attack from the side of Duke 

Ludwig. In a letter to an unnamed supporter to whom Albrecht confided that the seizure of 

Widdern ended successfully, he asked the addressee to remain prepared for action and 

keep his castles and towns well watched.159 On June 11th Albrecht sent letters to the Bishops 

of Bamberg and Würzburg. He informed them that according to information he possesses, 

Duke Ludwig is planning to assist Elector Friedrich to attack him. He asked them to prepare 

their forces and come to his aid as stipulated by the agreement between them.160 The 

suspicions of Albrecht are confirmed by a report from Eger to the Saazern. The city officials 

of Eger wrote that according to information they received, Duke Ludwig and Elector 

Friedrich were preparing to attack Albrecht Achilles after the latter destroyed the town and 

castle of Widdern. They elaborated that Albrecht returned to his lands and was preparing to 

repel this attack.161 From the message exchange between Duke Ludwig and Nördlingen, we 

find out that the Duke continued to make preparations for an armed conflict.162 

Albrecht’s fears proved to be unfounded. Although Elector Friedrich and Bishop Johann 

initially demonstrated readiness to fight they eventually decided to back out. One of the 

main reasons for it had to do with Duke Ludwig’s decision to avoid being drawn into the 

conflict. From a report sent to King George from Eger on July 29th, we learn that the princes 

in Germany settled the differences between them, though the details of the settlement 

were unknown to the sender.163 We can, however, claim that the Elector, who was surely 

outraged by his incapacity to prevent the attack, did not plan to accept the new order. Short 

time after Widdern was destroyed, Friedrich handed Horneck the castle Stolzeneck am 

Neckar from which he resumed the attacks on the lands of Count Ulrich.164 
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3.1 The conclusions of the first clash 

The raids from Widdern on the lands of Albrecht Achilles and Count Ulrich delivered a blow 

to their sovereignty. These attacks caused much more than simply material damage, they 

harmed Albrecht’s and Ulrich’s reputation in the eyes of the major forces in the region. In 

order to repair their damaged reputation Albrecht and Ulrich had to put an end to these 

attacks. Their endeavour proved to be successful. They not only managed to destroy the 

nest of their enemies but also uncovered the weakness of the alliance between Duke 

Ludwig and Elector Friedrich. The reluctance of the Duke to assist his Wittelsbach associate 

and the fact that the Elector swallowed his pride and took no military action are confusing. 

Theodor Weiss believed that the Duke’s neutral stand during the conflict over Widdern was 

a calculated move. According to his opinion, the Duke intentionally chose to stay out of the 

conflict, so he could count on the support of a wide coalition of princes during his attack on 

Donauwörth which took place several months later.165 If the seizure of Donauwörth was 

indeed the Duke’s main goal, this assumption appears to be convincing. However, as I 

already explained, there is a wide consensus that the imperial court law of Nuremberg was a 

much bigger concern for the Duke. Moreover, Albrecht’s success certainly reinforced his 

ambitions further, making him believe that he could go his own way with impunity. 

Albrecht’s use of the decrees of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” as the legal justification to conduct 

the attack was, as it seems, barely noticed. Instead, the undertaking owed its success mostly 

to the fact that a punitive action directed against a castle held by robber knights was 

favourably received. The narration in the the chronic of Augsburg underlines this point, in it 

Widdern is described as: “ain groß raubschloß”, while Albrecht’s and Ulrich’s actions are 

portrayed as a just punitive mission that won the acclaim of the city dwellers.166  

The capacity to avoid a war almost at the last moment created the false impression that the 

clash between the camps was now if not completely prevented, then at least postponed for 

a considerable time. It created the conditions in which Duke Ludwig threw his forces on the 

imperial city Donauwörth only several months later. It was the seizure of Donauwörth by 

the Duke’s forces in autumn 1458, which triggered the so-called Princes’ War in South 

Germany.  

4. The seizure of Donauwörth by Ludwig the Rich 

“Und desselben jars am pfinztag nach Galli [19.10.1458] nam herzog Ludwig von Bayrn 

schwebich Werd ein und ward mit einem  grossen zeug darfor von bischof von Bamberg, 
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bischof von Würtzpurg, vom markgraf Albrecht und vom markgraf Hanns, vom pfalzgrafen, 

von herzog Otten und mercklich volck und het bei 5.5 tausent geraisiger pferd die man 

gefüttert het und pei 19000 gerüstiger mann.“167 That local military action of Duke Ludwig 

against Donauwörth that ended with the bloodless seizure of the imperial city was the first 

step on the road that led to a prolonged war between the most influential princes in 

Southern Germany.  

The city Donauwörth enjoyed important economic and strategic location, thanks to which it 

was called the “gate to Franconia”. The city: ”steckte wie ein Pfahl in bayerischem 

Gebiet“,168 cutting the territorial integrity of the lands of Duke Ludwig.169 Ludwig attempted 

to get hold of the city over a long period; he was convinced that it should belong to him, 

asserting his rights on the city before the emperor.170 Donauwörth and the house of Bayern 

had a long-lasting relationship. In 1376, Emperor Karl IV passed the city to the house of 

Landshut in exchange for a deposit of 56 thousand guldens. Years later Duke Ludwig VII lost 

Donauwörth, which regained the status of an imperial city. However, the German Kings 

never repaid the deposit for the city, and Duke Ludwig used this fact as the main argument 

to enforce the claim that the city should belong to him.171 Already during the First Margrave 

War,172 Ludwig’s father Heinrich asked for Albrecht’s assistance for capturing the city. That 

plan, however, failed; Albrecht agreed to help but wanted that Heinrich would bear his 

military expenditures. It made the thrifty Duke to reconsider and abandon his intention. 

After Duke Ludwig came to power, the relations between him and the city became 

especially tense. His men burdened the city dwellers with constant vexes. Duke Ludwig 

wanted to retrieve the city, believing that it regained its imperial status unjustly. He was 

also ready to accept the 56 thousand gulden as a compensation instead, but the Emperor 

was reluctant to pay the money.173 By the summer of 1458, the Duke gave up the idea that 

the Emperor will deliver him the city peacefully. An anecdote that supposedly happened in 

Wien in the Sommer of 1458, only several months before the onslaught on the city, 

describes the last personal meeting between Duke Ludwig and the Emperor, before the 

former marched on Donauwörth. Before departing from Vienna and heading back home, 
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Duke Ludwig allegedly addressed the Emperor with these words: “Ihr wollt mich hinter 

Schwäbischwerd nicht kommen lassen, so will ich mich selbst daran machen und es 

einnehmen; sollte ich Ew. Gnaden damit erzürznen, so seid mein gnädiger Herr“. The 

Emperor only laughed, presuming that the Duke was joking.174 It is not clear how close to 

truth this alleged dialog is; in any event, the designs of the Duke concerning the fate of the 

city, as it soon became clear, were serious.  

In August 1458, only a couple of months before Ludwig attacked Donauwörth, a princely 

meeting in Nuremberg took place. Its climax was in the negotiations on the fate of the 

“Kaiserliche Gericht” between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig, mediated by Duke 

Wilhelm of Saxony.175 It appears to be that the final decision to attack the city was reached 

during this meeting, during which Duke Ludwig asked the present princes to do him a 

friendly favour, allegedly without providing them additional details.176 According to Riezler, 

the wide support the Duke gained from the other princes for his undertaking owed to the 

hostility between the cities and the nobles, who shared: “seinen (Ludwigs) Haß gegen die 

Reichsstädte”.177  

After returning from Nuremberg to Landshut, the Duke immediately started preparations 

for the attack. He issued decrees to all his lands, bought and gathered material and 

provision, forbade the export of food and military supplies out of his lands. In order to hide 

the goal of his onslaught the Duke spread a rumour according to which he planned a military 

expedition to Bohemia to avenge the death of King Ladislaus, who, as many thought, was 

poisoned.178 It seems that he was at least partly successful in this regard, since even after he 

was already on the move, the city council of Regensburg was not sure what the destination 

of his forces was.179 Thanks to the secrecy in which the Duke held the goal of his attack, the 

 
174 Sigmund Riezler, Geschichte Baierns. Vol. 3, 1347-1508. Darmstadt 1964, p. 378. Unfortunately, Riezler 
does not mention the sources he quoted here.  
175 Deichsler, Jahrbücher des 15. Jahrhunderts, p. 236; Weiss, Die Beziehungen der Stadt Donauwörth zu 
Bayern, p. 135; Johannes Müllner (ed. Hirschmann Gerhard), Die Annalen der Reichsstadt Nürnberg von 1623; 
Teil II, 1351 – 1469. Nürnberg 1984, pp. 524-525. 
176 Ibid, pp. 524-525; Zelzer, Grochsmann, Geschichte der Stadt Donauwörth, p. 124; Weiss, Die Beziehungen 
der Stadt Donauwörth zu Bayern, p. 136.  
There is an evident contradiction between the willingness to aid Duke Ludwig capture Donauwörth and the 
alleged ignorance of the princes with respect to the aim of his attack. This non-fitment should not confuse us. 
After all, numerous princes sent reinforcements to assist the Duke, while some even arrived personally. Most 
probably, once the Duke asked for help he refrained from saying Donauwörth in order not to openly call the 
lords to violate the “Landfrieden”. Such an elucidation was undoubtedly unnecessary since everyone present 
knew perfectly well, what was the nature of the favour the Duke asked for.  
177 Riezler, Geschichte Baierns, p. 382. 
178 Mülich, Chronik, p. 136; Weiss, Die Beziehungen der Stadt Donauwörth zu Bayern, pp. 136-137. For more 
details about the death of Ladislaus see: Christoph Fasbender, „Ach durch got vernempt die klag“ Der Tod des 
Ladislaus Postumus, Königs von Ungarn und Böhmen, als mediales Ereignis, in: Daphnis (2010) p. 375-391; 
František Palacký, Zeugenverhör über den Tod Ladislaus. Eine kritische Zusammenstellung und Würdigung der 
darüber vorhandenen Quellenangaben. Prag 1856.  
179 Gemeiner, Regensburgische Jahrbücher, p. 274. We obtain further confirmation on the secrecy of the whole 
affair from to letters sent to Nördlingen from Dinkelsbühl on 19.8.1458 and from Augsburg on 23.9.1458. Both 
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intentions of Duke Ludwig reached the Emperor too late. His rush attempts to organize 

support for the city had little effect.180 The Kaiser nominated Heinrich von Pappenheim181 to 

be in charge of the city defence. Donauwörth itself tried to secure the support from other 

neighbouring cities but received only a cold shoulder. Most of them feared the Dukes wrath 

preferring to stand aside. Only Augsburg sent significant help while Nuremberg provided 

canons and ammunition.182 

We know that the cities were very worried with the actions of Ludwig, but the distance from 

worries to actions was vast. Nördlingen expressed its concern both to Nuremberg and to 

Augsburg but did not propose any active measures,183 and ignored Donauwörth calls for 

help184 as well as those voiced by Heinrich von Pappenheim.185 Halle pointed out that 

Elector Friedrich was on the way with his forces in the area of Nördlingen and suggested 

that it could be possible to change Ludwig’s mind if they would be able to convince Friedrich 

in the harmfulness of his cousin’s idea, hoping that the Duke would listen to the arguments 

of the Elector.186 Nördlingen jumped at the offer voiced by Halle. Few days later they wrote 

to one of the city “ratsfrunde” Pauls Berger. They explained that they contacted Elector 

Friedrich and arranged a meeting with him while he would be in Lauingen on which several 

other city representatives would be present. Together with them, they hoped that it would 

be possible to change the Elector’s mind: “nach dem und sie bede fursten einander also 

verwandt und geliebt sind, das sie ein ander mer verfolgen den yemands anders“.187 

Augsburg was exceptional not only because it tried to support Donauwörth militarily, but 

also due to their global perception of the attack on the imperial city. In a letter addressed to 

Nördlingen Augsburg reacted on some rumours, according to which the huge force of the 

princes had additional objectives in mind. From the letter it became clear that the cities 

were anxious that Donauwörth could only be the beginning: “sunder ferner gebraucht 

mocht worden, fur mer ander dergleichen stette, als Weissenburg und ander, das ich 

dornach fur grosser stette begeben mochte“. No one is safe from such an unjust attack: 

„…dorumb so biten wir euch, mit allem vleis und ernste, gar fruntlich, ir wollend darinne 

gemainer stette anligen nottorft bedenken helffen und raten, womit den von Werde hilfe 

und beystand geschehe mit andruffen unnsern allergnedigesten hern den Romischen 

Kaiser…“ Moreover they wrote that they heard that the Emperor assigned Albrecht to 

 
cities write about military preparations and inquire whether someone in Nördlingen is aware what stands 
behind these actions. NäSA, Missiven No. 67, Fol. 26, Fol. 79.   
180 Zelzer, Grochsmann, Geschichte der Stadt Donauwörth, p. 125. 
181 Reinhard Heydenreuter, NDB 20, pp. 48-50.  
182 Weiss, Die Beziehungen der Stadt Donauwörth zu Bayern, p. 139. 
183 StNÖ, Missivbuch 1458, Fol. 96.2. Nördlingen to Augsburg 5.10.1458. ibid, Fol. 98.2-99.1 Nördlingen to 
Nuremberg, 12.10.1458.  
184 Ibid, Missiven No. 67, Fol. 155. Donauwörth to Nördlingen, 5.10.1458; the same to the same, Missiven No. 
68, Fol. 243, 9.10.1458; the same to the same, Missiven No. 67, Fol. 70-71, 14.10.1458. 
185 Ibid, Fol. 12. Heinrich von Pappenheim and Donauwörth to Nördlingen, 11.10.1458.  
186 Ibid, Fol. 154. 12.10.1458.  
187 Ibid, Fol. 137. 14.10.1458. 
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rescue the city, and asked Nördlingen to deliver their letter to other cities in the area.188 

Despite the reluctance of the cities to take action, it is clear that Augsburg was not the only 

city that feared that the actions of Duke Ludwig might have far-reaching consequences. 

Heilbronn expressed its concern about the events surrounding the attack on Donauwörth as 

follows: “dann ez ist one zweivel, was der furst an den von Werde vindet und erlernt, die 

andern werden dez auch zu thund sin und thon kunden“.189 

 Meanwhile, the Emperor sent letters to Duke Ludwig demanding from him to cancel the 

attack.190 He also contacted numerous imperial cities ordering them to provide any possible 

help to Donauwörth or bare harsh consequences.191 Two weeks later the Emperor repeated 

his command to Regensburg (and probably to other cities as well). This time he provided the 

city with details about the recent events. He explained that he requested from Duke Ludwig 

to come to his imperial court to discuss his claims on Donauwörth, because the city and its 

population: “uns als romischem keiser und dem heiligen reiche an mittel zugehoren”. The 

Duke ignored his request and decided to capture the city using force: “und villeicht uns als 

romischem keyser und dem heiligen reiche abzudrengen”. He further explained that he 

appealed again to the Duke and ordered him to lift the siege from the city. Because the 

Duke ignored him again, he demands Regensburg to recall the troops they might have sent 

to assist Duke Ludwig and help Donauwörth instead, threatening them with the loss of all 

their rights, freedoms and privileges.192 This renewed call for help was also ignored. The 

Emperor’s capabilities were at the time limited. He had an uneasy relationship with Mathias 

Corvinus and George of Bohemia, while a patrimonial crisis with his brothers over the lands 

in Austria restricted his ability to intervene and play a more decisive role in the conflict.193 

 
188 StNÖ, Missiven No. 67, Fol. 153. 11.10.1458. Compare with a very different tone voiced by Ulm. In their 
letter they reacted on the appeal for help voiced by Donauwörth and among else wrote that: “Wie wol wir nun 
bekennen, das wir stat alle, so zu dem hailgen Reiche gehorent ein ander darbey zu hanthaben und auch sunst 
vil trewen und gutz schuldig sein, yedoch so die stette ertrent sind und keiner sich in myndern den soliche 
sweren sachen zu der andern laider vil, sunder rats und hilff versehen darff und etlicher on der andern stette 
hilff an dem ennde nit erschiessen mag“. Ibid, fol. 96.2-97.1. Ulm to Nördlingen, 12.10.1458. 
189 Ibid, Fol. 9. Heilbronn to Nördlingen, 16.10.1458.  
190 Franz Fuchs, Karl-Friedrich Krieger (eds.), Regesten Kaiser Friedrichs III. (1440-1493). Nach Archiven und 
Bibliotheken geordnet. H. 15: Die Urkunden und Briefe aus den Beständen "Reichsstadt" und "Hochstift" 
Regensburg des Bayerischen Hauptstaatsarchivs in München sowie aus den Regensburger Archiven und 
Bibliotheken. Wien 2002, No. 133. 5.10.1458 – Kaiser Friedrich to Duke Ludwig. Orders him to go with his 
pretensions to court; ibid, No. 136 – 8/19.10.1458. Kaiser Friedrich to Duke Ludwig, repeats his demands and 
threatens the Duke with severe fines. 
191 Paul-Joachim Heinig (ed.), Regesten Kaiser Friedrichs III. (1440-1493). Nach Archiven und Bibliotheken 
geordnet. H. 4: Die Urkunden und Briefe aus dem Stadtarchiv Frankfurt am Main. Wien 1986, No. 286. Kaiser 
Friedrich to Frankfurt, 5.10.1458; R.K.F - H.15, No. 132. Kaiser Friedrich to Regensburg, 5.10.1458; Dieter 
Rübsamen (ed.), Regesten Kaiser Friedrichs III. (1440-1493). Nach Archiven und Bibliotheken geordnet. H. 28: 
Die Urkunden und Briefe aus den Archiven und Bibliotheken der Stadt Nürnberg. Teil 3: 1456-1463. Wien 2013, 
No. 136. Kaiser Friedrich to Augsburg, 5.10.1458; R.K.F - H.28, No. 137. Kaiser Friedrich to Rothenburg ob der 
Tauber, 5.10.1458. 
192 R.K.F - H.15, No. 137. 21.10.1458. 
193 Langmaier, Ehzherzog Albrecht VI, pp. 485-486; Lackner, Herzog Ludwig IX, pp. 110-113; Buchner, Krieg, pp. 
11-12; Würdinger, Kriegsgeschichte, p. 6; Müller, Des Heiligen Römischen Reichs Teutscher Nation. Vol. 1, pp. 
614-615; Peter Csendes, Wien in den Fehden der Jahre 1461-1463, in Militärhistorische Schriftenreihe, Heft 28, 
Wien 1974, p.2. In the summer of 1458, Friedrich III and his brother Archduke Albrecht were close to a 
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Already by middle September the troops of the Duke began to appear near the city gates. 

Numerous additional forces soon followed them. Most of the princes sent contingents, 

including Albrecht Achilles and Count Ulrich, while Elector Friedrich appeared personally at 

the head of his host. On October 19th, Duke Ludwig arrived at the gates of the city 

personally, accompanied by a big force. At that moment, the number of the city defenders 

reached barely several hundred men, while the side of the Duke’s coalition numbered 

around 4,500 riders and 12,000 foot-soldiers. On that same day, the city surrendered. The 

Duke entered Donauwörth escorted by 400 riders, rode to the city square where the city 

population awaited him and later vowed him allegiance. The coat of arms of the city was 

pulled down and the coat of arms of Bayern was pulled up.194 „O lebendiger gott, wie 

liederlich und on not ist ain guete, werliche stat verlorn worden“195, exclaimed Burckhard 

Zink about the fall of the city packed with sincere emotions.  

The seizure of an imperial city in a middle of peacetime was a grave affront to the Emperor, 

an action that undermined his reputation and authority. The numerous letters he wrote 

were of no avail: “der Kaiser war über die Nichtachtung und Geringschätzung seiner Würde 

hoch verunwilligt”.196 Kluckhohn sees in the conduct of the Emperor a sign of weakness, 

since instead of intervening with all his might, he confined himself to sending harsh 

letters.197 Fritz thinks that the limited reaction of Friedrich III underlined the difficult 

situation in which he was found. He emphasises that the Emperor did not intend to put up 

with the Duke’s aggressive act and awaited a more appropriate time to react.198 

The participation of Count Ulrich and especially Albrecht Achilles in the military operation 

raises questions. Fritz claims that the inner logic of the “Mergentheimer” coalition led by 

Albrecht Achilles was “antipfälzisch” and not “antiwittelsbachisch”. Since they did not 

consider Duke Ludwig as their main enemy, it was only logical to try to separate him from 

the Elector. Thus, the provision of military assistance to the Elector’s closest ally could be a 

smart calculated move.199 Langmaier adds in this regard that at this point the rivalling camps 

have not yet completely shaped. He believes that the Duke did not have any serious 

expansionistic plans and that he was only interested in consolidating and reinforcing his 

 
collision, which was eventually resolved diplomatically. No better was the Emperor’s relation with George of 
Bohemia, with whom it came to a local-scale military confrontation, which ended through negotiations on 
2.10.1458.  
194 Zelzer, Grochsmann, Geschichte der Stadt Donauwörth, pp. 127-128; Buchner, Krieg, pp. 9-10; Isenmann, 
Kaiserliche Obrigkeit, p. 41, Droysen, Geschichte; p. 211, Würdinger, Joseph, Kriegsgeschichte, p. 5; Fritz, Ulrich 
der Vielgeliebte, p. 189. 
195 Zink, Chronik, p. 220; The upheaval caused by Donauwörth’s surrender is clearly felt in the letter 
Dinkelsbühl sent to Nördlingen.  On 20.10.1458, they referred to a rumour according to which Donauwörth 
surrendered and added that they do not trust or believe it (das wir nicht getrewen noch gelauben). StNÖ, 
Missiven No. 67, Fol. 45. We should not forget that only a short time ago Dinkelsbühl itself fell victim to very 
aggressive actions of the Duke.   
196 Gemeiner, Regensburgische Jahrbücher, p. 276. 
197 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, p. 92. 
198 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 189. 
199 Ibid, pp. 189-190. 
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position in the area of Ingolstadt and Swabia.200 However, that explanation by itself does 

not solve the complexity of the situation. Bishop Johann and Elector Friedrich who only 

months earlier requested the help of Duke Ludwig in vain now rushed to aid him. It comes 

about that the princes, which have barely avoided an open conflict several months 

previously, now unified their forces for a combined action that undermined the 

“Landfrieden” and came to reinforce the position of Duke Ludwig. Moreover, as we learn 

from later letters,201 it was none other than Albrecht Achilles himself, who helped Duke 

Ludwig organize and plan the attack. Even if the assertions of the Duke who claimed that he 

would have never captured the city without the advice of Albrecht were an exaggeration, it 

is clear that the Duke was willing to pay attention to the advice of the man, who would 

become his archenemy a short time later. It is possible to state with certainty that during 

the negotiations in Nuremberg in August 1458 both princes were able to achieve some kind 

of resolution that brought them closer together. Two days after Duke Ludwig declared war 

on Donauwörth, Albrecht Achilles and both his brothers: Margrave Friedrich and Johann the 

Alchemist followed suit. In their war declaration, they explained that the sole reason for 

their intervention was the request of their friend Ludwig to assist him.202 The fact that only 

months after Donauwörth was captured, Duke Ludwig personally attended the wedding 

between Albrecht and the sister of his wife Anna of Saxony and set at the front table with 

other prominent guests203 reinforces that assumption even further. It also makes it clear 

that Albrecht and Ludwig were not the bitter enemies they would soon become and that the 

conflict over the jurisdictional rights was not an insurmountable obstacle to their 

relationship.204   

The actions of Duke Ludwig raised a wave of concern among the imperial cities. Only short 

time before he captured Dinkelsbühl and now attacked another city without naming any 

reason what so ever. The cities perceived the seizure of Donauwörth with a lot of fear and 

concern. They organized a meeting in order to discuss their further conduct in this regard.205 

In a letter to the city council of Nuremberg, the Frankfurters asked if the news of the 

capture of the city were correct and whether the Duke has plans to attack other cities.206  

 
200 Langmaier, Erzherzog Albrecht VI, p. 508. 
201 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 1, pp. 82, 87: Duke Ludwig to Duke Wilhelm of Saxony on 28.10.1461 – 
he wrote that it was none other than Albrecht Achilles himself, who advised him how to capture Donauwörth. 
A similar turn of events is mentioned in another letter of Duke Ludwig from 9.1.1462. 
202 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 35, pp. 29-30; Riezler, Geschichte Baierns, p. 382. 
203 Mülich, Chronik, p. 143; Hiram Kümper, “Albrecht Achilles und das Hochstift Eichstätt”, in Kurfürst Albrecht 
Achilles, p. 473; Riezler, Geschichte Baierns, p. 384; The wedding took place on 12.11.1458. Albrecht married 
Anna, the daughter of Elector Friedrich of Saxony. It was his second wedding; Müller, Die diplomatische 
Kärrnerarbeit, pp. 196-197. 
204 Already Fritz indicated that the disagreements over the “Kaiserliche Gericht” between Albrecht and Ludwig 
were not a reason for a widespread strife between them. Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 190; In contrast, 
Langmaier states that these disagreements meant that the convergence between Ludwig and Albrecht could 
only be temporary. Langmaier, Erzherzog Albrecht VI, pp. 508-509. 
205 Gemeiner, Regensburgische Jahrbücher, p. 277. 
206 Zelzer, Grochsmann, Geschichte der Stadt Donauwörth, pp. 128-129. 
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The claims according to which Albrecht Achilles had cunningly organized the seizure of 

Donauwörth, so he could later use it as a pretext for an imperial war against the Duke207 

seems to be far-fetched. After all, Albrecht himself as well as Count Ulrich participated in 

this undertaking. Albrecht also did not dispute the fact that he advised the Duke on the 

matter. Apparently, he simply did not foresee the grave consequences of this action. 

Endowing Albrecht with such a remarkable in-depth analysis and ascribing him the ability to 

foretell the upcoming events combined with an incredible influence on the Emperor seems 

to be an over exaggeration. How could Albrecht know for sure that Friedrich III will be so 

much opposed to the attack? What made him think, that after he supported the Duke 

during the siege the Emperor will entrust him the task of reclaiming Donauwörth? It seems 

much more likely that Albrecht simply aspired to improve his relations with the Duke, 

hoping that for exchange he would take a less militant line against his attempts to widen the 

jurisdiction of the “Kaiserliche Gericht”.  

The support of Bishop Johann of Würzburg and Elector Friedrich should be construed as a 

clear sign that the reluctance of Duke Ludwig to assist them during the conflict over 

Widdern did not create an unreachable breach in their relations. Moreover, under the given 

circumstances the provision of help to Duke Ludwig seemed to be an action far less risky 

than the assistance the Elector and the Bishop asked from the Duke several months earlier. 

In this respect, Fritz adds that by helping the Duke Albrecht Achilles and Count Ulrich hoped 

to create a breach between Duke Ludwig and the Count Palatine, acting as the Duke’s allies. 

It, in turn, made the Elector to intervene and demonstrate his support to Ludwig.208 

Although logical at first glance, such a construction fails to explain the willingness of 

Albrecht Achilles to accept the office of the imperial captain, destroying his previous plans 

overnight.  

One last question should be treated before we can move forward. What made Duke Ludwig 

to assume that the seizure of Donauwörth would not entail him grave consequences? After 

all, he was aware of the Emperor’s rigidity in this regard. It is clear that the Duke was well 

informed about the tense relations of the Emperor with his brother and used the timing in 

his favour. At this point, Kluckhohn’s suggestion according to which the Duke must have 

believed that Friedrich III would have to reconcile once he would have to deal with a “fait 

accompli”209 seems very reasonable. Nevertheless, it is the combination of several different 

factors, that make the Duke’s actions appear most reasonable. On one side, Ludwig felt 

grieved by what he perceived as injustice, violation of his rights and a blow to his honour, on 

 
207 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, p. 97: …“Donauwörth wäre dann nur die Falle gewesen, worin Albrecht den 
Herzog gelockt, um ihn sicher zu verderben.“ Kluckhohn explains that in contrast to that popular version, in 
reality, the situation was different, and that most probably Albrecht tried to improve his relations with the 
Duke, so he could make him more compliant concerning the “Kaiserliche Gericht”. See similar interpretation 
by: Gustav Freiherr Hasselholdt-Stockheim von, Herzog Albrecht IV. und seine Zeit. Vol. I/1: Kampf der 
wittelsbachischen und brandenburgischen Politik 1459 bis 1465. Leipzig 1865, p. 38; Fritz, Ulrich der 
Vielgeliebte, p. 190. 
208 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 190. 
209 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 80-81. 
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the other, he tried to assert his pretensions, which as he thought were well-grounded. The 

Duke’s sincere belief in his rights on the city might have blurred his judgement and made 

him miscalculate the reaction of the Emperor. However, the meticulous planning of the 

whole operation, recruitment of numerous allies and the way the operation itself was 

conducted are a good indication that Ludwig was no way reckless. Judging by the wide 

support the Duke gained (among notable princes in the whole Southern Germany, only 

Duke Wilhelm of Saxony and the Archbishops of Mainz and Trier did not declare war on the 

city, while most of them not only sent a war declaration, but also troops)210 we can conclude 

that his claims were broadly accepted. What the Duke was unable to foresee is that the 

Emperor, though lacking assertiveness in the right moment, proved to be extremely 

stubborn and persistent.211 It seems possible that post factum Albrecht realized that Duke 

Ludwig was not ready to reconcile with his attempts to expand the sphere of influence of 

the “Kaiserliche Gericht”. Once a peaceful achievement of his goal seemed to fail, Albrecht 

gladly accepted the advantages the imperial captaincy provided him in order to advance his 

interests. We should not forget that Albrecht could not know that the imperial war against 

Duke Ludwig would eventually end by means of diplomacy. If war indeed had erupted, most 

probably, it would have ended with the Duke’s defeat. In such a case, Albrecht would have 

negotiated with the Duke from a position of strength, forcing him to make concessions. 

Against that background, his opposition in the region would have been silenced. it also 

important not to ignore the close ties of the Zollern with the Emperor, which must have 

been another motive standing behind the conduct of the Margrave.    

5. The path to the “blinden Sprüch” 

After Duke Ludwig captured Donauwörth, his first impression must have been that his 

endeavour was successful, and would end without serious consequences. The extent of his 

delusion would unravel itself only months later. Meanwhile the tensions in the Empire 

between both coalitions continued to smoulder. At the end of the year 1458, the members 

of the two groups continued to reinforce their alliances. Duke Ludwig and Elector Friedrich 

celebrated Christmas together in Heidelberg reinforcing their ties.212 Their opponents spent 

the Christmas holiday in Aschaffenburg, where they renewed the union between them on 

29.12.1458, declaring the Count Palatine to be their main enemy. They were also able to 

add some counts from the Rhineland to their coalition, among them Count Emicho of 

Leiningen. The cathedral chapter of Mainz also signed the treaty of union, promising that 

the next Archbishop of Mainz would be a member of the collation. It was probably clear that 

the old Archbishop of Mainz would soon die, thus it was important to guarantee the 

continuity of the political course. Only Duke Ludwig of Veldenz who was also present, 

 
210 Weiss, Die Beziehungen der Stadt Donauwörth zu Bayern von 1266-1459, pp. 140-142. 
211 As far as I can judge, Emperor Friedrich was a very stubborn man. The failure of Count Palatine Friedrich to 
convince the Emperor to accept the arrogation is in that regard a great example.  
212 Menzel, Regesten, p. 306; Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 191. 
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preferred not to join the union at this moment. The main problem of their plan was, that it 

disregarded the possible intervention of Duke Ludwig on the side of the Elector.213 

5.1 The meeting in Bamberg 

In January 1459, a big meeting took place in Bamberg. Along with other prominent princes, 

Albrecht Achilles, Elector Friedrich and Duke Ludwig arrived there personally in order to 

settle the differences between them. However, instead of smoothing things over, this 

conference led to a further escalation after an open quarrel erupted between Albrecht and 

Elector Friedrich, ending to no purpose.214 According to the “Speierische Chronik”, 

immediately after this incident, Albrecht rode to Eger and met King George. He wanted to 

recruit Bohemian soldiers. The King asked Albrecht whom he planned to attack but once he 

found out, that it was Friedrich the Victorious, he refused to permit him recruit soldiers in 

his lands.215  

5.2 The “Egerer Tag”216 

Before the adversaries came one step closer to open confrontation, another important 

meeting took place.217 It took place in Eger in April 1459 and concentrated on the conflict 

between Duke Wilhelm of Saxony and King George. Duke Wilhelm who was also a pretender 

to the Bohemian crown waived his rights on the crown, opening a way to a settlement 

between him and the King. This arrangement was the main achievement of the gathering.218 

While King George was able to gain a wide recognition of his status,219 Albrecht Achilles 

sought to improve his relations with George220 thus securing himself an important ally.221 It 

 
213 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 191-192; Stälin, Wirtembergische Geschichte, p. 515.  
214 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 191-192; Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrich, pp. 116-117; 
Compare with Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 127, p. 424. 
215 Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 127, p. 424. 
216 For a detailed discussion of the numerous events that happened in Eger in April 1459, see, Eger 1459. 
Fürstentreffen zwischen Sachsen, Böhmen und Ihren Nachbarn: Dynastische Politik, Fürstliche Repräsentation 
und Kulturelle Verflechtung (ed. Andre Thieme, Uwe Tresp). Dößel 2011.  
217 Allegedly, a meeting of the cities took place in Esslingen in February, organized by the Emperor himself who 
wanted to punish Duke Ludwig for his violation of peace. Several older books report on this meeting, among 
them Müller in, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 1, p. 616, Buchner, Krieg, p. 14; Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten 
Friedrich, p. 119. However all of them base their account on one single source: Ehrenspiegel des Hauses 
Österreich [Clemens Jäger is the author of the book]. Hans Jakob Fugger commissioned the writing of this 
book, which was published almost hundred years after the described events. However, it is important to 
mention, that Jäger could have used local sources that were lost later. Information on the meeting there, p. 
283. This source lacks accuracy and already Stälin, Geschichte, p. 516 and Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, p. 366 
showed that Jäger must have made a mistake and that the Emperor organized no such a meeting.  
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seems that at this point Albrecht, who acted as the mediator during the negotiations 

between Saxony and Bohemia, enjoyed good relations with the King.222 However, from the 

perspective of this study, another event was of greater significance; it was the sudden and 

unexpected arrival of Elector Friedrich.223 Friedrich attended the meeting with one primary 

goal - to prevent the creation of a coalition between Saxony, Brandenburg and Bohemia.224 

In this regard, the Elector was successful, being able to conclude a treaty with King George. 

225 He attempted to include Duke Ludwig at this union, whose relations with the King at the 

time were strained. King George objected, since he had some territorial discrepancies with 

Ludwig. However, they were eventually able to resolve these problems, paving the way for 

including Duke Ludwig in a future treaty.226 In the face of these developments, Albrecht 

Achilles believed that war was now closer than ever. He sent messengers to his cities, 

ordering them to prepare for war.227 

5.3 War declaration on Duke Ludwig 

Apparently, a very complicated situation followed in the next several months. Fritz explains 

that in contrast to what many scholars seemed to believe in the past, 228 it is not fully clear 

that the members of the Mergentheim group pushed the Emperor to declare an imperial 

war on Duke Ludwig. He expresses the opinion that they true intention was to threaten the 

Duke with the imperial war in order to compel him to abandon Elector Friedrich. The 

Emperor did not make them wait and declared the war because he was angry on the 

Duke.229 Fritz refrained from stating it but he must have meant that the members of the 

Mergentheim coalition thought that the Emperor would start threatening the Duke with war 

but not declare it. Either way already on 4.6.1459, the Emperor issued an official order in 

which he appointed Duke Wilhelm of Saxony and Albrecht Achilles to the rank of the 

imperial captains in the war against Duke Ludwig. Friedrich III explained that the Duke’s 

recent actions towards the city Dinkelsbühl and Donauwörth left him no other choice.230  

Here I must draw attention to an uncertainty concerning the nature of relations between 

Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles in this time. Already Kluckhohn suggested that Duke Ludwig 

was not aware of the imperial ban against him and received this information only in the end 

of June. To prove his point, he refers to letters the Duke addressed to several cities on June 
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15th. From its content, it does not appear that Ludwig heard about the imperial war as well 

as on the nomination of Albrecht Achilles to the position of the imperial captain. Only in his 

letters from the end of the month, it is clear that he got news about the imperial war against 

him.231 Fritz supported and further elaborated this viewpoint. He explained that the 

members of the Mergentheim coalition hoped that the Emperor would declare an imperial 

war against both Elector Friedrich and Duke Ludwig. Moreover, he thinks that the war 

declaration on Duke Ludwig, issued on June 4th caught them by surprise. Fritz further 

clarifies that the Mergentheim princes were still attempting to create the necessary 

preconditions that would prevent Duke Ludwig from intervening on the side of the Elector. 

Therefore, Albrecht concealed from the Duke the war declaration, since it could deteriorate 

their relations further. Only during the negotiations in Eichstätt in middle June; it became 

clear that it was impossible to secure the Duke’s neutrality in the case of a war with the 

Elector. Only then, explains Fritz, Albrecht informed his allies about the Imperial ban against 

the Duke and his nomination to the rank of the imperial captain.232 In other words, the 

interests of the Emperor and of the members of the Mergentheim coalition disagreed; they 

planned to fight against the Elector while they were not interested in a confrontation with 

the Duke.  

This interpretation of events seems somewhat problematic. Kluckhohn himself writes that 

immediately after Albrecht was promoted to the position of the imperial captain, he 

delivered letters to numerous princes and cities, urging them to come to his aid.233 

Hasselholdt-Stockheim asserts that Albrecht summoned all the estates of the Empire to a 

meeting in Nuremberg on July 1st.234 Kluckhon points out that in May, Duke Ludwig tried to 

start recruiting soldiers in Bohemia and only in the first part of June, he began with serious 

war preparations.235 Droysen writes that the war preparations on both sides started already 

in May, and that in the beginning of July an army 24,000 men strong was already assembled 

in the area of Nuremberg.236 Stälin mentions how the relations between Ludwig and 

Albrecht deteriorated in the previous months and that by middle of June the war 

preparations war well under way.237  

On July 1st, Albrecht’s allies decided to send him 2000 riders on July 13th for a period of 14 

days.238 Against this background, it appears doubtful that the Duke did not suspect that an 

imperial war was declared against him. The Duke was well informed, and it seems dubious 

that the news on the imperial ban reached him only several weeks after they were issued. 

Both Albrecht and Ludwig prepared for war. It all makes the position expressed by 

Kluckhohn and later elaborated by Fritz sound peculiar: Albrecht prepared for war, 
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encouraged the estates and the princes to come forward under the imperial banner and at 

the same time thought that by hiding from the Duke the hostile intentions of the Emperor 

he would be able to win him over. I think that the knowledge that Albrecht enjoys the full 

support of the Emperor should have made the Duke more pliable and not vice versa (that is 

exactly what happened only several weeks later, during the negotiations in Nuremberg). 

What can be stated for sure is that a significant amount of uncertainty must have been in 

the air, as Ludwig and Albrecht, as well as their allies in the west, did not fully understand in 

what direction the situation would develop further.    

5.4 The imperial cities draw attention 

After the Emperor nominated Albrecht Achilles and Ludwig of Saxony to the rank of the 

imperial captains, he addressed letters to numerous forces in the empire,239 among them 

the imperial cities. The Emperor ordered them to obey his captains in the war against Duke 

Ludwig, which he initiated in order to punish the Duke for his aggressive actions against 

Dinkelsbühl, Donauwörth and who: “in ander wege wider uns und das heilig reich geübt 

habe”. The Kaiser threatened the cities with severe punishments if they will disobey.240 

After receiving the official accusation from the Emperor, Albrecht started addressing the 

cities. He requested them to send their representatives to Nuremberg on 1.7.1459, where a 

round of talks with Duke Ludwig was scheduled.241 Already by this point Duke Ludwig 

started propagating his arguments to the cities. In a letter dated on 23rd of June, he 

explained that he and Albrecht Achilles met in Eichstätt on 15th of June and discussed the 

topic of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” that harms him and his subjects. Ludwig explained that: 

“der vier hewsser ains, darauf das heylig romisch reich gewident ist, und inn anfang mit 

gemainer geordenten und lanndt gerichten in seinem zirkel auffliessendt, aus dem heyligen 

romischen reych, hoch und wirdiglich gefreyet, und der in gebrauch, ubung und herkomen, 

loblich bisher kombmen (!) sein, auch ee das burggraftums zw Nurenberg gewesen ist, 

sollher unpillicher obrikait zw svechen in dem loblichen hauss zu Bayrn, das so gar lang, 

loblich und wirdigcklichen als der vier hewser ains herkomen ist, sein wir gannz in willen 

vestiglich, nachdem als wir dem und uns wol schuldig sein widerstand zu tun und dem 

benanten unnsern oheim solh sein unpillich suchen und furnemen so er bey unns in dem 

haus von Bayrn tuet an recht nicht volgen lassen“. He further explained that no one 

belonging to the House of Bayern was ever subject to Albrecht’s court and it would not 

change. Despite this situation Albrecht is trying to press him with his court of law. He asked 

them not to believe to anyone who would claim that in fact things look differently.242 Only 
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days later the Duke sent Nördlingen another letter. He mentioned his previous message and 

explained that it is clear that the real motive of Albrecht’s actions is his attempt to extend 

the authority of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” on the lands of the Duke. Ludwig explained that it 

is against the old good order and custom, and that it could bring: “ew und anndern in 

kunfftigen zeytten irrung”. The Duke pointed out on the good relations between him and 

the city that are going back already to the rule of his father and expressed his hope that 

Nördlingen would not intervene against him in this conflict.243 On July 3rd Ludwig asked 

Nördlingen not to provide any help to Albrecht Achilles because the Emperor agreed to 

solve the difficulties between them via negotiations.244 The most important city in the whole 

region, Nuremberg, looked very sceptically on the perspective of an imperial war waged 

under the banner of their recent foe Albrecht Achilles. Their representatives explained 

Albrecht, that they prefer to stay neutral in the conflict and hope that the negotiations in 

Nuremberg would allow the belligerents to settle their differences without resorting to 

violence.245  

At this point the Emperor did not have serious difficulties to raise the support of the cities 

and it was Duke Ludwig, who actively tried to change the cities mind. The only “novelty” 

from his side was the mentioning of the aggressive actions of the Duke towards Dinkelsbühl, 

which he virtually ignored before. Already at this early stage of the conflict the Duke voiced 

one of his main arguments for the first time: namely, that Albrecht merely used the pretext 

of the imperial war to reinforce the influence of the “Kaiserliche Gericht”. Instead of trying 

to justify his own actions the Duke decided to cast shadow on the personality of the imperial 

captain. By itself, it was not a foolish move. Albrecht was hardly perceived by the cities as 

the champion of their rights, therefore, convincing them that his motivation had nothing in 

common with their interests could undermine the willingness of the cities to get involved in 

the war. However, at this stage the personal tensions between the Duke and the Margrave 

were on the back burner. The cities which saw the real political will of the Emperor were 

ready to back up his commanders and apparently did not demand prolonged cajoling. As in 

the previous year, none of the sides elaborated its arguments further, because the conflict 

was, apparently resolved 

5.5 War is avoided in the last moment 

While it seemed that a war between Albrecht and Ludwig can erupt at any given moment, 

Count Ulrich, Diether of Isenburg and Ludwig of Veldenz continued to devise plans on a 

combined attack on Elector Friedrich, whom they intended to declare war on August 3rd.246  

Fritz suggests that they hoped that Albrecht would be able to achieve significant progress in 
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the first weeks of the war against the Duke, and then concentrate all his energy on the 

conflict with the Elector.247 Reality turned out to be very different. In this stressed situation, 

at the face of an almost imminent war, the negotiations in Nuremberg commenced. 

Langmaier explains that: “die Angst vor einem reichsweiten Mehrfrontenkrieg brachte die 

verfeindeten Parteien wieder an den Verhandlungstisch”.248 Each of the participants had 

reasons of his own to negotiate. Duke Ludwig was a rich and powerful prince. The new 

alliance between King George and Elector Friedrich must have provided him a new source of 

confidence. However, he must have been aware of the likelihood of a war between Friedrich 

and the members of the Mergentheim coalition, which meant that he would find himself 

alone against the imperial army. On May 30th, Albrecht and Count Ulrich signed a union for 

10 years with Johann and Sigmund of Bayern-Munich, weakening the Duke’s position even 

further.249 Another crucial factor that must have contributed to the peaceful outcome was 

found in the position of King George, who refused to allow Duke Ludwig to recruit Bohemian 

soldiers.250 Kluckhohn explains that Ludwig was unable to recruit an army bigger than 

10,000 men in his own lands, while his enemies could mobilize twice that number.251 

Albrecht Achilles, for his part, must have believed that he would succeed outsmarting his 

interlocutor during the negotiations. Another important factor that helped to defuse the 

tension was the actions of Pope Pius II. His main idea was to organize a crusade against the 

Turks. A conflict in Germany could ruin his plans; therefore, he did all in his power to assist 

in the attainment of peace. He sent his legate Stephan of Nardini,252 who was accompanied 

by the Bishop of Speier and the Dean Heinrich Senftleben of Breslau to the princely meeting. 

They were instructed to help mediate between the sides.253 On June 29th, Ludwig wrote the 

Emperor, explaining that a war would lead to: “gross verderben vnd verwüsten” in the 

German lands, asking the Emperor to solve the conflict not with “gewalt” but “bey recht”.254 

The Emperor agreed, making a peaceful resolution possible.  

5.6 The “Blinder Spruch” 

On July 9th, the meeting of the Princes in Nuremberg took place. Archduke Albrecht VI from 

Austria and Bishop Johann III of Eichstätt255 acted as the mediators. On the agenda was the 

conflict between Emperor Friedrich and Duke Ludwig, the disagreements between Duke 
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Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles over the jurisdictional rights of the law-court of Nuremberg, so 

as the conflicts of Elector Friedrich with Mainz, Veldenz and Wurttemberg.256 Despite the 

big number of the prominent princes attending the meeting, we should pay a special 

attention to a prince who did not appear - Elector Friedrich. From a letter he sent to some of 

his supporters on November 13th 1459, we learn that he was on his way to Nuremberg when 

he received: “ain brief von vnserm oheim marggraue Albrecht von Brandenburg zu geschickt 

darinne er vns den tag wenndig geschrieben hat“. The Elector returned home sending only 

some of his trusties without authority to Nuremberg.257 

The absence of the Elector did not prevent from those present to strike a bargain. Albrecht 

Achilles probably understood that he would be able to achieve much better results if he 

would separate Duke Ludwig from his mighty ally and mislead the Elector intentionally.258 

Another goal of that move was an attempt to strike a blow at the personal relations 

between Duke Ludwig and the Elector.259 The conflict over Donauwörth was regulated 

during the first day of the meeting. Duke Ludwig committed himself to deliver the city in 8 

days to a neutral force. It was agreed that another meeting of the mediators would take 

place on September 14th, on which a final decision will be reached “gutlich oder rechtlich”. 

The fate of Dinkelsbühl was supposed to be decided there as well. The mediators agreed 

that if they would not be able to arrive on that day together: “dann drei aus uns hirinn 

sprechen, thun oder handeln, dabei sol es beleiben an aller mass”.260 They also agreed that 

the conflict between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig was considered to be settled and 

that both sides will not fight, altercate or be hostile towards each other and will settle any 

incipient tensions only peacefully via negotiations. What concerned the hotly debated 

judicial authority of Albrecht’s court of law, the following formulation was supposed to solve 

this issue: „ob der egenanten Herren Inwoner in iren Landen icht Sppruch zueynander 

hetten oder gewunnnen/ so soll der Kläger dem Antworter nachfarn/ und Recht von ihm 

nemen/ do der Antworter gesessen ist/ und daß Ihm Recht dosebst ergehe/ wie recht ist“. 

Both sides agreed: „solch Beredniß vnd Teyding treülich zuhalten“.261 All three decisions in 

the conflicts between Elector Friedrich and his adversaries were reached against him. The 

debt in the size of 9000 gulden of the Cathedral chapter of Mainz to Elector Friedrich was 

declared void. The Elector was supposed to pay the wife of Count Ulrich 3000 gulden each 

year. Duke Ludwig of Veldenz was supposed to get the disputed territories from the Elector 
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as a fief.  The decisions were composed and affirmed by Archduke Albrecht and Bishop 

Johaтn of Eichstätt.262 Duke Ludwig guaranteed that Elector Friedrich would submit to this 

judgement.263 I must stress that according to the “Speierische Chronic”, during the 

negotiations a big imperial army numbering around 20 thousand men stood near 

Nuremberg.264 This fact probably made Duke Ludwig more amenable and talkative. Menzel 

also explains the willingness of the Duke to achieve a compromise by his fear of his 

numerous adversaries, which could use the imperial war as a pretext to attack him. In 

addition, the position of the Duke at that moment was further weakened by the actions of 

King George. The King who had some territorial disputes with Duke Ludwig ordered all the 

Bohemian soldiers in the army of the Duke to return home, making the Duke vulnerable in 

case of a military clash.265  

There is a wide agreement that Duke Ludwig was convinced that the treaty signed with 

Albrecht Achilles would stop the intervention of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” into his lands.266 

Kluckhohn thinks that at first Duke Ludwig must have believed that he reached a solid deal: 

the future of Donauwörth was not yet definitively decided while he valuated the perspective 

to keep Dinkelsbühl in his hands as high. He adds that while Albrecht Achilles was the 

person authorized to negotiate with the Duke, it turned out that the Emperor also 

negotiated with Duke Ludwig directly and considered the possibility to hand him over the 

city for a certain price.267 Whereas Count Ulrich, Duke Ludwig of Veldenz and Archbishop 

Diether gained what they wanted, Elector Friedrich appeared to be the biggest loser. If the 

goal of Albrecht Achilles was to divide his enemies, it seemed that he was on the right path. 

After he received the letter detailing each of the paragraphs he became so mad, that he tore 

it apart, stating that he does not intend to keep it.268 Lackner underlines that in contrast to 

the decisions reached with Duke Ludwig, the agreements with the Elector were undeniably 

one sided. For the agreements concluded with Duke Ludwig to gain force, the Duke had to 

secure that his Wittelsbach cousin would fulfil his part of the bargain. It gave the whole 

situation a very bad taste. Duke Ludwig harmed the interests of his closest ally in order to 

get a better deal for himself. It is difficult to imagine that such an act did not inflict a blow 

on the trust relationship inside the Wittelsbach party.269 After Pope Pius II heard that the 

warring sides signed the treaty, he demonstrated the greatest content, believing that now 

his mission to avert a war in Germany was successful and that the most formidable obstacle 
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on the way of the Crusade was removed.270 However, very soon it became clear that instead 

of preventing the conflict, this decision made the war inevitable.  

5.7 The reaction to the “blinder Spruch” 

The advisors of Elector Friedrich who were present at the meeting in Nuremberg raised a 

protest immediately after they understood what obligations their lord was expected to take 

upon himself. However, the present princes neglected their protests.271 Immediately after 

Elector Friedrich received the document and read it, he declared that he would not follow 

the prescribed paragraphs, naming the document “blinder Spruch”.272 He then sent an angry 

letter to Duke Ludwig, heavily criticizing him for signing the treaty.273 After receiving it, the 

Duke allegedly broke down in tears and started to think on a way to rescind the 

commitments he took upon himself.274    

On July 16th, Duke Ludwig delivered Donauwörth into the hands of the imperial 

representative Heinrich von Pappenheim.275 Meanwhile the Elector was trying to do all in 

his power to prevent the fulfilment of the treaty. He sent letters to different princes in the 

Empire explaining them that the decisions that were reached in Nuremberg were not only 

wrong but also illegal.276 He addressed Archduke Albrecht and the Bishop of Eichstätt asking 

them to cancel their former decision and arrange a new round of talks. Friedrich was able to 

convince Archduke Albrecht not to participate in the ratification of the decision and tried to 

change the mind of the Bishop as well.277 Despite all efforts, he was unable to prevent from 

Bishop Johann of Eichstätt to confirm the agreements alone on September 14th.278 On 

September 29th, the Bishop of Eichstätt passed Donauwörth to Heinrich von Pappenheim.279 

Thus, it soon became clear that the agreement that seemed at first balanced; at least on the 

part of Duke Ludwig, turned out to be a hard blow for the Duke as well. According to 

Ulsamer, after Albrecht indicated that the agreement he signed with Duke Ludwig does not 

apply to the imperial court of law; it became clear that the Duke would not fulfil his part of 

the bargain.280 Albrecht’s actions did not only hurt Ludwig’s rights, but his actions also 

delivered a blow to his honour and reputation, since, as it turned out, the Margrave simply 

fooled the Duke.  
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Now both princes tried to do all in their power to question the legitimacy of the “blinder 

Spruch” and to prevent its implementation. From a letter of Albrecht Achilles to the 

Emperor sent on 12.10.1459, we learn that a possible regulation of the crisis was not yet out 

of the question. Albrecht informed the Kaiser that he heard that Ludwig is planning to ride 

to the Emperor and regulate with him the tensions “gutlich”. Albrecht certainly took that 

information seriously and asked Friedrich III to include him in a treaty in case it will be 

concluded.281 In a letter sent a week later, Albrecht Achilles informed the Kaiser that the 

Duke changed his mind and instead of looking for a regulation with the Emperor, directed 

his steps to Pilsen in order to meet King George.282 Apparently, Duke Ludwig received a sign 

from the King that was now more inclined towards cooperation, it must have made the 

Duke abandon his reconciliatory plans. It is clear that Albrecht continued to fear a possible 

settlement between the Emperor and Duke Ludwig. In a letter from Albrecht Achilles to 

Friedrich III in December 1459, the Margrave insisted that in case of any rapprochement of 

the Emperor with Duke Ludwig, the city Donauwörth should not be handed over to him. His 

main line of argumentation was that the Emperor would suffer from a significant 

reputational blow if the Emperor would suddenly change his mind and make concessions.283  

 The aggressive rhetoric of the Wittelsbach princes pushed Albrecht Achilles and his allies to 

renew their friendship treaty. The new official goal of their union was to implement the 

articles of the “Blinder Spruch” and defend themselves from the aggressive reaction of 

Elector Friedrich. Albrecht Achilles, Count Ulrich, Diether of Isenburg, Duke Ludwig of 

Veldenz and the Counts of Leiningen were included in the new alliance.   Their enemies were 

not idle either.284 Duke Ludwig, Elector Friedrich and King George concluded a treaty in 

Pilsen on October 16th.285 The road to war seemed now closer than ever before.  

Like the previous year, the members of the two rivalling parties spent the Christmas 

holidays among their allies. Albrecht Achilles and his confederates gathered in 

Aschaffenburg, there they drew up plans of an attack on Elector Friedrich.286 The princes 

also intensified their joint diplomatic struggle, using ink and paper as their weapon. An 

interesting attempt was made to cast aspersions on the Elector’s posture in his own lands. 

On December 5th, they wrote the cities Kaub and Bacharach. They stated that since Duke 

Friedrich (in the whole letter they keep calling Friedrich Duke and not Elector) came to 

power, he made the life of all his neighbours very difficult, since he unceasingly attempted 

to increase his influence in the area at the expense of his neighbours and disregarded the 

attempts of Ludwig of Veldenz and the Archbishop of Mainz to solve the tensions via 

negotiations. Their main goal, they explained, is to prevent the wrongdoings that Friedrich 

commits. The cities should not support him, since their legal ruler is Phillip, Friedrich’s 
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nephew. They further mentioned that during the last round of talks in Nuremberg, Duke 

Ludwig represented the Elector and signed the treaty on his behalf. Under these 

circumstances, they should not support the Count Palatine, summarized the members of the 

Mergentheim coalition.287 On 6.12.1459, they addressed a letter to the nobility of Swabia 

and Kraichgau. They responded to the assurances made by the Elector who claimed that the 

treaty signed in Nuremberg does not apply to him. They explained again that Duke Ludwig 

was the plenipotentiary of the Count Palatine and signed the treaty on his behalf. They also 

mentioned the fate of Friedrich’s nephew, saying that they hoped that this time Friedrich 

would act differently, not as he usually does,288 certainly hinting at the “arrogation” and 

implying that it was a crime and the typical behaviour of their lord. They urged the nobility 

to request from the Elector to keep his word and not assist him in case of a conflict.289 It is 

not clear whether the letters casting shadow on the conduct of Friedrich had any effect. In 

the reply from Kaub and Bacharach to the members of the Mergentheim coalition on 

20.12.1459, they openly stated their support to the Count Palatine, stressing that their lord 

acted justly in all cases.290 

Duke Ludwig, as well as other forces, was also the addressee of that joint effort. As early as 

26.10.1459, the members of the Mergentheim coalition urged him to follow the obligations 

he took upon himself in regard of Dinkelsbühl and Donauwörth. They also reminded him, 

that he should ensure the compliance of Friedrich the Victorious with the treaty.291 On 

5.12.1459 and 24.2.1460, they sent him letters of similar content.292 On 5.12.1459, they 

addressed the nobility of Bayern, trying to undermine the Duke’s reputation. They repeated 

that Duke Ludwig acted as the plenipotentiary representative of Friedrich, thus he should be 

the one responsible for making the Count Palatine to follow the achieved decisions. 

However, they lamented, both refuse to act according to the obligations they have incurred 

under the treaty. The princes requested the nobility to appeal to the Duke, ask him to fulfil 

his commitments and urge the Friedrich to follow suit.293 

Duke Ludwig did not sit still in the face of the actions of his adversaries. On 19.12.1459 

among other explanations, he urged his opponents to stop pressing him, stressing that the 

Pope asked him to find a solution to the conflict. He elaborated that Pius II expressed his 

willingness to solve the tensions and intended to convoke another court of arbitration.294 He 

did not neglect the attempts of his opponents to cast a shadow on his own conduct. On 

21.12.1459, addressing his own supporters as well as the advisors of Albrecht Achilles, his 

subjects, and the imperial cities, Ludwig reacted on the letters that Albrecht Achilles, Ludwig 
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of Veldenz, Count Ulrich and Diether of Isenburg: “an vil ennde ausschreiben” and blamed 

the Margrave for violating the word he gave during the negotiations in Nuremberg earlier 

this year. He explained that already during his meeting with King George in Eger he 

expressed his complains concerning that treaty. Some of the representatives of the 

“Mergentheimer Bund” were present there; therefore, although they are well acquainted 

with the list of his and Friedrich’s grievances, they simply preferred to ignore them. He also 

explained that the part of the treaty that deals with Donauwörth concerns only him and the 

Emperor. Albrecht Achilles was indeed in charge of that issue, he stated, but after the city 

was handed over to the Empire his part in that matter ended. Now he resolves that issue 

personally with the Emperor himself. Duke Ludwig stressed that his willingness to convey 

Count Ulrich and Archbishop Diether the exact turn of events is a sign of his good will, and is 

a clear sign: “das wir uns bisher also gehalten haben und hinfür zu halten vernemen, 

dardurch wir unrats und zwitracht ob die uns den sachen wachsen wurden, kain ursach 

sein“. The Duke attached to his letter the previous letter-exchange, from which, as he 

explained, everyone could learn that he did his best to prevent further strife.295 Regarding 

the Elector, Ludwig explained that the Bishop of Eichstätt did not possess the authority to 

ratify the agreement alone. Therefore, the decision had no legal power and was concluded: 

“wider der form und innhallt der richtung und des compromiss”. From additional 

documents, he attaches to that letter, explained the Duke, everyone could see that he was 

more than willing to negotiate. Considering all these facts, he summed up that everyone can 

learn that he did all in his power to prevent the war, asking the supporters of Albrecht to 

point out to their Lord that his actions are unjust.296 

The Count Palatine also saw himself obliged to reply to the accusations voiced against him. 

On 2.1.1460, he addressed his four enemies, accused them of blaming him for things he has 

never done and ignoring the complaints he voiced. Contrary to their assertions, stated the 

Elector, the strife and hostility in the land does not owe to him, as he always tried to bring 

only peace and tranquillity. He then accused Duke Ludwig of Veldenz in hostile activity from 

the very moment he became the Elector. He blamed Archbishop Diether and Ludwig for not 

keeping their promises, writing that: “es sol sich auch mit warhait nymmer finnden, das wir 

einich richtung die wir bewilligt, verschriben oder versigelt ye veracht oder auch einnich 

sach noch widder billich zubetranngen oder einichen unbillichen hanndel gegen ew 

furgenommen“.297 The Elector emphasized his readiness to negotiate. He claimed that the 

decisions in Nuremberg were reached in his absence after Albrecht misled him. You ignored 

my interests, deciding for your own benefit, he proclaimed, further explaining that Duke 

Ludwig was not authorized by him to sign the treaty on his behalf, thus it has no judicial 

power whatsoever. He then addressed Albrecht personally, charging him again with 
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deluding him. Afterwards he added that he wrote the Pope, asking him whether under the 

given circumstances he should keep the treaty he signed.298 This last remark certainly shows 

that at the given moment Friedrich still enjoyed warm relations with Pius.  

The main argument of Friedrich was that the decision should not apply to him, since 

Albrecht fooled him, preventing him from attending the meeting. Though Albrecht did write 

that notorious letter, we can learn that the situation was more complicated than it seems. 

On July 13th 1459, the Elector replied to the city Heilbronn on their request to send them the 

latest news about the developments in Nuremberg. From his answer, we can learn that 

Friedrich heard that Duke Ludwig and Archduke Albrecht of Austria represent his side in the 

negotiations. He did not know, however, if they succeeded in preventing the war.299 It is 

clear that at that moment the Count Palatine did not yet know what kind of decision 

awaited him. However, we can learn that he was informed not only about the negotiations 

themselves and was aware of the fact that Duke Ludwig acts as his representative, but also 

showed no discontent or declared, that the reached decision should not apply to him. He 

surely did not anticipate the grave results of the talks and voiced his open protest only after 

the final resolution deeply offended him. Another letter sent by Friedrich to the city 

Regensburg on 1.6.1459, in which he explained that a meeting would take place in 

Nuremberg – alluding, as it seems, to the meeting he eventually missed, complicates the 

story even further. Friedrich expressed his concern that a prejudiced judgement awaits him 

there, asking the city to send some of their councillors to the meeting, in order to monitor 

it.300 It turns out that he was suspicious about the meeting in Nuremberg in the first place. 

The Count Palatine eventually decided to arrive to the meeting personally, only to turn back 

home in the middle of the road after receiving a letter from Albrecht Achilles, with whom 

Friedrich had an especially strained relationship. However, the Elector was aware that the 

meeting was under way and that Duke Ludwig was his plenipotentiary. These circumstances 

certainly undermine the accusations in the illegitimacy of the decision the Elector voiced 

later and make his conduct look peculiar.  

From the abovementioned letter exchange, we can see how serious was the discord 

between the coalitions, each side tried to draw attention to its own arguments while fully 

ignoring the claims of its opponents. However, the conflict did not yet develop from mutual 

accusations into a military collision. The risk of an escalation was, undoubtedly present. 

Soon enough it became clear that Duke Ludwig was not obedient as it seemed at first 

glance. The Emperor addressed Nördlingen on 17.9.1459, ordering it to support Heinrich 

von Pappenheim who oversaw the transmission of Donauwörth back to the status of an 

imperial city.301 In a short while von Pappenheim asked Nördlingen to send troops to 
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support him302 and after they complied, he also requested from them, as well as from other 

cities, to send a member of the city council to the city on 13th October.303 Apparently there 

was tangible concern with regard to Ludwig’s behaviour at the time and the Emperor feared 

he might try to reverse his recent decision and attack the city again. By the end of the 

month such fears have proved to be futile, though von Pappenheim preferred not to take 

any risks. He released most of his soldiers home, but at the same time requested to keep a 

small number of the best soldiers at his disposal.304 The tensions have increased again only a 

short time later. On 11.11.1459, the Emperor addressed Nuremberg, asking the city to send 

troops to Donauwörth.305 Already on November 19th von Pappenhiem wrote Nördlingen 

that he received information about mobilization of soldiers, who, as he heard, would be 

send to attack Donauwörth. In the name of the Emperor he asked Nördlingen: „ewr 

schutzen, armbrostschützen, büchsenschützer mitsamt ainen redlichen hauptman und 

ettlichen büchsenmaiseter onverziehen her, gen Wird schicken“.306 This time Nördlingen 

was not so eager to comply with the request of the Erbmarschall, who had to repeat his call 

for help about a month later.307  On January 7th, in a letter to Duke Wilhelm of Saxony he 

wrote about a threat of an attack by Duke Ludwig and the Count Palatine on Bishop Johann 

of Eichstätt, requesting the Duke to defend the Bishop.308 It shows that the Emperor was 

well informed about recent developments in the Empire, trying to deal with them in good 

time.  

5.8 Resume – blinden Spruch and its consequences  

In first glance the “blinden Spruch” seems like a brilliant diplomatic victory of Albrecht 

Achilles. With a stroke of a pen, he was able to prevent the imminent conflict with Duke 

Ludwig and Count Palatine alike, putting himself and his allies in an advantageous position. 

The fact that the Duke signed the treaties on behalf of Elector Friedrich threatened to shake 

their friendship and spread discord. The refusal of Friedrich to shoulder his responsibility 

was supposed to make him look bad. Was it really a win-win situation, skilfully navigated by 

the Margrave? Further events provide a clear-cut answer to that question. However, it is 

still necessary to explain what Albrecht’s biggest mistakes were. First, in the pursuit of profit 

he completely ignored the interests of Friedrich the Victorious. Such an action, as I already 

hinted earlier, could be, at least theoretically, a well-calculated move. Nevertheless, it 

lacked a crucial component. If Albrecht really hoped to divide the Wittelsbach allies, and 

then lead a war against the Count Palatine under the banner of defending a legitimate 
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decision that Friedrich insolently denied, he must have guaranteed Duke’s Ludwig 

neutrality. However, Albrecht ruled out that possibility with his own hands. Instead of 

showing the Duke generosity and benevolence, he tried to overcome both his enemies with 

just one blow. Therefore, he himself virtually pushed Ludwig into the hands of Friedrich, 

saving a union that might have otherwise collapsed. Such a modus operandi is even more 

peculiar, because judging by the letter of Albrecht Achilles to the Emperor mentioned 

above,309 he undoubtedly feared that his conflict with the Duke would develop into a 

personal strife and was interested to prevent it.  The only reasonable explanation is that 

Albrecht became-power drunk. Without investing any real effort, it seemed that he was only 

few steps away from becoming the head of the strongest coalition in the Empire, backed by 

both Pope and the Emperor. His common sense was blurred by his alleged success and his 

decisions had detrimental consequences for him.  

The actions of Duke Ludwig show us that at a moment of crisis he was ready to go to great 

lengths in order to sustain his interest. As soon as he realized that he seriously 

miscalculated, he immediately started to look for legal grounds to relinquish the treaty that 

tied his hands and concurrently made new allies that should have strengthen his position in 

the event of an armed collision. The behaviour of the Elector Friedrich hardly needs an 

explanation, since he chose a very explicit and logical position from the very beginning.  

As for Count Ulrich, Diether of Isenburg and Ludwig of Veldenz, they certainly had no reason 

to complain because their situation improved, though not significantly. Although Elector 

Friedrich did not intend to act according to the decisions reached in Nuremberg, but at least 

now, they had a recognized document that could serve both as a diplomatic tool and as a 

casus belli. An important question on which I cannot provide an evidence based answer is 

the way the Emperor perceived the results of “blinder Spruch”. On the one hand, he got 

what he wanted, on the other, it is highly unlikely that he was unable to grasp that Albrecht 

used the imperial captaincy for his own benefit. In all probability, Friedrich III range of 

opportunities was limited, thus, he had to live with the results for now and did not rush to 

support Albrecht Achilles a year later.  

6. The road to war 

6.1 The Congress of Mantua310 

Before the struggle escalated further, another big event took place – the congress of 

Mantua. Pope Pius II was the designer of the meeting, which primary goal was to organize a 
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crusade against the Turks. The initial plan of Pius was to arrange a joint military effort of all 

the Catholic Christian forces.311 The Pope himself arrived in Mantua already on May 27th, 

1459. He spent there long months, meeting different embassies from numerous lands and 

trying to advance his plans, all without significant results.312 He met with the 

representatives from the German lands as well. They also had different reservations but 

showed more readiness to support the Pope’s endeavour. However, they made it clear that 

no serious preparations for the crusade were possible, before the Emperor will settle his 

tensions with the King of Hungary Mathias and before an all-embracing “Landfrieden” will 

be reached in Germany.313 The Pope tried to overcome and solve these difficulties, so he 

could carry out his ambitious plans. Here the especially good relationship between the Pope 

and Albrecht Achilles should be stressed, since they directly influenced the conflict in the 

Empire in which the Pope showed preference to the Hohenzollern.314 According to the plan 

of the Pontiff, if the Emperor would not lead the crusade in person, Albrecht Achilles was 

supposed to replace him.315  

Albrecht arrived in Mantua after he celebrated the Christmas holidays with his allies, 

hatching plans on the impending collision with Duke Ludwig and Elector Friedrich. It cannot 

be denied, that he might have supported the theoretical idea of a Crusade, but 

simultaneously was well aware that a joint effort of the German princes was out of the 

question for the given moment. Leaning on this assumption, we can surmise that the aim of 

his personal arrival was to strengthen his ties with the Pontiff even further, thus ensuring 

the Popes support in the event of the upcoming struggle in Germany. The Pope greeted 

Albrecht with open arms. On January 6th 1460, he presented him luxurious clothes, a 

beautiful sword and a horse. He also diminished the jurisdictional territory of the Bishops of 

Bamberg and Würzburg, enlarging that of Albrecht Achilles. Voigt believed that at this 

moment the Pope already saw Albrecht at the head of the Crusaders army.316 Albrecht in 

turn solemnly vowed that he was ready to defend the Christian Church and lead an army 

against the Turks.317 Despite the pompous words and the magniloquent speeches, the talks 

in Mantua had no effect on the events in Germany where the situation kept deteriorating in 
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the direction of war. The Emperor, as previously, was taking precautionary measures. He 

feared that in case an armed conflict would erupt, the Bishop of Eichstätt might fall victim to 

the actions of Duke Ludwig. In a letter dated on 8th January to Nördlingen, he explained that 

the lands of the Bishop, who is now in Mantua, could be attacked while he is away, because 

he helped to bring Donauwörth to the Empire. He asked the city to defend the Bishop’s 

lands in case of an enemy assault.318 

6.2 Few short remarks on the imperial cities and Nördlingen during the first interbellum  

Apparently, part of the correspondence of the last pre-war months were not preserved or is 

yet to be “discovered”, nevertheless, it is clear that the amount of the letters directed to the 

cities at this period was noticeable. After Albrecht returned to Ansbach he addressed 

Nördlingen and reacted on a letter that, as he himself explained, Elector Friedrich and Duke 

Ludwig widely propagated. From Albrecht’s letter, we understand that his foes accused him 

and attempted to humiliate him. The Margrave denied the claims of his opponents and 

added that in a short while he was going to meet them in Nuremberg, where they would 

discuss all their discrepancies. Albrecht asked Nördlingen to send one of the councillor to 

attend the meeting.319 On March 22nd, when Albrecht was getting ready for an attack from 

the side of Duke Ludwig, he appealed to Nördlingen for help they owed him under a 

previously signed treaty. His main line of argument was that he would be probably attacked 

soon contrary to the letter of the agreement, thus he would have to defend his lands and his 

nobility.320 A day later Albrecht, Count Ulrich and Diether of Isenburg addressed Nördlingen 

again, this time they reacted on some accusations voiced against them by Elector Friedrich. 

They urged the city to ignore them and not to provide any help to the Elector.321  

As we can clearly see, during the first interbellum both sides occasionally addressed the 

cities in order to react on accusations their opponents voiced and to propagate their own 

views. It is hardly likely that either side hoped to gain the support of the imperial cities, 

instead the princes simply directed the same letters they wrote to the great and small 

nobility to some of the cities. It was, most probably, a precaution measure and not an 

attempt to win new allies. 

6.3 The Last attempt of reconciliation 

In the beginning of March, Duke Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles met in Nuremberg. The 

official reason of the meeting was to organize the Crusade against the Turks. Except 

Albrecht and Duke Ludwig, Cardinal Bessarion,322 the Bishops of Speier, Augsburg, Bamberg, 
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Eichstätt as well as Margrave Karl of Baden attended that meeting.323 Duke Ludwig wanted 

nothing less than a full renunciation of the authority of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” in Bayern. 

Albrecht Achilles was not ready to accept that. Duke Ludwig expressed his willingness to try 

persuading the Elector to reach a “gultich” decision with his adversaries from Mainz, 

Veldenz and Wurttemberg, but Albrecht refused to intervene in this matter and did not 

want to press his allies to reopen the negotiations.324 Shortly thereafter another round of 

talks, this time in Worms followed, it however, also ended with nothing.325 

According to Kluckhohn, Albrecht was inclined towards war because he lost all hope that 

peace could be achieved. In a letter to his older brother Friedrich he wrote: “wir verstehen 

uns nichts anders denn Krieg, darnach wir uns denn ganz schicken“.326 He asked his brother 

to contact the princes from North Germany and convince them to declare war on Duke 

Ludwig. He did not hope that they will send reinforcement, but hoped that such an action 

would prevent the Duke from using his significant financial means to recruit soldiers in their 

lands. Albrecht understood that the Duke felt secured after insuring himself the support of 

the Count Palatine. Concurrently Albrecht was confident in his abilities as well, trusting his 

allies in the area of the Neckar and the Rhine as well as the support from the side of the 

Emperor.327 

During the last months of 1459 and in January 1460 both Duke Ludwig and Elector Friedrich 

still thought that it was possible to reverse their situation using diplomatic means. The 

appeals both made to the Pope and the Emperor as authorities that could intervene on their 

behalf confirm that. However, soon enough they must have understood that Friedrich III 

and the supreme Pontiff give preference to the opposite side and are not trying to act as 

unbiased judges. The demonstrative honouring of Albrecht by the Pope in Mantua was a 

sign clear enough. We should not forget that the advisors of various princes, among them 

those of Count Palatine and Duke Ludwig were present in Mantua as well. The Emperor was 

apparently much more stubborn than Duke Ludwig foresaw and was not interested in 

reconciliation. 

Once we put the ties between Duke Ludwig and the Kaiser under scrutiny, we receive a 

somewhat vague picture. On 15.12.1459, the Duke wrote the Emperor that he received a 

letter dated on 25.10.1459 in which the issue of Dinkelsbühl was brought to the fore again. 

Duke Ludwig expressed his amazement, explaining that while he was in Vienna, Ulrich 
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Riederer328 told him in presence of numerous counts, nobles and knights that the Emperor 

excused him in the matter concerning the seizure of Dinkelsbühl as well as the issue 

regarding the taxes of the Jews of Regensburg. Ludwig also explained that he is ready to 

prove that Ulrich did convey him that message at the presence of eyewitnesses.329 Only 10 

days later, on 26.12.1459, replying on another letter in which Albrecht Achilles demanded 

from him to fulfil the obligations according to the “blinder Spruch”, Duke Ludwig answered 

Albrecht that he discusses the topics in question directly with the Emperor.330 That entire 

situation seems unclear enough. In any case, it seems dubious that one of the Emperor’s 

advisors could intentionally trick Duke Ludwig, providing him with unreliable information. It 

might happen that he indeed received some kind of an encouragement from the Emperor, 

who later turned his mind or the Duke might have misinterpreted his words. It is certainly 

possible, that Albrecht Achilles was able to convince the Kaiser not to make any concessions 

to the Duke, closing the door on a possible compromise.  

6.4 The tensions rise in the “Western Front” 

Whereas all the attempts of regulation between Albrecht and Ludwig failed one after the 

other, the situation in the west was no better. By the end of 1459 Eberhard,331 the nephew 

of Count Ulrich (he was also the nephew of Elector Friedrich) should have turned 14 years 

old. There was no strict rule concerning the direct age at which a Count in Wurttemberg 

could gain full rights, however, at the age of 14 he could be already counted as an adult. The 

conflict situation arose from the fact that Count Ulrich was the official guardian of Eberhard, 

while Friedrich the Victorious enjoyed a significant impact on the situation in Urach and 

exerted influence on Eberhard himself. Count Ulrich intended to prolong the guardianship 

on Eberhard for several more years because he feared that after gaining independence, 

Eberhard might support the Count Palatine in the upcoming struggle. He arranged a meeting 

in Urach at which he planned to organize the prolongation of his guardianship before 

Eberhard’s birthday. However, Eberhard and his mother Mechthild of the Palatinate332 left 

the city before the meeting, making the adoption of the decision impossible. Count Ulrich’s 

fears that Eberhard would try to proclaim himself the competent ruler turned to be correct. 

This move was fully supported by Friedrich, who accused Count Ulrich in violating the rights 

of his ward. It soon became clear that Friedrich was personally involved in the whole affair, 

hoping to win over Eberhard. Despite the opposition Count Ulrich voiced, Eberhard was able 
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to secure the support of the Nobles of Urach and was proclaimed the official ruler of Urach 

on December 14th 1459.333 That move of the Elector escalated his already tensed relations 

with Count Ulrich. 

During autumn and winter of 1459, the situation continued to deteriorate even further. The 

allies reacted to the intervention of Count Palatine over the guardianship question and to 

the fact that Horneck von Hornberg, who was in the service of Elector Friedrich, declared 

war on Count Ulrich and Duke Ludwig of Veldenz.334 The abovementioned exchange of 

accusations between the members of the Mergentheim alliance and the Wittelsbach allies 

complicated the situation still more. It became clear that war was now inevitable and that it 

was only a question of time before one of the sides will lose his nerves. Count Ulrich and 

Duke Ludwig of Veldenz were eager to plunge into the battle,335 especially due to the 

unceasing provocations of Horneck von Hernberg. Albrecht Achilles understood that the 

time was not yet ripe, trying to calm them down. During the meeting of the princes at 

Christmas in Aschaffenburg, they planned to attack Elector Friedrich on June 8th,336 which 

means that they believed at that point that an attack on the Elector demanded time. 

7. First phase of the armed conflict 

7.1 The fighting ignites in the West 

The first military clashes erupted in the Rhine region already in late October 1459. Kunz Pfil 

von Ulnbach, a servant of Ludwig of Veldenz, started the military actions by invading the 

lands of Elector Friedrich and burning the village Meckenheim. His actions were followed by 

a series of attacks, raids and clashes in January 1460 organized by Count Emich of Leiningen, 

who was assisted by the vassals of Duke Ludwig of Veldenz.337 At this early stage the military 

actions were limited to small bands of armed men who harmed mostly the peasants, forcing 

them to abandon their homes and possessions and take shelter behind the city walls.338 

As was mentioned previously, the members of the Mergentheim coalition disagreed over 

the appropriate timing of the joint attack. The lands of Ludwig of Veldenz were constantly 

assaulted by the vassals of Elector Friedrich who preferred not to intervene in the struggle 

personally. Ludwig of Veldenz did not intend to put up with these unceasing attacks. His 
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allies were unable to restrain him339 and on February 4th he declared war on Elector 

Friedrich. On February 8th, Ludwig of Veldenz informed his allies about the war declaration 

post factum, requesting them to follow suit.340 The inner dynamics of the union left them no 

choice, it forced them to change their initial plans and enter the conflict at an inconvenient 

time. Moreover, since they started the conflict, they deprived themselves of the backing of 

the Pope and the Emperor who, although sympathize with them, could not support the 

aggressor openly.341 On February 26th, Count Ulrich sent Friedrich the “Absage”. Archbishop 

Diether’s war declaration followed almost a month later, on March 20th.342 By the end of 

March, all the members of both coalitions exchanged war declarations.343 

The next several months were characterized by numerous devastating raids directed against 

the less protected. Many villages were burnt, monasteries pillaged and livestock driven 

away.344 The members of the Mergentheim coalition attacked Count Palatine and his ally 

the Landgrave of Hessen345 from different directions. Friedrich skillfully replied with 

devastating raids of his own.346 During February and March Friedrich concentrated on 

attacking Ludwig of Veldenz. Count Ulrich used this opportunity to ravage the borderlands 

of his mighty enemy.347 “In dem krige worent alle stroßen zu, man geleite nyemant off 

waßer oder off lande; eß waz auch nyemant sicher an keinem zolle, waz do dar kame, daz 

behielt man da. Eß dorfte nyemant ein halbe myle wegß gan, man fochte, er wurde beraüpt. 

Und daz waz in Beiern, in Swaben, in Francken, off dem Rin, in Elsaß, in Heßßen, und werte 

von eynem merre biß an daz ander“348 – by these words the daily war routine is described in 

the “Speierische Chronik”. In March, the enemies of Count Palatine carried out numerous 

small-scale attacks. In April, Count Palatine counterattacked them together with the 

Landgrave of Hessen, inflicting serious damage and devastating the lands of Ludwig of 

Veldenz and the Counts of Leiningen.349 After initial success, Count Ulrich suffered a serious 

blow when his men tried to capture the town Weinsberg.350 In April, the Elector organized 

raiding parties into the territories of the Bishop of Mainz.351 The incursion into Wurttemberg 

at the same month ended badly for the attackers; they were outmanoeuvred and had to 
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flee.352 In May Bishop Diether, Ludwig of Veldenz and the Counts of Leiningen besieged 

Ingelheim. However, this operation failed after Friedrich the Victorious and the Landgrave of 

Hessen were able to drive them away. The retreating forces ransacked the vicinity of 

Worms. After forcing his enemies to flee, Count Palatine advanced into the lands of 

Archbishop Diether, inflicting him considerable damage and pillaging his lands.353 In June, 

Diether’s forces succeeded to organize a successful raid into the lands of the Elector, 

ravaging the outskirts of Worms.354  

Both alliances were very active on the diplomatic field, trying to win the support of the less 

powerful imperial estates. Count Ulrich managed to persuade the union of the Swabian 

cities to declare war on the Elector,355 secured the support of the knights of Saint George356 

and recruited several hundred Swiss soldiers.357 However, his attempts to convince his 

nephew Eberhard to join the war on his side failed. The young Count preferred to stay out of 

the conflict and maintained his neutral status. Despite that, some of the knights and nobles 

from Urach promised to support Count Ulrich if his lands would be attacked by the troops of 

Duke Ludwig.358 Duke Sigmund of Austria was obliged to send Ulrich 200 riders according to 

the agreement between them. Nevertheless, he broke his promise, explaining that he was 

entangled in military conflicts at the given moment and urgently needed every soldier.359  

A hardly defined group of less powerful imperial estates whose unofficial leader was 

Margrave Karl of Baden formed in the proximity of the war-affected area. The main goal of 

this group was to remain neutral during the developing war, and not to allow the warring 

parties to draw them into the struggle on their side.360 This attempt was only partly 

successful because this group was not backed by the Pope and the Emperor, who did little 

to stop the war.361 The reluctance of many forces to participate in the war is evident from 

the conduct of the Bishop of Speier and the imperial city Heilbronn. The city and the Bishop 

were fully integrated in the power system of the Electoral Palatinate. Although they 

declared war on Count Ulrich, they did it unwillingly and then ordered their soldiers not to 

attack Ulrich’s men. Otto of Mosbach, who was the cousin of Elector Friedrich, even signed 

a secret treaty with Albrecht Achilles and Count Ulrich; the sides committed to stay neutral 

during the struggle.  After Duke Ludwig entered the war, the situation of the Mergentheim 
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princes became much more strained. The Duke’s vast economic capacity allowed him to 

recruit a significant army. It seems that the success of the Duke in April/May made the 

imperial cities, who were the allies of Count Ulrich, far more reluctant to join the war on his 

side.362 

7.2 Duke Ludwig occupies Eichstätt 

After the numerous attempts to find a diplomatic solution to the conflict failed, Duke 

Ludwig decided that the time for a military solution has arrived. He started to prepare his 

army for war not later than in middle February 1460.363 On February 20th, he wrote to 

Regensburg and to Nördlingen and requested the cities to send him their best 

gunfounders.364 By middle March 1460, Duke Ludwig was actively recruiting soldiers and 

arranging his troops. From a long series of contracts, we can learn that he hired troops for 

twelve weeks with a possible extension of their service.365 The Duke also actively recruited 

soldiers in Bohemia.366 In all likelihood, the Duke was able to hide that Albrecht Achilles was 

the immediate goal of his attack. Before the hostilities erupted, the Emperor addressed his 

subjects and requested them to send soldiers to Donauwörth, so the city will be well 

defended in case of Ludwig’s attack.367 Apparently, the improved relations with King George 

freed Ludwig’s hands, allowing him to get involved in a conflict of such scale.  

 Before attacking Albrecht Achilles, the Duke decided to strike at the Bishopric of Eichstätt, 

most probably because it was located on the way to Albrecht’s lands. Gemeiner sees in this 

move not only strategic planning, but also an emotional requirement: „denn schon längst 

war von seiner Seite der Plan entworfen, an dem Bischofe von Eichstädt Rache zu nehmen, 

weil er sich so stark auf des Markgrafen Seite hingeneigt hatte.”368 News of the impending 

attack must have reached the Bishop of Eichstätt too late. On 22.3.1460, The Bishop 

informed Albrecht Achilles about the Duke’s plans to attack him and begged him to send 

reinforcements. The Bishop also requested Albrecht to appeal to Bishop Johann of 

Würzburg and Duke Wilhelm of Saxony on his behalf, because he did not enjoy close ties 

with them. For his part, he intended to ask Bishop Georg of Bamberg for assistance.369 

However, before Albrecht Achilles could organize any significant resistance the Duke arrived 

at the vicinity of Eichstätt with significant forces. On March 31st, Duke Ludwig wrote the 

Bishop of Eichstätt a letter, in which he demanded from him to guaranty neutrality for the 
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duration of the war.370  The Bishop reject this demand. After Duke Ludwig heard of it, he 

declared war on the Bishop and invaded his lands on April 5th.371 The Bishop proved 

incapable of providing serious resistance to the superior army of his enemy and surrendered 

several days later. On April 13th, he signed a humiliating treaty with the Duke. He had to pay 

war reparations, guarantee the Duke and his troops a right of free passage through his 

territories including Eichstätt itself, and promise that each future Bishop would swear to 

honour this agreement before he would enter into office.372  

7.3 The unsuccessful diplomatic efforts of Albrecht Achilles 

Meanwhile Albrecht Achilles, who lacked enough soldiers and seemed to be caught 

unprepared by the Duke’s assault, attempted to mobilize as much backing as possible. On 

March 22nd, he appealed to Nördlingen for help.373 Already on March 21st, i.e. even before 

the Duke attacked Eichstätt, he appealed to Bishop Georg urging him to assist him pursuant 

to the agreement between them.374 Albrecht must have sent a similar letter to Bishop 

Johann as well, who replied him on March 26th. He asserted that if Duke Ludwig would 

indeed attack Albrecht, he would come to his aid.375 On April 3rd, probably replying on 

another request from Albrecht, Bishop Georg insured Albrecht that he will act according to 

the agreement in case Albrecht’s lands would be attacked.376 Albrecht also requested Count 

Ulrich to send him reinforcement. He explained that the Duke enjoys an advantage in 

numbers and stressed that his resources are limited and are not sufficient to lift the siege 

from Eichstätt.377 Count Ulrich has indeed sent him 600 Swiss soldiers and promised to send 

another 1600, who were supposed to arrive at his disposal in the next days.378 At the same 

time, he was unable to lead his army personally or arrive with a bigger force because he had 

to defend his lands from the raids of Elector Friedrich.379 Albrecht also appealed to Duke 

Wilhelm who turned out to be a more loyal ally than both Bishops. By April 21th, we learn 
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that Wilhelm committed himself to help380 and on April 24th he already gathered a big force 

that he intended to lead personally, while some smaller contingents were already on their 

way.381 At the same time Albrecht also took the necessary precautions to prepare his lands 

for the upcoming attack. He addressed all his advisors and mayors and other influential 

people, ordering them to prepare the cities’ defences, store supplies and shelter the 

livestock behind the walls.382 

The actions of the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg caught Albrecht unprepared. On April 

14th and 16th, Bishop Georg explained that Albrecht’s lands were not under attack, thus he 

could not see a reason to send him reinforcement, assuring the Margrave that if Duke 

Ludwig will cross his borders, he would send him reinforcement.383 On April 6th, Bishop 

Johann wrote Albrecht that he permitted his agents to recruit soldiers at his lands as 

Albrecht has requested. At the same time, he added that he could not send him military aid 

now since: “unser ritterschaft zu ewer liebe und andern an stossenden fursten gritten und 

gar lutzel in heymisch sein”.384 On April 12th, Bishop Johann explained that Duke Ludwig 

captured Eichstätt but did not attack Albrecht’s lands.385 The similar rhetoric voiced by both 

Bishops indicate that they coordinated their actions, unfortunately their correspondence 

does not seem to survive, therefore it is impossible to claim that it was indeed the case.   

Albrecht soon understood that the Bishops were reluctant to assist him. He searched for 

other means that could persuade them to respect the previously signed agreements. 

Albrecht addressed the Cathedral Chapter of Würzburg and explained its members that 

Duke Ludwig attacked him unprovoked and in violation of the law, without stating any sane 

reason. He urged the members of the Cathedral Chapter to exert influence on the Bishop 

and convince him to come to his aid.386 Meanwhile the Bishop of Bamberg tried to redirect 

the correspondence to other topics. He complained that Albrecht’s men inflicted damage to 

his lands while crossing it387 and then started to voice concern over the movement of Duke 

Wilhelm’s army through his territory, explaining that last time it happened, the soldiers 

caused great harm.388 After Albrecht wrote the Duke and asked him not to cross the 

Bishop’s lands, Georg wrote Albrecht that he and Bishop Johann were trying to find a 

peaceful solution with Duke Ludwig: “wurde uns aber des nicht verfolget wollen wir uns 

schicken gen ewer liebe nach geburlichkeit und inhalde unnser eynnuge zuhalten”.389  

On March 30th, addressing Bishop Georg and Johann as well as other cities and princes (this 

letter was probably addressed to all major forces in the southern part of the Empire) Duke 
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Ludwig first refuted Albrecht’s claims according to which he violated the law with his 

assault. He explained that the continuous violations of his rights by Albrecht’s law-court 

forced his response. - Albrecht’s “Kaiserliche Gericht” is younger then the lands of Bavaria, 

therefore Albrecht’s actions violate the custom and order; Albrecht ignored his attempts to 

regulate this conflict during the meeting in Eger, thus leaving him no choice but to defend 

the lands of Bayern; Albrecht’s law-court harms not only his rights, but also the rights of the 

Bishops and their subjects, that is why this war represents the common interest. Finally, the 

Duke appealed to the Bishops for help, requesting them to join the war on his side.390 On 

that same day, the Duke addressed the Emperor and explained him that Albrecht left him no 

alternative, but to defend his rights against the incursions of the “Kaiserliche Gericht”.391 

As the situation developed, it became clear that Albrecht’s condition was far from 

promising. The forces of the Duke outnumbered him while Bishops Johann and Georg, on 

whose assistance he counted, were reluctant to come to his aid. Albrecht regarded the 

propagandistic efforts of the Duke very seriously and saw himself obliged to contest its main 

points. On 27.4.1460, in a letter addressed to Bishop Johann, Albrecht declared that the 

Duke was lying. – He merely defended his honour and his house against the ridicule voiced 

by the Duke and repeated his previous statements, according to which the Duke broke the 

agreement between them. He also reminded the Bishop that he is obliged to assist him in 

case of war.392 On May 2nd, Albrecht Achilles and Duke Wilhelm addressed a joint letter to 

the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg, urging Georg and Johann to fulfil their obligations 

and to come to their aid. The urgency of this letter is evident from their request to send the 

response with the same messenger who delivered the letter.393 Bishop Georg replied on 

May 5th. He repeated his request that the army of Duke Wilhelm should not cross his lands 

and stated that as soon as he finds out that Wilhelm will comply with his request, he would 

inform Albrecht about the exact day on which he will send reinforcements.394 Despite this 

assurance, only two days later the Bishop wrote that since some of his and Bishop Johann’s 

advisors were sent to negotiate with Duke Ludwig, he could not undertake any actions 

before their return.395 The information arriving from the Bishop of Würzburg was in no case 

better. Instead of sending reinforcement the Bishop sent a letter. In it, Albrecht did not find 

the reply he hoped for; instead, it was an official war declaration from the Bishop dated on 

May 15th. The abuse of the Bishop’s rights by the “Kaiserliche Gericht” figured as the first 

reason in a lengthy list of accusations. Albrecht was blamed for violating the right of free 
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passage, sheltering the Bishop’s enemies, the exemption of Ansbach from the Bishop’s 

spiritual jurisdiction and other jeremiads.396    

A day later Bishop Johann addressed Bishop Georg, asking him to join forces against 

Albrecht Achilles.397 It seems that Bishop Georg considered his actions for several days. On 

18.5, he acknowledged Albrecht that he could not come to his rescue, since Albrecht is now 

the enemy of Bishop Johann, with whom he stands in: “ewiege eynung”.398 The Margrave 

was enraged by what he must have perceived as Bishop’s Johann betrayal; however, he kept 

a cool head and tried to convince the Bishop that he requested his assistance against Duke 

Ludwig and not Bishop Johann.399 By that point, it was most probably far too late to 

influence the Bishop of Bamberg, who declared war on Albrecht only several days later. He 

enumerated a whole list of complaints from the past, including the relationship history 

between Brandenburg and the Bishopric stretching dozens of years into the past, accused 

Albrecht in violating his rights and implementing change.400 The next day the Bishop 

addressed his nobility, accused Albrecht in violating the old customs of the land and his 

rights, in introducing innovations and putting the nobility freedoms at risk.401 

It seems that Albrecht failed to foresee that the Bishops will join Duke Ludwig. After 

receiving the war declaration from Bishop Johann, Albrecht wrote Johann that they have 

signed a union for ten years only a short time ago. He declared that the grievances Johann 

voiced had nothing to do with the current situation, explaining that he is willing to ask 

Bishop Georg to function as a mediator in order to resolve the tensions between them.402 

On May 25th, Albrecht addressed the nobility, the city of Bamberg and its Cathedral Chapter. 

He urged them to put an end to the war or at least not provide Bishop Georg any help.403 

Albrecht’s inability to foresee the actions of Bishop Georg and Johann indicates that he 

made a serious analytical error. During the last several years Albrecht pressed both Bishops 

with his court of law and should have been aware of it. Moreover, he humiliated Bishop 

Johann less than two years earlier, during the conflict over Widdern, then both princes 

stood only a short distance from an armed collision. Furthermore, the Pope provided 

Albrecht with special privileges at the expense of both Bishops. Albrecht failed to notice the 

convergence between both Bishops and his Wittelsbach enemies during the previous year. 

 
396 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage XLIa; Schneider explained that one of the reasons to the war 
between Bishop Johann and Albrecht Achilles was their competition for control over the lower nobility, 
especially in their border areas. Joachim Schneider, Legitime Selbstbehauptung oder Verbrechen, in (ed. Keller 
Hagen) Schriftlichkeit und Lebenspraxis im Mittelalter Erfassen, Bewahren, Verändern; (Akten des 
internationalen Kolloquiums 8. – 10. Juni 1995). München 1999, p. 231. (pp. 199-241). 
397 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg No. 4574, Fol. 23.1-23.2.  
398 Ibid, Fol. 24.1. (original). 
399 Ibid, Fol. 25.1-25.2. 20.5.1460. 
400 Ibid, No. 4574, Fol. 26.1-26.3. 22.5.1460. 
401 Ibid, Fol. 27.1-27.2. (original). 23.5.1460. 
402 Ibid, No. 4573, Fol. 28.1.-28.3. 21.5.1460. Albrecht Achilles to Bishop Johann. 
403 Ibid, No. 4574, Fol. 28.1. 
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In other words, even though Albrecht was caught unprepared, the writing was on the wall, 

what is more, Albrecht himself was the one who wrote it.  

It seems that the significance of the pen and the paper in that struggle was second only to a 

standing army in the field. We can clearly see it from the great importance the princes 

attached to their diplomatic effort. Duke Ludwig actively reacted to the accusations Albrecht 

voiced and propagated. In a letter addressed to Nuremberg, the Duke tried to humiliate 

Albrecht and cast shadow on his reputation and honour. He explained that Albrecht broke 

his word and that he must be held responsible for the war.404 Simultaneously Duke Ludwig 

reinforced his alliance with King George. In this regard, he achieved tangible results. On May 

8th, it was agreed to organize a marriage between the King’s son and Ludwig’s daughter. On 

the same day, Ludwig and George also signed a defensive union,405 which allowed Ludwig to 

secure a significant inflow of fresh Bohemian soldiers into his army. The significance of the 

Bohemian troops cannot be underestimated, since they constituted about half of the Duke’s 

army.406 Another diplomatic effort was made to reinforce the ties between the new allies of 

Duke Ludwig - Bishop Johann and Georg, with Elector Friedrich.407 While the Duke become 

stronger the Margrave continued to lose his positions.  

7.4 A competition for the hearts and minds of the imperial cities and Nördlingen’s 

participation in the first phase of the conflict 

Duke Ludwig declared war on Albrecht on March 30th. On the same date, he sent a copy of 

his war declaration to the Margrave, accompanied by additional writings that explained the 

Duke’s motives.408 This letter was not different from what Ludwig sent to other forces. At 

this early stage of the war Albrecht and Ludwig were on equal footing while none of them 

enjoyed special prerogatives, which could enable them to mobilize the support of the 

imperial cities. Both addressed different cities, attempting to persuade them to come to 

their aid or at least not to assist their foe.409 Duke Ludwig combined his military undertaking 

with a powerful diplomatic effort from the first days of his campaign. Already before he 

attacked Eichstätt, he sent letters to Ulm, Aalen and Giengen, explaining them that the 

conflict was forced upon him and that he was only defending himself from the interventions 

of the “Kaiserliche Gericht”. He stressed that his war with Albrecht serves not only his 

interests but the interests of the cities as well, since Albrecht’s court of law harms all his 

 
404 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage XXXII. 16.5.1460. 
405 Ibid, Beilage XXXIII, XXXV. It should be noticed that the union was not directed against Albrecht Achilles, 
who was excluded from it as a possible enemy.  
406 Tresp, Söldner aus Böhmen, pp. 167-168. 
407 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg No. 5100, Fol. 12.1-12.7. 14.5.1460. Elector Friedrich was included 
in the treaty between the Bishops and Duke Ludwig already from the beginning. The princes promised each 
other limited help in case of war and extended the union for their lifetime; Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, 
Beilage XL. That treaty was reinforced by another one, signed on 21.5.1460 that spoke about mutual help for 
life.  
408 StNÖ, Missiven No. 71, Fol. 395. Original. 
409 Ibid, Missiven No. 71, Fol. 422. 2.4.1460. Albrecht to Nördlingen; ibid, Missivbuch 1460, Fol. 36.2-37.1. 
2.4.1460; HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 39, Fol. 139.2-141.2. 30.3.1460. 
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neighbours. Ludwig asked the cities to join his ranks according to the agreement he had 

with the cities.410 The Duke also appealed again to Regensburg. He ordered to hang some of 

his writings, in which he expressed his opinion on his relationship with Albrecht Achilles, on 

the door of the Cathedral and then on the door of the city hall.411 In one of these documents 

dated on April 12th and composed by the Duke when he was in the area of Eichstätt, he 

explained that he was going to deliver Albrecht Achilles a pre-emptive blow in order to 

defend his rights against the meddling of the “Kaiserliche Gericht”. He put a special 

emphasis on the patriotic feelings of the subjects of Bayern. “Hierumb wie an ew all und 

yeden besunders alls Inwonern des löblichen Haus von Bairn begern und mit sundern Vleis 

bitten, Ewr yeder wolle sich in aigner Person wol zugericht, als zu einem Veltstreit gehörtm 

zu Uns in das Felde fügen, and auf Suntag Quasimodogeniti oder Montag darnach (20/21 

April) bei uns sein, uns als einem Fürsten und dem löblichen Hauss von Bayrn und des 

Inwonern treu Hilff und Beistand tun und nicht ausbeleiben. Dann wo das nit beschach, was 

künftiges Schadens dem ganzen Haus von Bayrn und allen Inwonern daraus gieng und 

beschehen möchte, verstet ir wol ganz zu verderben käm und des Hauss von Bayrn Ir und all 

Inwoner ganez von ewrn Rechten, Freiheiten und Herkommen bringen wolt“. He summed 

up that he defends not only himself but also all the subjects of Bavaria.412 The line of the 

Duke and the Margrave remained unchanged in the end of April, when Ludwig was already 

near Roth.413 On April 26th, Nördlingen declared war on Duke Ludwig.414 This did not prevent 

Duke Ludwig and Nördlingen to maintain a relationship. To all appearance, the Duke did not 

give up his hope to change the mind of the city to refrain from taking actions against him or 

change sides. He tried to organize a meeting with one of the city representatives and on 

May 16th, Christoph Dorner who was one of the city councillors, wrote the Duke that he 

could meet him on May 22nd.415 Nördlingen, undoubtedly, attempted to behave very 

carefully, trying to guarantee itself a wide array of opportunities. 

On April 24th, Duke Ludwig directed a very interesting letter to the: “Burgermeistern Reten 

vnd gemeinden” of Albrecht Achilles. He first stressed that the only thing that really 

interested him was peace and prosperity, however, Albrecht’s actions created disorder and 

disarray, what is more, he was harming the rights of the “loblichen Hawss von beyern”  

through the “Kaiserliche Gericht” and violated all promises he made regarding this court of 

law the previous year in Nuremberg.416 However, it was not all, stressed Ludwig, because 

Albrecht: “nit allein gein vns Sunnder auch gein euch vnd anndern den seinen vnbillicheit 

 
410 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 39, Fol. 139.2-141.2. 30.3.1460. 
411 Gemeiner, Regensburgische Jahbücher, p. 320. 
412 Ibid, pp. 320-321. 
413 StNÖ, Missiven No. 71, Fol. 396. 25.4.1460. Ludwig tried to convince Nördlingen to join him instead of 
helping Albrecht, explaining that by helping Albrecht, Nördlingen harms its own interests, which are violated 
by the “Kaiserliche Gericht”; ibid, Fol. 420-421. Albrecht sent his man to Nördlingen at the end of April. They 
tried to recruit as many soldiers as possible from Nördlingen and Bopfingen. The reasoning was simple: 
Albrecht defends himself and they owe him help in such a case according to a previously signed agreement.  
414 Ibid, Missivbuch 1460, Fol. 43a. 
415 Ibid, Missiven No. 72, Fol, 256. Original.   
416 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage XXIX, p. 152.  
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furgenommen vnd euch vnd sie mit dinsten gultten Zinsen vnd vil anndern sachen vast 

hohen vnd annders beswert dann von alter Herkommen vnd billichen ist, vnd euch vnd 

annder die seinen dadurch in mercklicher abnemung an reichtümb vnd narung vnd nahend 

zu verderblicheit gebracht…vnd vns zweifelt nit… ir west grüntlicher vnd eigentlichen 

zusagen wie ir vnd annder sein armleüt, von Im sogar vnbillichen beswert vnd 

vnbarmhertziglichen gehalten werdet“.417 The Duke promised that if the cities would vow 

him and join his ranks, then: “wollen wir euch gnediglich aufnemen, ewr leib hab vnd gut, 

mit allem dem das euch zustet versichern, vnd kein gewalt noch verderblicheit thun, noch 

durch die vnnsern vnd vnnser Helffer vnd beyleger zubezcsheen gestatten“. He further 

declared that: „wir wollen auch alle beswerung vnd Newerung, die der genannt Marggraue 

gein euch furgenommen hatt, abstellen, vnd euch ewr erben hernachmalls über ewr 

gewontlich glutt die ir ewr Herschafft von alter here getan habet, nit besweren Sunder euch 

dieselben gewondlichen gultt halb nachlassen vnd von euch nit mer dann den anndern 

halben teile nehmen, vnd euch dortzu bey ewern Freiheiten rechten herkommen vnd 

gewonheiten wie ir die herbracht vnd gehaltten habett, bleiben lassen vnd gein 

allermeniglich treulich schutzen vnd schirmen, vnd vns dorInnen als einen frommen fursten 

von Beiern wol zustet“. At the same time the Duke warned them that if they would decide 

not reject his generous offer: “das wir durch vnnser macht die wir haben, vnd die sich 

teglichen meret, euch mit Ernst vnd gewalt dortzu zwingen dadurch ir vnd ewer kinder die 

dann ewer plut vnd fleisch sein möchten einsteils vom leben zum tode bracht vnd einsteils 

verderbt veraigt vnd vertriben werden“.418 This letter clearly stands out from the vast 

correspondence between the princes and the cities because it is directed not to neutral 

imperial cities but to cities under the Margrave’s control. Ludwig attempted to make the 

cities choose between either preserving all their rights intact and even improving their 

situation, or be destroyed by his overwhelming power. Unfortunately, it is quite difficult to 

establish how significant was the influence of such a proclamation. We know that the Duke 

succesefully captured numerous cities that belonged to the Margrave, but whether his 

diplomatic efforts had a role to play in it is another story.   

The correspondence that reached the cities on behalf of the fighting sides, was 

unquestionably an integral part of the propaganda war and only certain parts of it were 

directed to a particular city or the cities as a group. In his long letter dated on May 16th to 

the mayor, the small and the big city council of Nuremberg,419 Duke Ludwig referred to the 

aggressive actions of Albrecht towards Nuremberg. “Auch der mergenant Marggravue ew 

vnd den ewern langtzeit her manicherlei Irrung entreg vnd beswernuss getan hat vnd noch 

mer tun wo er seinen willen gen vns das wir doch zu gott dem Allmechtigen nicht hoffen 

erlangen wurden vnd dorumb solichen zubegegnen vnd ew vnd den ewern aigen nutz vnd 

wie manifuelitgklich er ew vnd die ewern In vergangen zeiten beschedigt vnd ettweuil der 

ewern vom leben zum tod bracht ettlich verderbt vnd ettlich gantz landeswendig gemacht 

 
417 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage XXIX, pp. 152-153. 
418 Ibid, Beilage XXIX, p. 153. 
419 Reference to other aspects of this letter see above, p. 75 footnote 404 and below pp.271-272, 275-276. 
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hat…“ He further declared that they can always trust him and his son “Hertzog Iörg”.420 The 

main similarity between the letters to Nuremberg and to Albrecht’s cities is in the rational 

appeal to their personal benefit and profit that awaits the cities in case Albrecht’s rule 

would come to an end. However, in both cases considerations of right and justice were also 

detailed at length.  

7.5 The efforts of the Emperor to end the conflict 

Albrecht put a lot of hope in the support the Emperor would render him, but his hopes, at 

least at the moment, proved to be ill founded. From an early stage, the Emperor actively 

monitored the situation developing in the Empire and was aware that a war could erupt any 

time soon. For example, Friedrich III addressed Albrecht a letter in which he expressed his 

concern already on 2nd February. In it he reacted to information according to which the 

princes were preparing for war in the “obern lannden”. He asked Albrecht to inform him 

about the turn of events, so he could promptly respond to it and attempt to prevent the 

struggle.421 After he heard that the Duke started the war, the Emperor immediately 

addressed the Bishops of Augsburg and Eichstätt, Margrave Karl of Baden and Heinrich von 

Pappenheim. He explained them that war brings a lot of suffering to the whole empire, 

makes the Crusade against the Turks impossible and requested them to do their best in 

order to organize peace-talks and try to reconcile the warrying parties.422 The fact that 

among othes, Friedrich III turned to the Bishop of Eichstätt, the first victim of the aggressive 

politics of Duke Ludwig and a known ally of Albrecht Achilles, cast doubt on the faculty of 

the Emperor to appreciate the correct state of affairs in the Empire. 

 In the beginning of April, the Emperor addressed Duke Ludwig and asked him to stop his 

military effort. He promised to organize a meeting between him and Albrecht Achilles, so 

they could settle their conflict in accordance with the law or in good faith. Such a treaty 

should have cleared the way for the Crusade against the Turks.423 Duke Ludwig answered 

the Emperor on April 27th, when he was already standing with his army near Roth. He 

repeated his previous claims, explaining that Albrecht Achilles and his use of the “Kaiserliche 

Gericht” forced him to defend himself. He added that Archbishop Diether, Ludwig of 

Veldenz and Count Ulrich declared war on Elector Friedrich, thus violating the peace in the 

Empire. He showed himself willing to send his advisors or participate in the negotiations in 

Nuremberg personally, but did not intend to cease from his military actions.424 The Kaiser 

certainly feared that the Duke would attempt to attack Donauwörth again. On April 17th, he 

addressed Nuremberg, asking the city to send an armed contingent to defend 

 
420 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage XXXII, p. 165. 
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Donauwörth.425 The actions of the Emperor might appear as insignificant assistance if any at 

all. However, we must take into consideration that while the situation of Albrecht Achilles 

kept deteriorating, the position of the Emperor was on no account better. As we learn from 

a series of letters sent by the Emperor on 8.6.1460, he feared a joint attack from the side of 

King George and his brother Archduke Albrecht and put a lot of effort in trying to divert it.426 

At the same time, the Emperor was also involved in a conflict with the nobility situated 

below the Enns over jurisdictional rights, that started from a dispute over the castle Orth in 

Marchfeld. Archduke Albrecht also got involved in this controversy on the side of the local 

nobility. After the Emperor was able to capture the castle, his situation did not improve, 

because the resistance of the local nobility only kept growing. The more troubles the 

Emperor had, the stronger became the position of the Archduke in Wien. He hoped to forge 

a strong alliance with King George, Sigmund of Tirol and Mathias Corvinus, and awaited the 

right moment to attack the Emperor.427 

7.6 The standing by Roth 

Meanwhile the military actions on all fronts were well under way. After the Duke captured 

Eichstätt, he invaded the lands of Albrecht, encountering only very limited resistance. 

Heinrich Deichsler describes the events that followed the seizure of Eichtstätt as follows: 

“Als er nun Eystet in 14 tagen gewunnen hat, zoh er für Lanndek und nam das auch ein. 

Darnach zoh er für Stawf. Die zwai schloß gewan er nach ein ander und nam, was dar inn 

was. Darnach stürmet er den kirchof zu Sendling auch und vand vil guts darinnen. Darnach 

legert er sich für Rot, lag darvor auf vier tag und schoß hinein und nam in alle wer vast“ he 

also captured the City Roth and Schönberg.428 „Als nun die sach alle sich ergangen het, da 

legert sich herzog Ludwig pei Rot auf ein perg am sambstag nach Philippi und Iacobi 

(3.5.1460) und schloß sich in die wagenpurg und vergrub sich, als sich gepürt zu sölchem 

schimpf… und am Montag nach sant Veit kom zu im bischof von Würzburg, bischof von 

Bamberg und legerten sich da mit irem volck und scharmützelten teglich mit ein ander, das 

vil volks scheden nam… Und am Montag vor Pangracie (5.5.1460) legert sich gegen im über 

markgraf Albrecht mit eim her und hertzog Wilhelm von Sachsen mit eim her und der von 

Wirttenberg mit einem her und legerten sich da mit ir wagenburg und vergruben sich und 

 
425 Sonja Dünnebeil, Paul Herold, Kornelia Holzner-Tobisch (eds.), Regesten Kaiser Friedrichs III. (1440-1493). 
Nach Archiven und Bibliotheken geordnet. H. 18: Die Urkunden und Briefe des Österreichischen Staatsarchivs 
in Wien, Abt. Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv: Allgemeine Urkundenreihe, Familienurkunden und 
Abschriftensammlungen (1458-1463). Wien 2004, No. 237. 
426 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg No. 5101, Copy. Folio 260.1. 8.6.1460. The Emperor to all his 
subjects in the lands of the upper Ens. He writes that as far as he knows King George together with his brother 
are planning to attack him, although he tried to solve his tensions with them peacefully; Ibid, Copy. Fol. 260.1-
260.2. 8.6.1460. The Emperor to Duke Ludwig. He wrote him that he sent King George a latter in which he 
explained him that he is the head of the Empire and George, as one of its most important members cannot 
attack him. Any such attack is illegal; Ibid, Copy. Fol. 260.2-261.1. Friedrich III to Archduke Albrecht. The 
Emperor is aware of the plans of Albrecht and King George to attack him. Urges him to abandon those plans.  
427 Langmaier, Erzherzog Albrecht VI, pp. 518-520. 
428 Deichsler, Jahrbücher, p. 248; Compare with, Mülich, Chronik, pp. 156. 
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lagen da gegen ein ander als weit, das ainer dem andern in sein wagenpurg schoß“.429 The 

camps of both commanders were well protected and gave the defender significant 

advantage. No side wanted to leave its well-guarded positions and risk a frontal attack; 

instead, they limited themselves to raids on the surrounding lands and small-scale 

clashes.430   

Duke Ludwig enjoyed a significant advantage in numbers,431 while Albrecht Achilles had to 

rely mostly on his own men, the army of Duke Wilhelm and the reinforcements sent by 

Count Ulrich. That strained confrontation continued several weeks. Each day fresh forces, 

especially Bohemian soldiers joined the camp of the Duke. On June 6th, the Bishops of 

Bamberg and Würzburg432 arrived with thousands of soldiers and significantly enlarged the 

already apparent advantage of Duke Ludwig. When the vassals of both Bishops who 

previously fought on Albrecht’s side saw the banners of their lords in the enemies’ camp 

they left the field of battle.433 Archduke Albrecht of Austria also declared war on Albrecht 

Achilles and sent soldiers to assist the Duke.434 The involvement of the Archduke owed to 

his conflict with his brother the Emperor. While Friedrich III strengthened the ties with 

Albrecht Achilles, the Archduke became ever closer to Duke Ludwig. In May 1459, the 

princes signed a treaty, which insured a provision of mutual help in case of war.435 Pari 

passu with the indirect intervention of King George, who had his own interests in mind, it 

was another outward manifestation of the large-scale developments, which influenced the 

conflict between Duke Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles.  

As we find out, it was Johann the Alchemist, Albrecht’s own brother, who undertook the 

necessary steps to arrange a peaceful resolution of the conflict. Already on June 6th, he 

wrote to Nuremberg and asked the city to arrange negotiations between the warring 

parties, requesting from them not to mention that he initiated that move. Two members of 

the city councils - Jobst Tetzel and Ruprecht Hallern met both Duke Ludwig and Albrecht 

Achilles. The Margrave wanted them to mediate, but they refused, insisting that they rank 

was not high enough for such an important task. Both parties eventually agreed to the 

 
429 Deichsler, Jahrbücher, pp. 248-249; Compare with, Arnpeck, Bayerische Chronik, p. 617.  
430 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, p. 144; Buchner, Krieg, pp. 42-44; Würdinger, Kriegsgeschichte, pp. 22-23. 
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432 As we learn from the chronic of Lorenz Fries, a significant number of nobles did not support the war of 
Bishop Johann against Albrecht Achilles. He tried to recruit soldiers: “aber der merer theil von grauen, heren 
und adel liessen ine und wollten ime wider den marggrauen nit dienen“. Fries, Chronik der Bischöfe von 
Würzburg, p. 157. 
433 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 145-146; Droysen, Geschichte, pp. 233-234, Ulsamer, Rother Richtung, p. 
113; Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 217. 
434 Mülich, Chronik, p. 158; Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 157, p. 441; Compare with: Langmaier, Archduke 
Albrecht VI, pp. 516-517.  Langmaier puts emphasize on the significant military support of the Archduke that 
was noticeably bigger than required according to the treaty with Duke Ludwig.  
435 Langmaier, Erzherzog Albrecht VI, pp. 500-501. 
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mediation of the Cardinal Bishop Peter of Augsburg.436 However, before the talks 

commenced, Albrecht wanted to make use of the favourable situation that arouse because 

of the movement of his opponent’s forces and attack Duke Ludwig. Fries reports that the 

attack was prevented only because Duke Wilhelm categorically objected to it, threatening to 

leave with his soldiers if the Margrave would not turn to diplomacy.437 In fact, Duke Wilhelm 

was not the only one who had to convince Albrecht to choose the way of diplomacy. The 

Emperor, the Pope and even his own allies appealed to Albrecht and urged him to enter into 

negotiations. At first Albrecht categorically refused, declaring that he would not carry on 

talks while the enemy stands in his land. However, after he considered his opportunities 

carefully, he had to give up to the pressure and resorted to diplomacy.438 

7.7 Rother Richtung and its implications 

The city council of Nuremberg and Cardinal Peter von Schaumberg served as the 

mediators.439 The negotiations were carried out in a field near Roth. Albrecht Achilles did 

not participate in the talks personally, delivering Duke Wilhelm the authority to negotiate in 

his place.440 On June 24th, the general lines of the agreement were announced. They 

included the immediate termination of the hostilities between Duke Ludwig and Albrecht 

Achilles. Albrecht as well as his brothers had to declare that they would never use the 

“Kaiserliche Gericht” to judge the subjects of Duke Ludwig.441 He also had to cancel all his 

previous agreements with Eichstätt.442 All the previous decisions concluded in the “blinder 

Spruch” were declared null and void. Duke Ludwig demanded Albrecht’s apology for the 

humiliating words he voiced during the struggle and compensate his war expenditures. The 

sides agreed that these two paragraphs will be handed over to the mediation of King 

George.443 By instructions of the Pope, the cardinal-bishop of Augsburg attempted to 

include Count Palatine444 and his enemies in the treaty, so its decisions would apply to them 

as well.445 However, the Pope’s aspirations did not realize. Albrecht also had to commit 
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himself not to use the imperial court of law against the Bishops of Würzburg and Bamberg. 

The sides also promised to resolve all tensions via diplomacy.446 

Fries wrote that according to the final agreement, Albrecht had to leave the battlefield three 

days before Ludwig, which he did “traurig und schamrot”.447 On July 4th, the final draft of 

the treaty was signed in Nuremberg.448 The result of the first round of the armed conflict 

between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig proved to be devastating for the former. All his 

achievements from the previous year were reversed and annulled, moreover, his situation 

now was significantly worse than at the beginning of the conflict. The Duke remained with 

his army on Albrecht’s lands, occupying vast territories and furthermore, Albrecht lost his 

most significant tool of influence, the “Kaiserliche Gericht”, which allowed him to exert 

influence on the whole region. The Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg joined the enemy 

camp; his allies from the Rheine region were unable to send significant reinforcement, while 

the tight relationship with both the Emperor and the Pope, which he nourished so diligently, 

proved to be of no use in his hardest moment.  

Duke Ludwig, on the contrary, was able not only to secure himself against the expansionistic 

attempts of Albrecht Achilles, but also to demonstrate him his military and diplomatic 

supremacy. His union with King George guaranteed him a steady influx of soldiers,449 while 

Count Palatine proved to be a reliable and helpful ally, capable of holding Albrecht’s allies in 

the Rhine region in check. The ability to win over the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg 

during the hot phase of the conflict was certainly a major breakthrough of the Duke, 

although it was undoubtedly rather the consequence of Albrecht’s aggressive politics than 

Ludwig’s personal skills and actions.  

7.8 Bishop Diether changes sides 

After Albrecht Achilles was defeated, the attempts of Duke Ludwig to include Albrecht’s 

allice in the peace-treaty did not bear fruit. They were determined to fight against their 

odious enemy, hoping to achieve a victory. In the beginning of July Archbishop Diether, 

Ludwig of Veldenz and Count Emich of Leiningen gathered a significant force near the town 

Pfeddersheim, which belonged to the Rhine city alliance. They awaited the army of Count 

Ulrich in order to launch a large-scale offensive against the lands of Friedrich the Victorious. 

However, before Ulrich joined them, the Count Palatine was able to set a trap to the joint 

force of his enemies, inflicting them serious damage. The total number of casualties during 

the battle itself was not very significant, but many soldiers drowned in the Prim River during 

flight.450  
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The sustained loss compelled the Archbishop of Mainz to turn to diplomacy. On July 18th, 

Diether451 and the Elector met in Worms. Diether promised to pay the Elector the 9 

thousand guldens he owed him, hand him over “Schauwenburg”, Dossenheim, 

“Heintschussen” and the town Dieburg. It was agreed that the Elector would control these 

possessions for an unlimited time until Diether will pay him 12 thousand guldens. The 

princes also concluded a peace treaty.452  What, then, made Archbishop Diether, who 

promised to be the Emperor’s loyal supporter during his elections the previous year 453 to 

suddenly change sides? Diether was on good terms with the Palatinate and was 

disappointed with his allies, especially Albrecht Achilles, who did not support him in time of 

need. However, his conflict with the Pope was the main reason for his defection. The Pope 

demanded Diether to pay him 20650 gulden for the Pallium. It was a much larger sum then 

the one his predecessor paid. However, the Roman Curia already received the money from 

moneylenders and told the Bishop that he should negotiate with them the seize of his debt. 

Diether opposed, but the Pope did not support Diether and eventually this dispute led to a 

serious conflict between Diether and Rome.454 

7.9 Cease-fire in the Rhine area 

 The unilateral peace Archbishop Diether signed violated the agreements with his allies. It 

also meant that Count Ulrich and Ludwig of Veldenz were left face to face with the mighty 

Elector and Duke Ludwig, who now was organizing a big army at the head of which he was 

supposed to arrive and help his ally.455 Despite their reluctance to stop the fighting, they 

were unable to keep these overwhelming forces in check,456 agreeing to the mediation 

proposal of Count Eberhard.457 Shortly after Eberhard arrived to Heidelberg, on August 8th, a 

preliminary treaty excluding Emich of Leiningen was announced.458 This treaty cancelled the 

alliance between Archbishop Diether and his former allies. Count Ulrich, Ludwig of Veldenz 
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and the Elector signed a cease-fire for a year. It was announced that the war between Count 

Ulrich and Hans Horneck was also settled. Duke Ludwig of Veldenz and the Elector agreed to 

solve their tensions through mediation later this year. It was agreed that the disputes 

between the Elector and Count Ulrich over the dowry of Ulrich’s wife would be resolved by 

the arbitration of Count Eberhard.459 While Count Ulrich negotiated with Friedrich  the 

Victorious, the letter continued his war against Emich of Leiningen, capturing some of his 

castles and towns and inflicting him considerable damage.460 However, that conflict was 

limited and did not touch upon the interests of the bigger players in the Empire.  

As the dust had settled, it became clear that Friedrich the Victorious was the undisputed 

winner. He was able not only to get rid of an important enemy, but also to make him switch 

sides. Count Ulrich and Ludwig of Veldenz had to give up their claims and put their seal on 

agreements that did not bode them well. The Wittelsbach cousins achieved success on both 

fronts and restored their reputation by turning the decisions Albrecht tried to impose on 

them into history.  

8. A very shaky peace 

8.1 Back to the drawing board 

After the peace treaty was signed, Albrecht has found himself in a very difficult situation. He 

had to make concessions to Bishop Johann and declared that he holds Dornberg and 

Ansbach as fiefs from the Bishop and even recognized the hereditary homage of Kitzingen to 

the Bishopric. Duke Ludwig continued to control the castles and towns he captured during 

the war, demanding from Albrecht compensation and apology. Bamberg and Würzburg 

came up with new demands all the time. Duke Wilhelm left Albrecht’s camp and had no 

intention to interfere into the conflict any more.461 From a series of letters from late July 

and August we learn that the amount of suspicion in the air was significant. Albrecht 

gathered information on the movement of the Duke’s forces as well as on the actions of 

Bishop Johann, fearing a surprise attack.462 However, despite the defeats and fears of the 

members of the Mergentheim coalition, it seems that Albrecht and his allies perceived this 

failure as merely a temporary setback, which demanded from them to return to the drawing 

board. Several days before Count Ulrich and Ludwig of Veldenz signed the cease-fire with 

the Count Palatine on 4.8.1460, the three princes concluded a new union. The new treaty 

was clearly directed against the Wittelsbach princes and was a clear indication of their 
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determination to continue the struggle. Its content was based on the articles of the “blinder 

Spruch”, which they planned to implement463 as though the last months were nothing more 

than a bad dream.   

Even before the armed collision officially came to a standstill, the “Mergentheim” princes 

energetically started to recruit new allies in order to prepare themselves for the aftermath. 

Count Ulrich was able to win the support of Reutlingen already in June and signed treaties 

with Gmünd, Aalen and Giengen in August.464 To all appearance, their enemies had no 

illusions about the transience of the achieved results either. While the hostilities were still 

underway, Friedrich the Victorious was already strengthening his alliances. On July 16th, he 

signed a defensive treaty for lifetime with the Landgrave Ludwig of Hessen, the Counts of 

Ziegenhain and Nidda.465 On July 18th, Friedrich signed another treaty with Bishop Diether, 

which completely regulated their conflict. The Bishop had to make serious concessions in 

money and in territories.466 Two weeks later the Elector signed a peace treaty with Diether 

for 20 years,467 which virtually made the Bishop a member of the Wittelsbach camp. On 

October 8th, Duke Ludwig and King George signed a defensive union, which guaranteed the 

provision of mutual aid in case of a war.468 On October 16th, they intensified the union 

between them even further, extending their alliance against King Mathias of Hungary, on 

whom Duke Ludwig declared war on the same day.469 The primary architect of these treaties 

was apparently King George himself, who hoped to become the Roman King, and was 

nurturing plans that could help him achieve this goal. Both Duke Ludwig and the Count 

Palatine showed their readiness to assist the King, though with different reservations.470 

8.2 King’s George Imperial project 471 

Here I must at least briefly sketch the plans of King George to become the Roman King as 

well as to mention the events that led to a vast discontent of the princes of the Empire, that 

were provoked by the actions of Pope Pius II and the Emperor. These events had a direct 

impact on the conflict between Albrecht Achilles with Duke Ludwig and their allies. Dr 

Martin Mair played the leading role in this process. He became the advisor of the King in 

1459, probably entering his service by presenting him a plan, according to which King 
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George should have received the title of the Roman King which he could use in order to 

implement a series of reforms in the Empire. At least theoretically, the plan looked quite 

simple: The King, who enjoyed good relations with both the Pope and the Emperor, would 

seek and obtain their support for the move as well as the backing of the Electors. At the 

next stage, he would be named the Roman King (in contrast to Friedrich III who was the 

Emperor) and use his new status to carry out necessary reforms.472 However, it turned out 

soon enough that the achievement of this plan was much more problematic then the King 

suspected in the first place. He did not only encounter the resistance of Friedrich III, who 

had no intention to share his power, but also the passive opposition of the Electors.473  

King George regarded Albrecht Achilles as one of the key figures, whose support could help 

him obtain the crown. Already during the meeting in Eger in 1459, he approached him and 

sketched his plan. Albrecht Achilles answered very evasively. He explained that he is not an 

Elector, thus cannot directly influence the election. However, he promised that if he would 

gain the slightest sign from the Emperor that he supports that move, he would back up King 

George.474 The war between Duke Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles reinforced the position of 

the King in the Empire. As the official mediator, he could now exert influence on both 

princes.475 Soon another event greatly reinforced the hopes of the King to achieve his goal.  

8.3 The plans of Pope Pius II to organize a crusade  

The attempts of the Pope to organize a Crusade continued. Cardinal Bessarion acted as the 

official legate of the Pope. For several months, he attempted to organize a Reichstag that 

was postponed several times, especially due to the war of the Wittelsbach princes with the 

“Mergentheimer” coalition. Eventually the meeting finally took place in Vienna on 

17.9.1460, after the war in the Empire seemed to be over. In the presence of the 

representatives of the German princes, the Cardinal read aloud the bulla of the Pope: a 

crusade should be preached in the Empire; a tenth should be gathered from all the clerics, a 

thirtieth from all the lay. Everyone who would try to oppose this plan was threatened with 

different punishments including excommunication. This bulla did not take into consideration 

the opinion of the princes and was presented as an order, causing resentment and serious 

opposition of the present, which was voiced especially aloud by the envoy of Archbishop 

Diether. The representatives of the princes explained that only the Electors together with 

the Emperor could decide on such a tax and an organization of a war. They also explained 

that it was possible to start a crusade only after a comprehensive peace would be achieved 

in the German lands and certain assurances from other Christian nations would be obtained. 

The Greek Bessarion, who dreamt on freeing his fellow compatriots from the yoke of the 
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Turks, was enraged to hear these numerous reservations. He turned to threats and used 

harsh words, that only increased the opposition of the present even further and then 

abruptly ended the meeting and left. The demands of the Pius II voiced by Cardinal 

Bessarion aroused considerable discontent in the Empire, which was shared even by princes 

who usually enjoyed tight relationship with the Pope.  The anger of the princes was also 

directed towards Friedrich III who supported the Pope and who, as some suspected, was 

supposed to get a share from the planned church tax. Another cause of discontent was 

grounded in the fact that the Emperor did not visit the “Binnenreich” for many years and as 

the princes believed, did not do enough to advance necessary reforms for promoting peace 

and tranquillity. King George wanted to use that situation in his favour. His representatives 

kept a low profile during the meeting itself, since the King still hoped to win the backing of 

both the Pope and the Emperor to his project.476 At the same time, he counted on using the 

discontent of the leading figures in the Empire to stress the necessity of reforms, thus 

advancing his goal to become the Roman King.  

8.4 The prospects of George’s plan diminish 

On 8.10.1460, King George was able to make the first substantial step towards the 

achievement of his plan. He reached an understanding with Duke Ludwig, who promised to 

back up the project of the King, but with the reservation, that he would state it aloud only if 

Elector Friedrich would promise his support as well. The king also had to promise the Duke a 

long list of privileges he would obtain, once George would become the Roman King.477 It 

seems that at that point King George still hoped to gain the support of the Emperor to his 

move. Trying to improve their relations with the Kaiser, George and Ludwig declared war on 

Matthias Corvinus: “der sich ein konig zu Ungarn nennet”.478 Only a week later Martin Mair 

was able to obtain the provisional support of Elector Friedrich as well. He had to promise 

the Elector various privileges in case the plan would succeed, while the Elector promised to 

openly support the King after he would gain the backing of both Brandenburg and 

Saxony.479 During November and December, Martin Mair negotiated with the Bishop of 

Mainz whose differences with both the Emperor and the Pope reached new heights. Martin 

hoped that these circumstances would help to win the Archbishop over. He was eventually 

able to receive a theoretical support to the plan of making George the Roman King from 

Archbishop Diether. However, the Archbishop presented a whole list of demands. He 

wanted not only to reinforce his personal status, but to make sure that the King planned to 
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implement real reforms. Another topic that bothered him was the orthodoxy of George. 

Moreover, as was the case with Elector Friedrich, the Bishop promised to back up the plan 

only if the Electors of Brandenburg and Saxony would promise to support him as well.480 The 

rulers of both Brandenburg and Saxony enjoyed tight relationship with the Emperor and this 

condition by itself looked hardly surmountable. Despite of that, George did not give up. In 

September, he turned again to the Emperor, hoping to enlist his support. This time Friedrich 

III was far less ambiguous than during their previous conversation. He gave him to 

understand that he would not support George’s plan to be crowned. In light of that and 

because the King already promised the most prominent positions in the future Empire to 

Duke Ludwig and Friedrich the Victorious, obtaining the support of Brandenburg and Saxony 

seemed hardly likely. Moreover, given the fact of the opposition of Friedrich III to his plan, 

George’s hopes to realize it without shedding blood appeared to be out of reach. He had to 

either abandon his undertaking altogether or enter a collision course with the Emperor.481  

8.5 The build-up of the Mergentheim coalition 

Meanwhile quite an interesting course of events temporarily seemed to make alterations in 

the overall power balance in the Empire. After Albrecht Achilles experienced the humiliation 

near Roth, his previously friendly relationship with the Emperor suffered a serious setback. 

On the one hand, the Emperor was deeply involved in the conflict with his brother and did 

not seem to be the reliable ally he appeared before. On the other hand, on 30.9.1460, he 

appointed none other than Friedrich the Victorious - one of the primary rivals of Albrecht 

Achilles, to the position of the imperial captain in the war against the Abbot and the convent 

of the monastery Zwiefalten.482 In the end of October, Albrecht Achilles met with his allies in 

Mergentheim. Archbishop Diether and the cathedral chapter of Mainz were also present at 

that meeting. The Archbishop was interested to win as many allies as possible in order to 

stand his ground in the conflict with the Pope, while Albrecht Achilles preferred not to cut 

the ties from his former ally in the light of the difficult situation in which he was found.483 

In November 1460, Count Ulrich allied himself with Karl of Baden. It was an especially 

important achievement, since Karl, who was previously the unofficial leader of the “neutral 

party” now gave his preference to one of the coalitions. His siding with the “Mergentheim” 

princes was a big event, especially in the light of the influence he had on the imperial cities 

in the area, whose support the members of the coalition required so badly. This union, 

concluded on November 27th, included a paragraph in which the princes promised to 

support each other not only openly, but also secretly. After the treaty was concluded, both 

princes started devising plans to make Count Eberhard join their camp.484 Fritz explains that 
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the members of the Mergentheim coalition were well aware of their incapacity to score a 

military victory against their enemies without recruiting additional allies. They needed to 

gain the support of the neutral forces, above all the imperial cities. However, they could not 

reckon on their willing assistance and needed to have the Emperor on their side. Only the 

Kaiser had enough authority to order the cities join them in the upcoming war. As was the 

case before, it was the responsibility of Albrecht Achilles to negotiate with the most 

prominent figures of the age: Friedrich III as well as the Pope. The Margrave also tried to 

gain the support of Saxony, Hessen and Further Austria. Count Ulrich was active in his 

region, attempting to recruit new allies in the Southwestern part of the Empire.485 

8.6 Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig quarrel again 

The strained relationship of Albrecht Achilles with the Bishops of Bamberg, Würzburg and 

Duke Ludwig after the conclusion of the peace stresses their incapability and more likely 

their reluctance to find a real solution to the conflict. The exchange of mutual accusations 

started almost immediately after the open struggle came to a standstill. The advisors of 

Duke Wilhelm delivered a letter of complaints received from Albrecht Achilles to Duke 

Ludwig. It communicates a whole list of grievances committed by the Bishops as well as by 

Duke Ludwig himself, which allegedly violated the peace treaty and harmed Albrecht.486 

Different disputes between Albrecht Achilles and Bishop Georg continued to present a 

constant source of concern. The letter-exchange between the princes was carried out 

regularly, but it does not seem that they sought to solve their contentions, instead, each 

side tried to blame the other.487 Duke Ludwig also voiced his discontent with Albrecht’s 

actions. On September 9th, he complained to Albrecht Achilles that his men are blocking the 

road between Nuremberg and Wessenburg, forcing the merchants to pass around Roth. 

Such an action reduces his profit from the escort money and taxes, he elucidated.488 

Albrecht replied on September 18th, explaining that only he has the right to collect taxes 

from merchants crossing his lands.489 Albrecht turned to the Dukes of Saxony, stressing that 

Duke Ludwig keeps violating the agreements signed near Roth. He claimed that despite the 

attempts of King George to mediate and resolve the conflict peacefully, the Duke’s men 

organized assaults on his lands, and then took shelter in the Duke’s territory. He also 

stressed that he was committed to peace, but the actions of the Duke make a peaceful 

solution unlikely.490 Duke Ludwig responded to these accusations. He wrote Duke Wilhelm 

of Saxony that he has nothing to do with the attacks on the lands of Albrecht Achilles. The 

actions of Albrecht Achilles himself, he explained, made it clear to everyone that he was not 

interested in keeping the peace. He admitted in providing shelter to some enemies of 

Albrecht Achilles but denied them being his servants. In any case, Duke Ludwig explained 
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that Albrecht bears the full responsibility for the violations of the previously achieved 

agreements and that this conflict is a personal strife between him and Albrecht that would 

not hurt the interests of Saxony.491 

8.7 Diplomatic efforts 

While Albrecht Achilles continued to confront his enemies diplomatically, he sought to enlist 

the support of the Emperor and find a loophole, which would allow him to repudiate the 

obligations he took upon himself during the “Rother Richtung”. From a detailed letter, 

Albrecht Achilles addressed the Emperor through his trustee Dr Georg Absberg during the 

Reichstag in Wien in September 1460; we receive a thorough account of his views. Albrecht 

started from claiming that the treaty he signed with the Count Palatine and Duke Ludwig: 

“will er halten als ein frumer furste”. He then mentioned the loyal service that the Bishop of 

Eichstätt delivered to the Emperor in the matters of Dinkelsbühl and Donauwörth. This 

service did not prevent the surprise attack of Duke Ludwig on a Christian Holiday, exclaimed 

Albrecht. Albrecht retold the events during his conflict with Duke Ludwig, explaining that 

the troops of his enemies outnumbered him and were further reinforced by his former allies 

– the Bishops of Würzburg and Bamberg as well as by the Emperor’s own brother Archduke 

Albrecht. Although the enemy had an unassailable advantage in men-power, Albrecht 

intended to fight, but was eventually forced to negotiate by his own allies. Duke Wilhelm of 

Saxony represented him during the negotiations. He and his brothers had to abandon the 

right to use the “Kaiserliche Gericht”. Albrecht emphasized that only the Emperor could 

deprive him of this authority. He added that the Duke changed the status of the Bishopric of 

Eichstätt, virtually making it his dependency. Albrecht stressed that he and the Bishop 

suffered because they were loyal and faithful servants of his majesty.492 As becomes clear, 

Albrecht clearly tried to hint the Emperor that it was in his power to turn the decision 

concerning the “Kaiserliche Gericht” over. His other goal was to picture the attack against 

himself and Eichstätt as an attack against the Emperor. This manner of speaking sheds light 

on the relation between Albrecht and the Emperor, and in this case, surprisingly, the letter 

we do not have, provides us with no less valuable information than the undoubtedly 

important letter we possess. Turning to the Emperor, Albrecht could try to lead him in the 

desired direction. However, it was solely the Emperor’s decision whether to backup Albrecht 

or pursue his own policy. We do not know what exactly Friedrich III replied to Georg 

Absberg who brought the content of the letter to his attention. However, judging by further 

developments it is clear that Albrecht’s jeremiads fall on death ears. Moreover, it is very 

possible that the Emperor preferred to distance himself from the Margrave, who hoped to 

make gains hiding behind the banner of legality and justice that created only further 

problems to the Emperor.  
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Duke Ludwig was also trying to strengthen his position. In November, he met the Bishops of 

Bamberg and Würzburg as well as the Count Palatine in Nuremberg. The princes promised 

to help each other, signed a union for their lifetime, and discussed the grave situation in the 

Empire. They also decided that during the next meeting scheduled in Bamberg on 

13.12.1460, they would try to recruit as many allies as possible to support their cause. Their 

attempt to reinforce their alliances was at least partly a reaction to the actions of Albrecht 

Achilles and Count Ulrich.493 The meeting in Bamberg was mostly characterized by an 

especially harsh rhetoric directed by Archbishop Diether towards the Pope and the Emperor. 

The princes were still very much disturbed by the demands of the Pope and the idleness of 

the Kaiser. However, no decision was achieved and the princes agreed to meet once again. 

King George distanced himself from the critic of the Pope. He hoped to seize the 

opportunity and use the upcoming meeting in Eger to his own benefit. He hoped to use the 

opposition and discontent of the electors and princes with the situation in the Empire, 

coming to the fore as a viable alternative, thus gaining as wide support as possible for his 

project.494 

8.8 A convergence of views between King George and Albrecht Achilles? 

Meanwhile, as was previously decided, a serious attempt to regulate the conflict between 

Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig took place in Prague in November. King George served as 

the mediator between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig. Three main issues were 

discussed, all of them demands of Duke Ludwig: he wanted Albrecht to compensate his war 

expenditures, to publicly apologize before him and as a precondition for retrieving Albrecht 

the castles he captured from him, he stipulated that they would be handed over to Albrecht 

as a fief and only after Albrecht would rebuild them first. From a detailed report recorded by 

the envoys of Thuringia, we learn that Duke Ludwig was unwilling to soften his demands 

while Albrecht had no intention to accept them. The negotiations lasted around two weeks 

and brought with them no progress as the sides departed empty handed, agreeing to meet 

on another occasion.495 King George apparently did not try to compel neither of the sides to 

make concessions. Kluckhohn believes that the King’s own plans were the reason for taking 

such a mild position, because he hoped to maintain good relationship with both the 

Wittelsbach princes and their enemies.496 

King George used the occasion to discuss with Albrecht his plans for becoming the new 

Roman King in the light of the fact that the Emperor would not support his claim.497 Menzel 

expresses the opinion that Albrecht Achilles was very hostile towards the plan of the King 

 
493 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 168-169. 
494 Heymann, George of Bohemia, p. 223; Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, pp. 95-97; Kluckhohn, Ludwig der 
Reiche, 167. 
495 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 53, pp. 56-64: Protokollarischer Bericht der thüringischen 
Räthe an ihren Herrn über die Verhandlungen Markgraf Abrecht von Brandenburg mit König Georg von 
Böhmen zu Prag, 11. bis 24. November 1460.  
496 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 169-170. 
497 Ibid, pp. 169-170.  
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but was able to fool him and hide his views, instead suggesting the King that winning over 

Brandenburg and Saxony should be his main goal, forgetting to mention that both Electors 

had no intention to support him.498 On the last day of the meeting, the King and Albrecht 

Achilles decided on the betrothal between the King’s son Heinrich and Albrecht’s daughter 

Ursula. Menzel sees in this a clear sign of the blind trust of the King towards the 

Margrave.499 However, the situation, I believe, might have been much more complex. From 

a report sent by Albrecht’s men to Duke Wilhelm at the end of the round of talks on 

29.11.1460, we learn that there was a real improvement in the relations between Albrecht 

and the King. Albrecht said that the King promised him that in case of a military need he 

would send him his son Victorin with 8000 soldiers. This force could help him against the 

Bishops but not against Duke Ludwig.500 It seems that Albrecht Achilles was also cunningly 

trying to undermine the relationship and sew mistrust and hostility between King George 

and Friedrich the Victorious. On 21.12.1460, Albrecht informed George, that according to a 

rumour that caught his attention, the Count Palatine was devising plans to become the 

Emperor. Albrecht asked the King to keep that information in secret.501  

Albrecht, certainly aware of the weight George placed into his project to become the Roman 

King, hoped to breach the trust relationship in the enemy camp. At the same time, taking 

into consideration further events502 and the strained relationship with the Emperor it does 

not seem far fledged to say that a temporary rapprochement between the King and the 

Margrave really took place and was not only a calculated step taken by Albrecht Achilles. 

After all, Albrecht’s conflict was with Duke Ludwig and not with the King. The Margrave 

understood that without the Bohemian soldiers the Duke would be far less dangerous, 

therefore even securing the neutrality of the King could lead to a serious weakening of the 

position of his enemy. King George still hoped that his goal was achievable. Instead of 

getting the support of Kaiser Friedrich, he now devised plans on recruiting a wide support 

among as many important princes as possible. He reinforced his ties with the King of Poland 

and Matthias of Hungary, on whom he only recently declared war, and counted on the 

backing of Elector Friedrich and Duke Ludwig. He hoped that the joint seconding of all these 

forces would allow him to push Friedrich III to the corner and compel him to recognize the 

King’s pretensions.503 

8.9 The tensions keep escalating 

While we can see no sign of a regulation at the “Eastern Front”, the relations between 

Count Ulrich and Elector Friedrich did not improve either. As was previously agreed, Count 

Eberhard pronounced his judgement concerning the disputed dowry of Countess 

 
498 Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, pp. 92-93. 
499 Ibid, p. 93. 
500 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No.55, pp. 67-68. 
501 Palacký, Urkundliche Beiträge, pp. 238-239. 
502 See below, p. 103. Albrech claims that he did not promise to support King George.  
503 Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, pp. 93-94.  
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Margarethe. On 9.11.1460, he declared that the Elector does not need to pay the yearly 

sum of 2982 gulden to the Countess any longer.504 However, anticipating a negative decision 

Count Ulrich turned to the Emperor in advance, inquiring whether he could hope to appeal 

to him in case of a negative judgement. The Emperor made it clear that he was going to 

back up Count Ulrich if such a need would arise. In his answer, he indicated that even if the 

document would exclude a right of appeal, the Emperor would intervene on the Count’s 

side anyway, since he leaves himself the right of a second judgement without regard to 

paragraphs prohibiting it.  From this turn of events, we understand that the attempt to 

regulate the conflicts via diplomacy was hardly realizable (at least for Elector Friedrich) and 

could only be decided on the battlefield.505 The diplomatic backing of the Emperor was in a 

fact a double-edged weapon. It provided his allies a misplaced sense of confidence, because 

the diplomatic support he could provide was hardly transformable into real gains. In fact, it 

created a false feeling of security that led to prolongation of the conflict.  

Despite this extremely difficult situation, fragile peace was preserved. The princely 

coalitions continued to develop and transform, although their core, as much as the 

unwillingness of Albrecht Achilles to accept the new reality remained unchanged. Several 

months after the end of hostilities between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig, there was 

no sign of improvement in their relationship. In December 1460, despite the obligations 

Albrecht promised to keep, he summoned the noblewomen Margarethe Überstorferin - a 

subject of Duke Ludwig, to appear before the imperial law-court of Nuremberg. She 

immediately complained to her lord who turned to Albrecht, demanded from him to cancel 

the invitation to court, to stop violating the commitments he took upon himself and 

numerated several other hostile acts perpetrated by Albrecht Achilles in the recent past.506 

Both princes also quarrelled about a series of attacks that included kidnap and robbery in 

the borderlands.507 No batter was the relation between Albrecht and Bishop Georg. They 

kept exchanging letters concerning minor violations, one blaming the other in various 

transgressions.508 

8.10 King George final bid for the crown 

King George continued to play one of the leading roles in the whole conflict. He reinforced 

his ties with Archduke Albrecht509 who promised to pay him 50,000 Hungarian guldens for 

helping him to gain the control over the lands in lower Austria (the lands bellow the 

 
504 Menzel, Regesten, p. 351. The reason for it was that she remarried, thus the past obligations of Friedrich 
the Victorious were no longer applicable.  
505 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 226-228. 
506 Buchner, Krieg, p. 53. 
507 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5104, Fol. 16. Duke Ludwig to Albrecht Achilles on 27.12.1460, 
Fol. 17 the answer of Albrecht Achilles to the Duke from 5.1.1461.  
508 Ibid, No. 4574, Fol. 53-54: Bishop Georg to Albrecht on 23.12.1460 and the reply of Albrecht on 26.12.1460. 
The letters concern an attack from the side of Albrecht’s men on the men of the Bishop. In his reply, Albrecht 
claimed that he had nothing to do with that act. 
509 Palacký, Urkundliche Beiträge, p. 239. 18.2.1461. 
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Enns).510 Such a solid alliance should have insured his commitment to the anti-imperial 

forces. At the same time, his desire to win the Imperial crown motivated him to get the 

support of both rivalling camps in the Empire: an amicable reconciliation of Duke Ludwig 

with Albrecht Achilles could have brought him just that. During the meeting in Eger on 

2.2.1461, his aim was twofold: on the one hand, he advanced his plans of gaining support 

from the German princes for his imperial project, on the other hand to settle the conflict 

between Duke Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles. The King himself preferred to describe the aim 

of the meeting as a settlement attempt.511 King George must have understood that one of 

the main reasons of the union between Albrecht Achilles and the Kaiser was the insecurity 

Albrecht Achilles sensed at the face of the overwhelming forces of his enemies. If, however, 

the conflict would be resolved, he could theoretically be much more willing to support the 

King’s ambitions, especially if he would be unable to re-establish his relationship with the 

Emperor.  

8.11 The “Tag” in Eger 2.2.1461 

 The most prominent princes attended the meeting that took place on Bohemian soil in Eger 

in person, among them King George himself, Margrave Friedrich, Albrecht Achilles, Duke 

Ludwig, Archduke Albrecht, the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg, the Landgrave of 

Hessen, Archbishop Diether, the advisors of Friedrich the Victorious and Count Ulrich, as 

well as other Bishops, nobles and city representatives. 512 Menzel explains that the 

numerous participants did not arrive in order to be silent observers of the negotiations 

between Duke Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles. They awaited deeds far more significant. The 

King addressed his prominent guests and spoke about the need to bring peace and 

prosperity to the land. He, together with Martin Mair, publicly voiced the three points 

devised by Mair: 1. King George would personally lead the army of the Empire against the 

Turks 2. The King would act as the guarantor of an all-embracing peace in the Empire. 3. The 

tenth from the clerics and the thirtieth from lay people should be collected only with the 

consent of the electors. His plan won wide acclaim, and for a moment, it seemed that his 

endeavour was going to succeed.  No one of the present voiced opposition against the Pope, 

instead they were concentrated with the idleness of the Emperor and his reluctance to 

implement reforms. The King then spoke about an election of a new head for the Empire, 

stressing that it would improve the overall situation. However, hearing these words many of 

the attended showed themselves reluctant to support his proposition.513 According to 

Heymann, Margrave Friedrich reminded the present that Eger was not a place for imperial 

elections and this statement terminated the discussion.514 Droysen believed, that the plans 

 
510 Palacký, Urkundliche Beiträge, p. 240. 20.2.1461. 
511 Lackner, Herzog Ludwig IX, p. 176; Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 2, pp. 3-4: In a letter addressed to the 
invited guests the mediation between Duke Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles was named as its sole reason. 
512 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 2, p. 4; Heymann, George of Bohemia, p. 224. 
513 Lackner, Herzog Ludwig IX, p. 176; Heymann, George of Bohemia, pp. 224-225; Menzel, Diether von 
Isenburg, pp. 97-99; See also: Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 170-171. 
514 Heymann, George of Bohemia, pp. 224-225.  
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of King George were attainable, but only in the case he could convince Albrecht Achilles to 

support him in his undertaking, since only he could influence, Margrave Friedrich, his 

brother to change his mind.515 After vainly trying to convince Margrave Friedrich to support 

his claim on the Roman Crown, the King decided to discuss his plans with Albrecht Achilles, 

who was known for exerting influence on his brother. One of the main arguments Friedrich 

raised was that Both Diether of Isenburg and the Count Palatine were not yet accepted to 

the Electoral College, thus their support of George’s plan virtually meant nothing. Albrecht 

now suggested that during the Nuremberg diet, which was scheduled on late February, both 

could be reaffirmed as Electors, thus opening the door for the King’s plan.516  

The Tag in Eger proved to be a failure. On the one hand, the King failed to secure the 

support of the present princes, on the other his mediation attempt shattered. The article 

concerning honour turned to be especially difficult to settle. The Duke demanded an 

apology, while Albrecht insisted that only a “gutlich” decision could regulate such a 

conflict.517 King George was especially interested in an amicable agreement; therefore, he 

could not use his influence and push it through, risking losing the favour of one side or the 

other. However, there is also another option that demands scrutiny: King George might 

have already understood that his plans to become the Roman King were doomed. In such a 

case, the resumption of the conflict between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig could 

create for him new opportunities, thus his passive stand could arise not form impotence but 

from design.  

8.12 The Emperor tries to suppress the actions of his foes 

 Friedrich III was aware of the attempts of the King to gain the leading position in the 

Empire; moreover, he believed that the real intention of the King was to dispose of him. He 

took precautionary measures to stave off this attempt. Before the meeting in Eger took 

place, he turned to Duke Friedrich of Saxony518 and to his brother Wilhelm, asking from 

them to defend the interests of the Empire and the Emperor:519 and: “wenn irgend etwas 

vorgenommen würde, das uns in unsern Würden und Stand Widerwärtigkeit zu Wege 

bringen sollte“, dagegen zu helfen“.520 It seems that the Kaiser sent no similar letters to 

Albrecht Achilles. It reinforces the assumption that at this point the Emperor suspected that 

Albrecht Achilles joined the anti-imperial coalition, leaving the Dukes of Saxony as his last 

hope.  

 
515 Droysen, Geschichte, pp. 248-250. 
516 Heymann, George of Bohemia, p. 225; Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 57, pp. 69-70; 
Diether von Isenburg, p. 100; Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, p. 171. 
517 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 2, p. 6; Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 56, pp. 68-69: 
As it is made clear from the explanation of King George from 18.2.1461, Duke Ludwig wanted the King to 
decide on the matter of honour by himself. Albrecht Achilles claimed that such a solution was unacceptable 
and that any regulation must take into account the interest of both princes, thus be made “gutlich”. 
518 R.K.F – H.10, No. 188. Kaiser Friedrich to Duke Friedrich from Saxony on 26.1.1461. 
519 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 2, p. 4. 
520 Droysen, Geschichte, p. 248. 
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8.13 Princely diet in Nuremberg 

It appears that even if King George was sceptical about his chances to succeed, he did not 

give up his hope for good. Soon another princely meeting, this time in Nuremberg 

followed.521 The meeting in Nuremberg was held between February 22nd and March 5th.522 

In a letter dated on February 27th, Heinrich Katzmann described the meeting in Nuremberg 

in his letter addressed to the city council of Frankfurt. All princes arrived there with a big 

retinue. Archbishop Diether was the first to appear at the head of a big pompous escort 

numbering 390 riders. He reported that he possesses no precise information, but according 

to the common rumour, the princes’ main aim on that meeting was to elect a new King and 

conclude a joint peace.523 The advisors of King George arrived to the meeting together with 

Albrecht Achilles and Margrave Friedrich.524 It certainly must have reinforced the suspicions 

of the Emperor even further. Archbishop Diether proved to be one of the central figures of 

that meeting. He was involved in a conflict with the Pope525 and tried to gain the support of 

the other electors in order to reinforce his position.526 The Pope insistence on collecting a 

special tax, which was supposed to finance the Crusade against the Turks, was a source of a 

serious concern in the Empire. Archbishop Diether tried to use this discontent to his own 

means.527 Elector Friedrich, Margrave Friedrich, Albrecht Achilles, Johann the Alchemist, and 

Bishop Johann addressed a joined letter to the Pope. From the important figures present, 

only the representatives of King George did not participate in that move.528 They demanded 

from the Pope to cancel the unscheduled collection of taxes and also supported the 

demands of the Archbishop that the tax for the “Annaten” would be collected in line with 

the decision reached by the council of Basel.529  On March 1st, the princes gathered in 

Nuremberg addressed a joint letter to the Emperor signed by Archbishop Diether, Elector 

Friedrich and Margrave Friedrich. They portrayed the miserable condition in the Empire, 

blamed the Emperor for not visiting the “Binnenreich” for more than 15 years, and 

 
521 George of Bohemia, p. 225. Heymann believed that after the meeting ended the King understood the 
futility of his hopes to gain the crown. In his view, it explains why the King did not arrive personally to the 
meeting in Nuremberg; Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. II, p. 6. 
522 Deichsler, Jahrbücher, pp. 260-261. 
523 Janssen Johannes (ed.), Frankfurts Reichscorrespondenz nebst andern verwandten Aktenstücken von 1379-
1519. 2. Vol, 1. Teil: Aus der Zeit Kaiser Friedrichs III. bis zur Wahl König Maximilians I. 1440-1486. Freiburg im 
Breisgau 1866, pp. 148-149. 
524 Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, p. 103; Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 57, p. 70. 
525 Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, pp. 116-120; Franz Gundlach, Hessen und die Mainzer Stiftsfehde 1461-1463. 
Diss. Marburg 1898, p. 12: The conflict revolved around the unusually high money payment the Pope 
demanded from Diether for the Pallium. 
526 Pastor, Geschichte der Päpste, pp. 150-151. Immediately after arriving to the meeting, Diether issued an 
appeal for convoking a church council, that was supposed to gather every tan years according to the decisions 
of the council of Basel and Constance. Such a move was very radical and meant a final break of his relations 
with the Pope.    
527 Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrich, pp. 210-212; Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, pp. 104-105. 
528 Heymann, George of Bohemia, p. 226. Heymann explains that although George needed the help of Diether, 
he also was afraid to deteriorate his relations with the Pope.  
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Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, pp. 114-115. 
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requested from him to arrive personally to the meeting in Frankfurt on 31.5 to help solve 

the difficulties. They promised that if the Kaiser would decide to ignore their call, they 

would meet there notwithstanding and reach decisions concerning the fate of the Empire 

on their own.530 The three electors also pledged to work together and support each other in 

case the Pope or the Emperor would threaten them with bans or punishments. They also 

agreed not to conclude unilateral decisions with the Pope or the Kaiser.531 For a short while, 

it could seem that the debates concerning the reform in the Empire pushed aside other 

pressing issues and united the electors. However, it became clear soon enough that reality 

was very much different. 

Menzel believes that Albrecht and his brothers supported the document directed against 

the Emperor, because their relationship with King George deteriorated after they made it 

clear, that they are opposed to his imperial plans. They were afraid that now the King would 

fully back the Wittelsbach princes and decided to reinforce their ties with the Wittelsbach 

camp to avoid isolation.532 This explanation seems to be not only peculiar but to miss the 

point. In light of the considerable disagreements between Albrecht Achilles and Duke 

Ludwig, such an action was a drop in the ocean that could further aggravate the relationship 

with the Emperor but not restore the ties with the Wittelsbach dynasty. Moreover, is it even 

possible that Albrecht and Margrave Friedrich declined to grant King George assistance on 

the ground of their support to the Emperor, only to speak against the Emperor days later? 

An especially interesting contention worth mentioning occurred during the Tag in 

Nuremberg. Archbishop Diether and the Count Palatine claimed that Albrecht Achilles and 

Duke Wilhelm of Saxony: „den konig zu Behem hetten wollen zu Romischen konig machen 

und den keiser absetzen“. Albrecht Achilles energetically denied, while the advisors of King 

George who were present insisted that Albrecht promised the King to win the support of 

Brandenburg and Saxony to his project. Albrecht emotionally refuted their words in front of 

the Electors and the advisors present, claiming that he never did anything of this kind, 

stating that: „were er uf dem marckte zu Prage, so solt er sich des verantworten, wann es 

treffe jm sein her und glimpf an, und solt man jm das haupt dorumb abslagen; und hat sich 

des mit meher worten so herlich und treflich vorantwort, das ein iederman mocht 

vorstehen, das jm ungutlich geschach“.533 These verbal exchange hints that the negotiations 

between Albrecht Achilles and King George might have been far more amicable, and the 

promises he made the King were far reaching. After all, it is hard to believe that the advisors 

of the King could dare ascribe to Albrecht words he never said. Apparently, Albrecht never 

complained to the King, that his advisors publicly attributed to him words that he never 

articulated, and did not threaten the advisors themselves. It is however clear, that Albrecht 

never delivered some of his promises on paper and from his vigorous denial we might 
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conclude, that he knew, that King George could not blame him for making any direct 

promises. It is also possible that when the princes met, Albrecht chose his words so carefully 

that the King was able to interpret them in his favour in an act of a wishful thinking. 

During this meeting, Archbishop Diether and Friedrich the Victorious showed far less 

support to the plans of King George, thus crushing his last hopes for success.534 The Count 

Palatine proposed to organize another meeting, this time in Frankfurt on 31.5.1461. They 

asked King George to arrive there personally or send his representative, promising to voice 

there their combined decision on the question regarding the position of the Roman King.535 

The advisors of King George were very unsatisfied to hear these words.536 They were also 

upset by the fact that Archbishop Diether and Friedrich the Victorious suddenly changed 

their minds, withdrawing their support from the King. They published the agreements 

Diether and the Count Palatine had with King George together with the far-reaching 

promises the King made both, for their promise to help him, thus raising the concern of 

Albrecht Achilles and his brothers who feared that despite the alleged absence of intention 

of Diether and Friedrich to back up the King’s project, they might yet do just that.537 

The mediation of the conflict between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig was, as previously 

agreed, discussed during the meeting as well. The demands of the Duke to Albrecht Achilles 

stayed unchanged. The honour issue came again to the fore, the Duke demanded from 

Albrecht Achilles: …”an alle Ende / do er hingeschrieben hette / do solt er es hinschreiben / 

und wo er geredt hette / do solt ers widerreden und Herzog Ludwigen entschuldigen / daß 

er Ime Unrecht hette gethan.”538 The Duke also wanted, that Albrecht would promise never 

to fight against Bavaria and receive the castles and cities captured from him by the Duke as 

a fief. The relatives and friends of Albrecht Achilles advised him that: “eher / daß er das 

solte thun / eher solte er sich des Landes verjagen lassen.“539 Such an explicit answer and 

harsh demands made it clear that a peaceful regulation was out of the question. Menzel 

believes that King George stood behind the harsh demands of the Duke, he was enraged 

that the Margraves did not support him despite making him believe otherwise.540 Kluckhohn 

partly reinforces this assumption. He explains that after Duke Ludwig understood that 

 
534 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 173-174: he explains that King George himself also was partly 
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Albrecht had no intention to fulfil his demands, he immediately contacted the 

representatives of King George present in Nuremberg. They promised that their lord would 

support the Duke with soldiers, while the Duke insured them that he had no intention to 

compete with the King for the Roman crown.541 Another interesting fact worth mentioning 

is that after the meeting in Nuremberg ended, Archbishop Diether travelled to Ansbach, 

where he spent several days with Albrecht Achilles in a friendly fashion.542 Thought Diether 

was now officially a member of the hostile camp it did not prevent from him to maintain a 

friendly relationship with Albrecht. This owed to the fact that Diether’s differences were not 

with Albrecht or his allies, but with the Pope. Therefore, both Diether and Albrecht 

preferred to keep the door open for dialogue. The Pope and the Emperor, who supported 

the pontiff in the question of Diether, hardly perceived Albrecht’s conduct favourably.  

8.14 Albrecht and the Emperor let go of old grudges 

Albrecht Achilles considered the situation he has found himself in by the end of the meeting 

as very difficult. Kluchhohn thinks that Albrecht and his brother returned to the imperial 

camp, which they at least partly left several months previously in March 1461.543 Menzel 

thinks that the conclusions of the meeting in Nuremberg made the war with Duke Ludwig 

almost certain, pushing Albrecht to seek again the support of the head of the Empire.544 He 

explains that the renewal of the ties was facilitated by the fact that during the meeting in 

Nuremberg, the Kaiser sent his trustee Georg von Wemdingen to meet Albrecht, and find 

out how his lord could help the Margrave. He explains that Friedrich III probably considered 

regulating his relations with the Wittelsbach, but after he concluded that they support King 

George and planned to dispose of him, he eventually decided to renew the ties with his old 

ally. The margraves were more than willing to jump at that offer.545 On March 15th, Albrecht 

sent his chaplain (Chorherr) Wenzel Reymann to meet the Emperor and insure him in the 

full support of his master.546 Albrecht also conveyed Friedrich III that the King would try to 

obtain the Roman crown in Frankfurt, asking from him to send his wisest advisors to that 

meeting, so they could hold his plans in check. He also appealed to the Pope, requesting his 

help and support.547 Another cause of Albrecht’s constant concern was the hostile 

relationship with the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg. He anticipated an attack from their 

side and turned to Duke Wilhelm of Saxony for a limited military support, explaining him 

that since he bears the responsibility for organizing the “Rother Richtung” it would be only 

fair if the Duke would assist him against the Bishops who keep violating it.548 In a report 

written by Dr Peter Knorr to Margrave Friedrich on April 10th, Knorr conveyed his lord that a 

trusted person informed him that Duke Ludwig planned to attack Albrecht Achilles in a 
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matter of weeks.549 All these details combined deliver us the tense situation in which 

Albrecht Achilles found himself, apprehending assaults from several directions and 

struggling to mend fences with Kaiser Friedrich.  

King George undertook one last attempt to reach a settlement between the intractable 

princes before he finally gave up and released himself from the post of the intermediary. He 

organized another round of talks in Prague to which Albrecht sent his representative, but 

the Duke did not. Such an act virtually signalled the final failure of the negotiations, and on 

April 23rd, the King declared that he gives up the attempt to reconcile the warring parties.550 

The fact that the Duke practically ignored the last round of talks requires an explanation. 

After all, he enjoyed tight relationship with the King and such an act must have been 

perceived as a manifest expression of disrespect, at least, if it was not stipulated 

beforehand. In the light of the rapprochement of Albrecht Achilles with the Emperor and 

the deterioration of the relations between Albrecht Achilles with King George described 

before, it seems possible that the King had lost interest in trying to achieve a mediation 

proposal and now only needed a good reason to abandon that endeavour altogether. It is 

very likely that Duke Ludwig notified the King beforehand that he would not arrive. 

Albrecht, for his part, wanted to make the Duke appear as the aggressor and therefore 

followed the letter of the procedure.  

8.15 The actions of the Emperor 

The Emperor did not sit idle as an impartial arbiter, silently watching how the meeting in 

Nuremberg developed. He had no intention to give in to the demands of the Electors, who, 

as he feared, planned to dispose of him in Frankfurt.551 His main aim was to prevent the Tag 

in Frankfurt altogether. The fears of Friedrich III, even if unjustified, were far from being vain 

freights. Thus, in a letter sent by Konrad von Pappenheim the “Pfleger” of Koburg, to the 

steward of Duke Wilhelm that focused on the situation at the imperial court, he conveyed a 

rumour according to which King George and Duke Ludwig planned to help Archduke 

Albrecht to fight against his brother. He mentioned a note from Asmus von Eberstein who 

reported that according to information he had, Duke Ludwig intended to attack 

Donauwörth, while King George plans to proclaim himself the new Roman King in 

Frankfurt.552 From a report on the events that took place in the meeting in Nuremberg, we 

learn about the worries of the lords of Saxony and Brandenburg, who believed that King 

George might unite with the King of Hungary, Archduke Albrecht and Duke Ludwig and 

attack the Emperor with a combined force.553 At this point, the Emperor still pinned his 

hopes on Duke Wilhelm of Saxony, to whom he turned on several occasions requesting from 
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him to prevent this meeting. The content of these messages makes it clear that the biggest 

fear of the Kaiser was that King George planned to arrive in Frankfurt personally, 

proclaiming himself the new Roman king.554 The Emperor addressed numerous letters to 

various forces, ordering them not to attend the meeting. He also wrote to Frankfurt and 

commanded the city officials not to let anyone of the participants of the meeting inside the 

city walls.555 The Emperor enjoyed the support of the Pope, who himself feared further 

attacks on the Roman Curia from the side of the German princes.556 At first, the Pope 

advised Friedrich III to arrive to the meeting in person. He assumed that the sole presence 

of the Emperor would change the situation in his favour and destroy the base of support of 

his opponents.557 However, as we learn from the Speierische Chronik: “er (Kaiser Friedrich) 

bleibe in sinem lande, und waz er mit briffen mochte uß gerichten, anderß hette man kein 

hilffe von ime“.558 Thus the Pope had no other choice but to work together with the 

Emperor in order to prevent the meeting. Eventually the combined effort of the Pontiff and 

the Emperor sufficed to cancel the meeting.559  

Because of the temporary breach of confidence between the Emperor and Albrecht Achilles, 

as well as due to the threat from the side of King George and Archduke Albrecht, Friedrich III 

attempted to come to terms with Duke Ludwig. On March 15th, he proposed the Duke to 

arrive to him personally or send a plenipotentiary in order to find a way to solve their 

differences.560 However, the Duke declined the reconciliatory proposal of the Emperor, 

explaining that he cannot make such a treaty without the consent of his allies.561 The 

reluctance of the Duke to reach a settlement can be explained by several factors. First, such 

an understanding was only possible in case he would be ready to make concessions. The 

Duke was well aware of the numerous difficulties the Emperor was facing, both from the 

side of King George and Archduke Albrecht, who made him generous promises including 

economical and territorial gains; under the condition, he would support him.562 Duke Ludwig 

must have understood that Albrecht Achilles alone posed him no threat while he enjoyed 

good relationship with the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg, Elector Friedrich, Archduke 
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Albrecht as well as King George. In these circumstances, he had no logical reason to come to 

terms with the Kaiser, since even in case of a new round of fighting he - and rightly so, 

expected that it would result in the strengthening of his own position.  

8.16 The last months of peace 

The tense relations between Albrecht and his neighbours continued to provide a serious 

cause of concern, thought they confined themselves with only local strife. Only short time 

before the Emperor declared an imperial war on Duke Ludwig, Albrecht Achilles and Bishop 

Johann were quarrelling about some minor issues, among them a horse that the men of the 

Bishop took from poor country folk of Albrecht Achilles563 and some servants of Albrecht 

that kidnapped the peasants of the Bishop564. Albrecht and Bishop Georg of Bamberg also 

had various disputes.565 Surprisingly we see a moderate improvement in the relationship 

between Count Palatine and Albrecht Achilles at that time. After the men of the Elector 

attacked the servants of the Margrave, the princes negotiated the matter in a polite manner 

with the clear intention not to let it escalate into a significant conflict.566 

During this whole time, Albrecht Achilles managed to cultivate his relationship with Pius II. It 

was certainly an important achievement, especially once we take into account the wave of 

the antipapal sentiment evoked by the actions of Cardinal Bessarion and the Pope’s 

demands to the princes of the Empire. While Albrecht mostly relied on the diplomatic 

support of the Pope, Pius saw in the Margrave the man who could assert the rights of the 

Roman Church on the territory of the Empire. On April 1st, the Pope wrote Albrecht, urging 

him to influence Archbishop Diether to show obedience to the Roman Curia in order to 

avoid his excommunication.567 On April 18th, he thanked Albrecht for his actions in defence 

of the Roman church.568 Despite this achievement, Droysen explains that by the end of April 

Albrecht was facing many difficulties: pressing demands from the side of Duke Ludwig and 

tense relationship with the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg.569 His main ally – the 

Emperor, was probably still suspicious towards him. Albrecht feared that Friedrich III might 

sign a unilateral treaty with Duke Ludwig and ordered his advisor at the Imperial court to 

convince the Kaiser not to forget to include him in any future treaty with the Duke.570 

After King George left the position of the intermediary, Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig 

continued the negotiations directly. At the beginning of April and the first part of May, the 

princes exchanged a series of letters from which we learn that they did not intend to meet 
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each other halfway.571  A detailed letter from May 1461, in which Albrecht instructs his 

advisors who headed for a meeting with the Duke, underlines the chasm in the aspirations 

of the antagonists. Albrecht demanded to obtain his castles and  the city Roth back after 

Duke Ludwig would rebuild them and tried to position himself as the defender of the rights 

of the nobility of Franconia. The complaints of the Duke, who wanted a share of the escort 

money were categorically denied. Albrecht explained that only he and his brother Johann 

had the authority to collect this tax. He also explained that the Duke could not demand 

compensation, since all the damage he suffered was inflicted to him in an open struggle, 

which he himself started, ignoring the willingness of Albrecht Achilles to negotiate. 

Concerning the insistence of the Duke on an apology, Albrecht instructed them to say that 

their lord owed no apology since: “ir am ersten habt angefanngen, unssern gnedigen hern 

unfrunntlich wort jn ewern schriften mit zu tailen“. Albrecht have only reacted to the 

accusation made by Duke Ludwig, nothing more. Considering all said they should ask the 

Duke to abandon his claims and propose to choose a mediator who would help them 

resolve the conflict.572  

At the same time, Albrecht was taking precautionary measures in case of an attack from the 

side of Duke Ludwig. On May 14th, he reinforced his treaty with Count Ulrich in Schwäbisch 

Gmünd.573  In May, he sent his advisors to enlist the support of the Dukes of Saxony and his 

own brother Friedrich. They explained that King George gave up the mediation attempts, 

and though Albrecht is trying to continue negotiations, the Duke shows no desire for a 

peaceful settlement.574 Against this background, alarming events in Austria started to 

influence the situation in the “Binnenreich”. Conrad von Pappenheim reported on June 11th, 

that a peaceful resolution between Albrecht and Ludwig could be achieved in Gmund. Herr 

Jobst informed Albrecht that King George might withdraw his support from Duke Ludwig. He 

added that according to the last information available the King and Archduke Albrecht did 

not plan to attack the Emperor at the given moment.575 However, only several days later the 

accuracy of this report was rebutted. Conrad von Pappenheim reported on 16th of June that 

Archduke Albrecht was able to sign a treaty with the Swiss in Konstanz and was moving as 

fast as possible to Austria. He planned to recruit a big force, adding that Friedrich III was 

aware of it, and prepared to march at the head of his army personally and meet his brother 

in the field of battle.576 It is crucial to keep in mind that all the involved princes suffered 

from information that was often imprecise and contradictory, which greatly complicated 

their capability to make sound decisions. In fact, the Archduke united with Duke Sigmund in 
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Ingolstadt, from where he openly declared war (Fehdeankündigung) on his brother on June 

19th. It looks like it came as a reaction to the appeal of Friedrich to the imperial estates to 

support him in the war against his brother. The Archduke declared that Friedrich violates 

the rights of the nobility in Austria, which addressed him and Duke Sigmund and urged 

them, as princes of Austria, to defend them.577  

The Emperor seems to be aware of the numerous threats that surrounded him from 

different angles. In his letter to Heinrich von Pappenheim dated on May 17th, he asked 

Heinrich to try securing the support of Brandenburg and Saxony because he was expecting 

attacks both in Hungary and in Austria. He explained that he was attempting to win over the 

support of different princes and imperial cities on a daily basis. Just several days ago, he 

detailed, he met the representatives of Count Ulrich and Margrave Karl of Baden. His 

request to Pappenheim, to do his best to secure tight ties with the Margrave, whom he 

perceived as a crucial player capable of supporting the Emperor’s position in the Empire, 

stresses the improvement in the relations between the Kaiser and Albrecht.578 Acting on 

behalf of the Emperor, Heinrich von Pappenheim arranged a meeting of the city 

representatives in Nördlingen on May 27th. Its main goal was to secure the backing of the 

cities and prevent their participation from taking part in the meeting in Frankfurt.579  

8.17 Nördlingen’s shaky neutrality 

The participation of the cities in the conflict in the first phase of the war was of a limited 

scale. Unsurprisingly the amount of correspondence between the princes and the cities was 

insignificant either. It was due to change a year later, when the collision between the 

antagonists developed into an imperial war. Meanwhile, Nördlingen, that supported 

Albrecht at the first stage of the conflict, endeavoured to secure neutrality if the war would 

recommence. It was a challenging task, because even then the peace treaty was still 

functioning, Nördlingen did not cease to be involved in the confrontation between the sides. 

In August 1460, the armies of the Duke crossed the “Riess” region, apparently on their way 

back home, causing significant economic damage as they went. The city council of 

Nördlingen even feared an attack on the city and negotiated with Albrecht a provision of 

military assistance in case of such a development.580 In October, Nördlingen was arranging a 

meeting of its representative with Duke Ludwig, that probably took place in the first part of 

November.581 Before the meeting In Eger in the beginning of February 1461, both Ludwig 

and Albrecht summoned members of the city council to attend it. Here, however, we can 

get a clear sign that the relations of the city with Albrecht were noticeably better than with 

Ludwig. While the Duke asked the city to send its councillors to the meeting itself,582 
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Albrecht requested Nördlingen to send their envoy to Ansbach in advance.583 To all 

appearance Albrecht intended to make the city support his standpoint at the upcoming 

meeting and wanted to discuss the issues at hand beforehand.  

Because the negotiations between Ludwig and Albrecht did not look promising and a danger 

of another round of fighting grew ever clearer, the Duke must have decided to intensify his 

diplomatic pressure on the cities. On March 15th, he addressed a very interesting letter to 

Nördlingen in which he focused on what can be rightly called “humanitarian issues”. He put 

emphasise on the way the war was waged in the previous year, explaining that: …”haben 

wir, angesehen unnser vorvordern tun und ubung wie furstlich und aufrechtlich sy kriege 

gefurt und mit hereß kreften zu veld gelegen und getzogen sein, prant, verderbung und 

verwustung der land und armenlewt vast verminten, das wir dann in zu nachvolgung und 

aufgenthalltung der armenlewten als clerlich gesehen und vermerkt ist worden in unnsern 

vergangen kriegen und veldtzugen auch getan und armerlewt gnedigelich verschonet 

haben, und sunder mit dem prant dartzu wir nie genaigt geweset und noch nit sein…Nach 

dem aber marggrave Albrecht und sein hellfer uns und die unnsern nun mit prant, als ir 

offenwar tut zuerkennen gibt furgenomen, den angefangen haben und taglich swarlich tun, 

wurdet uns als meniglich versteet ursach gegeben solhs daentgegen auch zutun und 

zugestatten, das wir doch von armen lewt wegen bleber vermeiden und underwegen lassen 

wollten“.584 In the second part of March and the first half of April Ludwig and Albrecht both 

contacted Nördlingen on several occasions.585 It is not clear, what the topics of discussion 

were, but eventually the city expressed its wish to renew its union with Albrecht.586 At the 

same time it is clear, that the negotiations with Ludwig did not go without notice, since, as 

we find out from a letter of the city to Dinkelsbühl, in case of a conflict between Albrecht 

and Ludwig, Nördlingen was not supposed to take a side.587 During the negotiations that 

took place in Nuremberg at the end of June, Nördlingen tried to sign a treaty with Duke 

Ludwig,588 thus securing its neutral status. It is not completely clear how Albrecht reacted to 

these developments. In any event, he was probably confident that he would be able to 

enlist the support of all the imperial cities in the upcoming struggle acting as the imperial 

captain.  

8.18 Diether von Isenburg crosses the line 

After the meeting in Frankfurt on which Archbishop Diether pinned his hopes was averted 

by the joint effort of the Kaiser and the Pope, Diether decided to hold a convention in Mainz 
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instead.589 Only a small number of prominent guests attended and none of the Electors. 

Diether tried to proceed with his anti-curial rhetoric, eloquently talking about the injustice 

he suffered from the Pope and warning the present of the danger to the German freedoms 

from the side of the Roman Curia. However, the words of the Pope’s representative, the 

Domdechant of Worms Rudolf von Rüdesheim,590 who assured that the Pope would not 

force anyone to collect the tenth for the crusade without their consent, drove away the 

support from Diether.591  

The rebellious actions of Diether did not pass unnoticed by the Pope.592 Already in April, 

Pius directed dean Johann Werner to influence the members of the cathedral chapter of 

Mainz to elect a new Bishop. The main candidate to the post was Adolf of Nassau, a man 

known to be a loyal supporter of the Pope. Apparently, the Pope, who in his actions relied 

on the support of the Emperor, decided to remove Diether from office not only as a 

personal punishment, but also to serve as a case in point for everyone who was a supporter 

of Conciliarism. The exerted pressure bore fruit. In May, even Elector Friedrich started 

gradually to distance himself from Diether. In the next two months other important princes, 

among them Ulrich of Wurttemberg, Karl of Baden, Ludwig of Hessen and the Bishop of 

Metz agreed to support the Pope’s plans.593 

8.19 Attempts to prevent war at a cost of an imperial war 

By the end of May, the Emperor openly advocated the interests of Albrecht. On May 23rd, he 

wrote a letter to Duke Ludwig in which he mentioned a list of grievances he caused to the 

Margrave and invited him to arrive personally or send a plenipotentiary to his court, in order 

to solve the tensions by legal means.594 By middle June, we receive yet another sign of the 

tightening relationship between Albrecht Achilles and Kaiser Friedrich. On June 13th, the 

Emperor gave Albrecht the authority to collect the ordinary taxes from the Jews that were 

not yet collected and spend them on his own needs.595 It seems that by that time all 

previous discrepancies between the two were forgotten. Friedrich III faced the threat from 

the side of his brother and King George, while Albrecht Achilles was aware that a new 

collision with Duke Ludwig was only a matter of time. Both desperately needed allies and 
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were drawn to each other stronger than ever before. Albrecht Achilles also intensified his 

contacts with Count Ulrich and Karl of Baden, preparing for the upcoming conflict.596 His 

main field of concern was the right timing and the possibility to act as the imperial captain in 

the approaching conflict. On June 26th, he instructed his advisors to play for time during the 

negotiations in Nuremberg, stating that war was unavoidable.597 By that moment, we can be 

almost sure that Albrecht was fully aware that the Emperor would proclaim an imperial war 

against the Duke, which was the reason that made him kill time so he could enter the 

conflict not as the personal enemy of the Duke, but as the Emperor’s captain. 

 Albrecht Achilles and Count Ulrich were not fully satisfied with the actions of the Emperor; 

they constantly expected from him bolder steps and attempted to influence him to do ever 

more in order to advance their cause. They unceasingly reminded him of their loyal service, 

and asked him to use all the means available to recruit as many neutral forces on their side 

as possible. They recommended the Emperor to turn to the territorial princes, the cities, the 

Swiss and urge them all to assist him.598 A reinforcement to the combined effort of the 

Emperor and his allies came in the form of the cities. During the second meeting in 

Nördlingen in the end of June, most of the city representatives promised to support the 

Emperor’s cause and be his loyal servants.599 On that, the diplomatic effort of the Emperor 

did not end. Already on June 30th, he addressed the imperial cities again, inviting them to 

another meeting, this time in Nuremberg, on August 24th.600 Eventually, winning the cities 

over turned to be a difficult task that demanded relentless pressure from the side of both 

the Emperor and his captains. 

The consecutive actions of Albrecht Achilles demonstrate that despite the tight relationship 

with the Emperor he did not fully trust him, continually trying to direct the Emperor in the 

required direction as well as to instruct him how to act. It is difficult to answer whether 

Albrecht did not give credence to the Emperor’s professional skills or if he simply feared that 

Friedrich’s involvement in the war with his brother in Austria deflects his attention from the 

events in the “Binnenreich”. Several days before the Kaiser announced that Duke Ludwig is 

his enemy, Albrecht addressed his advisor Dr Georg von Absberg who was in Vienna. He 

instructed him to persuade the Emperor to reinforce the pressure he exerted on the cities 

by threatening him that the Duke was actively trying to prevent them from supporting his 

cause. He also suggested that the Emperor should support nobles in Bohemia who belonged 

to the Catholic Church.601 
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8.20 The developments on the Western front 

While fragile peace was preserved in the eastern cauldron of conflict, war, though of a 

limited scope and scale waged on in the Rhineland. The mighty Elector continued to fight 

with the Count of Leiningen, systematically destroying his fortified positions. In April, he 

burned down two of his castles.602 In March or April 1461, a meeting between the 

representatives of Count Ulrich and Elector Friedrich took place in Bruchsal, on which Karl of 

Baden acted as the mediator. Count Ulrich insisted on including the Counts of Leiningen and 

Ludwig of Veldenz in the treaty, but the Elector refused. It led to the eventual failure of the 

meeting.603 The reluctance of the Elector to that move was due to his intention to resume 

fighting not only against Count Emich of Leiningen but also against Veldenz. Already in April 

Elector Friedrich carried out diplomatic preparations for an attack against Ludwig of Veldenz 

who was for the moment his main rival. On April 18th, he signed a treaty for lifetime with the 

Count of Nassau and Saarbrücken directed against Duke Ludwig of Veldenz. They planned to 

attack the Duke somewhere between 18.4-24.5 and fight against him until he would be 

ready to negotiate on their terms.604 In a letter dating on May 4th, he explained Duke Ludwig 

that Ludwig of Veldenz assisted his enemies by fighting against his uncle Count Philip of 

Nassau and showed himself reluctant to solve the tensions between them using legal 

means. The hostile  moves of Ludwig, he explained, left him no choice but to declare him 

war. The Elector asked the Duke to back him up in the upcoming struggle and become his 

ally.605  

A month later, the Count Palatine addressed the Duke again, explaining that Ludwig of 

Veldenz ignored the attempts for a peaceful resolution made by Count Eberhard.606 On the 

next day, he asked the Duke to send him armed help, stressing that Albrecht Achilles incited 

Ludwig of Veldenz against him and that it is very probable the Margrave and Count Ulrich 

would assist Ludwig after he would attack. He also requested Duke Ludwig to contact Count 

Ulrich and try to influence him to keep neutrality during the conflict.607  Duke Ludwig 

showed himself fully willing to come to the aid of his Wittelsbach cousin. He sent him the 

war declaration against Ludwig of Veldenz on June the first as requested.608  It is not 

completely clear whether this effort of the Elector to prevent the participation of Count 

Ulrich in the conflict was merely an attempt to avoid a war on two fronts or an honest 

attempt to preserve the obtained understandings with Count Ulrich from the previous year. 

Once we take into consideration further events, the first assumption seems more probable. 

In any case, on June 2nd, he turned to the Count and explained him that because Ludwig of 

Veldenz does not fulfil his part of the bargain from August 1460; he has no other choice, but 
 

602 Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 180-181, p. 449. 
603 Menzel, Regesten, p. 357. 
604 Ibid, pp. 357-358. They also pledged not to sign a separate peace with Ludwig and promised that if the Duke 
would start another war against one of them, they would fight against him together. 
605 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 23, Fol. 336.1-336.2. 
606 Ibid, Fol. 338.1-341.1. 5.6.1461. 
607 Ibid, Fol. 341.2-342.2. 6.6.1461. 
608 Ibid, Fol. 337.1-337.2.   
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to fight him.609 Friedrich’s suspicions that Albrecht Achilles was responsible for antagonizing 

Ludwig of Veldenz against him seems completely ungrounded. It is yet again unclear if the 

Elector received false information, was suspicious towards Albrecht beyond any limit, or 

merely attempted to give extra weight to the menace he was facing.  

Facing the threat from the side of the Count Palatine, Baden, Wurttemberg and 

Brandenburg came closer together. In May and June, the advisors of the princes met in 

Gmünd. They discussed a new defensive union and planned an offensive strategy. Count 

Ulrich tried to include Ludwig of Veldenz in this alliance. Apparently, he was afraid to find 

himself anew alone against Friedrich the Victorious. During the second meeting in Gmünd 

Ulrich and Albrecht tried to win new allies. They understood that they had to gain political 

support in order to draw the neutral forces on their side. Their main goal was to win the title 

of the imperial captain for Albrecht Achilles and make Duke Ludwig the enemy of the 

Empire.610 In July, the advisors of the three princes met again in Gmünd. They attempted to 

figure out a way to ensure the support of the Emperor that would enable them to win the 

neutral forces – the cities and the knighthood.611 Fritz explains that the backing of the 

Emperor should have brought not only the support of the cities, but help them draw other 

allies on their side. Due to the complicated feudal structure, many of the nobles had lord-

vassal relationship with several lords and in the event of a conflict between them, they 

could stay neutral referring to the clause under which they should not fight against their 

lord. The proclamation of an imperial war should have resolved this problem, absolving 

them from their obligations to a lord who became the enemy of the Empire.612 

From a letter of Elector Friedrich dated on 8.6.1461, we find out that Count Ulrich did not 

hide his intentions to assist Ludwig of Veldenz.613 Duke Ludwig, referring to the difficult 

situation between Archduke Albrecht and the Emperor, held another opinion. He explained 

that despite his promise to provide assistance, it does not seem that the Count takes any 

active measures to aid Ludwig of Veldenz.614 On June 14th, Duke Ludwig addressed Count 

Ulrich and tried preventing him from helping Ludwig of Veldenz. He stressed that Ludwig 

violated the agreement he had with Elector Friedrich and that Ulrich himself signed a peace 

treaty for a year with the Elector.615 Without considering the Duke’s demand to provide him 

a plain answer concerning his intentions, Ulrich alluded to the necessity to consult with his 

advisors and avoided responding the direct question.616 About a week later, the Duke 

replied to Count Ulrich. He insisted on receiving a straight answer, blaming the Count in 

recruiting soldiers.617 The Count replied that according to his alliance with Ludwig of 

 
609 Menzel, Regesten, p. 359. 
610 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 234-235. 
611 Ibid, p. 236. 
612 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 236. 
613 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 23, Fol. 343.2-344.2. 
614 Ibid, Fol. 344.2-345.1. 14.6.1461. 
615 Ibid, Fol. 345.1-346.1. 
616 Ibid, Fol 346.1-346.2. 18.6.1461. 
617 Ibid, Fol. 352.1-352.2. 27.6.1461. 
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Veldenz, he is obliged to come to his aid.618 The Duke kept insisting that Ludwig of Veldenz 

violated the agreement with Elector Friedrich; therefore, the Count owes him no support 

whatsoever.619 This episode hints that Duke Ludwig wanted to avoid a further deterioration 

in his relationship with Count Ulrich. Apparently, he wanted to concentrate all his power on 

the upcoming war with Albrecht Achilles and did not intend to split or wear out his 

resources and men on the eve of such a big collision.  

By the beginning of June Elector Friedrich was actively preparing for war. He tried to keep 

the aim of his attack in secret. It turned out soon enough that he planned to deliver a 

mighty blow to Ludwig of Veldenz. At the head of a significant army, he marched into the 

lands of the Duke and put siege on his main residence city - Meisenheim, in which Ludwig 

himself as well as Count Emich of Leiningen took shelter. After 14 days of siege, Archbishop 

Diether arrived at the land, proposing his service as a mediator, however the Duke refused 

to accept him in this role. Probably, he did not perceive the Archbishop as an impartial 

arbiter. Three days later Margrave Karl of Baden offered his assistance as the mediator, and 

succeeded to organize negotiations between the parties, which included also Count Emich 

of Leiningen. 620 The condition of the enemies of the Count Palatine was, as far as I can 

judge, quite miserable. An equitable bargaining was out of the question. The Count and the 

Duke had to accept the terms dictated by Friedrich the Victorious.621 On June 23rd the 

hostilities were declared ended and a day later a peace agreement that served the interests 

of Friedrich was signed.622 Two weeks after the surrender by Meisenheim, Ludwig of 

Veldenz arrived at Heidelberg and received the disputable territories from the Count 

Palatine as a fief. The Counts of Leiningen did the same.623  

Though the swift attack of the Elector turned to be a success, it is clear that it could easily 

have started a new round of fighting between the two coalitions. Count Ulrich organized a 

big military force while the Elector put siege on Meisenheim, planning to invade the lands of 

the Elector. Only after he received a report that the Count Palatine and the Duke signed a 

peace treaty he abandoned his plans to intervene.624 Only days before Ludwig of Veldenz 

surrendered, Friedrich the Victorious seemed to think that an attack from the side of 

Albrecht and Count Ulrich was only a question of time. On June 22nd, the advisors of 

Friedrich urgently requested the Duke’s assistance. They explained that Albrecht Achilles 

sent a significant reinforcement to assist Ludwig of Veldenz.625 On June 24th, Duke Ludwig 

 
618 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 23, Fol. 355.2. 27.6.1461. 
619 Ibid, Fol. 356.1-356.2. 29.6.1461. 
620 Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 183-184, p. 450. 
621 Ibid, No. 185, pp. 450-451. 
622 Menzel, Regesten, pp. 366-367; see a detailed description of the attack of Elector Friedrich and the 
surrender of Duke Ludwig in Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrich, pp. 223-227. 
623 Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 186, p. 451; Menzel, Regesten, pp. 367-368. 
624 Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 187, p. 451. 
625 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 23, Fol. 349.1-350.1; StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg No. 5101, 
Fol. 267: These assertions find confirmation in the letter sent by Albrecht Achilles to his canon priest Wenzel 
Reymann from Ansbach. On 15.6.1461, Albrecht Achilles ordered Wenzel to work with his allies and make 
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warned his Wittelsbach ally that both Count Ulrich and Albrecht Achilles prepare their 

armies. The Duke himself followed suit and contacted the Bishops of Bamberg and 

Würzburg in order to acquire their assistance. He advised the Elector to try win over the 

princes in the Rheine area or at least insure their neutrality, adding that Bishop Johann was 

actively working on making Bishop Diether fight on their side.626 He planned to arrange a 

meeting between his advisors and those of the Bishops in Altdorf on July 10th. According to 

the plan, they were supposed to discuss their actions in regard of the upcoming conflict as 

well as to regulate the tensions between Würzburg and Mainz.627  

Friedrich the Victorious was able to strike some of his enemies with one big concentrated 

effort, bringing them to submission. Despite contradictory accounts, both Duke Ludwig and 

Count Ulrich stood by and watched. Because the war recommenced barely a month later, 

the fact that the collision of the two coalitions was barely temporarily postponed, this 

episode might seem as an unimportant anecdote. However, if the fighting had resumed 

under the given circumstances, it would have made the imperial war against Duke Ludwig 

almost impossible, i.e. would greatly aggravated the condition of the members of the 

“Mergentheimer” group and probably led to their complete fiasco. It explains why Albrecht 

Achilles did not intend to intervene in the conflict at that point and raises questions about 

the intentions of Count Ulrich to attack the Elector. The postponement of the war was 

especially detrimental to Duke Ludwig and to a lesser extent to Elector Friedrich. If the Duke 

could have anticipated the turn of events, it would be profitable for him to do his best in 

order to provoke both Count Ulrich and Albrecht Achilles to enter into the conflict at that 

point. Instead, he and Elector Friedrich actively tried to limit the scope of this clash. Fritz 

explains such a behaviour by the misconception of the Wittelsbach party about the plans 

and intentions of Albrecht Achilles and Count Ulrich to reignite the war.628 In this way, Duke 

Ludwig, whose immediate interest in a conflict was limited because he already achieved the 

desired results, had very little initiative to get involved. It does not, however, explain the 

evident escalation in the relations between Albrecht and Ludwig, therefore, most likely 

Ludwig simply did not foresee, that in the upcoming conflict Albrecht Achilles would march 

against him under the banner of the empire.    

It seems that Ludwig of Veldenz was simply not sufficiently important member of the 

“Mergentheim” coalition, not reliable and trustworthy enough. In the previous year, he 

started the war unexpectedly, undermining the plans of his allies. Now, he played his own 

game again. The members of the “Mergentheim” coalition did have common enemies, but 

their goals, it was another story. At the same time, we cannot rule out that the sluggishness 

 
them send armed men as fast as possible to Hofe. However, it seems that Albrecht Achilles planned no rescue 
force but prepared to repel a possible attack from the side of Bayern, Bamberg and Würzburg. In the letter, he 
explicitly spoke about the possible attack from these three directions. The army should have been arranged 
only on 22.7.1461 i.e. – which means that it had nothing to do with a rescue plan of Ludwig of Veldenz. 
626 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 23, Fol. 346.2-349.1. 24.6.1461. 
627 Ibid, Fol. 351.1-351.2. 26.6.1461. 
628 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 238-239. 
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of Count Ulrich, who as it seems, did not rush to assist Ludwig, derived not from his wish to 

avoid the resurgence of the conflict altogether, but from his understanding that such an 

action might thwart the plans of an imperial war. Although it would be very difficult to 

assert that Albrecht Achilles skilfully outwitted his adversaries in the first place, it does seem 

that at least by middle of June he was fully certain that the Emperor would declare an 

imperial war against Duke Ludwig. While both Friedrich the Victorious and Duke Ludwig 

reported that Count Ulrich and Albrecht Achilles prepared for war, they were right. 

However, unfortunately for them they were wrong about their intentions, because Albrecht 

and Ulrich did not plan to rush to the rescue of the Duke of Veldenz, instead, they were 

getting ready for the imperial war against Duke Ludwig.    

8.21 On a collision path 

By middle June, at the time that Elector Friedrich was still besieging Meisenheim, the winds 

of war started to reach Franconia. On June 18th, Albrecht’s messenger arrived at Weimar 

and requested to send his lord as many canon masters as possible. Albrecht also wanted to 

recruit up to 1000 riders and 4000-foot soldiers in Saxony and asked Duke Friedrich to allow 

him to do it.629 However, the Dukes of Saxony refused to assist Albrecht militarily. They 

probably preferred to stay neutral in the upcoming struggle, especially in the light of the fact 

that they had no immediate interest in the swelling conflict.  From a report by Konrad von 

Pappenheim composed on June 19th, we find out that during a meeting between Duke 

Ludwig with Bishops Johann and Georg they reached a decision to punish Albrecht Achilles. 

By this point, Bishop Johann actively recruited an army and reinforced his ties with the 

Count Palatine, whom he sent reinforcement during his struggle with Ludwig of Veldenz. 

Bishop Georg did not yet begin with open war preparations, but due to rumours did it 

secretly.630 From another report dating on July 4th, we understand that the mediation 

attempt made by Hans Metsch failed after Duke Ludwig agreed to accept it only if Albrecht 

Achilles would fulfil all his previous demands. Now both Bamberg and Würzburg openly 

prepared for war. According to an unconfirmed information, the three princes should have 

attacked Albrecht if peace would be achieved between Rhineck and the nobility of Mainz.631 

8.22 The conflict between Friedrich III with Archduke Albrecht affects the imperial war 

By the summer, the conflict between the Emperor and his brother took shape. Since its 

consequences immediately affected the situation in the empire, I must devote some space 

explaining the turn of events in Austria. Archduke Albrecht and Matthias Corvinus planned 

to attack the Emperor before June 24th. King George wanted to take their side but did not 

intend to ruin his relations with the Emperor and his allies, hoping to sit on the fences.632  

 
629 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 90, p. 130. 
630 Ibid, No. 89, p. 125. 
631 Ibid, No. 89, p. 126. Bishop Johann did not want to start the war against Albrecht Achilles before he settled 
his tensions with Mainz.  
632 Langmaier, Erzherzog Albrecht VI, pp. 525-526. 
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Before the hostilities between Archduke Albrecht and the Kaiser broke out, the Archduke 

thought that it wise to explain his position in the upcoming struggle. In a detailed letter 

dated on June 8th that he addressed the imperial cities, he attempted to convince them that 

the Emperor was responsible for the conflict in Austria and that it was an inner-Austrian 

problem that had nothing to do with the Empire.633 While Archduke Albrecht already 

prepared the way for a war, it seems that the Emperor was one-step behind. On June 6th, he 

wrote King George and explained him that he is interested to solve the tensions with his 

brother “gutlich”. He also reacted to the rumours, according to which Archduke Albrecht 

planned to attack him, dismissing them as unfounded. At the same time, he added that if 

they are true, his offer to solve the contentions peacefully must call off any such plans. 

Despite the stated above, Kaiser Friedrich, as it seems, believed that war was more than 

probable. He asked the King not to help the Archduke in a case of a war, reminding him that 

he is a “geswornnen curfursten” and should never oppose his own lord.634 On the same day, 

the Emperor also wrote Duke Ludwig. He informed him about the proposal to negotiate he 

made King George and Archduke Albrecht and asked him to refrain from war, requesting 

from him to help him rebuild the authority of the Emperor and the Empire instead.635 

Despite these reconciliatory words voiced by the Emperor, they were, as it seems, no more 

than a lip service. Already on May 23rd, the Emperor addressed Regensburg and requested 

from the city to send him their best canon masters on fool pay.636 On June 8th, he delivered 

letters to all the forces in the Empire, ordering them to come to his aid in case King George 

and Archduke Albrecht would attack him.637 On June 30th, the Emperor asked Albrecht 

Achilles to negotiate in his stead in Nuremberg with Duke Ludwig and implement the best 

strategy in order to hold Archduke Albrecht and his allies in check.638  

On June 19th, Archduke Albrecht finally declared war on his brother:639 “und in mit grossem 

volck überzogen und vil lands eingenommen, und ist komen für die stat Wien und daror zu 

veld gelegen”.640 Therefore, as the conflict between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig 

came ever closer, the ability of the Emperor to intervene became ever more ephemeral, but 

at the same time, we must be highly aware of the significant amount of uncertainty the 

members of both camps had to deal with. Some of the events that look very clear post 

factum appeared far less so while they developed. Even at the beginning of July, it was not 

 
633 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage LIV; Langmaier, Erzherzog Albrecht VI, pp. 533-534.  
634 R.K.F – H.4, No. 324. On the same date, Kaiser Friedrich addressed a letter of a similar content to his 
brother Archduke Albrecht, ibid, No, 325. 
635 Paul-Joachim Heinig (ed.), Regesten Kaiser Friedrichs III. (1440-1493). Nach Archiven und Bibliotheken 
geordnet. H.23: Die Urkunden und Briefe aus dem Landesarchiv Baden-Württemberg, Abt. Hauptstaatsarchiv 
Stuttgart, T. 1: Bestand A 602 ("Württembergische Regesten"). Wien 2007, No. 113. 
636 R.K.F – H.15, No. 159. 
637 R.K.F – H.10, No. 193-194. 
638 Ibid, No. 195. 
639 Langmaier, Erzherzog Albrecht VI, p. 535; Bachmann, Deutsche Reichsgeschichte, p. 70.  
640 Mülich, Chronik, p. 164. After the Archduke declared war, he invaded the lands of his brother and was able 
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yet clear if King George planned to support the military effort of the Archduke. On July 4th, 

the Thuringian steward reported to Duke Wilhelm that he was making war preparations that 

were probably directed against the Emperor.641 However, only days later, in another report, 

the same man wrote that the aim of King George was not yet clear and that he tried to 

mediate between Friedrich III and his brother.642 Apparently, the Emperor and Albrecht 

Achilles could also only guess what the intentions of King George, whose decision could tip 

the scale, was.  

9. “The imperial cities 15 minutes of fame” 

One of the main triggers of the imperial war against Duke Ludwig were the Duke’s 

aggressive actions directed against the imperial cities Donauwörth and Dinkelsbühl. After 

the “Rother Richtung” Albrecht invested considerable effort into transferring his conflict 

from a personal strife with the Duke into an imperial war waged under the imperial banner. 

His main hope was, as far as it seems, that the participation of the imperial cities on his side 

would allow him to reverse his recent failure, i.e. he saw in the cities a tie-breaker that 

would allow him to change the tide of the conflict. Duke Ludwig and his allies were well 

aware of the capabilities of the combined might of the cities and attempted to do all in their 

power, to prevent the involvement of the cities in the conflict. As was already shown before, 

both sides started to appeal to the cities already from the beginning of the conflict, but only 

then the declaration of the imperial war grew closer, especially from the spring of 1461, the 

imperial cities became the centre of everyone’s attention. Both worrying coalitions 

delivered them vast amounts of letters, the imperial side demanded from them to join their 

ranks, while Duke Ludwig and his allies attempted to dissuade them from taking such an 

action. Each of the sides attempted to explain why its actions were just, correct and 

honourable, why the cities should believe them and not their enemies and why supporting 

them was the right thing to do.  

The next few dozen pages of this work would be mainly dedicated to the arguments each of 

the warring sides addressed to the forces who did not take a side in the struggle, among 

whom the imperial cities deserved a place of honour. I will not try to provide an in-depth 

analysis of the decision making of each of the cities, but will try to sketch some of the 

general lines that must have affected their judgement. As was the case so far, the letters 

addressed to the imperial city Nördlingen and its actions will deserve special attention. 

However, it is necessary to stress that almost in all cases, the imperial cities received 

identical copies of the princes’ argumentation; therefore, many of the findings that are true 

to Nördlingen are also true in relation to the other imperial cities as well. Before I would 

move forward to the main topic of the discussion of this chapter, I wish to provide a general 

brief description on the imperial cities in the middle of the 15th century and their connection 

with the Emperor. It would help to understand the potential strengths and weakness of the 

 
641 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 89, p. 125. 
642 Ibid, No. 90, pp. 127-128. 8.7.1461. „Bericht der thüringischen Statthalter an Herzog Wilhelm“. 
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cities, explain the nature of the connection between the Emperor and his captains with the 

cities and provide hints regarding the cities behaviour during the Princely War in South 

Germany.  

9.1 Imperial cities in Germany in the middle of the 15th century 

In the 15th century the total number of the cities in Germany was about 3000. This 

considerable figure should not perplex or confuse us, since only 12 to 15 of them had a 

population exceeding 10,000 and between 2 to 10 thousand people lived in around 20 

more. The other cities were much smaller, the population of most of them did not exceed 

one thousand.643 From all these cities, only seven were free imperial cities - all former 

Bishop cities that could free themselves from the bishops control, and about 100 imperial 

cities. Albeit the proportion of the free and imperial cities in the total number of the cities of 

the empire was insignificant, among them were the richest and most influential.644 The big 

and important cities were information centres in which something close to public opinion 

existed.645 In other words, these cities had played quite a significant role and had to be 

reckoned with.  

The imperial cities and the free imperial cities enjoyed special lucrative status. While most 

cities were controlled by a certain lord, they had only the Emperor as their supreme 

governor. Practically, it meant that they enjoyed a significant amount of freedoms other 

cities did not possess. In his work “Germania”, Aeneas Silvius, who spent around 15 years in 

the Empire, wrote the following, referring to the imperial and free cities: “Es gibt überaus 

reiche und volkreiche Städte, die man Freie Städte nennt, weil sie nur dem Kaiser untertan 

sind, dessen Joch so gut wie Freiheit ist.“646 The imperial cities were obliged to pay the 

Emperor yearly taxes, send troops in case he waged an imperial war or pay him a money 

compensation instead. They also had to support him militarily and financially if he was 

travelling across the Alps, which meant a journey to Rome.647. In turn, the Emperor was 

supposed to guarantee the rights and freedoms of the cities as well as to protect them in 

case they were attacked or if someone tried to tear them apart from the empire, depriving 

them of their special status and freedoms.648 The free imperial cities enjoyed even more 

rights and freedoms. Although they too recognized the Emperor as their Vogt, they pledged 

their alliance to the King with the formulation “von des Reichs wegen”, instead of the 

formula used by the imperial cities “rechtem Herrn”.649 It was supposed to stress their 

independent status.  

 
643 Paul-Joachim Heinig, Reichsstädte, Freie Städte und Königtum 1389-1450. Wiesbaden 1983, p. 16. 
644 Evamaria Engel, Die Deutsche Stadt des Mittelalters. München 1993, p. 301. 
645 Heinig, Reichsstädte, p. 17. 
646 Piccolomini, Deutschland, p. 111. Piccolomini must have falsely called imperial cities “Freie Städte“. 
647 Eberhard Isenmann, Die Deutsche Stadt im Mittelalter 1150-1550. Mörlenbach 2012, p. 292; Engel, Die 
Deutsche Stadt des Mittelalters, pp. 305-306; Heinig, Reichsstädte, pp. 55, 81-101.  
648 Isenmann, Die Deutsche Stadt, p. 298. 
649 Ibid, pp. 291-292. 
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Theoretically, there was a special bond between the imperial cities and the King, who was 

their Vogt. Since the Roman King was the cities immediate lord they were supposed to be 

more obedient towards him than the other members of the Empire. Because he was 

responsible to defend their privileges, he also possessed the authority to take their rights 

and freedoms.650 The cities often perceived themselves as an integral part of the Empire. 

For example, in the city chronicles it is often the case that if a city is attacked by nobles or 

even by the King himself, they describe the attack as an attack on the “Reich”.651 

This nature of relations created certain bilateral interests. The Roman Kings generally tried 

to enlarge their influence and power through the cities, who in turn were interested in 

scarcity of wars, in observance of laws and decisive actions against counterfeiting - all 

constituents that the King was supposed to provide.652 The amount of contacts between the 

Kings and the cities was usually based on their geographical proximity.653 It is hardly possible 

to speak about a „Städtepolitik“ of the Roman Kings, since each one of them usually 

developed a distinct relation with each particular city.654 Heinig tried to stress that at the 

age of the gradual shrinking of the influence of the Roman Kings, they regarded the cities as 

an available base of resources: “Je mehr das Königtum seit dem Interregnum durch die 

aufkommenden Territorien in seiner politischen Wirksamkeit eingeschränkt wurde, je 

geringer die Erträge wurden, die es aus dem Reich zog, desto stärker sah es sich auf die 

Einnahmen aus den Reichsstädten verwiesen“.655 The ties of the Kaiser with the cities under 

Friedrich III were weak. The Emperor was mostly focused on the conflicts in Austria and 

devoted only limited attention to the cities in the “Binnenreich”.656 

It is important to stress that in the Late Middle Ages the overall status of the imperial cities 

was not enviable. Many of the cities suffered both from economic and political difficulties. 

The struggles with the territorial princes was a source of constant concern and led to the 

loss of rights and privileges the cities previously enjoyed.657 In the year 1448 Archduke 

Albrecht attacked Rheinfelden and attempted to capture Schaffhausen a year later. In the 

same year, Count Ulrich waged war against Esslingen. However, the most important conflict 

between princes and cities in the middle of the 15th century, that was even designated the 

“Zweiter Städtekrieg”,658 was the collision between Albrecht Achilles and one of the greatest 
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cities of the Empire – Nuremberg. A considerable number of nobles joined the conflict on 

the side of the Margrave. The nobles endeavoured to demonstrate that they are fighting a 

righteous war for their rights and honours, which the cities are trying to take from them 

away. The conflict led to the rise of strong anti-noble sentiment in the cities.659 After this 

conflict, the cities did not endeavour any more to create strong alliances and focused their 

attention on their local interests, cooperating or conflicting with the local princes, 

depending on their particular situation.660 Peter Moraw underlined that the limited 

participation of the King in this conflict further weakened the cities. From this time on, only 

the most powerful cities, such as Augsburg and Nuremberg tried to assert their own 

interests.661  

To sum it up, on the eve of the conflict the imperial cities might have enjoyed a common 

definition, but were in fact a fragmented and very loose association each member of which 

pursued its own interests. It is no wonder that in this reality: “Die Reichsstadt war oft auch 

nur eine kleine Figur in einem größeren Spiel, dessen Hauptaktionen außerhalb städtischer 

Interessen und Einflußmöglichkeiten lagen.“662 This statement is especially correct once we 

refer to the Princely War in South Germany which was above all a conflict between 

territorial princes who regarded the cities as mere pawns they could use and sacrifice for 

the benefit of their own game. The imperial cities had the legal duty to obey the Emperor 

and the commands of his captains. It did not mean, however, that they did not have 

interests of their own and that they intended to abide by without questioning the orders of 

the Kaiser. During the first several months of the war, the imperial coalition had to invest 

significant effort to make the cities submit to its will.   

9.2 „Second Nördlingen Tag“ 

At June, i.e. before the final decision to wage war was met, Heinrich von Pappenheim was 

actively trying to organize a big city meeting in Nördlingen, where he wanted to round up 

the support of the cities for the Emperor’s cause. This attempt practically failed, since 

numerous cities did not attend it, confining themselves with sending letters with very 

general statements of support.663 The cities that participated preferred to give an evasive 

response, as they did not want to commit themselves to actions of any kind, formulating 

that: “ein yedliche stat fur sich selbs unnsern allergnedigsten hern dem Romischen Kaiser 

oder herr Hainrichen marschalk an seiner kayserlichen ganded stat antwurt geben mug“.664 

Only Augsburg stated its support clearly and firmly.665 
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On July 2nd, the Emperor sent a letter in which he summoned all cities to a meeting in 

Nuremberg on 25.8, he wrote that Albrecht would represent him on this meeting and it 

would be devoted to the war with his enemies and their allies. Friedrich III explained that his 

enemies besieged Vienna, while he himself was in a grave condition. On July 20th, he 

declared imperial war on Duke Ludwig naming Albrecht Achilles his captain.666 On that same 

date, King George signed a treaty with Duke Ludwig. They promised each other not to sign a 

unilateral treaty with the Emperor.667  

Archduke Albrecht undoubtedly counted on the assistance of Duke Ludwig, therefore he 

was interested to show his ally that he is concerned with his rights and privileges. In a letter 

(the recipient name is missing), the Archduke stated that he is explicitly opposed to the 

innovations the Emperor introduced with the new taxes in the lands of Austria, which 

harmed Duke Ludwig in particular, as well as the trade in general. He promised not to sign 

any treaty with the Emperor until he would cancel these innovations.668 Few days later, the 

Duke and the Archduke already discussed the amount of help Duke Ludwig would provide 

Archduke Albrecht during his war against the Kaiser.669  

9.3 The Emperor declares an imperial war on Duke Ludwig 

On July 13th, the Emperor declared an imperial war against Duke Ludwig and numerated the 

transgressions committed by the Duke: the seizure of Dinkelsbühl and Donauwörth in 

violation of the law, the assault on the Bishopric of Eichstätt, the reluctance to solve the 

tensions peacefully via negotiations and even accused the Duke in a crime “laesae 

Majestatis”, explaining that the Duke assists his brother to fight against him.670 Two days 

later, on July 15th, the Emperor announced the mobilization of an imperial army, appointing 

Albrecht Achilles, Count Ulrich and Karl of Baden to the rank of the imperial captains. In his 

letters, he explained that the Duke assists Archduke Albrecht to fight against him and 

ignoring his reconciliation attempts.671 On July 17th, and 18th the Emperor sent letters to all 

the estates, cities and princes. He explained them that King George and Archduke Albrecht 

attacked him despite his attempt to settle the conflict diplomatically. Duke Ludwig joined 

forces with his enemies without any reason. Such a situation forces him to use his imperial 

prerogatives to summon the combined support of the estates. He orders them all to obey 

his captains and assist them to fight against Duke Ludwig.672 Albrecht’s letter to the 
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Emperor, sent on July 18th, shows that the Margrave perceived the imperial cities as a very 

important ally, that could reinforce his position. He asked the Kaiser to threaten the cities 

and order them to join the ranks of his captains.673 

Already on 16.7.1461, Duke Ludwig replied to the war declaration and the accusations 

voiced by the Kaiser. He wrote that he was always a loyal servant of his majesty and hoped 

that his grace would repay him in kindness. However, the Emperor repaid good with evil: 

“nemlichen mit ungepurlichen stewern und beswerungen, die ir mermals auf meiner 

prelaten, miner undertan und der meinen lewtt habe und gutter die sie im land Osterrich 

han aufgesetzt”. Though he asked the Emperor on several occasions to stop violating his 

rights and revert to the old good customs, the Emperor refused to listen. Instead, he started 

an imperial war against him, commanding all the forces of the Empire to assist him – all in 

violation of the law. All the numerous attempts he (Duke Ludwig) undertook to regulate his 

tensions with the Emperor turned to be futile. The Kaiser intends to persecute him for 

offences, which were already “gerichtet” and belong to the past, leaving the Duke no other 

choice, but to defend himself with arms. The Duke also explained that he must provide help 

to Archduke Albrecht according to the agreement between them, but did not declared war 

on the Emperor and did not threaten him with one; therefore, the Emperor has no grounds 

to accuse him in fighting against him.674  

Before the hostilities erupted, the concern for the fate of Donauwörth was once more on 

the table. On July 13th, Heinrich von Pappenheim reported Nördlingen, that the enemy plans 

to attack the city and requested from them to send reinforcement.675 A week later 

Donauwörth addressed Nördlingen, informed them about plans of an attack against them 

and asked to send cannons and soldiers.676 As in the previous year, Nördlingen shared 

information with Albrecht on the whereabouts of Ludwig and his troops.677 

On July 16th, Albrecht Achilles asked the Emperor to turn to the Pope and request from him 

to threaten all forces that would not comply with the requests of the Emperor with heavy 

punishments. He asked him to contact the knights of Saint Jorgen Shield on the Danube and 

the lords and estates of Swabia as well as to send a trustee to Nuremberg, who could 

advance the interest of the Empire from there.678 Already on July 18th, Albrecht Achilles 

started to send letters informing the cities that he is the captain of the Emperor in the war 
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against Duke Ludwig.679 One letter from the Kaiser to Albrecht Achilles provides an 

important insight into the relationship between the two. On July 24th, the Emperor 

instructed Albrecht Achilles not to send Duke Ludwig the war declaration signed by him yet 

and inform his allies about this decision. He explained Albrecht that he received Ludwig’s 

reply on his previous letter.680 This document clearly stresses, that the Emperor alone was 

the man to give the last order and casts doubt on the assertions that Albrecht Achilles was 

in fact making the decisions; the Kaiser did not consult Albrecht concerning the right timing, 

but simply ordered him how he should act.  

9.4 The meeting of the cities representatives in Dinkelsbühl 

Meanwhile the Duke attempted to win the cities hearts and minds in order to persuade 

them not to enter the conflict on the side of the Emperor. Using the fact that the cities 

gathered in Dinkelsbühl he addressed them detailed letters with his main arguments on July 

28th. He started from explaining that certain individuals are spreading lies about the nature 

of his conflict with the Emperor, trying to persuade them to fight against him. Ludwig 

started from explaining that from the time he became Duke, he was always a loyal and 

devoted servant of his majesty. The Emperor repaid good with evil and instead of showing 

gratitude implemented new taxes and other innovations in Austria that seriously 

undermined his financial position. All his attempts to change the mind of the Emperor 

turned to be futile. The Kaiser only: “seine ernst und ungande ye lenger ye mer gen unns 

furgekert”; declaring him an imperial war, appointing captains to fight against him and 

requesting the cities to join the struggle under his banner.681 Further the Duke attempted to 

prevent the war but his actions were ignored by the Kaiser, which pushed the Duke to self-

defence, which is: “von gaistlichen, kaiserlichen und naturlichen rechten erlaubt ist”. The 

Duke elaborated that the help he provides Archduke Albrecht was stipulated by a previously 
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signed agreement, and because his own rights in Austria were violated. Friedrich III as the 

Kaiser is supposed to be a guarantor and defender of rights and the good order and not 

violate or change it, declared the Duke. Finally, he concluded, that the cities are not obliged 

to aid the Emperor, and requested them not to provide help to Friedrich.682  

Albrecht Achilles arrived at Dinkelsbühl at person together with Count Ulrich and Heinrich 

von Pappenheim. Albrecht did all in his power to convince the cities to support the imperial 

party, claiming that essential interests of the Empire are at stake, that the imperial captains 

alone would provide 10 thousand infantry and 2000 riders. The cities would have to send 

only 7000 infantry and 1 thousand riders, which should suffice to crush the enemy.683 

Albrecht also reacted to the arguments voiced by the Duke in his letter mentioned above. 

He explained that it was Archduke Albrecht who refused to resolve the conflict with the 

Emperor peacefully, blamed Duke Ludwig for providing military help to the Emperor’s 

brother, and accused him in slandering the Emperor by charging that it was the Kaiser who 

pushed him to take such actions. The Margrave accused the Duke in trying to operate under 

the colour of the law, but if it was the case, why did he take up arms instead of turning to 

diplomacy? He further claimed that from the letter of the Duke it is clear that he does help 

to fight against the Emperor, since he wrote himself that he would stop violence using 

violence, and reminded that he received the “raichspanier” two years ago entrusted with 

the task of liberating Donauwörth, that was captured by the Duke. The Margrave explained 

that any conflict in Austria is an imperial matter, since Austria is a part of the Empire. 

Albrecht accused Ludwig in bringing about grim times, because the war makes the life of all 

miserable and incremented him a crime against the Emperor. Once again Albrecht claimed 

that it was the Duke who prevented a peaceful resolution of the conflict, trying to use it only 

to buy time. Albrecht urged all the cities to gather under the imperial banner and obey his 

commands. He also requested them to send representatives to Ansbach, who should state 

how much soldiers they could send to the joint imperial army, which he started to assemble 

in the area of Nördlingen684 The cities did not make haste to obey and it was hardly a 

surprise. Already Bachmann noted that only 12 years before, the cities suffered a great deal 

during the war with the princes and now Albrecht, who was back then their main enemy, 

now summoned them to fight on his side. The city delegates referred to the fact that many 

cities did not sent a deputy and it prevents them from reaching a joint decision, they also 

explained that the envoys present do not possess the needed authority to reach such a 

significant decision. Eventually, Albrecht had to compromise by agreeing to organize 

another meeting with the cities deputies in Nuremberg in August, on which Albrecht hoped 

to assemble all the estates of the Empire.685 Some of the cities who did not send a 

representative, replied on Albrecht’s argumentation in writing, they too attempted to avoid 
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participating in the struggle. Although they recognized the authority of the captains, they 

claimed that they encounter numerous difficulties, which do not allow them to participate 

in the undertaking.686 

9.5 The last reconciliation attempt between Albrecht and Ludwig 

The Emperor used the imperial war declaration as a weapon. Two years previously the 

threat with the war sufficed to make the Duke reconcile. Now Kaiser Friedrich might have 

hoped that Ludwig would become more amenable once he would understand how serious 

his situation was. However, this time Ludwig was far more confident in his power than in the 

Summer of 1459, the level of tensions between the sides skyrocketed, therefore, the 

meeting in Nuremberg, which was supposed to provide the warring parties a way out of the 

conflict, only inflamed the personal strife between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig. Even 

if the Duke did not rule out a chance of reconciliation, Albrecht certainly did not intend to 

search for a diplomatic solution that in best case scenario could end in a compromise. 

Desire for revenge and the hope to erase the shame suffered the previous year must have 

motivated him to raise the stakes. After he arrived at Nuremberg, he ordered to hang on the 

door of the city hall the manifest of the Emperor from July where he declared Duke Ludwig 

the enemy of the Empire as well as another document written in especially big letters, 

which stated that Duke Ludwig is the enemy of the Empire. Duke Ludwig gave as good as 

one gets, blaming Albrecht Achilles in various transgressions.687  After the princes exchanged 

accusations and cursed each other, it became clear that the mediation attempt was 

doomed. 

Albrecht Achilles continued to stay in constant contact with the Emperor during the 

negotiations in Nuremberg, always trying to make him to perform further deeds in order to 

advance his interests; Albrecht asked the Emperor to write new letters to the cities and urge 

them to come to his aid. He also mentioned that some of the richer cities wanted to pay off, 

instead of providing military help. Albrecht emphatically opposed to that, explaining that if 

the bigger cities would not send troops, the smaller cities would follow their example. 

Albrecht was still afraid, that the Emperor might change his mind and try to sign a treaty 

with the Duke. He stressed that Duke Ludwig renders assistance to Archduke Albrecht, 

whom he already sent around 1000 armed and fully equipped soldiers and that such an 

assistance could under no light, be attributed to a treaty between the two, since they 

commit a “crimen lese maiestatis” and a “Viloney” fighting against their own lord. Albrecht 

also elaborated that since the two fights against the Emperor, they deal with the person of 

the “Emperor”, and thus such a war concerns the empire as a whole. Austria itself is a part 

of the Empire, he exclaimed. The main reasons for a war against Duke Ludwig are his 
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violations in the Empire – he did capture Donauwörth, Dinkelsbühl and teared the Bishopric 

of Eichstätt apart from the Empire! Albrecht also explained his lord that he already turned 

to the cities, and accused Duke Ludwig and Archduke Albrecht in a conspiracy against the 

Emperor. At the end of the letter, Albrecht urged the Emperor to address the estates in 

Franken, Swabia, Saxony, Bayern and the northern regions of Germany (Niederlande) in the 

“gemeyn form” ordering them to support the Emperor and his captains. Just a day later, on 

August 2nd, Albrecht sent another brief note to the Emperor. He asked the Emperor not to 

sign any treaty with the Duke that would disregard his and his allies’ interests. From that 

note, we also understand that Albrecht’s main concern still lay in the aspiration to regain 

the special prerogatives of the “Kaiserlich Gericht”, the loss of which he was not ready to 

put up with.688  

9.6 The Duke’s diplomatic activities 

The reaction of the Duke was not long in coming. On August 7th, he wrote the cities again. 

He explained them that the war forced upon him by Albrecht Achilles in the previous year, 

culminated with the signing of a treaty in the vicinity of Roth that included also the Bishops 

of Bamberg and Würzburg. Afterwards: “Albrecht durch eigen willen, uns, unser vorderung 

vor zugeen, den seinen und andern geschrieben, das sie ingeraitschafft sitzen sollten, dann 

er sich von seiner wiederpartheye uberzugs versehe und hat inen darnach ein nemlich zeit 

gesatzt zu ym in das velt zu komen.“689 All that happened before the fighting between 

Archduke Albrecht and the Emperor erupted. Later, Albrecht decided to use the conflict in 

Austria to his own benefit, therefore he: “von unsern hern dem keyser, die hauptmanschafft 

und panyr wieder uns umb sache, das wir dem benanten unser swager, hertzog Albrechten 

von Ostereich zu schub thun sullen, damit er in seiner vehde gegen unsern hern dem keyser 

beharre und besterckt werde“. He further organized the whole affair with the message 

exchange in Nuremberg: “da mit sein sunder sache durch schein des heiligen reichs sachen, 

das doch das heilig reich oder des heiligen reichs nutze und seinen nit anerurt, furdern 

wollte“.690 Ludwig denied being the enemy of the Emperor and promised to explain them 

and anyone else why: “solch bevelhnus der hauptmanschafft und panyr wieder gotlich, 

naturlich, menschlich recht, gesetze und ordenunge, auch wieder natürlich und menschlich 

vernunft und darzu wider ordenung und herkomen des heiligen reichs aws gangen seind“.691 

To prove his point he repeated the story about the innovations implemented by the 

Emperor in Austria and claimed once more that this conflict does not concern the Empire. 

Ludwig explained that it is against: “das gotlich, natürlich, pebstlich und keiserlich gesetz, 

das des heiligen reichs panyr über keinen des heiligen reichs fursten oder andern wirdigen 

stannt in welchem wesen der ist awsgeben, ausgeworffen, gebraucht oder bevolhen werden 
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sulle“.692 He stressed that the Emperor did not undertake to solve the tensions peacefully, 

i.e. the war against him is illegal, which makes him hope that no one would assist 

Albrecht.693 What concerns Eichstätt, continued the Duke, Bishop Johann was the ally of 

Albrecht Achilles and his lands are located in such a manner, that if he would have advanced 

further, he could have been attacked from the rear. He asked Johann to guarantee 

neutrality but the Bishop refused, thus leaving him no other choice, but to attack him. For 

more than a year no one raised complaints about the treaty he signed with the Bishop, 

explicated the Duke,694 hinting that it could not be the cause of the current conflict. The war 

against him would not bring peace and prosperity to the Empire but instead would bring 

more destruction and misery.695 Another argument the Duke voiced touched upon the 

danger contained in allowing the Emperor to perpetrate such an illegal attack against him, 

since it could make: “in dem reich ein newe gewonheit”. Therefore, the Emperor could later 

perpetrate similar actions against the cities.696 Around a week later the Duke transmitted 

Nördlingen a detailed letter he sent to the Emperor few days before,697 so they could have a 

better understanding of his motives.  

The Duke also contacted Count Ulrich. He explained him that he responded to all the 

allegations of the Emperor several days ago, and is sure that the Emperor would abandon 

the plans to wage war against him, at the same time he expressed hope that Count Ulrich 

would not take part in the unjust war against him.698 Duke Ludwig also tried to insure the 

neutrality of Duke Wilhelm of Saxony, to whom he sent his advisors. Their mission was to 

explain that Albrecht Achilles violated the agreement organized by Duke Wilhelm himself 

near Roth and that the Emperor and the Margrave ignored the attempts of Duke Ludwig to 

reach a peaceful settlement.699  

9.7 Diplomatic efforts of the opponents 

Albrecht and Count Ulrich tried to convince Duke Wilhelm to support them during the 

war.700 Albrecht also turned to King George, asking him either to stay neutral, or to come to 

his aid.701 The King intended to provide no help to Albrecht; instead, he planned to support 

Duke Ludwig and did not hide his intentions.702 Another unexpected addressee of Albrecht 

was Archbishop Diether. The Margrave must have still believed that it was possible to 
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convince the Archbishop to switch sides and join the war on the side of the Emperor. 

Albrecht intervened on the Archbishop’s behalf before the Emperor and the Pope, trying to 

persuade them to revoke the hostile actions they planned against him. However, this goal 

was behind his reach.703  

As was the case previously, the Emperor tried to use his imperial authority to the fullest. On 

July 30th, he addressed several letters to the nobles and communities of the Bishopric of 

Bamberg. He ordered them not assist their Bishop but instead to provide aid to his captains, 

threatening to punish them if they would not obey.704 He also sent letters of similar content 

to the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg, promising to depose them from office, if they 

would provide help to his enemies.705 The Kaiser also deepened his personal involvement in 

the conflict between Diether of Isenburg and the Pontiff, fully backing the letter in his 

decision to overthrow Diether. On August 8th, he wrote Elector Friedrich, as well as to many 

other princes and cities,706 explaining that the Bishop committed numerous transgressions. 

He also inflicted him: “merkliche smehe und wertigkeit” and that he: “uns auch gefellig ist”. 

He asked the Elector to help Adolf of Nassau obtain the position of the Archbishop.707 The 

Emperor showed gratitude to his trustee and imperial captain Albrecht Achilles, by diverting 

him all the income from the tax on the Jews of the year 1461.708 

On August 14th, the Emperor answered the arguments voiced by the Duke at the end of July 

and in August. In his letter addressed to “lieben getrewen”, he appealed to all his subjects, 

and asked them not to believe the Duke. He explained that he generously repaid all the 

services the Duke provided him long ago, and that he treated many of the Duke’s 

transgressions condescendingly. However, he simply cannot ignore the last violations of the 

Duke. The Emperor explained that the raise of the taxes is none of the Duke’s business and 

that he possesses a full right to do so, adding, that he raised the taxes some time ago, thus 

the war declaration has nothing to do with it. The Emperor expressed wonder concerning 

the words of the Duke about an attempt to achieve peaceful resolution, emphasizing that 

he does not remember any such attempt, explaining that he himself is always ready to 

negotiate and solve all contentions using law. The Emperor declared the claims of the Duke, 

who stated that he does not fight against Emperor Friedrich III, but against Friedrich the 

Duke of Austria, to be absurd. He stressed once again, that the war with the Duke concerns 

the immediate interest of the Empire, repeating the formerly mentioned four reasons for 

war.709 The Emperor treated the statements propagated by the Duke very seriously and 

considered it necessary to try to refute them.710 On August 15th, the Duke replied on the 
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Emperor’s accusations. He explained that they intended to solve their discrepancies 

“gutlich” or “rechtlich”. On March 15th, the Emperor sent him a letter, however he was in 

Wildbad at the time and his advisors, whom he had to consult, were not with him at that 

time. Another letter from the Emperor reached him on April 13th in which you (the Kaiser) 

asked me to send to your court my representative, which I (Ludwig) did. Several days later 

an envoy of the Emperor arrived and requested from me to arrive personally. I explained 

that my envoy was already on the way, however, once he arrived at Graz you refused to 

negotiate with him. The accusation according to which I refused to negotiate is wrong, since 

I sent my envoy for this exact reason. Further, Ludwig responded to some of the Emperor’s 

other allegations. He claimed that he was always a loyal servant of his majesty, spent 

significant amounts of money and risked his life at his service, hoping to get in return only 

the benevolence of the Kaiser and the preservation of his own rights. Ludwig disputed the 

Emperor’s words, who wrote that the Duke ignored his proposal to negotiate and claimed 

that he always showed readiness to talk. The Emperor indeed asked for his help in the 

conflict with his brother, but the Archduke wrote him and explained that it is an inner-

Austrian conflict that has nothing to do with the Empire and it does seem to be the case, he 

clarified. Further, the Duke proposed a long list of princes and cities that could act as 

mediators to help them solve their conflict peacefully.711 

Duke Ludwig finally declared war on Albrecht Achilles on August 14th. He accused the 

Margrave in being responsible for the conflict, unwillingness to find a peaceful solution to 

the conflict and actions that violated virtue and honour, elucidating that while they were 

still negotiating, Albrecht arranged troops with which he planned to attack him.712 One of 

the main goals of the Duke was to convert the conflict from an imperial war between him 

and the Emperor into a personal struggle with Albrecht Achilles. In a letter dated on August 

19th, the Duke made it clear to Albrecht that he is not the enemy of the Emperor and does 

not accept his war declaration, which he already returned.713 Two days earlier, Albrecht 

Achilles reported about the course of events to the Emperor. He wrote that his forces are 

not sufficient to confront the enemy, that he expects reinforcement from his brothers and 

the Dukes of Saxony and plans to lead his men together with Count Ulrich. He explained that 

the Duke still refuses to accept the war declaration from the side of the Emperor and did 

not forget to remind the Emperor, not to conclude any treaty, which would exclude him or 

his allies. He once again stressed that he is fighting for the welfare of Empire and is the most 

loyal servant of the Emperor.714 Even now, when all spoke against a sudden peaceful 

resolution, Albrecht continued to fear that a prompt settlement might leave him with 

nothing. It either means that he was not sufficiently informed or simply mistrusted the 

Kaiser.  
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After the negotiations in Nuremberg between Albrecht Achilles, Duke Ludwig, Bishop Georg 

and Johann finally shattered, Friedrich the Victorious and Diether of Isenburg composed a 

rather interesting letter. These princes offered their help in seeking for a peaceful 

solution.715 What stood behind this surprising proposal, which followed numerous abortive 

negotiation attempts in the last year? With respect to Diether, his behaviour hardly looks 

peculiar. After all, we know that he enjoyed a friendly relationship with Albrecht, who tried 

to defend him from the Pope and the Emperor. However, the motives of the Count Palatine 

are far less clear. He was the closest and most important ally of the Duke and was well 

aware of the insoluble contradictions between him and Albrecht. Surely, the conflict with 

Albrecht Achilles, who was backed up by the Emperor, did not bode him well, but it is very 

doubtful that he was naïve enough to believe that this proposal would bear fruit. The only 

likely explanation is very simple: it pictured both princes as peace-loving men who 

attempted to avoid war. The high nobility perceived an ill-founded bellicosity as an explicitly 

negative trait, thus every attempt to prevent a conflict should have played in their favour.  

It is clear that all sides actively tried to influence the important members of the Empire, who 

either did not join one of the camps yet, or intended to stay neutral altogether. The Bishop 

of Bamberg turned to Duke Wilhelm on August 22nd, and conveyed him that according to 

information he possesses, Albrecht plans an attack against his Bishopric. All that despite the 

treaty signed near Roth under the mediation of the Duke himself. He also claimed that he 

complied with the decisions of the treaty while Albrecht neglected and violated them 

repeatedly.716 

An event of significant magnitude happened in middle August. The enemies of the Emperor 

were only a short distance from capturing Wien, but then King George, who played his own 

game and was not interested in a significant shift of balance in the Empire, practically 

compelled Archduke Albrecht to negotiate with his brother, while he himself acted as the 

mediator during the talks. His diplomatic intervention led to a conclusion of a cease-fire 

until July 1462.717 That reinforced the confidence of Friedrich III, who then wrote Albrecht 

Achilles that King George is not hostile towards him, so the war against the Duke can be 

waged even with more vigour.718 The Emperor showed his appreciation to the King by 

confirming his claims on the county of Katzenelenbogen on August 25th.719 

9.8 The meeting in Nuremberg 

While war was already underway, the city representatives met in Nuremberg in the last days 

of August. The ambassadors of the Emperor explained that the Duke ignored the mediation 

attempts made by his majesty and blamed him for helping Archduke Albrecht to fight 
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against the head of the Empire. A special emphasise was given to the Duke’s own words 

“gewalt mit gewalt uffzuhalten”, with which he explained his own actions. Such words in the 

judgement of many were a direct recognition made by Ludwig himself that he uses violence 

against Friedrich III. Part of the cities promised to support the Emperor but other 

representatives explained that they must consult their city councils. Afterwards a letter of 

the Duke in which he claimed that he is not the enemy of the Emperor was read out aloud. 

Meister Job, the chancellor of Albrecht Achilles tried to protest, claiming that this letter 

does not change anything.720 The city envoys eventually declared that the meeting was 

supposed to include the representatives of all the estates, including the electors, princes, 

lords and nobles and since none of them arrived, they cannot reach any decisions yet, 

expounding that if such a Reichstag would be organized in the future, they would like to 

participate in it.721 It is quite clear that most of the city representatives were happy to use 

any possible excuse to postpone their involvement in the conflict and used the letter of the 

Duke for their own benefit. 

10. From the war declaration to the negotiations in Prague 

The preparation for war was fully under way by middle August. On August 18th, the 

combined army of Duke Ludwig and his allies arranged in the proximity of Altdorf. On 

August 31st, Bishop Johann and Georg declared war on Albrecht Achilles. They accused him 

in violating the agreements between them, that left them no other choice as they claimed, 

but to use force in order to defend themselves.722 The hostilities between Albrecht Achilles 

and Bishop Georg commenced at least a week earlier.723 In the beginning of September, 

Duke Ludwig, assisted by the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg, Archduke Albrecht as well 

as numerous Bohemian soldiers invaded the lands of the Margrave.724 The first months of 

the renewed struggle brought about significant success to Duke Ludwig and his allies. 

Albrecht, in contrast, have found himself in a very dangerous situation because he did not 

have many allies left. As the previous year, Count Ulrich immediately helped the Margrave 

sending around 400 riders and 1500 foot-soldiers. Some soldiers arrived also from Saxony, 

others were sent by Margrave Friedrich to assist his brother.725  
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The assault of Duke Ludwig on Albrecht’s lands described in the Augsburg Chronic of Hektor 

Mülich in this way: “herzog Ludwig zu veld gezogen, und hat ime geholfen künig Jörig von 

Behem und ime vil volcks geschickt, und der pfaltzgraf Friderich, der bischof von Wirzburg, 

der bischof von Baumberg und herzog Sigmund von Österreich zu Insprugk, und hat bei 

14000 mannen im veld gehabt und dem marggraven abgewunnen mit stürmen und 

veldgeligen die nachgeschriben stett und sloß: Zenn, Newenstat, da ist er lang vor gelegen, 

marckt Erlbach, Offenhaim, Kreglingen, Winspach und Rot“.726 Albrecht could not engage in 

battle with the overwhelming forces of his enemies and had to move across the land 

evading a direct collision with the combined might of his adversaries, eventually taking 

defensive positions in Schwabach.727 The successful attacks of his enemies made  them so 

sure in their victory, that they started negotiating on how they should divide Albrecht’s 

lands between them. In spite of these early defeats, Albrecht did not lose his temper. He 

understood that he was unable to confront his enemies at the given moment and started 

working on changing the situation in his favour.728 

Diplomacy once was once the main weapon the imperial coalition had to count on. After the 

violence erupted, on September 1st, the Emperor sent numerous letters to estates, cities 

and nobles of the empire using his position to exert pressure not only on the neutral forces 

but also on the open rivals of Albrecht Achilles. He urged them not to listen to the false 

arguments voiced by Duke Ludwig and obey his commanders. The Kaiser explained that 

Ludwig is aware of his unceasing attempts to solve the contentions with his brother 

peacefully, but provides him help nevertheless. He reminded again that the conflict 

concerns the empire and that the main reasons for the war are the Duke’s actions against 

Donauwörth, Dinkelsbühl and Eichstätt. Friedrich III blamed Ludwig in violating his vow, 

which he took “auf das hailig ewangelium” by aiding the enemies of his lord. Threatening 

the cities with severe fines and punishments the Emperor urged them to join the war on his 

side.729 He also used his imperial prerogative to undermine the position of his enemies: e.g., 

he declared several of Bishop’s Johann’s rights annulled.730  
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King George, who declared war on Albrecht Achilles on September 1st,731 sent around 7000 

soldiers to support Duke Ludwig.732 It is worth noting that King George appealed to 

Nördlingen already on August 27th, urging them to suspend their participation in the 

imperial war on the side of Albrecht Achilles. He explained that the Kaiser entrusted him 

with the mediation of the conflict with the Duke, therefore the time is ripe for diplomacy 

and not for warfare.733 Only days later, on September 1st, the King appealed to Nördlingen 

(and to all appearances, to other cities as well). This time he explained that in spite of the 

fact that he was always interested in peace and prosperity, he is now obliged to defend 

himself from the aggressive actions of Albrecht Achilles, who violated the peace-agreement 

between them. George requested the city not to provide any help to the Margrave and stay 

out of the war altogether.734 The King even attempted to gain the support of Johann the 

Alchemist, Albrecht’s own brother,735 and asked Margrave Friedrich not to support his 

brother in the war.736 Archduke Albrecht helped Duke Ludwig by sending him 1300 riders.737 

10.1 Third city meeting in Nördlingen 

The main hope of Albrecht Achilles and Count Ulrich was in recruiting the combined might 

of the imperial cities, which could give them the necessary resources and men power to 

even the score. However, the first months of the war proved that this task was much more 

difficult than the imperial captains had expected. Numerous city representatives met in 

Nördlingen on 3.9.1461, and discussed the turn of events in the Empire. However, and 

despite the unequivocal commands of the Emperor, they did not reach a decision 

concerning their further moves.738 Apparently, the cities used the letter from King George 

dated on September 1st, in which the King assured them that he would mediate between 

Duke Ludwig and the Emperor as an excuse. The attempts of Heinrich von Pappenheim and 

the envoys of Albrecht Achilles to persuade the cities that the orders of the Emperor 

contradict the letter of the King and that they must come to their help, were to no avail.739 

Eventually, it was decided that the cities envoys would meet in Ulm on 21.9.1461, and try to 

reach a decision there.740 
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10.2 The diplomatic struggle intensifies 

The armed conflict barely began but all the participants were already deeply involved in the 

diplomatic struggles. Hundreds of couriers moved across the land, spreading out news and 

propagating the arguments of their lords. What were the reasons of the war, who was to 

blame for it, who started it, what were the demands of each side – these were the main 

topics of this vast correspondence. On September 3rd, Albrecht had to reflect the 

accusations voiced by Bishop Georg, who branded him a warmonger. Albrecht explained 

that justice is on his side, asking from the addressee to deliver him the letters with the 

accusations, so he could react on them and reply the Bishop directly.741 Albrecht received 

the letter from a third party, whose name unfortunately does not appear on the document. 

However, his request to see the original accusations reinforces and stresses the great value 

all sides allotted to the arguments voiced by their adversaries and the impression it made on 

the public opinion of the neutral forces. Facing defeat after defeat, Albrecht employed all 

his diplomatic skills for trying to recruit the support of the neutral forces, namely Saxony 

and Hessen, and even the King of Denmark. He immediately turned to his brother Friedrich 

for help. He also made it clear, that he is ready to negotiate with King George,742 whom he 

directed a letter on September 9th, explaining that he is merely the Emperor’s captain, who 

fulfils the orders of his majesty. He stressed that he never violated the agreements with King 

George and is not interested in a conflict with him,743 and immediately conveyed that 

information to Friedrich III and turned to the cities, requesting their help as the imperial 

captain in the face of the threat emanating from the King.744 On September 11th, Albrecht 

reacted to the King’s letter sent to the cities on September 1st. He claimed that he has never 

done anything against the Bohemian crown and that the accusations of George are false, 

urging the cities to obey his orders.745 

On September 18th, Nördlingen replied to King’s George letter. They explained the King that 

they are very sad to hear that Albrecht declared on him war.746 Simultaneously they 

informed Albrecht on the letter they received from the King, asking him to convey his 

opinion about it with their own messenger, who would bring it directly to Ulm,747 there the 

city representatives gathered. Obviously, Nördlingen hoped to stay out of the conflict and 

was interested to here all parties involved in the conflict. From a letter sent by the Duke to 
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the city, we find out that there was an attempt to organize a meeting between him with 

some of the city delegates.748 

10.3 Cease-fire in Austria 

Meanwhile, on September 6th, a cease-fire was signed between the Kaiser and his brother 

Archduke Albrecht. King George acted as the mediator and put a temporary stop to the 

brotherly war.749 This temporary reconciliation between the brothers was artificially 

conducted by King George, who feared that the balance of power in the Empire would shift 

if the Archduke would be able to press the Emperor to surrender. The King virtually 

compelled the Archduke to negotiate, threatening him with a military confrontation.750 

Inspired by this uninspected success, the Emperor contacted his favourite captain Margrave 

Albrecht several days later, informed him about the turn of recent events and asked him 

how he could be of assistance.751 The regulation between Archduke Albrecht and the Kaiser 

did not bring Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig closer. On the contrary, now the centre of 

the conflict moved decisively to the west. The ink on the cease-fire agreement between 

Archduke Albrecht and his brother had hardly dried up as the Archduke already declared 

war on the Margrave.752 Archduke Albrecht and Duke Sigmund, as well as the Bishops of 

Bamberg and Würzburg also tried to put pressure on the cities. In a letter from about 

middle September addressed to the city representatives gathered in Ulm, they reacted on 

Albrecht’s demands to the cities to send him troops in order to fight against Duke Ludwig. 

Archduke Albrecht explained that he signed a cease-fire with the Emperor that should last 

until 24.6.1462 and should include all his allies i.e. Duke Ludwig as well. Moreover, the Duke 

sent the war declaration back to the Emperor, which means that he is not the Emperor’s 

enemy. All the four princes requested the cities not to fight against Duke Ludwig, while 

Archduke Albrecht also threatened them that if they would disobey he would become their 

enemy.753 

10.4 A battle for hearts, swords, riders and canons 

Responding to the idleness demonstrated so far by the imperial cities, the Emperor directed 

them another parcel of letters on September 14th, demanding to support his captains in the 

war against Duke Ludwig.754 Eleven days later, the Kaiser addressed the cities again. He 
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expressed his utter discontent with the cities, who until now chose not to obey the orders of 

his captains. As Friedrich himself suggested, the letters sent by Duke Ludwig and other 

princes probably influenced their mind. The Emperor urged the cities to submit to his will 

and threatened them with severe fines and punishments if they would not send their troops 

to fight under the imperial banner after receiving this letter. He explained again that he is 

fighting a defensive war against his brother and Duke Ludwig. He further stressed that if 

they would not obey at once, all the privileges they received from him shall be deemed null 

and void from this moment on, and promised to think about other ways to punish them 

with the help of his allies and of the Pope.755 The conduct of the cities was not the only 

Emperor’s concern. Friedrich was unsatisfied with the indolence of his brother in law, Karl of 

Baden, who preferred not to get involved in the conflict despite his previous arrangements 

with Albrecht Achilles and Count Ulrich. He threatened Karl with fines and urged him to 

provide active resistance against the Duke.756 At this stage Friedrich III still seemed to 

believe, that it was possible to compel Bishop Georg to stay neutral in the new round of 

conflict. He tried to influence the Bishop as well as his surrounding not to support Duke 

Ludwig.757 Immediately after the return of Duke Wilhelm of Saxony from his trip to the Holy 

Land, the Emperor wrote him, requesting his support in the war against Duke Ludwig.758 By 

the end of the month, after King George declared war on Albrecht Achilles, the Kaiser tried 

to turn the King’s decision around. In a letter dated on September 28th, he explained the 

King that the Duke ignored several reconciliations attempts and that Albrecht Achilles is his 

captain in a just war against the Duke. The head of the Empire reminded the King that he is 

one of the electors and owes him obedience. He proposed to act as the mediator in order to 

solve the King’s contentions with Albrecht Achilles, and called the King to stop waging war 

on Albrecht.759 In the next days, few more letters of similar content were delivered to the 

King, among them even a letter from Eleonora, the Empress.760 At this time the tensions 

between Prague and Rome kept escalating and the pressure exerted by the Pope on George 

to bring church unity grew ever stronger.761 For his part the King must have understood the 

possible risks coming from a conflict with the Pope, therefore the improvement of the 

relationship with the Kaiser was of crucial importance for him. 

Duke Ludwig undoubtedly feared the consequences of the political propaganda of his 

enemies and replied to it by his own. One of his main goals was to persuade the cities not to 

get involved in the conflict. Marching victoriously through Albrecht’s lands he addressed the 

cities, reacting on the letters widely propagated by the Emperor. He started from explaining 
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that he wants to fight the: “neyd und haß” which is spread by his rivals and to disseminate 

the truth instead. Referring to the Emperor’s letter dated on August 21st, Ludwig shared his 

suspicions that this letter allegedly signed by the Emperor and sent from Graz, was in fact 

composed by Albrecht Achilles in Ansbach without a sanction of the Emperor, because 

Albrecht, as he heard, holds the imperial seal. This letter consists of: “untzimliche, 

schimpfliche wortt, dye dann der keyserlichen oberkeit nit gebüren ausserhalb rechtes in 

smehe weys zugebrauchen,” elaborated the Duke.762 The Duke repeated the arguments he 

voiced in the previous weeks763 and added that: “So ist wissentlich, das der marggravue ubel 

grosser sach über seiner keyserlich als denn königlichen innhibicion und des reichs stet 

vollige rechtpott an den selben stetten begangen hatt und noch darumb nye, als wir 

furgenomen ist. Es sein auch bey seinen keyserlichen und kuniglichen regiment vil annder 

unzimlichkeit gescheen, der wir, doch kein gethan haben, und ist nit gehöret, das er darumb 

des reichs banyr widder ymand hab lassen aus gen, dann allein widder unns“.764 Ludwig put 

again special emphasise on that he never sent the Emperor a “vehdbrieff” and: “sein 

abgesagter veint nye worden, und noch nit sein abgesagter veint sein”.765 The Duke 

explained that he never questioned the decisions concerning Donauwörth after this issue 

was regulated in the Summer of 1459. What concerns Eichstätt, the accusations are wrong 

again, since his treaty with the Bishop excludes “yeder romischer keyser und konig”.766 He 

further explained that he is interested that someone would act as a mediator and solve the 

conflict between them.767 Ludwig stressed that he is basically interested in one thing only, 

that his rights would stay intact.768 The Duke expressed hope that the Emperor would 

understand that he was unjust towards the Duke and stop the war, but if it would not 

happen: “so gebe er unns ursach, got und der werlt von im zuclagen und nach allem 

unnserm vermogen, unns seines gewalts aufzuhalten und alle dye an zurüffen und 

zuersüchen, zu den wir unns trost und fruntschafft versehen“.769 He ended his letter by 

explaining that he surely prefers that war would be prevented, but if it would not be the 

case he asked the cities not to provide any help and support to the imperial coalition, since: 

“yr dann wol vertsteet, das yr im zu keinem unrechten noch frevel sunder allein zu dem 

rechten und der gerechtigkeit verwannt und auch got dem almechtigen, dem rechten unnd 

und euch selbs von der gerechtigeit wegen wol schuldig seyt“.770 Another letter composed 

on the same day was directed to the cities (the letter itself is probably addressed to 

 
762 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch No. 12, Fol. 156.2. Compare with: StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, 
No. 5103, Fol. 327-331. 14.9.1461 Duke Ludwig to Regensburg. 
763 Ibid, Neuburger Kopialbuch No. 12, Fol. 157.1-159.1. Concerning the new taxes in Austria and the hostile 
moves of the Duke against the Emperor, his help to Archduke Albrecht. 
764 Ibid, Fol. 158.1.  
765 Ibid, Fol. 158.2. 
766 Ibid, Fol. 160.1. 
767 Ibid, Fol. 161.2. 
768 Ibid, Fol. 161.2. “das er uns bey dem rechten lasse beleyben und darüber nit weytter, noch verner 
ausserhalb rechtes furnem, als er unns dann und einem yden des reichs unntertan in krafft des aydes den er zu 
seiner koniglichen unnd keyserlichen kronug gethan hat“.  
769 Ibid, Fol. 162.1. 
770 Ibid, Fol. 162.2. 
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Nördlingen. In this letter, the Duke writes that he sent similar letters to Nuremberg, 

Augsburg and other cities) that intended to gather in Ulm. the Duke reminded how the 

Emperor burdened him with new taxes and innovations in Austria and ignored his attempts 

of reconciliation.771 Ludwig stressed that the Emperor must always strive for justice and 

fight against injustice.772 If the Kaiser would do otherwise: “so weren all ordnung und gesatz 

göttlichen, geystlichen, keyserlichen und naturlichen recht vernicht”, which would bring 

great suffering to all.773 The actions of the emperor and of his commanders violate law and 

order, therefore: “so seyt yr dem keyser und seinen vermainten haubtlewten nit pflicht, 

noch schuldig hilff und beystannd wider recht und zu iren frevel und unrechten zu thun”.774 

The Duke repeated his previous arguments as well.775 He further stressed how the cities 

suffered from the “Kaiserliche Gericht” of Albrecht Achilles776 and claimed that his men 

were able to capture one of Albrecht’s messengers that rode to meet Friedrich III. From the 

content of the letters he delivered, he learned that Albrecht asked his advisor to convince 

the Emperor to endow him again with the special prerogatives of the “Kaiserliche Gericht”, 

despite Albrecht’s promise never to use the court again. The Duke explained that if Albrecht 

would be successful in this undertaking: “yr und dye ewrn, dadurch als wol als wir und dye 

unnsern und villeich mer dann bishere gescheen ist beswert wurdet“.777  

The propaganda Duke Ludwig was disseminating among the cities was a matter of concern 

for the Emperor, who shared his unease with Albrecht. He wrote the Margrave that he 

learned that the Duke is trying to convince numerous cities that justice is on his side, 

concurrently hurting the Emperor’s reputation. Kaiser Friedrich attached to his letter some 

writing that Albrecht should deliver to the cities: “darinne die warhait, auch unsern glimpf 

und pillicheit und des benantn herzogen unglimpff zuvernemen… und ob dein lieb, das auch 

will beduncken gut zesein, so gefiel uns wol und bedunckt auch ein notdurft, das dein lieb 

die dann des reichs stetten sonnderlich und unvertzogenlich zuschikte“.778  

It is clear that Albrecht Achilles regarded the accusation of the Duke, according to which he 

wrote letters in the name of the Emperor as dangerous. On October 8th, he turned to the 

cities and explicitly responded to the Duke’s accusations. Though he did not deny that he 

holds the seal of the Emperor, he explained that he possesses it as the imperial captain and 

signs only such documents, which Kaiser Friedrich approves; stressing that he never forged 

 
771 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch No. 12, Fol. 152.1.  
772 Ibid, Fol. 152.2. 
773 Ibid Fol. 153.1. 
774 Ibid, Fol. 153.2. 
775 Ibid, Fol. 153.2.-154.2. That he is not the enemy of the Emperor. The conflict in Austria is not an “imperial 
matter” and it is already regulated so in case you act as the Emperor’s allies, your conflict with us is also over. 
776 Ibid, Fol. 155.1 
777Ibid, Fol. 155.2. 
778 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, Nr. 5102, Fol. 498: 29.9.1461 
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any letter. As usual, Albrecht repeated that he is waging a righteous imperial war, ordering 

the cities to come to his aid.779 

Albrecht Achilles sought any possibility to improve his own condition, which by the second 

half of September became increasingly more dangerous.780 King George sent the Duke a 

significant reinforcement and the armies of Bishops Georg and Johann joined the Duke’s 

army. They succeeded in capturing Neustadt on September 20th. It was an important 

achievement, since Neustadt was Albrecht’s most important city in his “Unterlanden” and 

one of his most beloved residences.781 Only Count Ulrich and Heinrich von Pappenheim 

helped Albrecht who was able to recapture Roth at the moment.782 Despite the fact that 

Diether of Isenburg was officially banned by the Pope and was in fact the ally of the Count 

Palatine, Albrecht appealed to him, asking him to send him his brother Ludwig of Isenburg 

with an armed force.783 Albrecht also continuously appealed to the Emperor asking for 

additional diplomatic support. He lamented over the situation he found himself in, insuring 

the Kaiser that his diplomatic endeavours are equal to the effort that he and Count Ulrich 

put forth on the battlefield.784 Albrecht also contacted the Pope and requested from him to 

use his authority of the head of the church in order to exert pressure on Bishops Georg and 

Johann.785 Apparently, Albrecht also struggled to recruit sufficient numbers of soldiers. His 

envoys met the representatives of Duke Wilhelm of Saxony discussing with them this issue. 

As before, the Duke did not want to take a side in the conflict; therefore, Albrecht’s advisors 

promised that soldiers from Saxony would be stationed only inside the cities and not 

participate in active military actions, however even this promise did not help to convince the 

Duke. The attempt of Peter Knorr to gain help from the Landgrave of Hessen also ended 

unsuccessfully.786  

 
779 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 663; ibid, Fol. 722. 21.10.1461. The Emperor to 
Albrecht Achilles. Says that he hopes that the letters he sent Albrecht and that should be delivered further 
would help Albrecht Achilles; Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 150, p. 214. Kaiser Friedrich 
sends Albrecht instructions he should hand over to Heinrich von Pappenheim, on how he should negotiate 
with the cities. Albrecht wanted to send his advisors with Pappenheim, so they would convey the same 
message. From this letter and some others, it seems to be that even if Albrecht did forge one single letter, it 
was an exception and not the rule. 
780 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 668. 23.9.1461. Albrecht to one of his supporters. 
He asks for support, explains that he must withstand the overwhelming power of his enemies. He received 
assistance only from Count Ulrich and his brother Friedrich; ibid, No. 5100, Heft, 205 (fol. 23) Albrecht Achilles 
to Kaiser Friedrich: informs the Emperor on the extremely difficult situation in which he is found. Asks the 
Emperor not to forget him.  
781 Seyboth, Markgräflich oder Bayerisch, pp. 19-24. In fact, the city was not physically captured, but 
surrendered after Albrecht was unable to send reinforcement to lift the siege.  
782 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage LXXVIIe, pp. 407-408. 21.9.1461. 
783 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 629-630: 17.9.1461. We should not forget that 
Albrecht Achilles maintained friendly relationship with Bishop Diether the whole time and tried to intervene 
on his behalf before both the Emperor and the Pope.  
784 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage LXXVIIe. 21.9.1461. 
785 Palacký, Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte Böhmens, p.250. 
786 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 141, pp. 204-207. 10.9.1461. 
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 By the end of September, the position of Albrecht Achilles became ever more desperate.787 

He faced the combined might of his enemies near Neustadt and tried to withhold their 

advancement as best as he could. As was the case the previous year, Count Ulrich seemed 

to remain his most loyal and trustworthy ally. Albrecht turned to him and requested to send 

him 4000 soldiers and 600 riders, explaining the situation he was found in using the 

following words: “wir im Bat stecken biss uber die oren und wo uns ewer lib nicht ertrincken 

will lassen, so helfft uns bald, dieweil uns zu hellfen ist“.788 Meanwhile Count Ulrich was 

actively trying to recruit soldiers in Switzerland using the money Albrecht Achilles delivered 

him. He was on no account the only one trying to hire these soldiers, who were notorious 

for their bravery and for cruelty alike. Both Duke Ludwig and the Count Palatine competed 

with him in this market.789 Duke Ludwig of Veldenz, whom Albrecht also asked for 

reinforcement, explained that he is unable to provide any help now due to the evolving 

conflict over the control of the Archbishopric of Mainz. He promised to provide help once 

that situation would be resolved.790 

10.5 Ulmer Städtetag  

Most of the imperial cities continued their evasive behaviour, attempting to avoid 

participation in the war at all cost. As decided, they met in Ulm in the last third of 

September. Both feuding parties attached significance to this meeting and sent there their 

representatives, which elucidated their position as best as they could. The envoys of Duke 

Ludwig and King George explained that the conflict between the Emperor and Archduke 

Albrecht came to an end. Since Duke Ludwig was merely an ally of the Archduke in this 

struggle, his hostilities with the Emperor are also brought to a close. In other words, they 

attempted to tie the conflict in Austria and in the “Binnenreich” together. The men of 

Albrecht and Count Ulrich denied it, assuring that the war with Duke Ludwig is an 

independent event. The city representatives concluded that if the Duke is not the enemy of 

the Emperor anymore, their help is no longer required. However, taking into consideration 

that they do not possess sufficient information they explained that they need to consult 

each other and understand the real state of affairs. Thus, they postponed their decision 

once again, promising to gather again in Ulm on October 28th.791 As a matter of fact, by the 

end of the meeting several cities promised their help to the imperial coalition, namely 

Esslingen, Donauwörth, Rothenburg ob der Tauber, Schweinfurt, Wimpfen, Schwäbisch 

 
787 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 641. 24.9.1461, One of Albrecht’s man (the name is 
not mentioned) conveys his lord about the desperate situation in the Aisch area, stressing that if Albrecht 
would not send reinforcement his enemies would overrun the whole region; Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, 
Beilage LXXVIIe, pp. 407-410. 21.9.1461. 
788 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage LXXVIId. 22.9.1461. 
789 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 673. 4.10.1461: Count Ulrich to Albrecht Achilles.  
790 Ibid, No. 5103, Fol. 653: 1.10.1461. 
791 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 169, pp. 229-231. 29.9.1461, Dinkelsbühl to Rothenburg 
o.d.T; ibid, No. 176, pp. 248-249. 6.10.1461. „Die Frankfurter an ihren Stadtsreiber“; Bachmann, 
Reichsgeschichte, pp. 126-127. 
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Gmund and Weil. However, they did not yet declare war on Duke Ludwig.792 To all 

appearance, the claim that the war in Austria did not concern the Empire on the one hand 

and that the conflict there was over on the over, was the strongest argument voiced by 

Ludwig and his allies since it was required to deny it once and again. On October 6th, 

Albrecht addressed numerous cities, requested from them to send representatives to the 

city meeting in Esslingen and repeated his claims according to which the conflict in Austria 

was a matter of the Empire.793  

Were the cities simply trying to buy time or did they take the arguments voiced by Ludwig 

and his allies at face value? The cities were not eager to enter the conflict; therefore, it is 

not surprising that they allotted significant amount of credibility to information, they might 

have perceived more critically, have they been interested to join the war. The indecisiveness 

of the city representatives did not break the spirit and hopes of Albrecht Achilles. His letter 

to his brother Friedrich gives us a glimpse on Albrecht’s thoughts at this tough moment. 

Instead of being desperate, Albrecht believed the situation would turn in his favour. He 

refused to accept the mediation attempts of Duke Wilhelm, explaining that in a week the 

cities would enter the conflict on his side (he must have meant the meeting in Esslingen 

scheduled on 15.10.1461). Albrecht Achilles also awaited military help from Wurttemberg 

and believed that during the winter months, his enemies would encounter numerous 

difficulties and he would use this time to counter-attack.794 Although Albrecht was wrong 

relating to the time of the entry of the cities into the war, his expectations did not fail him. 

In the first half of October, the situation of the Margrave already somewhat improved. 

Bishop Johann had difficulties to unite the nobility on his side and lacked enough troops. His 

local nobility accused him in cooperating with the Bohemian soldiers and claimed that he 

had fought against Albrecht only in order to advance his own interests. Only after the 

Bishop made concessions to the nobility they started supporting him.795 From Albrecht’s 

letter to his brother Friedrich in which he asked for reinforcement, we learn that the 

Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg left the united camp of the enemies and returned to 

their lands. Albrecht himself estimated the combined army size of the Duke with that of the 

Count Palatine at 10 thousand armed men and expressed the hope that once his brother 

would send him soldiers he would be able to go on the offensive.796 On 16.10.1461, 

Friedrich the Victorious returned to his lands after the conflict between Diether of Isenburg 

 
792 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage LXXVIIe, pp. 409-410. 
793 StNÖ, Missiven No. 74, Fol. 224-225; Only two days later Albrecht had to repeat that Austria is a part of the 
Empire thus a conflict there concern the Empire. StAB, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, Nr. 5103, Fol. 668. 
8.10.1461.  
794 Palacký, Urkundliche Beiträge, pp. 252-253. 8.10.1461.  
795 Fries, Chronik der Bischöfe von Würzburg, pp. 171, 176-184, 176. The nobility refused to accept the 
situation in which their lands would be defended by Bohemian solders, and accused the Bishop in his wish: 
“…vngalubige beese ketzere in den stifft zu bringen, die weder got noch den menschen verschontetn, sunder 
alle sund vnd laster tribenm die clostere vnd kirchen beraübten, verbrenten, das hailig sacrament aüsschutten, 
geweihete kelch vnd monstrantzen zerbrechen, die crucifix vnd der hailigen bilder vnerten, zerhieben vnd mit 
fussen tretten“… 
796 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 656. 4.10.1461. 
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and Adolf of Nassau erupted, thus improving the situation of Albrecht Achilles even 

further.797 Another, even more important event, was that King George finally gave up to the 

requests of the Emperor to stop the conflict with Albrecht Achilles. The King decided to 

organize peace-talks in Prague. For the moment, he asked Duke Ludwig that all the 

Bohemian soldiers fighting in his army should return to Bohemia. The share of the Bohemian 

soldiers in his army was especially high, reaching almost half of its combined strength. 

Therefore, the King’s decision considerably weakened the Duke, forcing him to take 

defensive positions and agree to negotiate.798 By the end of October, Duke Ludwig was 

forced to return to his lands with most of his army.799 According to Bachmann, the Duke’s 

willingness to fight was reduced considerably especially because of the financial difficulties 

he started to experience, that already forced him to start borrowing money in small 

amounts.800 

The cities were in no way eager to join the war. On October 11th, Frankfurt addressed 

Albrecht Achilles. They insured the Margrave in their support of the Emperor’s cause only to 

explain that due to the conflict revolving around the Archbishopric of Mainz and some other 

local struggles they are unable to send him troops.801 In fact, from a letter exchange 

between the city and it’s envoys who attended the city meetings, we know that Frankfurt’s 

officials simply did not want to get involved in the conflict altogether, especially before 

other cities guaranteed their collaboration as well.802 Frankfurt was by no means 

exceptional in this regard, other cities acted similarly, trying to avoid the conflict by referring 

to local strife as an excuse.803 Among the forces that stood behind the reluctance of the 

cities to join the struggle stood King George of Bohemia. On October 12th, the King 

addressed Nördlingen again. This time he complained on the actions of Margrave Friedrich. 

He explained that he signed a treaty with Friedrich in the year 1459, who promised to help 

the King, if someone would endanger his rights or privileges and both princes agreed to 

solve any future tensions peacefully. However, now Friedrich attacked an ally of the King, 

Heinrich of Silesia, who was included in their treaty.804 On October 17th, the King addressed 

the cities who prepared to meet in Ulm. He repeated his request not to intervene on behalf 

 
797 Menzel, Regesten, p. 370; Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 245; Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, p. 200. 
798 Tresp, Söldner aus Bohemia, pp. 165, 199-200; Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 200-201; Palacký, 
Urkundliche Beiträge, pp. 255-256. 16.10.1461 – King George informs the cities about the peace talks in Prague 
and invites them to send their representatives.  
799 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, p. 201; Stälin, Wirtembergische Geschichte, p. 530. according to his point of 
view the Duke returned to his lands since he was assured in his success; Zink, Chronik, p. 244: Explains that the 
cold weather and lack of supplies forced the Duke to return to Bayern.  
800 Bachmann, Deutsche Reichsgeschichte, p. 179. 
801 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 675. 11.10.1461. 
802 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 176, pp. 248-249. 6.10.1461. „Die Frankfurter an ihren 
Stadtschreiber“. 
803 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 684. 14.10.1461: Wimsheim to Albrecht Achilles. 
804 Ibid, Fol. 336.  
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of Albrecht, and explained that he is trying to arrange a meeting between the antagonists in 

order to reconcile them.805 

10.6 The city meeting in Esslingen on 15.10.1461 

Because the cities showed little enthusiasm for joining the war on the side of the Emperor’s 

coalition, Duke Ludwig barely lost a chance trying to influence them not to change their 

mind. He was well aware of the planned meeting of the city representatives in Esslingen and 

sent there a letter in advance, so the arriving councillors could read it before they would 

start debating. Along with his usual arguments, he blamed the Emperor in favouring 

Albrecht and in double standards, also reminding the insulting letters hanged by Albrecht’s 

men in Nuremberg.806 Count Ulrich arrived at this meeting personally. His efforts combined 

with the diligence of the advisors of his allies have shown a certain result. Rothenburg, 

Rottweil, Gmünd, Wyle and Esslingen expressed their support to the Emperor, while the 

other cities reiterated the need to convene on November 1st in Ulm.807 

10.7 Further diplomatic efforts 

King George also participated in the big diplomatic game in the Empire. He sent letters 

directed to the city representatives, who eventually decided to meet in Ulm on October 

28th, requesting from them once more not to support Albrecht Achilles and explained that 

he is trying to arrange peace talks between the warrying sides.808 Only a couple of days later 

the King directed to Ulm another letter, explaining that Margrave Friedrich violated the 

peace agreement they signed in the year 1459 and left him no choice, but to defend himself. 

He asked the cities not to provide him any support.809 He also asked Duke Wilhelm of 

Saxony to support him in the struggle against Margrave Friedrich,810 whom he declared war 

three days earlier.811 King George turned even to Count Ulrich and requested his support. 

He stressed that the Kings of Bohemia were the “lehensherr” (Feudal lords) of the counts of 

Wurttemberg for a long time and that the Count is his “lehenmann” therefore, owes him 

support. Though he is well aware of the alliance between Ansbach and Stuttgart, he assured 

Ulrich that the ties between Bohemia and Wurttemberg are much stronger than between 

Wurttemberg and Albrecht. He also explained that he is not the enemy of the Emperor, 

therefore in spite of the fact that the Count is the imperial captain he should not fight 

against him. He did not forget to mention that Margrave Friedrich is the one who violated 

 
805 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 693.1. 
806 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 12, Fol. 194.1-198.1. 11.10.1461. The meeting itself started on 16.10.1461.  
807 Janssen, Frankfurts Reichscorrespondenz, p. 183. From a report of Johann Brune to the city council of 
Frankfurt. 
808 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 693.1. 17.10.1461; Palacký, Urkundliche Beiträge, p. 
256-257. 17.10.1461. King George to the city representatives gathered in Ulm. Urges the city not to participate 
in the conflict. 
809 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 693.1-694.2. 19.10.1461; Bachmann, Urkunden und 
Actenstücke 1885, No.183, pp. 261-267. 16.10.1461. King George to Duke Wilhelm. Explains why he became 
the enemy of Margrave Friedrich with a lot of details.  
810 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage LXXXIIV. 16.10.1461. 
811 ibid, Beilage LXXX. 13.10.1461. 
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the peace agreement with the King.812 Archduke Albrecht also tried to provide diplomatic 

support to his allies, attempting to persuade the cities not to take a part in the conflict. On 

October 23rd, he addressed the cities claiming that he signed a cease-fire agreement with his 

brother, which means a full stop of the hostilities between Albrecht Achilles and the Duke as 

well.813 Duke Wilhelm of Saxony also tried to affect the situation. His main effort was in 

trying to reconcile Albrecht Achilles with King George.814 

Despite the envisaged talks, the Emperor and his captains continued to try securing the 

support from the side of the cities. From another report of Johann Brune to the city council 

of Frankfurt dated on October 27th, we learn about his personal meeting with Albrecht 

Achilles. The Margrave tried to convince Brune that King George intends to conquer the 

whole empire, expressed him the official position on the war and demanded the help of 

Frankfurt.815 Such actions of Albrecht Achilles shortly before the negotiations in Prague 

could certainly mean that he did not take the planned talks seriously in the first place. 

However, it could also mean that Albrecht understood the diplomatic weight the support of 

the cities could provide him in the upcoming talks. In such a case, obtaining their support 

before talks begin was especially crucial. Either way, judging by the previous unsuccessful 

negotiations attempts a failure of the talks should have not surprised anyone, thus taking 

precautionary measures should not be automatically interpreted as a deliberate decision to 

ignore the outcome of the negotiations altogether.  

10.8 The city meeting in Ulm  

Representatives of several cities met in Ulm in the last decade of October and decided not 

to enter the conflict on the side of the imperial captains. They conveyed their opinion to the 

imperial captains and the other cities that met in Esslingen in the beginning of November.   

Without manifesting their disagreement with the line of the Emperor, they referred to their 

weakness instead, promising that once the Emperor would secure additional support from 

other forces in the Empire, they would send reinforcement as well. They also named some 

of the forces, they believed the Emperor should draw into the struggle: “den cardinal und 

bischofen zu Augspurg den bischoff von Costentz Marggraf Karlen von Baden, graff 

Eberharten von Wirttemberg die zwo gesellschaft mit sannd Iorigen schillt im hegen und an 

der inen am und annder graven, hern, ritter und knecht die nit in den gesellschaften und da 

zwischen gesessen weren“.816 

 

 

 
812 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage LXXXV. 17.10.1461. 
813 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 696.2. 
814 Janssen, Frankfurts Reichscorrespondenz, p. 194. 20.10.1461. From a report pf Johann Brune to the city 
council of Frankfurt. 
815 Ibid, pp. 185-193.  
816 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 695.1-696.1 No date. The letter was signed by Ulm, 
Augsburg, Memmingen, Kempten, Kaufbeuren, Hall, Dinkelsbühl, Giengen, Aalen.  
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10.9 Margrave Friedrich enters the conflict 

By the end of October, Margrave Friedrich started active military actions in Franconia. He: 

“den bischof von Babenberg gezogen und hat im verprent und abgewunnen alles sein land 

bis an zwo stett und sloß”.817 On October 20th, under the mediation of the Emperor’s envoys 

Claus von Gich, Margrave Friedrich signed a cease-fire with Bishop Georg. The treaty 

included Albrecht Achilles and was another blow to Duke Ludwig. Friedrich and Georg 

agreed that once the cathedral chapter of Bamberg would affirm the preliminary 

agreement, the treaty would come into force.818 Margrave Friedrich was also able to hold in 

check the bohemian forces, after: “der künig von Behem ist mit grossem volck überzogen 

marggraf Fridrichen in der Marck, der hat die Behem ernider gelegt bei 900 mannen, aber 

ein herzog von Braunschweigk ist erstochen worden auf des marggraven tail; der marggraf 

behüb das veld.“819 

10.10 Albrecht’s distrust of the Emperor 

Against the background of the approaching negotiations in Prague, Albrecht Achilles 

demonstrated anew his limited confidence in the Emperor. He addressed the Kaiser, 

reminding him to include him in any future settlement. The Emperor insured Albrecht that 

he will: “deiner lieb als genediger herr und frund in gutem nicht vergessen.“820 Such 

recurring requests from Albrecht’s side raises questions. It is hardly disputable that he and 

the Emperor were close allies and needed each other. For example, in a report from an 

envoy of Albrecht to his lord, Albrecht’s trustee wrote that the Emperor takes the advice of 

the Margrave seriously.821 However, Albrecht constantly feared that the Emperor might 

simply sign a unilateral agreement with the Duke, leaving him alone in the face of danger. 

How justified Albrecht’s fears were – that we may never no. Nevertheless, at least one thing 

is clear: during the war, Albrecht must have understood that eventually, he has to rely only 

on himself. Such a behaviour provides us with a glimpse inside the character of Albrecht 

Achilles who wished to control the situation constantly. At the same time, it stresses that 

the Emperor was holding the steering well in his hands, eventually meeting the decisions.   

10.11 Cities meeting in Esslingen in November 

The meeting of the cities in Esslingen on November 1st ended to no avail. Because the 

peace-talks in Prague just only started, the cities had a convincing explanation for their 

desire to postpone their decision even further, to November 22nd.822 In November, only 

several cities joined the imperial coalition, among them Rothenburg, Reutlingen, 

 
817 Mülich, Chronik, p. 165. 
818 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 4574, Fol. 68; Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage LXXXVII. 
3.11.1461, declaration of peace between Bishop Georg, Albrecht Achilles and Margrave Friedrich.  
819 Mülich, Chronik, p. 168.  
820 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 722. 21.10.1461. 
821 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 182, pp. 258-261. 
822 Ibid, No. 188, pp. 273-274; Janssen, Frankfurts Reichscorrespondenz, p. 194. Report of Johann Brune to 
Frankfurt.  
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Nördlingen, Rottweil, Gmünd, Wyle and Esslingen.823 Some other cities engaged themselves 

to help but did it secretly.824 Meanwhile Duke Ludwig used another interesting argument 

trying to convince the cities not to join the struggle against him.  In a letter to Regensburg 

dated on November 5th, he mentioned moral reasons that positively distinguish him from 

Albrecht Achilles. He stressed that in contrast to Albrecht Achilles, who harms the peasants 

indiscriminately, burns and pillages villages, he is trying to inflict as little damage to the 

village folk as possible.825 About two weeks later, Duke Ludwig addressed the city 

representatives who gathered in Esslingen again. He complained that he lost 300 thousand 

gulden because of the unjust war against him, explained that Friedrich III ignored all his 

attempts to find a peaceful solution, stressing that he is not the enemy of the Emperor. The 

Duke also wrote that if the cities would tolerate and support such an unjust war, they 

themselves might become the victims of similar behaviour in the future. He added that 

Archduke Albrecht might be able to settle the differences between him and the Emperor.826 

On November 11th, Albrecht responded to the Duke’s letter to Nördlingen. The main point 

of contention was about the side responsible for the war. Albrecht claimed that Ludwig’s 

statement according to which: “wir und unnser helffer, des prands anfenger sein sullen” is 

false, because: “ sie und nicht wir, anfenger des prands sind”…827 Albrecht also requested 

from Nördlingen to deliver him their war declaration to the Duke.828 The city soon replied, 

 
823 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 189, pp. 274-275; ibid, No. 193, pp. 280-281; Janssen, 
Frankfurts Reichscorrespondenz, p. 183. 
824 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 196, p. 282. 12.11.1461. The city council of Frankfurt to 
Johann Brune.  
825 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5101, Fol. 330.2-333.1. 5.11.1461. „…wir mit unnsern hellfer 
und unnser aigen macht mit solchen hereskraft gezogen… dardurch wir des benanten marggraven lewt und 
gueter mit nam und brant gantz verderbt und versustet mocht haben, wir angesehen unnser vorvordern tun 
und ubung, wir furstlich und aufrechlich sy kriege gefurt, und mit hereskreften zu velde gelegen und gezogen 
sein, brant, verderung und verwüstung der lannd und armleut vast vermitten, das wir dann in zu nachfolgung 
und aufenthaltung der armelewt als clerlich gesehen und vermerkt ist word in unsern vergangen kreige und 
veldzugen auch getan und armlewt genedichlich verschonet haben und sunder mit dem prant dartzu wir nie 
genaigt gewest, und noch nit sein… nachdem aber marggraf Albrecht und sein helfer uns und die unnsern nun 
mit brand als ir offn war tat zuerkennen gibt furgenomen, den angefangen haben und taglichs swarlich tun, 
wirdet uns als manigklich wol versteet ursach gegeben, solchs daentgegen auch zutun und zugestaten, das wir 
doch von armerlewt wegen lieber vermeiden und unnder wegen lassen wollten“.  
826 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbücher 27, Fol. 215.1-219.1. 18.11.1461. Among else the Duke used these words 
to describe his numerous attempts for a peaceful resolution: Fol. 215.1-215.2. “…Wir haben sein maiestat 
mermals vor einer, zweyen, dreyen, viren, funfen, sechsen iarn und noch lenger ersucht und mit aller 
undertenigkait deimutigclich gebeten, solh beswerung abzustellen und den unnsern sein sigel und brief zu 
halltn, er hat das nit getan. Wir haben uns zum rechtem erboten, er hat unnser rechtpot nit ufgenomen. Wir 
haben gesagt, welle er die unsern uber sein eigen sigell und brieve unbillich beswern und ettlich des rechten 
nit pflegen, so gebe er uns zu letzt ursach uns seines unbillichen furnemens auftzhallten, er hat das auch 
verachtet. Wir haben gleichwol ein gedult gehabtt in hoffnung, er wurde unnser un der unnser gerechtigkeit 
und getru dinst die wir ime manigveltigelich getan haben, auch unnser vollig rechtbot zu hertzen nehmen und 
sein ungebürlichait abstellen, er hat das aber verachtet und in seinen beswerung nit allain beharret, sunnder 
er nymbt dartzu ytz noch mer und newe beswerung fur, wann er hat ytz bey vier wochen am newe monatt uf 
der Tunaw zu Wetneck aufgesatzt, da dann vormals kaine gewest ist“. 
827 StNÖ, Missiven No. 74, Fol, 329.  
828 Ibid, Fol. 331. 11.11.1461. He repeated this demand several days ago, on 15.11.1461. Ibid, Missiven No. 73, 
Fol. 154.  
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explaining that they are ready to declare war on the Duke, however, the timing is very 

problematic, and because of the physical proximity to the Duke they might became the 

victims of his aggression in no time. They expressed their willingness to declare war, but 

explained that they want to wait for a better timing.829 Nördlingen continued to act as one 

of the friendlier cities towards Albrecht. On December 24th, they informed him that the 

meeting in Esslingen is developing well and many of the cities seems to be prepared to 

declare Ludwig war.830 At that point the Duke continued trying to prevent the entrance of 

the cities into the war. He directed one of his advisor to Nördlingen,831 who probably 

attempted to dissuade the city from supporting Albrecht.  

An especially interesting letter of Albrecht to one of the cities gives us a glimpse on the 

numerous problems the Margrave had to deal with even when the cities agreed to support 

him militarily. After explaining the city for what reason did he need their help, he elaborated 

in great detail how the soldiers they send him should be equipped and organized. He 

warned that he was going to inspect the soldiers personally and is interested only in good 

strong man. Albrecht promised to send back those, who would not meet the requirements 

and would demand to send him another man instead. Albrecht stressed that the 

commanders should oversee the fulfilment of his orders. Another problem that troubled 

Albrecht was desertion. Albrecht insisted to receive a list with the names of all soldiers that 

were sent to him. He recommended the city to imprison all the soldiers who would desert 

and return home in a tower, at least until the return of the other soldiers the city sent. He 

also demanded that those men would be fined and the fine would be delivered to them.832  

10.12 The developments in the Rheine region 

The long-standing conflict between the Pope and Diether of Isenburg finally climaxed in the 

removal of the Archbishop from office on 21.8.1461.833 This predictable event complicated 

the already tangled situation even further, creating an additional sphere of conflict. After 

receiving the papal bulla which removed him from office, Diether turned to the princes in 

the area and lamented the injustice done to him by the Pope. He also stressed that the Pope 

requested many forces with whom he (Diether) has signed agreements, to violate their 

obligations towards him, and help Adolf of Nassau to get the post.834 It took some time 

before the conflict developed further. On September 26th, Adolf of Nassau arrived at Mainz 

and organized the gathering of the Cathedral Chapter in which Diether was also present. 

That move was meticulously planned. A short time before, the Emperor and the Pope 

 
829 StNÖ, Missivbuch 1461, Fol. 80.1-80.2. 21.11.1461. 
830 Ibid, Missivbuch 1461, Fol. 99.1-99.2.  
831 Ibid, Missiven No. 74, Fol.332. 27.12.1461. 
832 StAB, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, Nr. 5103, Fol. 765.1-765.2 17.11.1461. Draft.  
833 Menzel, Regesten, p. 370; Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 245; Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, p. 153: The 
Pope removed Diether because he did not want to pay him for the pallium, raised opposition against the 
Roman Curia and did not obey his orders. 
834 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 27, Fol. 1-2. 9.10.1461. Diether of Isenburg to an unnamed whom he calls 
„hochgeboren furst, lieber besunder freund“. 
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released official letters to the estates of the Empire urging them to support the nomination 

of the new Archbishop and provide him support. Before the members of the Cathedral 

Chapter Adolf read aloud the Papal bull, which stated that Diether is no longer the 

Archbishop and that the Pope endowed him (Adolf) with this position. He showed all 

present the Papal bullae and urged them to recognize him as the new Archbishop. However, 

the members of the Cathedral Chapter requested a month time to consider the situation 

before they could reach a final decision. Adolf left the city and went to Wiesbaden where his 

brother Johann of Nassau set.835 About a week later, on October 2nd, Adolf of Nassau 

returned to Mainz accompanied by his brother and about 1400 riders. In the background of 

this power demonstration, he was able to gain the support of five of the seven Cathedral 

Chapter members and was solemnly declared Archbishop on October 2nd. However, Diether 

did not intend to give up his position so easily. He appealed to all powers in the Empire, 

declared that he was deposed illegally and that he is the rightful Archbishop of Mainz. 836 

Mainz remained under his control as much as the bigger part of the Bishopric on the right 

bank of the Rhine. His enemy Adolf of Nassau enjoyed even a wider base of support. Not 

only the Pope and the Emperor backed him up, but also many princes and territories 

including Ludwig of Veldenz, Karl of Baden, Saxony, Hessen and Speier.837 Albrecht Achilles 

and Count Ulrich were at first not sure, whom they should support in this conflict. They 

seemed to believe that it was still possible that Diether would switch sides and re-join their 

coalition. However, as Fritz explains, since Diether with his actions made himself the enemy 

of both the Pope and the Emperor, his natural place was now in the ranks of the 

Wittelsbach party.838 The war did not start just yet. An attempt of reconciliation between 

Diether and Adolf was only a short distance from being successful. The sides agreed that 

Adolf would become the Archbishop, in turn he was supposed to deliver Diether several 

cities, to assume his debts and personally intervene on his behalf before the Emperor and 

the Pope, asking them to stop the persecution processes they initiated against him. These 

arrangements fell apart due to the intervention of one man, Elector Friedrich.839 

After Adolf of Nassau was able to secure his nomination, he turned to the Count Palatine 

and assured him in his peaceful predisposition.840 The advisors of Friedrich the Victorious 

reported him the turn of events since he was at the time fighting side by side with Duke 

Ludwig. They explained that Diether of Isenbrug is recruiting an army and begged their lord 

to consider his actions carefully, since both the Pope and the Emperor support Diether’s 

adversary.841  Only after several weeks of consideration, the Elector finally decided to ally 

himself with Diether of Isenburg and that only when Diether promised to hand him over the 

 
835 Sprenger, Die Mainzer Stiftsfehde 1459-1463, pp. 215-216; Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, pp. 155-156. 
836 Sprenger, Die Mainzer Stiftsfehde 1459-1463, pp. 216-217. 
837 Ibid, p. 218; Gundlach, Hessen und die Mainzer Stiftsfehde 1461-1463, pp. 18-19; Menzel, Diether von 
Isenburg, pp. 156-159. 
838 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 245-247. 
839 Sprenger, Die Mainzer Stiftsfehde 1459-1463, pp, 218-220. 
840 Janssen, Frankfurts Reichscorrespondenz, p. 197. 
841 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 661.1-662.1. 
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strategically and economically important “Bergstrasse” with the towns along it.842 Another 

reason for the readiness of Count Palatine to take Dither’s side was based on fact that he 

was able to win him over only a short time ago and all his previous efforts would have been 

wasted, if Diether had lost his position as the Archbishop of Mainz.843 The Elector promised 

Diether to intervene on his behalf with all his military might and help him recapture the 

whole Archbishopric. After receiving such reassurances from Friedrich, Diether immediately 

gave up the reconciliation attempts and broke the already achieved agreement with Adolf, 

hoping to gain much more, with the help of the mighty Count Palatine.844 

In contrast to his inactivity in questions touching upon imperial war against Duke Ludwig, 

Karl of Baden proved to be far more energetic in this conflict. He actively tried to challenge 

the declared position of Diether of Isenburg. In a letter to a high-ranking prince 

(unfortunately, his name is not mentioned) the Margrave complained that Diether blamed 

him, Ludwig of Veldenz and Count Johann of Nassau in supporting his disposal: 

“unbeschrieben, unbesorgt und unbewart, auch unuffgesagt unserr verpflichtung, eyde und 

glubde“ and by that actions „uns damit understeen zuverunglimpffen“.845 Karl stated that 

the Pope’s bull explains why the dismissal of Diether is the right and just thing to do, 

referring to both the cathedral chapter and the city of Mainz who supported this move. He 

also added that the claims of Diether, according to which he violated a treaty signed with 

Diether previously was incorrect, adding that even if such a treaty existed, it was now null 

and void, since the orders of the Pope and the Emperor cancel any such agreement. At the 

end of the letter, the Margrave asked the recipient to do his best in propagating this letter 

as wide as possible.846   

10.13.1 Albrecht and the Emperor promote their interests during the peace talks in Prague 

Despite King George undertook to mediate between Albrecht and Ludwig, the hostilities did 

not came to a halt even for a short while.847 Albrecht Achilles preferred to exploit the 

situation for his own benefit and continued to wage war like nothing has changed.848 

November and December were characterized by a successful counterattack from his side 

against the Bishops and the Duke: “was im der Herzog hett ab gewunen, das gewun er alles 

wider biß an die Neunstat und Hoheneck, die gewun er auch paid.“849 The combination of 

 
842 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 247; Gundlach, Hessen und die Mainzer Stiftsfehde 1461-1463, pp. 19-20; 
Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 202-207, pp. 400-402; Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, pp. 160-162. 
843 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 245. 
844 Sprenger, Die Mainzer Stiftsfehde 1459-1463, p. 247; Sprenger, Die Mainzer Stiftsfehde 1459-1463, p. 220; 
Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, pp. 164-168. 
845 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 27, Fol. 15.1. 
846 Ibid, Neuburger Kopialbuch 27, Fol. 15.1-18.2. 26.10.1461. 
847 Ibid, Neuburger Kopialbücher 27, Fol. 181.1-184.2; StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5102, Fol. 
490.1-491.2.  
848 Ibid, Neuburger Kopialbücher 27, Fol. 185: 29.10.1461. Duke Ludwig complains King George that Albrecht 
violates the cease-fire signed in Prague.  
849 Frank, Chron. dt. Städte. Vol. 25, p. 324; See a more detailed description. Fries, Chronik der Bischöfe von 
Würzburg, pp. 184-187; Mülich, Chronik, pp. 167-168; Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 201, p. 460. 
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several factors contributed to Albrecht’s success; the Bohemian soldiers who left the 

battlefield,850 the cold weather, logistical problems from which the Duke suffered, the 

return of Count Palatine back to his lands. At the same time, Count Ulrich arrived to help 

Albrecht with up to 12,000 soldiers. Together, they started to recapture the ill-defended 

castles and cities from the hands of their enemies as well as to inflict serious damage to the 

lands of the Bishops.851  

While war waged on, the Kaiser attempted to support his captains not only by demanding 

the obedience of the cities,852 but also economically. On November 13th, he ordered a 

number of cities to deliver the annual tax they owed him to Albrecht Achilles.853 In a similar 

letter to Frankfurt, the Emperor explained this decision referring to the conditions of the 

roads, which were now too dangerous for moving vast amounts of money across the 

land.854 Despite the ongoing negotiations in Prague, the Emperor started to move from 

words to deeds in his attempt to finally force the cities join his ranks. On November 12th, he 

summoned the representatives of Ulm to stand trial because they did not yet provide an 

answer to his requests for help.855 He also turned again to the imperial cities and 

commanded them to enter into the war and help his captains, threatening them with heavy 

fines and punishments in case of disobedience.856 As we see, the Emperor himself continued 

to act as though no peace talks were conducted in Prague. It is not fully clear whether he 

simply feared that they might end in a failure and preferred not to lose the momentum, or if 

he and Albrecht Achilles did not intend to respect their outcome from the very beginning. 

The ease with which the Emperor agreed with Albrecht’s request to ignore the treaty 

certainly reinforces the second option. It also seems to be possible, that the Emperor 

intended to decide on his moves depending on the outcome of the talks.  

10.13.2 The settlement attempt in Prague 

Duke Ludwig had a perfect right to count on a favourable attitude towards him during the 

Prague negotiations. After all, King George who acted as the mediator was his ally and the 

Bohemian soldiers helped him to achieve victories on the battlefield. Dr Martin Mair 

represented the Duke during the talks and reported his lord Duke Ludwig on the turn of 

events in Prague. The King cancelled his plans to send his son Victorin to assist in the war 

against Albrecht Achilles, wrote Mair. At the same time, he reported that George showed 

discontent, hearing that von Sternberg released most of the army that now returned to 

 
850 Mülich, Chronik, pp. 153-154; Tresp, Söldner aus Bohemia, p. 165.  
851 Buchner, Krieg, pp. 67-68. 
852 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, Nr. 5103, Fol. 760. 12.11.1461. Kaiser Friedrich urges the city to 
aid his captains.  
853 Heinrich Koller (ed.), Regesten Kaiser Friedrichs III. (1440-1493). Nach Archiven und Bibliotheken geordnet. 
H. 1: Die Urkunden und Briefe aus Stadtarchiven im Bayerischen Hauptstaatsarchiv (München) (mit Ausnahme 
von Regensburg und Augsburg). Wien 1982, No. 59-64. The city names are Lindau, Nuremberg, Dinkelsbühl, 
Konstanz, Memmingen, Kaufbeuren.  
854 R.K.F – H.4, No. 345. 
855 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, N. 195, p. 282. 
856 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, Nr. 5103, Fol. 760. 12.11.1461. 
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Bohemia. He also seemed to support the demands the Duke had to the Emperor.857 

Kluckhohn explains that Duke Ludwig fell victim to the personal interests of the King, who 

tried to use the negotiations in order to improve his relations with the Emperor. After all, 

the necessity to send Victorin at the head of an army appeared only after the King himself 

ordered the Bohemian soldiers to return home.858 It is also very doubtful, that von 

Sternberg released his men unilaterally without getting such an order from the King himself. 

Such a behaviour reinforces Kluckhohns claims and stresses that the King did not intend to 

discriminate the Emperor and his allies during the negotiations.  

The discrepancy between the parties that came to the fore during the talks was almost 

unsurmountable. Duke Ludwig claimed that the war was forced upon him, that it was unjust 

and illegal. He wanted to get Donauwörth back or receive a compensation in coin from the 

Emperor.859 He was ready to return the castles and towns he captured from Albrecht 

Achilles only after he would get 300 thousand gulden from him – the money he spent on the 

war. Moreover, he demanded that these places should be always open to him and his army. 

He continued to insist that Albrecht should apologize and demanded assurances that the 

“Kaiserliche Gericht” would never be used against him.860 Albrecht Achilles did not send his 

envoys to Prague. Instead, he wrote the Emperor that he should punish the Duke and claim 

from him 100,000 gulden compensations. He suggested the Emperor to promise half of this 

amount to King George, thus making him supportive of such an idea.861 As we see, the first 

months of war did not make the warring sides more amenable to making concessions.  

King George wanted to control the negotiation process as much as possible. Instead of 

organizing meetings on which the worrying parties would sit face to face, he preferred to 

meet each time with only one of the sides and transmit the received information to the 

other. It is also possible that the King was aware of the vast differences between the parties 

and preferred to separate the sides in order to prevent unnecessary squabble. The Emperor 

blamed Duke Ludwig in various violations, among them his actions against Dinkelsbühl, 

Donauwörth and Eichstätt, his help to Archduke Albrecht and hostile actions towards the 

Emperor. Martin Mair contested the accusations of the Emperor. He explained that the 

townsfolk of Dinkelsbühl violated the rights of his lord who has every right on Donauwörth. 

Mair stated that Ludwig’s alliance with Archduke Albrecht was never directed against the 

Emperor and that the Duke himself was never the enemy of the Emperor. He also explained 

that Friedrich III declared war on Albrecht five weeks before the Duke sent reinforcement to 

his brother. The actions taken against Eichstätt were explained by military necessity, 

moreover, the treaty of Ludwig with the Bishop clearly states that the Emperor and the 

Pope are excluded and cannot be regarded as possible enemies, thus it is in no case illegal. 

 
857 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage CII. 15.11.1461. Martin Mair to Duke Ludwig.  
858 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, p. 204. 
859 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage LXXXIX. „Instuctiones zum tag gen Brage.“ 
860 Ibid, Beilage XC. „Vermerckt was unser Rete uf dem tag omnia Sanctorum zu Brage von unsern wegen 
usrichten sullen in masse hernach volget“. 
861 Droysen, Geschichte, pp. 277-278. 
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In turn, the Duke demanded from the Emperor to abolish the new taxes in Austria, which 

harm the subjects of the Duke. He wanted to either get Donauwörth or receive from the 

Emperor forty thousand guldens that his ancestors payed for the city more than a hundred 

years ago. He wanted that the imperial war against him would be stopped and demanded 

compensation for the harsh words the Emperor used against the Duke.862 

The envoys of both the Emperor and the Duke tried to use all means possible including 

bribery in order to get information and win supporters in the court of the Bohemian King, 

hoping that it would help them to get a favourable judgement.863 The negotiations in Prague 

lasted several weeks without considerable progress. They were aggravated not only by the 

reluctance of each of the sides to make concessions, but also by the fact that the advisors of 

Duke Ludwig insisted that they could not include Albrecht Achilles in the agreement without 

the participation of Bamberg and Würzburg in the negotiations.864 The topic of Donauwörth 

played an important role during the talks. The honour issue was voiced again, but as was the 

case previously, King George declared that he does not want to regulate this particular 

clause.865 After numerous rounds of negotiations, the differences between the parties 

remained vast, nevertheless they agreed to sign a cease-fire agreement, which should have 

entered into force on 22.12.1461. On December 7th, the warring parties finally signed the 

cease-fire agreement.866 It was decided that the adversaries would prepare a list of their 

demands and meet in Znaym on February 2nd, where a full-fledged peace conference should 

be held.867  Duke Ludwig was not satisfied with the results of the talks, but notwithstanding 

commanded all his troops to cease from any aggressive actions, at the same time ordering 

them to stay at guard and remain in their positions.868 It is important to note here that it 

was agreed that before the cease-fire would enter into force, it was supposed to be ratified 

by the Emperor, who warned King George in advance that his decision would largely depend 

on Albrecht’s opinion.869 

 

 

 

 

 
862 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage CVI. 
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11. Victories and defeats 

11.1 Albrecht continues the war despite the cease-fire 

During the negotiations, Albrecht continued to develop his offensive even further. On 

November 24th, he was succeeded in recapturing Neustadt870 and continued to develop his 

offensive.  At a certain point, he even led an armed force across the frozen Danube and 

invaded the lands of Duke Ludwig. Encountering severe resistance and freezing cold, he had 

to retreat after plundering and ransacking several villages and small towns.871 At the first 

days of December, Albrecht Achilles reported the Emperor on the achieved success on the 

battlefields and expressed his belief that Augsburg, Esslingen and Ulm would soon join the 

imperial coalition, adding that he plans to invade the lands of Bishop Johann in the near 

future to teach him a lesson. Albrecht was worried that Bishop Georg might re-enter the 

conflict and asked the Emperor to try preventing this. He himself planned to force Bishop 

Johann out of the conflict.872  

Meanwhile, the Emperor went on with his diplomatic efforts as though no attempt to 

achieve a regulation in Prague ever happened. On December 4th, i.e. few days before the 

cease-fire was signed, he turned to the Dukes Sigmund and Johann of Bavaria, enumerated 

the violations perpetrated by Duke Ludwig and urged them to join the conflict on his side.873 

On December 12th, he turned to the nobility and repeatedly ordered it to assist his captains 

in the war against Duke Ludwig, explaining that the Duke has left him no other choice, but 

to punish him.874 On the same day, he addressed numerous imperial cities, which still did 

not promise to help or did not send troops. He urged them to submit to his will, threatening 

them with severe punishments in case of disobedience.875 He also turned to Karl of Baden 

and demanded from him to accept the imperial captaincy.876 On December 16th, Albrecht 

Achilles and Count Ulrich addressed another letter to the imperial cities. This time they not 

only requested them to help, but also pledged to defend them in case of an attack by hostile 

forces. They also wrote that the cities could turn to the Emperor for compensation, if they 

would suffer heavy losses, promising them to divide the booty that would fall into their 

hands proportionally to the number of soldiers they would provide.877  

11.2 The choice between peace and war 

After the cease-fire agreement reached Albrecht, he ordered to ring the bells and solemnly 

sing the “Te deum”.878 This signal can only be interpreted as a demonstration of joy. 

 
870 Seyboth, Markgräflich oder Bayerisch, pp. 27-29.  
871 Buchner, Krieg, pp. 68-69. 
872 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 790.1-791.1. Draft. 4.12.1461. 
873 Ibid, No. 5103, Fol. 792. 
874 Ibid, No. 5103, Fol. 815.1-815.2. 
875 R.K.F – H.4, No. 347. Kaiser Friedrich to Frankfurt; R.K.F – H.17, No. 139. 
876 R.K.F – H.23, No. 209. 14.12.1461. 
877 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, Nr. 5103, Fol. 816.1-817.2. 
878 Bachmann, Reichsgeschichte. Vol. I, p. 170.   
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However, this first emotional response was only temporary. The main cause of concern for 

Albrecht Achilles was the conduct of the Bohemian King. If Albrecht have decided to respect 

the cease-fire, the King could stop supporting the Duke and even if the war would be 

reopened later, Ludwig would have found himself on the defensive.879 The Kaiser entrusted 

Albrecht the right to decide on peace and war and at first Albrecht seemed to hesitate. He 

sent Dr Georg Absberg to meet Count Ulrich and discuss with him the situation. Absberg 

underlined to the Count that the refusal to accept the peace organized by the King would 

mean that George would continue to actively support Duke Ludwig and in that case: “wurde 

vns gleich hewer geen als die vorder zwey Iare, vnd nachdem er (King George) vns gegen 

vnnsern land auff dem gepirg gesessen ist, möchte es uns daoben vnd hienyden zu ganczem 

verderben gedeyhen”. What really bothered Albrecht was the behaviour of the imperial 

cities. Albrecht explained that in case the cities would like to fight now, he would waive up 

the peace, however, if the cities prefer to enter the conflict on a later date, after the peace-

talks, he suggested that they should preserve the peace. He also voiced a third possibility; 

the cities would continue to do all in their power to stay out of the conflict. In this case as 

well, Albrecht suggested that solving the conflict diplomatically would be the smartest 

move. The Margrave expressed the opinion that they could use the cease-fire agreement to 

convince Wilhelm of Saxony and the Landgrave of Hessen to fight on their side. He also 

thought that by that time his brother Friedrich would send riders to assist him.880   

In contrast to Albrecht, who preferred all options on the table and was leaning towards 

respecting the cease-fire,881 Count Ulrich’s heart was set on war. He was already involved in 

the Mainzer Stiftsfehde and declared war on Elector Friedrich on December 28th.882 In 

contrast to the Margrave, the interests of Count Ulrich laid hundreds of kilometres in the 

West and the war against the Duke promised him little profit. What then made him a 

supporter of the continuation of the struggle, which forced him to fight on two different 

fronts? It appears that the Count, as well as the Margrave, held the firm believe that the 

entrance of the cities on their sides was inevitable and that once they would join the conflict 

the balance of power would shift in their favour. Moreover, a full-fledged peace between 

the Emperor and Duke Ludwig would have left him Tête à Tête with the Count Palatine. 

While he maintained the rank of the imperial captain, he could recon on the support of the 

Emperor, which made him far less vulnerable. The Count replied on the message brought by 

Dr Absberg on December 30th. In his letter, Ulrich did not mention his conflict with the 

Elector whom he declared war two weeks earlier. Instead, he expressed the opinion that 

now they are prepared to the war batter than their enemies are and it is the right time to 

strike. He explained that he believes that Karl of Baden with his brothers would join the war 

 
879 Bachmann, Reichsgeschichte. Vol. I, pp. 170-171.  
880 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage CXXVII, p. 601-602. Quote from p. 602.  
881 Ibid, Beilage CXXVIII, p. 603. Count Ulrich refers in his letter to an envoy from the side of Albrecht who came 
to him and delivered him the following. „Also uff gestern (29.12.1461), ist anbrecht von Rechberg ouch zu mir 
komen, mit einer zeichnüss vnder anderm Inhaltent, uwer geualler wer den anstand oder friden zu liden, 
Souerr es mir gemeint sin wölt“. 
882 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 249; Bachmann, Reichsgeschichte, pp. 171-172. 
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on their side, that the cities would assist them as well, stressing that the readiness to 

negotiate shown by their foes is a sign of their weakness. The treaty could prevent the aid of 

the imperial cities, who would use the opportunity to avoid entering the conflict. The Count 

asked Albrecht to send a messenger to his majesty and ask him to continue exerting 

pressure on the cities.883 Several days later, Albrecht received news from his envoys who 

were present at the cities meeting in Ulm. They conveyed him that the cities finally decided 

to set out on the side of the imperial coalition and would send war declarations to Duke 

Ludwig on January 18th.884 Was it the determination of Count Ulrich that changed Albrecht’s 

mind, the news about the decision of the cities to fight on his side or Albrecht’s own 

considerations that made him to decide in favour of war is not completely clear. Most 

probably, it was a combination of all these factors together. After Albrecht suffered the 

numerous hardships of the first months of the conflict, the situation finally seemed to shift 

against his enemies. Moreover, Albrecht’s initial intention was to gain in this conflict what 

he lost in the previous, an aim that could be hardly achieved via negotiations. On January 

3rd, Albrecht addressed the Kaiser and explained that this treaty: “das sulch furgenommen 

abrede und teiding, der ich weder fur ein richtigung oder friden zunemen waiss, ewrn 

kaiserlichen genaden und uns, anndern ewern genaden hatbtleuten und helffern weder 

erlich oder nuczlich sein moge”. He asked Friedrich III not to sign that treaty but instead to 

appeal to all the forces in the Empire and declare that there is no peace between him and 

the Duke, assuring the Emperor that he, together with Count Ulrich would try to advance 

the interests of the Emperor as much as possible.885  

The Kaiser was one of the initiators of the peace-talks in Prague and his disdain towards it 

must be explained as well. Here we should pay special attention to the timing at which they 

were organized - middle October, when Albrecht’s situation was almost desperate. But by 

the time the cease-fire was finally concluded the perspectives of Albrecht Achilles looked far 

more promising. In addition, Duke Ludwig showed no intention whatsoever to make 

concessions, quite the contrary, he kept raising his demands and tried to dictate his will. 

Taking into consideration the strong disinclination of both his captains, the favourable 

condition of the moment and the peace signed with King George, the Emperor, just as his 

captains, decided that the continuation of the struggle was the best means to improve his 

position with respect to the Duke. Another factor that contributed to the Emperor’s position 

was the conflict with his brother. The cease-fire they concluded allowed both Archduke 

Albrecht and the Emperor to support their allies militarily. Moreover, despite the official 

temporary reconciliation the strife between Friedrich and Albrecht continued, though in a 

 
883 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage CXXVIII. Comapre with Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 249; 
Bachmann, Reichsgeschichte, pp. 171-172. 
884 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 217, pp. 304-305. 3.1.1462. All except three cities 
promised to support the imperial side.  
885 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5106, Fol. 33.1-33.2. 3.1.1461. For a printed version see, 
Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage CXXIX. It is very interesting that the letter is dated on 1.3.1462, i.e. the 
same day on which the letter from Ulm was sent. Thus, it is not clear if Albrecht was already informed about 
the support from the side of the cities when he decided to continue fighting.  
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different legal status.886 That means that the Emperor could have had additional motivation 

for further conflict with Ludwig; to indirectly damage his brother through the war with the 

Duke. 

Duke Ludwig himself was in no way naïve and his participation in the talks had very little to 

do with a sincere longing for peace. In a letter, he sent to Friedrich the Victorious on 

17.12.1461, he explained that he had no choice but to sit at the negotiation table because of 

the fear to stay alone in front of his numerous enemies. He elucidated that King George 

summoned his soldiers back to Bohemia; the Elector got involved in the conflict for the 

control over the Archbishopric of Mainz, while Albrecht Achilles managed to push the 

Bishops out of the struggle. Such developments left him no choice, but to participate in the 

negotiations in Prague.887 In contrast to Albrecht Achilles who blatantly violated the cease-

fire, Duke Ludwig followed the agreements reached in Prague and refrained from active 

military actions. Complying with the agreements reached in Prague, the Duke delivered King 

George a list of demands he had to the Emperor on 27.12.1461, that were supposed to be 

discussed in Znaym. They remained unchanged from the recent negotiations in Prague.888  

The actions of Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig during the negotiations underline how 

little confidence they putted in the mediation attempt of King George. The diplomatic 

struggle between the princes during which they placed especially serious weight on 

defaming the personality of their adversary, trying to picture him as  unjust and dishonest as 

possible, continued in full strength. Duke Ludwig delivered a long letter to Wilhelm of 

Saxony in which he tried to explain why Albrecht Achilles bares all the responsibility for the 

war and why the Duke owes him no help. Among numerous accusations that are scrutinized 

closely in the chapter dealing with honour,889 the Duke repeated that his conflict is not with 

the Emperor but with Albrecht Achilles. He also claimed that Wilhelm owes Albrecht no 

help, since in that war Albrecht fights for a “fremder sache”. Albrecht was especially eager 

to answer this last accusation. He pinpointed that such words were absurd, mocking the 

Duke’s logic: the Duke claimed that his conflict with Albrecht is personal, only to explain that 

Duke Wilhelm owes him no help, because in fact Albrecht does not represent his own 

interests in the war.890 In other words, he meant that this way or the other Duke Wilhelm 

was supposed to support him.  

Albrecht Achilles hoped to end the conflict with King George and return to the status quo 

ante bellum. He also continued to fear that the Emperor might sign a treaty, that would not 

include him or his interests, afraid to stay alone against the overwhelming power of his 

enemies.891 On January 12th, Albrecht Achilles wrote King George and assured him that he 

 
886 Langmaier, Erzherzog Albrecht VI, pp. 540-542.  
887 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage CXX. 
888 Bachmann, Reichsgeschichte. Vol. I, Beilage CXXIII, CXXIV. 
889 See below, pp. 285-287. 
890 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 782.1-787.1. 3.12.1461. 
891 Ibid, No. 5104, Fol. 53.1-54.2. From the advisors of Albrecht Achilles to Kaiser Friedrich.  
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would observe the treaty arranged by the King between him and the Bishops Johann, Georg 

and Archduke Albrecht. He also wrote that he withdrew his forces from the lands of Bishop 

Johann immediately after the treaty was signed. However, he explained that the Emperor 

ordered him to continue fighting against Duke Ludwig. Albrecht stressed that he has no 

intention to hide it from the King.892 The advisors of the Margrave were also actively 

working on trying to secure the neutrality of both Bishops. By middle January, it seemed 

possible not only to secure peace with Bishop Georg but also to ensure the neutrality of 

Bishop Johann.893 

11.3 The countermeasures of Duke Ludwig 

In the beginning of January, Duke Ludwig found himself on the defensive. He had to repel 

attacks from the side of Albrecht Achilles, Count Ulrich, Count Ulrich of Ottingen and Count 

Oswald of Tierstein that invaded his lands with several thousand men, burning numerous 

villages. He requested from the Dukes Johann and Sigmund of Munich to send him 

reinforcement and cannons. At the same time, the cities also started joining the war. 

Augsburg supplied 400 soldiers who devastated and plundered the lands of their foes.894 

However, the wintry weather limited the aggression from both sides. Duke Ludwig himself 

lacked sufficient troops and awaited the arrival of fresh forces, which started to gather in 

ever-growing numbers already since February and especially in March, a development made 

possible only after King George allowed the Duke to recruit Bohemian soldiers.895 By the 

beginning of January, the conflict also resumed between the Emperor and his brother 

Albrecht, who asked Duke Ludwig to send him reinforcement according to their agreement 

and blamed the Emperor for violating the treaties arranged by King George.896 

On January 17th, Duke Ludwig described his perspective on the recent events to King 

George. He explained George that though Albrecht keeps the peace with the Bishops, he 

attacks him, essentially trying to separate him from his allies. He also threatened the King 

that the goal of Albrecht’s actions was to reinforce his and the Emperor’s position in the 

Empire and hinder King George from achieving his aims. He claimed that the war declaration 

 
892 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage CXXX. 
893 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 225, p. 312. Hertnid vom Stein, who was the Dean of 
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Georg to Duke Ludwig. Despite the military failure, Bishop Johann and Georg encountered, they as it seems, 
did not plan simply to give up. They planned to organize a joint meeting and invited Duke Ludwig to arrive 
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the continuation of the war against the Margrave could be one of the major themes of discussion.  
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from the side of the cities was a clear indication that the Emperor merely used the peace-

talks to destroy the alliance between him and the King. The Duke reminded the King that 

during the negotiations he promised to help him, if Albrecht and the Kaiser would attack 

him, asking him to come to his aid and send him troops.897 Together with the Count 

Palatine, the Duke turned to the Swiss and complained them that Albrecht Achilles and 

Count Ulrich attacked them despite the cease-fire agreement. They main request to the 

Swiss was not to join the war on the side of Albrecht Achilles.898 

The negotiations in Prague must have confused the cities considerably. Ulm tried to find out 

what the situation is and if the war really ended, asking Nördlingen to inform them, if they 

would find something out.899 Though it is not completely clear how Duke Ludwig perceived 

the negotiations, but apparently, the outcome surprised him as well. After the imperial 

cities declared him war he showed amazement in his reply. Ludwig stressed that King 

George resolved the conflict in Prague and stated that he has the Emperor’s letter with the 

seal that proofs it, attaching a copy of it to his message. The Duke elaborated that the end 

of the bloodshed has caused him happiness, emphasizing that he is no longer in a war with 

the Kaiser. Nevertheless, he received today (24.1.1462) letters with war declaration from 

numerous cities, who claimed that they fight by order of the Emperor, which perplexed him 

a great deal, leaving him no other choice, but to declare war on his attackers as well.900  

11.4 Duke Ludwig attempts to transform the conflict into a personal feud with Albrecht 

Achilles 

On January 21st, Duke Ludwig finally declared war on Albrecht Achilles. He incriminated the 

Margrave numerous violations of the treaty signed in Prague and stressed that since he 

came to terms with the Emperor, he is now the exclusive enemy of Albrecht Achilles.901 

Albrecht immediately replied on that letter, claiming, that he only fulfils the orders of his 

majesty and that the Duke himself ignored the cease-fire.902 On January 28th, Ludwig turned 

to Albrecht and blamed him for carrying the fighting further. He denied the accuracy of an 

open letter Albrecht propagated, in which he claimed that the Emperor decided to abandon 

the cease-fire achieved in Prague and blamed Albrecht in trying to find an excuse for his 

actions.903  Several more letters followed in the next two weeks, in which both princes put 

the blame for the war on their enemy and resorted to personal remarks and accusations.904 

 
897 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage CXXXI. 
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As we can see, the Duke tried to use the cease-fire to change the status of the war, making 

the conflict into a personal one – something he unsuccessfully tried to achieve in the 

previous months. However, this attempt failed again due to objective facts; Albrecht 

continued to hold the office of the Imperial captain.  

In his letter dated on January 21st to the imperial cities, Duke Ludwig attempted to 

disconnect his conflict with the Emperor from his feud with Albrecht Achilles. He explained 

the cities that despite the cease-fire, which he signed with the Emperor in Prague, Albrecht 

Achilles and Count Ulrich, continue to attack him. He stressed that his conflict with the 

Emperor is over, thus the cities do not owe Albrecht Achilles any help. The Duke also 

claimed that if the cities have any doubts, they could address the Emperor himself and 

inquire him about the treaty.905 Such letters from the Duke means that he was either 

misinformed or failed to grasp by that time that the Emperor simply ignored the peace-talks 

in Prague.  

King George clearly did not rush to join the conflict again. On January 24th, the Duke wrote 

him about his clashes with the enemy and expressed his hope that together with his allies 

they would prevail. He also stressed the potential reputational loss of the King in case of 

inaction. Duke Ludwig proposed the King to meet in Budweis, where Archduke Albrecht 

would arrive as well. He emphasized that it was especially important to show their enemies 

that they are united and expressed confidence that together they are stronger than their 

enemies.906 A week later, the Duke wrote the King again, and confirmed that Albrecht really 

received orders from the Emperor on 20.12.1461, according to which he could continue 

waging war. He explained that it means, that the Emperor neglected the peace-talks in 

Prague from the very beginning. The Duke also attached a letter from Albrecht Achilles to 

the Emperor, which his men intercepted. From the letter’s content, it was obvious that 

Albrecht did not intend to stop fighting and asked the Emperor to provide him steady 

diplomatic support. The Duke further explained the King that the forces of the enemy 

growth by the hour, as fresh troops of Count Ulrich and the cities keep flowing into the army 

of Albrecht. He urged George to declare war on Albrecht Achilles and send as many soldiers 

as fast as possible to Eger.907 

On January 27th, King George addressed Albrecht Achilles and expressed his displeasure with 

the outgoing conflict between him and Duke Ludwig. Only a short time ago, we negotiated 

in Prague with the advisors of the Emperor, wrote the King. Duke Ludwig abides by the 

agreement and I hope you would follow suit, otherwise I would have no other choice, but to 

support the Duke again.908 The King also turned to the Emperor, asking him to stop the war 

and command Albrecht Achilles and the cities to cease from their hostile actions.909 At that 
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time King George suffered a serious setback in his relationship with Pius II and hoped to 

reinforce his general position by the improved ties with Friedrich whom he rescued only 

several months ago. Unfortunately for him he also could not afford to simply abandon Duke 

Ludwig – his most important ally in Germany, since such a move could greatly harm his 

reputation. It is no wonder that against this background George hoped to prevent the war. 

However, the unwillingness of Albrecht to accept the peace terms undermined his plans and 

soon enough he decided to support the Duke both militarily and diplomatically. 910  

By the end of January, the last remnants of the transient achievements of the Prague talks 

sank into oblivion. On January 24th, Albrecht Achilles mentioned in one of his letters to the 

Emperor that King George and Duke Ludwig attacked his forces on several occasions. He 

himself explained that he was actively trying to punish the Duke for his violations against the 

Empire.911 Several days later, on January 28th, the Emperor appealed to all his subjects and 

ordered them to assist his captains in the war against Duke Ludwig.912 This time it seemed 

that the imperial coalition enjoyed a vantage point. Duke Ludwig struggled to secure the 

support of King George, while Elector Friedrich was preoccupied with the conflict between 

Diether of Isenburg and Adolf of Nassau. Bishop Johanт and Georg, which previously 

provided help to the Duke, did not support him now; instead, it seemed that they could 

abandon the war altogether. On January 29th, the last obstacles standing before the treaty 

between Bishop Georg and Albrecht were removed.913 Albrecht also tried to secure peace 

with Bishop Johann, proposing that Duke Wilhelm would act as the mediator. Albrecht 

warned the Bishop that in order to renew the hostilities he must declare him war anew, 

after King George regulated their conflict. He was also well aware of the reluctance of parts 

of the Bishop’s nobility to fight against him, and tried to make use of it. He addressed the 

nobility urging them not to support Bishop Johann if he would decide to attack him.914 

11.5 The Mainzer Stiftsfehde 

While the struggle between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig temporarily slowed down 

due to the negotiations in Prague, the conflict for the control of the Archbishopric of Mainz 

only intensified. On 19.11.1461, the Count Palatine, Diether of Isenburg and Count Philipp of 

Katzenelnbogen signed a union directed against Adolf of Nassau.915 It was the “Weinheim” 

alliance that eventually made the city council of Mainz to support the old Archbishop (not 

militarily) despite the shaky situation and sign a union with the him and his allies on 

2.12.1461.  After it became clear that the Count Palatine stands behind Diether, some of the 
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members of the cathedral chapter altered their position and proclaimed their support to 

Diether. It is important to stress that the proclaimed support to Diether was more a lip 

service of the city council and the members of the cathedral chapter who tried to minimize 

the damage for the given moment. The population of the neighbouring lands and its elites 

divided on the question whom of the two candidates they should back up.916  By the 

beginning of December Diether of Isenburg assisted by Friedrich the Victorious and the 

Count of Katzenelbogen invaded the lands of Count Johann of Nassau with a combined army 

of about 16,000 men, burning and plundering as they went.917 On 21.12.1461, Ludwig of 

Hessen declared war on Diether and his brother Ludwig.918 Together with an armed 

contingent sent by Duke Wilhelm of Saxony, they invaded the lands of Ludwig of Isenburg in 

the beginning of January. However, their attempt to bring into submission the cities in the 

Main area failed.919 On 18.12.1461, Count Ulrich declared war on the Count Palatine. 

Assisted by soldiers sent by Karl of Baden he took advantage of the absence of Friedrich 

who was fighting against Adolf of Nassau to attack his lands and the lands of Duke Otto of 

Bavaria, inflicting especially serious damage to the monastery Maulbronn. After the 

successful ride, Count Ulrich rushed to help Albrecht Achilles to attack the lands of Duke 

Ludwig. Meanwhile the Count Palatine who returned from the offensive actions in the 

territory of his opponents, invaded the lands of the Count, plundering and burning on his 

way, meeting almost no resistance.920 Count Ulrich who at this time put siege on 

Gundelfingen together with Albrecht Achilles had to abandon his ally and to rush back home 

to hold back the advancement of his enemy.921 Now the Count urgently requested Albrecht 

Achilles to send him 4-5 hundred riders. Without forgetting to stress that he does it despite 

having difficulties of his own, Albrecht promised to help.922 

The conflict between the candidates for the Archbishopric complicated the already intricate 

imperial war even further. While Count Ulrich was interested in tying both armed collisions 

together,923 it was important to Elector Friedrich to deny that the struggle he was involved 

in had anything to do with the imperial war. He denied the accusations of the Count, 

explaining that Ulrich declared war on him for no reason at all, and elaborated that he sent 

troops to assist Duke Ludwig in his conflict with Albrecht Achilles and not to fight against the 

Emperor.924 Albrecht Achilles had his own reasons not to embrace the involvement of Count 
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Ulrich in the conflict over the Archbishopric of Mainz, since it deprived him from the help of 

one of his main allies.925 However, the Count was very much concerned with the events 

revolving around Mainz since he perceived it as a part of his confrontation with the Count 

Palatine, who was his primary rival. The Count promised to support Adolf of Nassau, after he 

committed himself to a 40,000-florin pay, and 2,000 florins for each castle his soldiers would 

capture.926 Duke Ludwig must have been quite opposed to see his main ally abandon him 

just as Albrecht took the offensive.  

At the end of December, Friedrich the Victorious made a diplomatic effort to avoid the entry 

of Duke Ludwig of Veldenz into the conflict, in the beginning of January he complained to 

Karl of Baden, explaining that he is aware that his men participated in the attack on his lands 

and demanded compensation.927 As expected, the superiority in men power and the military 

skill of the Count Palatine was at least partly evened out by the diplomatic advantage of his 

enemies. The Pope intervened and used his special prerogatives as the head of the church in 

order to help his nominee. On 8.1.1462, he published a bulla in which he threatened to 

excommunicate Diether and all those who help him. He ordered to hang this proclamation 

in all the churches so a maximal number of people would see and read them. He gave 

Diether 18 days to hand over to Adolf of Nassau all the lands he captured and stop the 

conflict. He also commanded all Archbishops, Bishops and prelates to pronounce an 

anathema on Diether and his supporters in their churches on a daily basis.928 On January 

10th, the Pope turned to the cities, requesting from them not to provide help to Diether and 

support Adolf of Nassau instead.929 By the end of January, Karl of Baden openly joined the 

conflict.930  Both Karl of Baden and Ludwig of Veldenz used these bullae to explain that they 

are now released from their feudal duties towards the Count Palatine.931  

In January and February, the conflict mainly consisted of plunder and pillage carried out by 

both sides. However, because of the winter, the amount of violence was limited, and both 

sides concentrated their effort on diplomacy.932 On January 6th, the Landgrave Heinrich of 

Hessen joined the conflict on the side of Bishop Diether and his allies.933 Against the 

background of the resumption of hostilities at full capacity between Duke Ludwig and 

Albrecht Achilles, the Emperor deemed it necessary to insure the further backing of Count 

Ulrich. On January 26th, he promised to provide Count Ulrich full support in several legal 

processes as long as the Count would continue to serve him loyally as the imperial 

 
925 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 247-248. 
926 Ibid, p. 248. 
927 Menzel, Regesten, pp. 373-374; Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrich, p. 270. 
928 Pastor, Geschichte der Päpste, p. 159; Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, p. 172; Kremer, Geschichte des 
Kurfürsten Friedrich, p. 273; Buchner, Krieg, p. 72. 
929 Janssen, Frankfurts Reichscorrespondenz, p. 201. 
930 Ibid, p. 202. 
931 Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrich, p. 273. 
932 Gundlach, Hessen und die Mainzer Stiftsfehde, pp. 26-32; Mone, Speierische Chronik, N. 215; Menzel, 
Diether von Isenburg, pp. 171-172. 
933 Menzel, Regesten, p. 374. 
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captain.934 Another action the Emperor did in this direction, was the endowment to the 

Count of the rights to collect the toll “bei Cannstatt gelegenen Mühle auff unnser und des 

heiligen reichs freyen strass”.935 

11.6 The balance of power after the failed Prague talks 

At the very beginning of February 1462, Albrecht Achilles did all in his power to prepare for 

the upcoming upheaval. He must have anticipated that King George would enter the 

conflict, but hoped that the fresh soldiers from the cities would allow him to crush the 

combined might of the King and the Duke. Albrecht planned to organize two big armies, 

15,000 soldiers each. One consisting of his own men combined with the soldiers sent by the 

imperial cities, the other led by Count Ulrich and Karl of Baden.936 Several different factors 

showed soon enough that the hopes of the Margrave were ill founded. The entry of the 

cities into the conflict, even after they announced their support to the empire was 

advancing slow. The big meeting of the city representatives in Ulm ended on February 11th 

with the cities reaching a decision on the amounts of soldiers and canons each of them 

should provide, nevertheless, the realization of this plan still demanded weeks of time at 

best.937 Before long Count Ulrich and Margrave Karl, who according to Albrecht’s 

expectations, should have led the second army, became fully entangled in the Mainz 

Diocesan Feud while King George re-entered the war on the side of the Duke. Even so, these 

miscalculations of Albrecht Achilles became evident only two months later, meanwhile, in 

the beginning of February the wheel of fortune was on his side.  

King George seems to harbour illusions that the arrangements reached in Prague might still 

work; no wonder, a new conflict with the Emperor was the last thing he needed now. He 

addressed Albrecht Achilles, requested from him to cease from his aggressive actions and 

respect the regulations between the Emperor and Duke Ludwig.938 Albrecht answered that 

he is not opposed to peace and would be glad if the King would organize another round of 

talks on which all involved parties would be present. He added that he must be included in 

any such treaty as the imperial captain and that the attempts of Duke Ludwig to transform 

his war with the Emperor into a personal conflict with Albrecht would fail.939 Duke Ludwig, 

who was especially vulnerable without his mighty ally and the Bohemian soldiers that 

played such a significant role in his army, must have been well aware of the reluctance of 

the King to resume the fighting. His envoy in Prague lamented to the King that the enemy 

ignores the cease-fire and wages war just as if nothing had happened and stated that it was 

the reputation of the King that was at stake.940 The Kaiser was another important player 

 
934 R.K.F – H.23, No. 224. 
935 Ibid, No. 221: 21.1.1462. Compare with, Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 251. 
936 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke, 1885. No. 244, pp. 338-339. 1.2.1462. Albrecht to an unnamed.  
937 Ibid, 1885, No. 248, pp. 342-344. 
938 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5106, Fol. 99. 7.2.1462. 
939 Ibid, Fol. 99. 8.2.1462. 
940 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke, 1885 No. 245, pp. 339-340. 1.2.1462. Report from Prague to Duke 
Ludwig.  
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who actively tried to influence the opinion of the Czech King and prevent his re-entrance 

into the conflict. On February 9th, he addressed the King, manifested him his respect and 

voiced hope that peace between them would be maintained.941   

The imperial cities presented for Duke Ludwig another field of concern. Most of them 

already declared him war with the important exception of Nuremberg. By all appearances, 

the council member of Nuremberg Jobst Tetzel was able bribe the Emperor by gifting him a 

significant sum of money somewhere in the Winter of 1461/1462. In return, a document 

was forged in the imperial chancellery, dated back on 23.6.1452, according to it Nuremberg 

was freed from participating in conflicts on the side of the Emperor for 18 years for 

numerous favours they showed the Kaiser.942 However, Nuremberg was an exception. 

Ludwig tried to minimize this threat as much as possible and actively tried to prevent other 

important cities from joining the conflict on the side of the Emperor. On February 11th, he 

addressed four important cities, namely Nuremberg, Regensburg, Passau and Salzburg, and 

explained them that he was opposed to war and that his enemies attacked him despite the 

cease-fire signed in Prague.943 For its part, Albrecht used the rank of the imperial captain to 

urge the Bishop of Augsburg to declare war on Duke Ludwig.944 Meanwhile, the Emperor 

already directed his effort into trying to gain new allies. The Swiss could provide a sufficient 

soldier supply, but were uninterested to intervene and were suspicious towards the Kaiser. 

Friedrich III decided to act indirectly and asked his captains to insure the Swiss, that he is 

deeply committed to preserve all their freedoms and rights.945 The Emperor also diligently 

continued to try influence the situation by issuing edicts. On February 19th, he sent another 

parcel of letters to numerous nobles, appealing to them to support his captains in the 

struggle.946 Ink and paper did not prove to be the best tool, capable of winning new allies. 

Nevertheless, the imperial coalition did manage to get new important ally. On February 14th, 

Karl of Baden officially entered the imperial coalition. On that day, he and the two other 

imperial captains vowed to obey the commands of the Pope and the Emperor in the war 

against Duke Ludwig.947 Such an important new supporter must have been a significant 

reinforcement to the Imperial coalition. Notwithstanding, taking into consideration that the 

Margrave of Baden was on a brink of an open war with the Count Palatine, we could surmise 

that it was the longing for new allies, that could back him up in the Mainzer Diocesan Feud, 

and not his willingness to oppose the Duke that stood behind his acceptance of the rank of 

the imperial captain. 

 
941 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage CXXXIV. 
942 Kern, Die Neutralität der Stadt Nürnberg im Kriege gegen Herzog Ludwig von Bayern, pp. 406-408; For 
further information on bribery and honouring in the court of Friedrich III see, Rainer Scharf, Fiktive Geschenke. 
Praktiken von erung und Bestechung am Hof Kaiser Friedrichs III. im Spiegel vornehmlich Nürnberger Quellen, 
in (eds. Franz Fuchs, Paul-Joachim Heinig, Jörg Schwarz) König, Fürsten und Reich im 15. Jahrhundert. Köln 
2009, pp. 21-58. 
943 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 11, Fol. 158.1-159.1. 
944 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5106, Fol. 117. 21.2.1462. 
945 R.K.F – H.23, No.226. 3.2.1462. 
946 RIbid, No. 230-236. 
947 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage CXXXVI. 
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The open declaration of war did not mean that the cities were now eager to through all 

their resources on fighting with the Duke. It was decided that each of them would report to 

Ulm how much riders and foot soldiers it was going to send to the combined military effort. 

Nördlingen explained that it joined the conflict before the other cities and sent an armed 

contingent that already fights with the imperial captains, therefore, they: “unsers tails gnug 

gethan haben”. They also suggested to take steps that could reinforce the coordination 

between the cities and the imperial captains, which could be especially important, because 

they expected that the war would last a long time. They suggested that three city councillors 

together with representatives of the imperial captains should always be present in Ulm: 

“und das den, die selben drey gemainer stette volmechtig anwelte in namen aller stette mit 

der houptleuten, raten helfen, onsleg und ander notdurft des kriegs fur nemen und handeln 

nach dem besten, doch was den stetten darinn wurde ufgelegt wurde, das damit kain stat 

fur die andern weyter noch mer ufgelegt wurde, den ir nach irer gewonlichen antzal domit 

sie vor ingemainer eznung gesessen war gewesen zugeburt.“948 

11.7 The Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg get the attention of Duke Ludwig and 

Albrecht Achilles 

The relationship between Albrecht and Bishop Georg continued to be a pressing issue 

during the months following the negotiations in Prague. Georg was forced to cease from 

hostile actions against Albrecht Achilles and Margrave Friedrich after he suffered several 

defeats. However, soon enough he must have realized that the advantageous position of his 

enemies was only temporary and did not show himself especially eager to bury the hatchet. 

Albrecht, on the contrary, hoped to transform the cease-fire with Georg into a full pledged 

peace, thus depriving Duke Ludwig of a potential ally. Georg did not reject a peaceful 

settlement altogether, yet he insisted on being able to provide his allies military assistance. 

Albrecht knew well enough who the allies of the Bishop were and with whom they intended 

to fight and refused to sign a treaty, which could allow Georg to continue an indirect war 

against him.949 The Bishop in turn explained that he wants to get the castles and towns 

captured by Albrecht and his brother before signing a peace treaty. Concerning the 

provision of reinforcement to his allies, he answered that such help would be only used in 

military actions conducted on lands that do not belong to one of them i.e. should exclude an 

invasion of the Bishops men into the territory of Albrecht and vice versa.950 Albrecht Achilles 

was aware of the fact that Bishop Georg was not satisfied with the achieved peace and 

intended to break it in a convenient moment.951 Only a week later Albrecht got another 

confirmation from Sebastian von Seckendorff who reported that Bishop Georg and his 

 
948 StNÖ, Missivbuch 1462. Fol. 14.1-14.2. Nördlingen to Ulm, 25.2.1462. 
949 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke, 1885 No. 252, pp. 346-347. 22.1.1462. Albrecht to Bishop Georg. 
He explains that he supports peace, but cannot sign the treaty alone without the consent of his brother. He 
would not sign the treaty if the Bishop plans to fight against him on the side of his allies.  
950 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke, 1885 No. 268, p. 366. 21.3.1462. Bishop Georg to Albrecht Achilles. 
951 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5106, Fol. 143. 12.3.1462. To Albrecht from one of his 
advisors. Informs his lord that Bishop Georg is interested to fight against him.  
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milieu were preparing for war. Seckendorff stressed that it would be impossible to keep the 

peace without making concessions.952  

Naturally, Duke Ludwig actively tried to gain anew the support of Bishops Georg and Johann 

in the beginning of March, thus trying to restore the victorious coalition that helped him to 

deliver results in the past. In his letters, he emphasised that the number of his supporters 

grows by the day and that King George and Archduke Albrecht promised to send him 

reinforcement. He also stressed that: “…der konig zu Behem uns nechst zu Budwis in 

beywesenn unnser swagers ertzherog Albrecht, auch ewr rete und dartzu in geheimde 

geleublich und trostlich zugesagt und versprochen hat, uns getruen rat, hillf und beystand 

gen marggraf Albrechten, den reichsteteten und allen anndern die unnsern abgesagt veinde 

sein zutun und uns ein wolgerusts, wolertzugts here… zuzeschicken“.953 Such an open 

statement of support was undoubtedly a forcible argument that made both Bishops far less 

willing to come to an agreement with the Margrave. Therefore, we should not be surprised 

that the prolonged negotiations between Albrecht and Bishop Georg did not lead to a 

conclusion of peace. The Bishop refused to acknowledge the secret paragraphs signed in 

Zwernitz, most probably inspired by the strengthening of the Duke, while the Margrave did 

not wish to sign a treaty, which excluded them.954 

On 22.2.1462, Albrecht replied on the letter with the war declaration from King George and 

stated the following: he expressed surprise by such a move that came so unexpectedly 

taking into consideration his friendly ties with the King. The treaty in Prague did not tie him 

because no representative from his side was present. His main goal in this war was only to 

recapture his castles and towns occupied by Duke Ludwig while he entered the conflict in 

the first place on behalf of the Emperor and as the Emperor’s captain. Stressing again the 

friendly ties between his lands and Bohemia, Albrecht urged the King not to attack him.955  

11.8 King George enters the conflict on the side of Duke Ludwig 

In the first days of March, Duke Wilhelm was trying to organize negotiations between King 

George, Margrave Friedrich and Albrecht Achilles, on which, as it seems, the brothers pined 

certain hopes.956 In contrast to the conflict between Albrecht and Ludwig, that was above all 

personal, the nature of the struggle between the King and the Margrave did not seem to 

affect the attitude of one towards the other. In his letter to the Margrave dated on 

14.3.1462, the King recognized the good neighbourly-relations of their lands in the past, but 

stressed that by ignoring the results of the cease-fire concluded in Prague, Albrecht became 

the person responsible for the conflict with Duke Ludwig, whom the King is obliged to help. 

 
952 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 4575, Fol. 90. 19.3.1462. 
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As a demonstration of good will, George even proposed Albrecht to send a representative to 

Budweis – where all the members of the anti-imperial coalition planned to meet.957 Such a 

proposal hints that even at this point the King might believe that war between him and the 

Margrave could be prevented. Leaving the door for possible negotiations with the Margrave 

half open, King George did not forget to advance the interests of his camp, actively trying to 

keep the imperial cities out of the conflict. On March 5th he addressed Augsburg, and 

explained that despite the peace-talks in Prague, which ended the hostilities between Duke 

Ludwig and Kaiser Friedrich, Albrecht resumed the military actions. The cities declared war 

on the Duke as allies of the Emperor but he himself ended this conflict, therefore the cities 

cannot act as the Emperor’s ally. The King explained that Ludwig asked for his help to fight 

against the cities and the King is obliged to provide him such assistance according to the 

treaty between them. If they would not cease from their hostile actions towards the Duke, 

they would leave him no choice but to provide military aid to the Duke.958 

The letter of King George seemed to make an impression on the cities. On March 15th, 

Nördlingen appealed to Ulm and Augsburg, referring to this letter and asked for their advice. 

They suggested that they could direct an embassy to the Emperor in order to get a better 

understanding of the events. Their reluctance to fight was clear from the fact that they 

mentioned that in fact they had signed a union with the Duke not long before the fighting 

erupted.  In this regard, it is especially interesting that on the same day Nördlingen wrote a 

letter to Albrecht. They reported on the letter they received from the King and attached a 

copy of it, thus showing their friendship to the Margrave, but did not ask for Albrecht’s 

comments concerning its content.  It is probably an indication that the city did not fully trust 

Albrecht and did not think that the information he supplied them was always reliable. 

11.9 Last preparations of Duke Ludwig 

By the end of the Winter Duke Ludwig prepared a counter-strike, simultaneously trying to 

win new allies. While he was arranging his own men, he awaited the arrival of Bohemian 

troops and reinforcement from Archduke Albrecht. Another field of concern for Duke 

Ludwig and his allies was the conduct of the Swiss, with whom they attempted to conclude 

a peace-treaty, which should have prevented their participation in the struggle on the side 

of their enemies. He asked Duke Sigmund, who was apparently reluctant to support the side 

of the anti-imperial coalition fully, to forbid the movement of the merchants and supplies of 

the imperial cities on his roads, explaining that he himself, King George and Archduke 

Albrecht already implement this policy, and believe that these economical means would 

fiercely undermine the power of the cities.959 

 
957 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage No. CXXXVIII. 
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11.10 The imperial cities enter the conflict 

Most of the cities that finally declared war on Duke Ludwig and committed themselves to 

send troops started fulfilling their obligations by the second half of February. Augsburg e.g. 

was a city that provided an especially tangible assistance to the imperial effort already from 

early February, actively participating in numerous raids on the lands of the enemy.960 

However, despite their vows and assurances, some of the cities did not act according to the 

understandings reached previously. Rothenburg ob der Tauber is a good example of such 

conduct. On March 15th, Count Ulrich and Albrecht Achilles addressed Rothenburg because 

it did not yet send the soldiers it promised more than a month ago, in Ulm. The imperial 

captains emphasised how important their help was, especially in the light of the re-entrance 

of King George into the conflict.961 On the same day, they also wrote to the cities from South 

Swabia which did not show readiness to join the war either. The captains expressed their 

utter discontent and amazement with the reply they received from the cities, who stated 

that they must consider their actions before making any further steps. They explained that 

the orders of the imperial captains are not a matter of debate and commanded them to 

obey and join the war on their side.962 Several days later, the captains, who were putting 

siege on Gundelfingen, contacted Rothenburg again. They explained that the power of the 

enemy keeps growing by the day, therefore they need their help as fast as possible.963 Only 

few days later, the captains accused Rothenburg in ignoring their demands for help and 

urged them finally to send reinforcement.964 

On March 28th, another meeting of the city representatives took place in Nördlingen. It was 

decided that each of the cities should provide the same number of soldiers it already 

rendered in Ulm, thus the combined military strength of the soldiers sent by the cities 

should have reached 8,000 men. The lords and nobles were supposed to provide 12,000 

soldiers. Each side should equip its army with all necessary materials, canons and supplies. 

The lords and the city representatives also agreed to direct a combined embassy to 

Switzerland in order to obtain their support. The next meeting was planned to take place in 

Augsburg on 20.4.1462, where the representatives of each city should have expressed their 

support to the recruitment plan or voice their objections.965  

The representatives of Rothenburg did not arrive to Nördlingen and Albrecht and Ulrich 

inquired them about the meaning of such actions on April 1st. They ordered them to come 

to Augsburg already on April 17th.966 On April 11th, Albrecht warned Rothenburg about the 
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plans of Duke Ludwig to invade “the Riess” with army 6,000 men strong. From there the 

Duke planned to advance into the lands of Albrecht, Count Ulrich of Ottingen, Nördlingen 

and Rothenburg. He instructed the city to be prepared for a possible attack and arrange its 

troops, so they could hit the road once requested.967 On April 14th, Rothenburg explained 

that Bishop Johann declared war not only on Albrecht Achilles but on them as well and since 

they now awaited an attack from the side of the Bishop, they could not send their men to 

join the imperial army.968 

A significant part of the letter sent on March 31st by Count Ulrich and Albrecht Achilles to 

Frankfurt is devoted to the obligations the imperial captains took upon themselves in regard 

of the city. They promised that if the city would be endangered while fighting on their side, 

they would try to save it, promised not to sign a treaty which would exclude Frankfurt and 

that if the city would fall into enemy hands, they would either free it militarily or demand 

the liberation of the city in case of any future settlement.969 These obligations underline the 

fear of the cities from being first drawn into the war for a foreign cause, only to find 

themselves face to face with the enemy without any support from the coalition they 

represented. It is not completely clear if such reassurances were an effective remedy, 

capable of convincing the cities to take a more decisive stand in the conflict, but it does 

show us that the imperial captains understood the sense of fear and insecurity the cities 

felt.  

11.11 Actions of the Emperor 

The Emperor tried to do the best he can to help his captains. However, the scope of his 

actions was limited because he was in a state of war with his brother Archduke Albrecht, 

who was able to conquer much of his lands in Austria after the conflict between them 

resumed.970 It means that as was the case previously, his support was mainly confined to 

the field of diplomacy. One of the main targets of the Emperor was Count Eberhard, whom 

he hoped to nominate as one of his captains. Count Ulrich was especially eager to see Count 

Eberhard joining the imperial coalition and fully supported the Emperor’s move. An open 

war of Count Eberhard with Friedrich the Victorious was a sure remedy to aggravate their 

relationship and bring Eberhard back to the orbit of his influence. Another factor that made 

the neutral stand of Count Eberhard far more difficult was the entry of Karl of Baden into 

the conflict. Now, as almost every significant force chose a side, the young Count could 

hardly afford himself to remain an outside observer. It appears that the Emperor possessed 

another pressure tool capable of changing the mind of Count Eberhard. Most probably, he 

still did not officially endow him with the investiture on his lands, and might have used it to 

submit him to his will.971 The military alliance Count Ulrich and Albrecht Achilles signed with 
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Count Eberhard on March 3rd and directed against Duke Ludwig, was a clear sign of 

Eberhard’s rapprochement with the imperial coalition.972 On March 17th, the Emperor 

addressed Count Eberhard. He explained him that Duke Ludwig violated his vow and 

attacked him without a reason. It forced the Emperor to start a war against the Duke. He 

further explained that he trusts the Count and asks him to be one of his captains in the 

struggle, so peace, tranquillity and justice would once again prevail.973 On the same date, 

the Kaiser sent letters to Count Ulrich, Albrecht Achilles and Karl of Baden. He informed 

them about the letter he delivered to Eberhard and asked them to put effort in convincing 

the young Count to accept the nomination.974 Eberhard certainly did not rush to accept the 

rank of the Imperial captain. On March 31st, Friedrich III charged Count Ulrich again with 

persuading his nephew to submit to the requests of the Emperor.975 Eventually, these 

actions left Eberhard no choice but to accept the nomination, otherwise risking being 

accused in disobedience to the Emperor.976 After Count Eberhard finally accepted the rank 

of the imperial captain, he started recruiting soldiers in March and April.977  

On March 19th, the Emperor appealed to all the estates of the Empire again. He ordered 

them to support Adolf of Nassau and his captains, who were fighting for the control of the 

Archbishopric of Mainz against Diether of Isenburg and his supporter the Count Palatine.978 

He delivered a vast number of letters to the cities, requesting them to support his captains 

against Duke Ludwig with money and armed troops, concurrently threatening them with 

huge fines and the withdrawal of all their privileges if they would not submit to his will. 

Similar letters were sent to numerous other nobles.979 Friedrich III also addressed Bishop 

Johann and Georg, trying to force them to fight on his side against Duke Ludwig.980 

The diplomatic activity of the Kaiser was not limited to the borders of the Empire. On March 

20th, he addressed Albrecht and commissioned him to request his brother Friedrich to 

convince the King of Denmark, the princes of Luneburg and Braunschweig to declare war on 

Duke Ludwig. He explained him that the recruitment of new allies is especially tangible now, 

since both Archduke Albrecht and King George declared that they join the war on the side of 

Duke Ludwig. The King himself sent his son Victorin at the head of a big force, he added.981 

Albrecht Achilles and his brother Friedrich acted in accordance with the Emperor’s 

instructions.982 It is clear enough that they did not recon on the physical military help of the 

princes mentioned above; nevertheless, a mere proclaimed recruitment of new allies and 
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their political weight was an important commodity by itself. It should be mentioned, that on 

March 28th, the King of Denmark declared war on Duke Ludwig as the helper of Albrecht 

Achilles.983 

On March 30th, the Kaiser attempted to recruit as wide support as possible against Friedrich 

the Victorious. He addressed all his subjects, explaining that it is common knowledge how 

Elector Friedrich came to control his lands, elaborating that he did it against law and in 

violation of justice. His deceased brother left a son, who was born from a legal marriage and 

this child should be the Elector. The Emperor stressed that he never confirmed the 

arrogation of the Count Palatine despite numerous requests. His reluctance to connive to 

such a violation of justice arouse the wrath of Friedrich against him and the Pope, and it is 

one of the main causes why he supports Diether of Isenburg in the current conflict. These 

transgressions perpetrated by Friedrich compelled him (the Emperor) to start a war against 

him and put in charge his three captains. He asked everyone in the empire to support them 

in their struggle against Friedrich the Victorious, threatening them with harsh punishments 

and deprivation of their privileges in case of disobedience.984 

11.12 Situation on the front 

The offensive Albrecht Achilles began already in November of the previous year brought him 

significant, though no decisive gains. He held the initiative for several months and did not 

only liberate most of the castles and cities previously occupied by the Duke, but also stroke 

the enemy on his own land. The main reason for the Dukes setback, as was already 

discussed previously, was the conduct of King George. In the beginning of February Albrecht 

was able to concentrate significant amount of armed men by uniting his forces with Count 

Ulrich of Ottingen and Heinrich von Pappenheim. A certain number of soldiers sent by the 

cities as well as the army led by Count Ulrich also fought at his side. He also expected that 

Karl of Baden would join the conflict. However, the freezing weather made any military 

activity almost impossible and prevented from Albrecht to obtain notable achievements.985 

By the end of the month Albrecht seemed to believe that the advantage was still on the side 

of the Imperial coalition. He noted that 42 cities and 26 princes openly declared their 

support to the Emperor while he, with the help of his allies, was able to capture several 

castles and towns belonging to the Duke. Albrecht did not rest on his laurels, instead, he 

asked the Emperor to organize a big conference and arrive there personally in order to 

recruit even more support. At the same time, the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg 

continued to be a cause of constant concern. By now, they respected the armistice 

agreement, but it was clear that they might change their conduct instantly in case Albrecht’s 

position would shatter. The Margrave requested the Emperor to try convincing the Bishops 

to stay out of the conflict. Another concern Albrecht shared with Friedrich III was that the 

 
983 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke, 1885 No. 237, p. 369. 
984 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, Nr. 5106, Fol. 164.2-164.3; ibid, Fol. 182. 
985 Ibid, Nr. 5106, Fol. 85. 2.2.1462. Albrecht to his advisors or commanders (addressee name is not 
mentioned).    
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imperial war would stretch to the western borders of the Empire. He asked the Emperor not 

to allot the conflict there a status of an imperial war, so it would not divert the attention 

from the war he was waging against Duke Ludwig.986 As we can remember, the beginning of 

the hot stage of the Mainz Diocesan Feud benefited Albrecht, diverting the attention of 

Elector Friedrich to the West. By this point of time it became clear that it was in fact a 

double-edged sword.  

By middle of March, the situation started to change again in favour of the Duke. The 

attempted siege of Gundelfingen, which began in the second week of March, was a turning 

point, marking the shifting of the balance against the imperial coalition. The contemporaries 

paid attention to this collision, providing us with a description of the events.  “Item… berant 

man Gundelfingen und schlueg ain veld darfür mit großer macht; das was marggraff 

Albrecht, die graffen von Wirtemperg, graff Ulrich von Öttingen mit irn rittern und 

knechten, auch die von Augspurg und die andern vorbenanten stett. Und hett man ain groß 

zwisach wagenburg aufgeschlagen und vergraben nach aller notturft, und sagt man, sie 

hetten bei 10000 mannen und hantbüchsen und allen zeug, was sie debdurften, und aller 

kost und prosant gantz gnueg“.987 However, “stärkt sich Herzog Lugdwig in seinen 

umgelegenen drei Städten dabei so merklich mit Behaimen und andern, daß der Markgraf 

und die Städte nicht stürmen torßten und lagen in täglichen Scharumizlen ettweviel, 

besunder sabbato vor Letare; und sagt jeder Theil, daß seiner Feind am meisten fur worden 

war. Aber nachdem und der Markgraf und die Städt hinter sich mußten weichen und 

abziehen von Gundelfing, so mügen si wol die mehrern Schaden empfangen haben.“988 One 

of the key factors contributing to the success of Duke Ludwig was not only his growing 

military might but also the retreat of Count Ulrich, who had to abandon the camp with most 

of his men and hastily rush to his lands, after he heard that the Count Palatine attacked 

them.989  

After the imperial coalition failed to capture the city: “zoh Hertzog Ludwig mit merklicher 

zale zu roß und fuß fur Naw das dorff, erobert das und wurden da auch vil leut beschedigt 

und vom leben zum tode pracht“.990 By the end of March: “sind hertzog Ludwigen gar vil 

Behem komen an sold, wol auf 3000 man, auch wol 1000 man auß Österreich”.991 At that 

time the onslaught reached the borderlands of the Margrave.992 In the beginning of April: 

„Hertzog Ludwig mit aller macht und gewalt zogen auf die von Ulm und hat in vast vil dörfer 

und herrnheuser verpränt als groß und klein Ketz, Bühel und bis gen Ulm“.993 The troops of 

 
986 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 11, Fol. 206-209. 24.2.1462. Albrecht to Kaiser Friedrich.  
987 Zink, Chronik, p. 259. 
988 Gemeiner, Regensburgische Jahbücher, p. 356; Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 220, p. 469; For a detailed 
description about how the siege was raised see: Thumser, Ludwig von Eyb der Ältere, Mein Buch, No. 33 
„Ordnung zur Aufhebung der Belagerung von Gundelfingen (März), pp. 476-480. 
989 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 252. 
990 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke, 1885 No. 277, pp. 372-373. 
991 Mülich, Chronik, p. 179; Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 211-212. 
992 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5106, Fol. 177. 26.3.1462. 
993 Mülich, Chronik, p. 180; Stälin, Wirtembergische Geschichte, pp. 534-535. 
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the Duke also endangered other cities. Augsburg asked Albrecht’s permission to return the 

contingent they previously sent him so they could defend themselves,994 while Bibra 

explained that they could not provide any help since they themselves must repel the attacks 

of the enemy.995  Gmund communicated on April 14th, that the army of the Duke attacks Ulm 

and endangers their city as well, asking to allow them to keep their soldiers in the city.996 

The city Pfullendorf explained that despite their willingness to help, they are incapable of 

providing support because they are very poor and suffer from various difficulties.997  

The character of the war was such that the fighting occurred in different fronts and the 

cities often needed the help of each other.   While the army of Duke Ludwig devastated the 

suburbs of Ulm, it’s council addressed Nördlingen requesting to send them reinforcement. 

Nördlingen itself complained of being threatened by the enemy but promised to help 

nevertheless.998 Only a week later, on April 11th, Nördlingen appealed to Albrecht for help, 

informing him that the army of the Duke already devastated the proximity of Augsburg and 

Ulm and is now on the march to the Riess region.999 They also replied to Albrecht’s demand 

to send soldiers to defend the bridge over the Donau in Donauwörth. The bridge is already 

well defended and the number of soldiers at their disposal is insufficient since they sent 

reinforcement to Ulm, they explained the Margrave. They promised to send soldiers to 

Donauwörth if the situation would further deteriorate.1000 The fears on Nördlingen were not 

unfounded. We find out that by April 20th, the Duke has indeed invaded the lands of the 

Riess.1001 On May 9th, Nördlingen requested Albrecht’s help, after they noticed Bohemian 

soldiers in the area.1002 The participation of Nördlingen in the conflict went on. At the end of 

May, they sent cannons and troops to Donauwörth on Albrecht’s command.1003 

After the Duke finished devastating the surroundings of Ulm he: „zoh auch uff graf Ulrich 

von Ottingen und die von Nordlingen in das Rieß und beschedigt die von Nordlingen mit 

prand großlich, deßgleich graf Ulrichen von Ottingen, erobert die stat und closter 

Nereßheim, gab das graf Ludwigen von Ottingen“ 1004 back after he swore: “nimmer wider 

 
994 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5106, Fol. 171. 24.3.1462. Augsburg to Albrecht Achilles.  
995 Ibid, Fol. 179. 27.3.1462. Bibra to Albrecht Achilles and Count Ulrich.  
996 Ibid, Fol. 211. Mayor and city council of Gmund to Albrecht Achilles.  
997 Ibid, No. 5106, Fol. 213. 14.4.1462. 
998 StNÖ, Missivbuch 1462, Fol. 24.2. 9.4.1462. 
999 Ibid, Fol. 25.1-25.2.  
1000 Ibid, Fol. 25.2. 11.4.1462. Donauwörth must have asked Nördlingen for help as well. Nördlingen explained 
that they are preparing for an attack on their city and cannot send any help at the given moment. Ibid, Fol. 
26.1. 13.4.1462.  
1001 Ibid, Fol. 28.1-28.2. Nördlingen to Ulm.  
1002 Ibid, Fol. 34.1-34.2.  
1003 Ibid, Fol. 39.1. Nördlingen to Donauwörth.  
1004 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke, 1885 No. 277, pp. 372-373. April. Report about the war in the area 
of the Upper Danube; Zink, Chronik, p. 261. “hertzog Ludwig sei wider zu lant kommen und hab ain große 
samlung, er hab gar vil volk im von Beham pracht und sterkst sich so fast, daß dem marggraffen fast not tuet“. 
For further description of the local clashes in March and April, see ibid, pp. 260-268, 270,272. Count Ulrich 
from Ottingen officially signed a treaty with Duke Ludwig only on 25.5.1462 (ibid, p. 272) “… “graff Ulrich von 
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Hertzog Ludwigen (zu) sein”.1005 Albrecht Achilles together with soldiers from the cities and 

Count Ulrich’s men were able to force the Duke finally to retreat from the Riess, but only 

after he burned and pillaged numerous towns and villages.1006 By the end of April, Duke 

Ludwig firmly held the initiative in his hands. He attacked his foe from various directions, 

while Albrecht with his allies concentrated their effort on defending their position, though 

still proving capable of organizing several attacks on the lands of the Duke on the opposite 

side of the Lech River.1007 The month May did not bring with it significant change and was 

mostly characterized by numerous clashes, pillage and small-scale skirmishes.1008 Therefore, 

it is rather surprising that at the beginning of the month Nördlingen showed willingness to 

keep fighting more than ever before. In a letter, the city officials directed to Ulm, they 

expressed readiness to recruit more soldiers and showed trust in the Emperor and his 

captains. They wrote that the entrance into the conflict of Karl of Baden and Count Eberhard 

and other nobles would probably change the balance of power in their favour.1009  By the 

second half of the month, Albrecht already must have expected an attack on his lands by 

Bohemian soldiers and Duke Ludwig.1010 

11.13 New diplomatic efforts 

Kluckhohn explains that the hope Albrecht Achilles pinned on the cities and other princes 

did not materialize. The aid the imperial cities provided was far less significant than he had 

expected, while the involvement of Count Ulrich and Margrave Karl in the conflict with 

Friedrich the Victorious meant that they could not send him more troops.1011 To this, we 

should add the sizeable reinforcements sent by King George that greatly improved the 

position of Duke Ludwig, an aid Albrecht unsuccessfully hoped to prevent. Under these 

circumstances, it was clear that once winter would be over Albrecht would found himself on 

the defensive again. In the face of the impending danger, Albrecht and the Emperor were 

actively trying to find the means that would enable them to return into the game. Albrecht 

sought new ways to recruit reinforcements. Heinrich of Auffses met Duke Wilhelm of 

Saxony at the beginning of April and asked him to allow his lord recruit soldiers that would 

be used only for defensive purposes in the castles and towns of Albrecht Achilles. He also 

wanted to hire canon masters. The Duke pointed out that the lands of Albrecht Achilles are 

not under attack, expressed hope that it would stay that way and added that in case of an 

 
Öttingen wär zu hertzogen Ludwig kommen und wer prüchig worden an dem marggraffen und an dem reich 
und wolt dem hertzogen Wallestain übergeben“. 
1005 Mülich, Chronik, p. 182. 
1006 Zink, Chronik, pp. 270-271; Stälin, Wirtembergische Geschichte, p. 535; Mülich, Chronik, p. 183. Mülich 
elaborates that “man sol wissen, wo Hertzog Ludwig prant, das er auch die kirchen den merer tail verprant und 
gloken nam und alle zier der kirchen; das tett er zu Wertingen, zu Westendorf und zu Segingen“. 
1007 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke, 1885 No. 287, pp. 382-386; Mülich, Chronik, p. 180.  
1008 Stälin, Wirtembergische Geschichte, p. 535. 
1009 StNÖ, Missivbuch 1462, Fol. 31.2-32.2.  
1010 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5106, Fol. 253. 18.5.1462. Count Ulrich of Öttingen to 
Albrecht Achilles. Informs him that he got a very secret information according to which the Bohemians plan to 
advance to Ansbach and unite there with the army of Duke Ludwig.  
1011 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 214. 
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attack on his lands he would provide the support he is obliged to according to their treaty. 

He refused to provide the canon masters, explaining that he needs them now for 

himself.1012  

The Emperor continued his diplomatic effort. In his constant attempt to find new allies he 

even reached out to the King of France and the Duke of Burgundy, requesting their 

assistance in the war against Duke Ludwig.1013 At the end of April, the Emperor once again 

demanded from the Swiss to send soldiers and fight on his side. He threatened them that if 

they would continue ignoring his requests they might soon enough be dubbed as criminals 

themselves.1014 The cities continued to present a constant cause of concern. On April 5th, the 

Emperor had to send letters to Nördlingen, Dinkelsbühl, Aalen, Bopfingen and Frankfurt. He 

complained that the numbers of the troops they sent so far were negligible, and ordered 

them to send more soldiers.1015 As time passed on, the Emperor and Albrecht Achilles 

continued to do all in their power to submit the cities to their will but that task proved 

almost impossible. We find out that Regensburg ignored the command of the Emperor to 

deliver its tax to Albrecht.1016 Some of the cities still did not declare war on Duke Ludwig,1017 

others provided far less help than they committed to previously.1018  

Although the situation of Duke Ludwig kept improving practically by the hour, he did not 

become self-reliant and continued to be active diplomatically, trying to gain the support of 

the Dukes Johann and Sigmund of Munich. The arguments he voiced to the Dukes are 

interesting enough. He explained them that King George already sent an army 15 thousand 

men strong to the mountain area to support him, emphasising his favourable stand by 

mentioning his scheduled meeting with the King of Poland1019 in a week. At the end, he 

wrote that he acts as the defender of Bavaria from a foreign aggressor who is eager to 

destroy and capture their lands and asked the Dukes to support him in this conflict.1020 As 

we can see, an important part of his reasoning was emphasising his favourable stand. In 

other words, he meant that he was the winning side and it was supposed to be a strong 

argument able to change the minds of the young Dukes. Duke Ludwig was very sensitive to 

the propaganda voiced by his enemies and tried to turn to any force the Emperor or his 

captains appealed to and present them his side of the story. On May 7th, he wrote to the 

knights of Saint George Shield. He explained them that the war against him is unjust and 

illegal, that his conflict with the Duke of Austria Friedrich does not concern the Empire, 

 
1012 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5106, Fol. 208. 11.4.1462. Report from Sebastian from 
Seckendorff.  
1013 R.K.F – H.23, No. 303-304. 8.4.1462. 
1014 Ibid, No. 335. 24.4.1462. 
1015 Ibid, No. 196. R.K.F – H.4, No. 349. 
1016 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 241. 9.5.1462. Albrecht Achilles to Regensburg.  
1017 Ibid, No. 5107, Fol. 254. 20.5.1462. Kaiser Friedrich to Speyer, Basel and Strasbourg.  
1018 R.K.F – H.23, No. 425-433; R.K.F – H.4, No. 350. 
1019 The meeting of King George with the King of Poland caused a lot of concern, even panic in the lands of 
Margrave Friedrich. Duke Friedrich of Saxony was also alarmed by this development and ordered his deputies 
to prepare for war. Droysen, Geschichte, pp. 284-285.  
1020 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 240. 8.5.1462. 
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accused the Emperor for using double standards and separately blamed Albrecht Achilles for 

insulting him, bringing death and destruction to the land and making the Emperor violate 

the cease-fire his men signed in his name in Prague.1021 

11.14 The temporary neutrality of Bishop Georg and Johann 

Already in the beginning of May, Bishop Georg decided to renew his conflict with Albrecht 

Achilles. In a letter, he sent to some of the most influential men in Bamberg, he explained 

that Albrecht refused to act according to the previous agreement and tried to enforce on 

the Bishop new unacceptable terms.1022 Such a change in the conduct of the Bishop was 

certainly a reaction to the increasing strength of Duke Ludwig and his supporters, who were 

able to push the Margrave from different directions. Albrecht reacted on the claims of the 

Bishop importunately. He explained to the nobility and the prelates of Bamberg that he 

does hold some lands he captured during a defensive war against their lord, but he has no 

intention to keep it for himself. He expressed his commitment for peace and asked them not 

to support Georg.1023 After Bishop Georg declared war on him, he tried to exert influence on 

the nobility of Bamberg, requesting from them to either try cancel the war altogether or at 

least not support their lord in this undertaking.1024 At the same time, he was ready to make 

concessions in order to prevent the re-entrance of Bishop Georg into the conflict in the end 

of May.1025 No better was the relationship of Albrecht Achilles with Bishop Johann. Albeit a 

shaky peace between the two was still in force, it was often interrupted by local skirmishes, 

and the resumption of a full-scale war seemed to be only a question of time.1026 We can 

clearly see that any attempt of a partial rapprochement was unable to produce any lasting 

effect.1027   

11.15 The “Western Front” 

The Count Palatine was very displeased to find out that Karl of Baden started to support his 

enemies  openly. In a letter, he sent him on February 23rd, he accused Karl for violating his 

duties as his vassal and for causing him damage,1028 but restrained from further actions. In 

March, the war in the area of Mainz was limited. Diether was able to use that time in order 

to secure new allies, among them the Landgrave of Hessen Heinrich, “Meister von Frizlar” 

and Amöneburg.1029 After this diplomatic success, the Count Palatine with his allies the 

 
1021 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 11, Fol. 234.1-240.2. 
1022 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 4574, Fol. 101. 2.5.1462. 
1023 Ibid, No. 5107, Fol. 247. 15.5.1462 
1024 ibid, No. 5104, Fol. 94. No date. Must be end of May.  
1025 ibid, No. 4574, Fol. 106.1, 107.1-107.2. 22.5.1462. 
1026 Frankl, Markgraf Albrecht und das Hochstift Würzburg in: Kurfürst Albrecht Achilles, p. 109; StBA, 
Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5106, Fol. 218. 17.4.1462. Hans von Apsperg to Hintzen Seybothen. 
From this letter, we find out that according to his view a war between Bishop John and Albrecht was only a 
question of time. 
1027 Elector Friedrich encountered a very similar situation. He was capable to force his enemies to sue for peace 
once and again, but they violated the achieved understandings only a short time later.  
1028 Menzel, Regesten, p. 377. 
1029 Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrich, pp. 280-281. 
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Landgrave Heinrich of Hessen and the Counts of Katzenelnbogen invaded the lands of his 

enemies. They attacked the lands of Karl of Baden and Count Ulrich.1030 On March 18th, 

while Elector Friedrich was busy devastating the lands of his enemies: “kament die 

margraffeschen und die würtenbergschen und hetten wol fünffhunder pfert und 300 

fußgenger, und branten dem pfaltzgraffen abe vier dorff, Waldtdorff und Noßlpch und 

Santhusen und zu Sant Gilgen. Item am andern tage darnach da branten sie Kirchheim, 

Eppelheim und Blanckstein und Bruchhüßen“.1031 In the beginning of April, Friedrich the 

Victorious attempted to invade again the Rheingau region, but after several days of fighting 

he was forced to retreat, after he encountered fierce resistance, well defended positions 

and cold weather.1032 He returned to Mainz in the second week of April, where he 

unsuccessfully tried to convince the city council to commit themselves to Diether of 

Isenburg.1033 

By the beginning of April, the conflict between Friedrich the Victorious and Karl of Baden 

reached an especially high level of intensity. On April 9th, Friedrich expressed his opinion 

answering to a previous letter from the Margrave who accused him in acts of injustice 

committed towards the Emperor and the Pope and in unhonorable conduct. He explained 

that he is not in a conflict with the Emperor, but only with Albrecht Achilles, and that he acts 

only as a helper of Duke Ludwig, further elaborating that the Pope and the Emperor support 

the wrong men in the conflict revolving around the control over the Archbishopric of Mainz. 

At the end of the letter, he explained that: “Fluch, Verdammniss und Entziehung des weigen 

Heils verdiene Karl und seine Partei.“1034 Most of April and May were characterized by small-

scale clashes and skirmishes. Each side invaded the lands of the enemy, attempting to burn 

and plunder but this limited fighting did not introduce any significant change in the power 

balance of the warring sides.1035 On April 13th, the Bishop of Speyer joined the conflict on 

the side of Adolph. The city itself stayed neutral, though it inclined towards Friedrich.1036 On 

this same day, the old enemy of Friedrich, Ludwig of Veldenz who still hoped to take 

revenge on his offender, entered a union with Count Ulrich and Karl of Baden.1037 The effort 

of the imperial coalition on the Western front suffered from lack of coordination. The allies 

were unable to carry out big concentrated military actions. They were also suspicious 

towards the Emperor, who allowed Nuremberg not to participate in the conflict after the 

paid him a big sum of money and feared that the Kaiser would reach a similar deal with 

 
1030 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 257; Menzel, Friedrich der Siegreiche, p. 377; Kremer, Geschichte des 
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1035 Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, p. 179. 
1036 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 257-258; Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrich, pp. 289-290. 
1037 Lehmann, Vollständige Geschichte des Herzogthums Zweibrücken, pp. 142-143. 
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Count Eberhard. Fighting on two distinct fronts also created an ongoing tug-of-war between 

the imperial captains, as each complained that his allies do not support him enough.1038   

The Pope, who was ultimately the initiator of this conflict, tried to provide diplomatic and 

spiritual support to his nominee. He did not restrict himself to sending bullae, but also 

directed two legates, Petro Ferrici and Franz of Toledo to the German lands. Their mission 

was to spread the official motivation of the Pope for removing Diether from office as wide 

as possible. On April 30th, he wrote Duke Wilhelm of Saxony and asked him to enter the war 

against Dither of Isenburg and Elector Friedrich. It should be stated that all these attempts 

had very limited effect.1039 From a letter of Friedriech the Victorious to the: 

“Bürgermeistern, dem Räthe und der Gemeinde zu Udenheim” we find out that in contrast 

to the Bishop of Speyer, who decided to support the Pope after receiving from him a letter: 

“andere Bischöfe hätten auch solche Briefe erhalten, verhielten sich aber ruhig gegen 

ihn“.1040 In a letter to Speyer Friedrich explained that his actions are not directed against the 

Pope or the Emperor and that his war with Adolf of Nassau is an act of self-defence.1041 As 

an interesting note, I would like to add that Diether of Isenburg made extensive use of the 

printing press, invented in Mainz only a couple of years before the beginning of the war, in 

order to defend himself from the accusation of the Pope.1042 

Since April, Margrave Karl worked in close association with Count Ulrich, who used most of 

his men and resources to wage war against the Count Palatine.1043 The Emperor was not 

rejoiced to hear about this development. He delivered the Count and the Margrave some of 

the mandates they requested only by the end of March and agreed to declare that the 

arrogation is the main reason for the imperial war. Nevertheless, before responding to their 

request, he wanted to hear from his captains how they planned to fight against the Count 

Palatine without neglecting the war with Duke Ludwig. The stakes of the Emperor in the 

conflict with Duke Ludwig were especially high, not only because he invested all his 

authority in that war, but because a victory of the Duke automatically weakened his position 

against his brother Archduke Albrecht.1044  

On May 24th, the Emperor finally declared the imperial war against Elector Friedrich.1045 On 

that same day, he sent Karl of Baden, Count Ulrich and Count Eberhard the letters that 
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nominated them as his captains in this war.1046 The Emperor turned to the cities and nobles 

and numerated the violations of the Count Palatine: his negligence of the decisions 

regarding the Archbishopric of Mainz, his illegal seizure of the Electorate of the Rheine, the 

mistreatment of the citizens of Amberg, declaration of war on his captain Albrecht Achilles 

and assistance he provided to Duke Ludwig. He summed up that all these violations 

combined left him no choice but to declare war on Friedrich. The Emperor added that the 

Pope fully supports him and ordered his subjects to fight against Friedrich the Victorious and 

his allies.1047 On the same date, he also addressed numerous cities and princes and 

requested from them to support him in the war with Duke Ludwig.1048 Now the Emperor 

was simultaneously involved in two imperial wars and a conflict with his own brother. It is 

no wonder that pressed by so many urgent matters all at once, he was unable to 

concentrate all his effort in just one direction and had to invest insufficient attention to each 

one of them.  

A detailed letter from the Emperor to his captains from May 26th provides important 

information on the self-assessment of the imperial coalition. His captains highly valued the 

mandates he sent them and the Emperor supplied them with a bunch of them – they were 

supposed to be sent to different forces, and contained a direct order to declare war on Duke 

Ludwig. The Emperor expressed his satisfaction regarding the significant amounts of soldiers 

his captains would be able to recruit in the upcoming days and thanked Albrecht for his 

advice and valuable information he supplied him. He also planned to continue to try getting 

the support of Pope Pius II and added that he hopes to win the support of Denmark, Saxony, 

Brandenburg, Braunschweig, the Hanse cities, Hessen and Silesia. He requested his captains 

to turn to the above-mentioned forces as well, trying to insure their backing. The Kaiser 

expressed his gratitude to UIm, Nördlingen, Rothenburg o.d.T., Dinkelsbühl and Windsheim 

and requested from his captains to continue demanding help from other cities. He explained 

that he invests serious effort in order to get the support of the Swiss, just as his captains 

asked him to do, and tried to reach a settlement with King George, as was suggested by 

Albrecht Achilles. Friedrich III sent his captains the war declarations against the Count 

Palatine they asked for, as well as letters: “denen zufolge diese Hilfe und Widerstand leisten 

sollen”, putting special emphasis on: “das Vorgehen dortnyden dasjenige heroben gegen Hz. 

Ludwig (IX.) von Bayern (-Landshut) nicht beeinträchtige.” The Emperor showed that he 

possesses vast body of information about the developments in the Empire and asked his 

captains to do their best to win the support of Duke Friedrich of Saxony, the Landgraves of 

Hessen, the Dukes of Braunschweig, Pommern and Silesia. The Emperor also declined the 

accusations, according to which Nuremberg gets special treatment from him.1049 As we can 

 
1046 R.K.F – H.23, No. 351-352. 
1047 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 258, 260-265. 24.5.1462. 
1048 R.K.F – H.4, No. 350; R.K.F – H.23, No. 354-361, 410, 425. 
1049 R.K.F – H.23, No. 362; R.K.F – H.15, No. 168. 29.5.1462, i.e. only several days later, Kaiser Friedrich invited 
the representatives of Nuremberg to the imperial court in order to stay trial for not providing support to his 
captains.  
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see, the Emperor not only was well informed about the last developments in the Empire, 

but also showed his leading role and demonstrated his captains that he takes their advice 

and opinion very seriously.  

It was important for Friedrich III to show, that he leaves athe door to a mediation attempt 

open. Once Cardinal Peter of Augsburg tried to organize peace-talks, the Emperor wrote him 

on May 28th, expressed his support for the plan and promised to send his representatives in 

case such a meeting would materialize.1050 He also immediately contacted his captains and 

ordered them not to decline the offer of the Cardinal, requesting from them to arrive to this 

meeting in person or send representatives, explaining that he would like to give it a try.1051 

Elector Friedrich was also interested to present his view of the conflict between Diether and 

Adolf to the cities. In a long letter dated on May 1st, he explained that the attempt to 

remove Dither from the post was illegal and unjust. Further, he explained that Count Ulrich 

declared him war, blaming him for assisting Duke Ludwig who was fighting against the 

imperial captains. Ulrich stated that he is battling Friedrich on behalf of the Emperor. The 

Elector stressed that the claims of the Count are untrue, because: “unser here der keiser 

unser fint nit, wir sin auch sin fint nit“, he then elaborated that past animosity between the 

two is the real reason for war.1052 Further the Elector emphasised the actions of Karl of 

Baden and Ludwig of Veldenz. He accused them in violating their “lehenspflicht”, stressing 

that their actions are unjust and unworthy, declaring that he does not believe their 

assurances that the Emperor and the Pope allegedly released them from their vow. The 

Elector asked the city not to help his enemies but help him instead.1053 Nördlingen 

contacted Ulm after they received this letter. They wrote that Ulm has probably received 

the letter as well or would get it soon, in any case, they attached the letter of the Elector to 

their message, and asked Ulm to advise them, what should they answer Friedrich.1054 The 

answer of Nördlingen to Friedrich the Victorious followed only on June 20th. They promised 

not to assist his enemies waging war against him.1055 On the same date they also replied on 

another letter they received from the Elector, in which he expressed his discontent with the 

cities involvement in the fighting against Duke Ludwig. They explained that they have no 

choice, and that they only fulfil orders in the imperial war against the Duke.1056 

11.16 The Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg intervene on behalf of Duke Ludwig 

Only several days before Bishop Johann declared war on Albrecht Achilles and resumed his 

participation in the war on the side of Duke Ludwig, the Emperor addressed him another 

letter in which he demanded from him to join the conflict on the side of his captains, 
 

1050 R.K.F – H.23, No. 434. 
1051 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 270. 
1052 StNÖ, Missiven No. 76, 598.1-598.2.  
1053 Ibid, Missiven 599.1-602.2. In the chapter devoted to honour the accusations of the Elector, especially 
towards Karl of Baden and Ludwig of Veldenz are discussed at greater length.  
1054 Ibid, Missivbuch 1462, Fol. 33.1. 5.5.1462.  
1055 Ibid, Fol. 47.1-47.2. 
1056 Ibid, Fol. 48.2-49.1.  
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threatening him with fines and punishments in case he would refuse to do so.1057 The 

Emperor also attempted to mobilize other forces on his side, e.g. the Counts of 

Hohenlohe.1058 Several weeks later, the Kaiser once again addressed Bishops Johann and 

Georg, their nobility and the members of St. George Shield in Swabia, Hegau and the 

Danube, ordering them to enter the conflict on the side of his captains.1059  

These appeals had very little or no effect, since only few days after the letters were sent and 

despite numerous attempts to achieve peace, the Bishop of Bamberg finally declared war on 

Albrecht on 6.6.1462.1060 On June 10th, Bishop Johann also send his “Absage”. He blamed 

Albrecht for ignoring the “Rother richtung”, violating his rights, providing shelter to his 

enemies and attacking his lands.1061 After Bishop Johann re-entered the war he saw it fit to 

explain his conduct. On June 21st, he addressed Nördlingen and retold the recent history of 

his relations with Albrecht Achilles, blaming the Margrave in numerous violations of the 

peace-treaties and attacks against his men. He stressed that he is against war and violence, 

and anticipating accusations that Albrecht might articulate, emphasised that he is a loyal 

servant of the Emperor and never took actions against him. He also thought that Albrecht 

would blame him for violating the decisions of the “rother Richtung” and elucidated that 

this treaty clearly stated that Albrecht has no right to summon the Bishop’s subjects to his 

court, a paragraph Albrecht ignored. The actions of Albrecht have left him no choice, but to 

declare war on the Margrave. He asked the city not to provide any help to Albrecht.1062 

Albrecht reacted on the Bishop’s letter on June 29th. He addressed different cities referring 

to the letter that came: “uns zuverunglimpfen”. The Margrave stressed that it is the third-

time Johann declared him war in the recent few years: “uber hantgebende trew an aides 

stat, brief und sigil, unnser veind worden ist”. He denied the accusations of the Bishop, 

according to which he attacked the Bishop’s men, elaborating that in fact the Bishop’s men 

attacked his servants. He accused Johann in aggressive military actions and in a surprise 

attack. Albrecht further stressed that it was not agreed that the “Kaiserliche Gericht” would 

lose the power to judge the Bishop’s subjects, clarifying that during all this time the Bishop 

never voiced any complaint in that direction, so this accusation is far-fetched. The war 

declaration of the Bishop came despite the clear orders of both the Pope and the Kaiser, 

however: “es ist aber ain gemayn sprichwort, wer sich nit schempt, der wirdet nicht 

lusthandig und wer die warhait spart, der mag schreiben oder sagen was er will“. Albrecht 

particularly referred to the Bishop’s words that he: “die mutter gotes geuneret habe“ 

 
1057 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 274; ibid, Fol. 275: 4.6.1462 Kaiser Friedrich to 
Bishop Georg, a letter with the same content. At that point, the Bishop already declared war on Albrecht 
Achilles; ibid, Fol. 276. 4.6.1462 Kaiser Friedrich to the Archbishop of Salzburg. Same content.  
1058 Ibid, Fol. 280. 7.6.1462. 
1059 ibid, No. 5107, Fol. 294-295; R.K.F – H.23, No. 511-513. 
1060 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 317. 6.6.1462. 
1061 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 323, pp. 415-417. 
1062 StNÖ, Missiven No. 74, Fol. 578. Bishop Johann to Nördlingen and other. 
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clarifying that the Bishop forgot to mention how his men burned and robbed churches. The 

Margrave urged the cities to help him fight against the Bishop.1063 

 Bishop Johann had anew certain difficulties in recruiting the: “stifts grauen, heren und 

ritterschaft”, while his “landschaft” supported him fully. Duke Ludwig aided him by sending 

him several hundred Bohemian soldiers. In a matter of days, the Bishop of Würzburg 

invaded the lands of Albrecht Achilles, applying all his might to hurt especially those, who 

attacked him during the previous round of conflict. At the same time, Bishop Georg and the 

Bohemian troops broke into the lands of Albrecht, capturing Creußen, Neustadt a.d. Kulm, 

Weißenstadt and Wunsidel. These manifold attacks coming from several directions at once 

prevented from Albrecht Achilles to hold the enemy in check despite his energy and talent. 

The Margrave was well informed about the whereabouts of his enemies, he knew that his 

villages and towns are burnt down and destroyed, but abstained from marching forward 

and confronting his.1064 In June Duke Ludwig advanced again to the vicinity of Ulm, 

implementing there scorched-earth policy.1065 On 25.6: “kam der hertzog für Augspurg mit 

gar grosser macht und num bei 7 hundert haupt vichs, klains und groß… man fürt wagen 

und karrenpüchsen hinauß, bei 16, und schoß zü in und tett in grossen schaden“.1066 

It was clear to Albrecht Achilles and his allies that they must recruit new allies if they want 

to change the balance of power in their favour. Thus, they started to undertake diplomatic 

efforts to improve their position. After numerous unfortunate attempts to force the Swiss to 

fight on their side, Albrecht and Ulrich restricted their plans to obtain a permission for 

recruiting soldiers only in some cities, namely Zurich and Luzern. This plan ended 

successfully and they were finally able to get a permission to hire few thousand men on 

June 5th.  The Emperor saw it as an important achievement and immediately handed Count 

Ulrich the right on imperial profits in the height of 6000 florins, so he could pay the soldiers 

and as an acknowledgement for this achievement.1067 The imperial captains had to exert 

influence on the cities, which they perceived as one of their main sources of human power, 

constantly. Even after most of the imperial cities obeyed, some demanded special care. 

Gmünd did not specially hurry to send the reinforcement it promised,1068 while Weissenburg 

tried to deviate from its duties altogether, alluding to its poverty.1069 Albrecht still hoped 

that he would be able to convince the Dukes of Saxony to grant him aid. However, his 

prospects turned out to be groundless. On June 28th, Duke Wilhelm and Friedrich of Saxony 

 
1063 StNÖ, Missiven No. 74, Fol. 576. Albrecht Achilles to Nördlingen and other.  
1064 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 291. 17.6.1462; ibid, Fol. 299. 23.6.1462; Fries, 
Chronik der Bischöfe von Würzburg, pp. 194-198, ibid, pp. 195-196: “Aber die ihenigen, daraus ime in der 
nechst vergangen vhede am mainsten schade begeget vnd sunderlich die von ime gewonnen vnd wider 
abgefallen waren, die verheret er, souil der nocht stunden, in grund vnd thete hern Sigmunden von 
Swartzenber an seinen dorffen grossen schaden“. 
1065 Frank, Augsburger Annalen, p. 334-335. 
1066 Ibid, p. 335. 
1067 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 262. 
1068 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 303. 24.6.1462. 
1069 Ibid, Fol. 304. 26.6.1462. 
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wrote the Margrave that they could not declare war on Bishop Johann since he is an ally of 

King George who is in turn their ally.1070 Albrecht was unimpressed by such an answer. He 

repeated his claims that the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg violated the agreements and 

did not want to find a peaceful solution. Since he is being attacked, Duke Wilhelm must 

come to his aid according to the agreement between them, he explained.1071 The Emperor 

also tried to assist his captains as much as he could. On June 21st, he appealed to the 

Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg and their nobility. He ordered them to cease at once 

from attacking his captains and instead join the war against Duke Ludwig.1072 Two weeks 

later, he wrote King George. He claimed that Duke Ludwig attacked him without a reason 

and asked the King not to assist him.1073 Several days before the defeat in Seckenheim, 

Count Ulrich replied on one of the letters from Albrecht Achilles in which he asked him to 

send him reinforcement. We learn that despite the entanglement in the conflict with the 

Count Palatine, Ulrich still found time to command some of his vassals to help Albrecht. He 

also promised to come to the rescue of Albrecht once the conflict over the Bishopric of 

Mainz would be settled.1074  

Despite the intense fighting, the warring parties never cut off the diplomatic ties between 

them. Already on June 5th, King George signed a cease-fire agreement with Margrave 

Friedrich according to which they returned to the conditions of the peace-treaty signed in 

Eger in 1459.1075 As was the case previously, King George always held his own interest in 

mind. On 23.6.1462, he answered on the complaints of the Emperor who accused him in 

providing help to Duke Ludwig. - He helped the Duke after Albrecht ignored the cease-fire 

agreement in Prague and carried the war further, explained the King. However, he surely 

does not see in the Emperor his enemy and is ready to negotiate. Margrave Friedrich is 

trying to arrange peace between the parties and he would try to convince Duke Ludwig to 

participate in the peace talks, elaborated the King.1076 On June 13th, The Emperor and Duke 

Ludwig agreed to arrange negotiations in Nuremberg, which should have taken place on July 

11th.1077 Later, the date of this round of talks was postponed to July 17th1078 but then was put 

off again, probably because the conflict reached its apex in this period. Despite all that, we 

know that only two days before the battle by Giengen both sides preferred to leave the 

door for a diplomatic solution open. 1079 

 
1070 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 309. 
1071 Ibid, Fol. 310. 30.6.1462. 
1072 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 327, p. 419. 
1073 Ibid, No. 333, pp. 424-425. 
1074 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 308. 27.6.1462. 
1075 Ibid, No. 5107, Fol. 277. 
1076 Ibid, Fol. 301. 23.6.1462. 
1077 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 323, 325 pp. 417-418. 
1078 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 214-215.  
1079 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 290. 17.6.1462. Count Johann from Werdinberg to 
Albrecht Achilles, reports about a round of negotiations the Dukes Sigmund and Johann of Bayern are trying to 
arrange between him and Duke Ludwig in Regensburg.  
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A false demonstration of a good will cannot explain by itself the proclaimed readiness to 

turn to negotiations, which was loudly stated by each of the sides. In the previous rounds of 

fighting, Duke Ludwig did not agree to come to terms with Albrecht Achilles when the 

Emperor pressed him to do so, while Albrecht Achilles openly neglected the negotiations in 

Prague in November-December of the year 1461 altogether. Apparently, by this point all 

involved parties were too exhausted by the ongoing conflict, allowing the possibility of 

peace-talks despite of the wide disagreements still in place. Even so, they were still 

reluctant to make any significant concessions, rendering any future talks useless.  

11.17 Developments on the Western front and the battle of Seckenheim 

In the beginning of June, Elector Friedrich undertook various steps in order to improve his 

position diplomatically as well as militarily.1080 He prepared to repel a possible attack from 

the side of his enemies and assume the offensive. As it soon became clear, the wait-and-see 

attitude of the Elector at the given moment happened to be the wisest choice. The conflict 

that consisted of numerous small-scale battles and assaults could hardly bring about any 

real advance of the position of Adolf of Nassau. This made the princes who supported him 

develop a plan of a big united offensive against Diether of Isenburg. However, due to a 

series of differences between them they soon abandoned this plan.1081 At this point, Karl of 

Baden came up with the idea of a big united attack on the lands of the Elector. Count Ulrich 

was sceptical about this plan, while Albrecht Achilles who also got a word on it opposed it 

altogether.  One of the main arguments for the assault was the belief of the princes that 

Friedrich the Victorious was absent from his lands.1082 The senior advisors of Count Ulrich, 

were able to convince their lord that such an offensive was too risky. However, the attempts 

to convince Karl of Baden to change his mind fell on deaf ears and the attack was carried out 

as planned.1083 

 On June 25th, the troops of Karl of Baden, Count Ulrich, Bishop of Metz and the Bishop of 

Speyer united. Friedrich watched his enemies from distance, as his foes started 

unsuspectingly advancing into his lands. The fact that they did not encounter any resistance 

reinforced their belief that their mighty enemy was absent. In the meantime, Friedrich 

joined forces with Diether of Isenburg and the Count of Katzenlenbogen. After his enemies 

set up a camp in the confluence between the Neckar and the Rheine, he attacked them, 

catching them completely unprepared. In the battle that followed, Friedrich scored a 

brilliant victory, imprisoning Count Ulrich, Margrave Karl and the Bishop of Metz. Hundreds 

 
1080 Menzel, Regesten, p. 383: 5.6.1462. The Elector requested from Duke Ludwig to send him either 500 riders 
or 2000 foot soldiers; ibid, 10.6.1462. The Elector tried to reinforce his contacts with the King of France.  
1081 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 259; Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, pp. 179-180. 
1082 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 259-261; Krimm, Baden, p. 163; Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten 
Friedrich, pp. 290-292. 
1083 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 260-261. 
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of their men either fell in battle or drowned trying to escape.1084 …“den bischoff von Metz 

liß er gein Manhein legen gefangen in des babstes gemach; item den margraffen von Baden 

und graff Ulrich von Würtenberg liß er gefangen ligen off sin sloß gein Heidelberg. Und leyt 

yclichen sunder in ein kamer und liß auch yglichem zwen edelman zu und ein kneht, die ir 

wartent tag und nacht. Aber er hilt den margraffen harter dan den von Wurtenberg… daz 

waz alles darumb, daz der margraff trulos und meineidig an im waz worden von zweier 

lehen wegen.“1085 After the battle ended, the winners immediately propagated the news on 

their success as wide as possible.1086 

Although the victory of the Count Palatine undoubtedly reinforced his own influence a great 

deal, and endowed him with the epithet “the Victorious”, it also caused the prolongation of 

the struggle for the control of the Archbishopric of Mainz. Duke Philipp the Brave together 

with Archbishop Diether of Koln arranged peace-talks in Frankfurt that were scheduled on 

July 4th. However, now Diether of Isenburg and Elector Friedrich were greatly encouraged by 

the achieved victory and demanded nothing less than the resignation of Adolf of Nassau as a 

precondition to their participation in the negotiations. Adolf refused and the talks ended 

with nothing.1087 The Elector also tried to use his victory on a more global scale. He ordered 

his advisor Heinrich Jeger von Hagenau, who was at the time in Nuremberg, to start 

negotiating with the imperial cities in order to end the conflict. He instructed Heinrich to 

communicate the cities, that if the Emperor would undertake any actions against them 

blaming them for disobedience, he would defend them. The Count Palatine also hoped to 

include Duke Ludwig in a treaty with the cities.1088  

The triumph of Friedrich had repercussions on the events in the conflict zone in Franken. 

Immediately after the battle Friedrich sent his Wittelsbach cousin a letter, in which he 

informed him about the brilliant victory, he was able to achieve.1089 After Duke Ludwig 

received the news, he was greatly encouraged by the achievement of his ally and stopped 

looking for a diplomatic solution, instead he spread the word that he himself plans to 

achieve a spectacular triumph together with the Bishops of Bamberg, Würzburg and King 

George.1090 The victory of Friedrich also affected the defensive capabilities of Albrecht 

Achilles. The Wittelsbach princes enjoyed an advantage in men power and resources even 

before the victory in Seckenheim, but now this advantage turned into an apparent 

superiority. Moreover, it introduced change into the previous plans of the coalition. Count 

 
1084 Hansjörg Probst, Seckenheim, Manheim 1981, pp. 382-388; Christian Roder, Die Schlacht von Seckenheim 
in der Pfälzer Fehde 1462-63, Villingen 1877; Stälin, Wirtembergische Geschichte, p. 537; Kremer, Geschichte 
des Kurfürsten Friedrich, pp. 292-302. 
1085 Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 226, p. 472.  
1086 Klaus Graf, Die mediale Resonanz der Schlacht bei Seckenheim 1462, 2016. In the public domain, 
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1089 Menzel, Regesten, p. 384. 
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Eberhard was supposed to send Albrecht Achilles a significant reinforcement but had to 

confine himself to 1000 foot-soldiers and 100 riders since Friedrich the Victorious 

endangered his own lands.1091 We also remember that Count Ulrich promised to help the 

Margrave personally. Naturally, such a help was now out of the question. 

After the news on the battle of Seckenheim reached Albrecht, he immediately wrote the 

cities to calm them down. He asked them not to get scared, stressed that the situation was 

not as difficult as it might seem and explained that he plans to achieve a significant victory 

against his enemies soon.1092 Duke Ludwig also shared the news of the victory of his ally. On 

July 4th, he addressed Regensburg and informed it about the brilliant victory of the Elector. 

He further wrote that he plans to move to the filed with his allies, King George, Bishops 

Johann and Georg and achieve a splendid victory as his cousin.1093 

Friedrich was glad to use the failed negotiations in order to continue the war, so he could 

enlarge his influence. Short time after the battle in Seckenheim, he moved on against Bishop 

Johann of Speyer. He invaded his lands, burned and pillaged numerous villages and captured 

the castles Rothenberg and Wersau.1094 On July 20th, he addressed Frankfurt and requested 

the city to send him a big amount of gunpowder, in all probability planning to carry on with 

the fighting for some time.1095 At the same time, Friedrich, as it seems, was interested to 

secure his military gains with ink and paper. In a letter, he sent Duke Ludwig on July 30th, he 

mentioned that he holds his captives in miserable condition, recommending Ludwig to 

follow suit. In his opinion, it should help them reach a settlement with their foes faster.1096 

On August 9th, Friedrich signed peace with the Bishop of Speyer, who had to acknowledge 

the “schutz und schirm” of the Palatinate for eternity, to promise never undertake any 

hostile actions against it, hand Friedrich the castle Wersau together with several villages and 

the town and castle Rotenberg with its villages and some other privileges.1097 This decision 

was soon followed by a cease-fire agreement for a duration of a year with Albrecht Achilles 

signed in Nuremberg under the mediation of the Cardinal Bishop of Augsburg, Archbishop 

Hieronymus of Crete, Margrave Friedrich and the Dukes Johann and Sigmund of Bayern.1098 

11.18 The battle by Giengen and the last phase of the armed conflict 

To all appearance, Albrecht Achilles decided that he had to encounter Duke Ludwig in battle 

after his attempts to hold him in check failed and the Duke successfully captured one town 
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after the other. In a letter directed to an unnamed on July 7th, Albrecht explained that the 

Duke captured Helenstein and Haidenheim and now planned to besiege Giengen. He asked 

to send him troops as fast as possible to Ulm and stated that he plans to fight with the Duke 

and will not let him capture the city.1099 Albrecht sent another especially interesting letter to 

his brother Friedrich and his most trusted advisors only days before the battle by Giengen, 

which provides us with an insight into his personality. He wrote that he believes that he 

might lose or die in the upcoming battle. If he would fall into the hands of the Duke, he 

instructed his trustees not to harm his lands and his family by gathering a ransom but 

instead: “die herttigkeit zu widerstand dinende furnemet”. He also wrote that in case the 

enemy would force him to write letters from prison they should ignore their content: “dann 

wir liessen uns nicht martern und schriben ee was sie wolten”. If his advisors would do 

otherwise: “des wolten wir euch in ungnaden nymmer vergessen”.1100 

The worries of Albrecht Achilles were justified. Several days later the Margrave, together 

with soldiers from the cities and armed contingent sent by Count Ulrich and Count 

Eberhard, were near the town Heidnheim. Count Ulrich captured this town previously, but 

the Duke was able to retake it again short time earlier. The Duke who was in the area 

arrived to confront the Margrave, who retreated trying to hold a high vantage point. Before 

Albrecht succeeded to regroup his men, Duke Ludwig caught up with him and attacked on 

19.7.1462. In the bloody battle that followed, the overwhelming forces of the Duke were 

able to put the enemy to flight, leaving behind all its artillery, supplies and even the imperial 

banners. The number of casualties in the battle itself was not very substantial, but several 

hundred men drowned while fleeing, as they tried to swim across the Brenz River.1101 Most 

of the army of Albrecht Achilles flew to Giengen, taking shelter behind the high city walls, 

while he himself run all the way to Ulm.1102 

After the victory, the Duke tried to conquer Giengen, but the defences of the city proved to 

be a tough nut to crack and he had to abandon this plan. Instead, he marched to the 

outskirts of Augsburg burning and pillaging numerous villages.1103 Despite the defeat he had 

suffered, Albrecht was able to regroup, crossed the Danube and invaded the lands of Duke 

 
1099 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 319. 7.7.1462. Albrecht to an unnamed (probably a 
city).  
1100 Ibid, Fol. 326-327: 11.7.1462; Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage CXLIV. 
1101 Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 227, p. 473; Droysen, Geschichte, pp. 291-292; Frank, Augsburger Annalen, 
p. 337. On 19.7.1462, „war der margraff und ettlich stett vor Haidenhaim an der Prenz gelegen, uns si zügen 
dann, wann sie besorgten, der hertzog wär in ze starck, sie hetten nit ob 7 tausend mannen und wollten gen 
Gengen. Also kam in der hertzog under wegen zwischen Gengen und Haidenhaim mit grosser macht, man 
maint ob 20 tausent man, und stürmet in die wagenpurg… und gewun in die wagenpurg ab, und kam ein flucht 
in der stett volk und in ander herren, wer denn da was, und verluren wegen, püchsen, speiß, zerung, und was 
denn da was“; Fries, Chronik der Bischöfe von Würzburg, pp. 198-199; Mülich, Chronik, pp. 187-188; 
Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 216-219; Gemeiner, Regensburgische Jahbücher, pp. 357-358. 
1102 Stälin, Wirtembergische Geschichte, pp. 540-541. See a detailed desciption of the battle in: Arnpeck, 
Bayerische Chronik, pp. 618-619. 
1103 Johannes, Augsburger Annalen, pp. 338-339; Mülich, Chronik, pp. 189-190. For details on the war on the 
local scale, see Zink, Chronik, pp, 273, 275-279. 
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Ludwig, burning and pillaging as he advanced.1104 At the same time, he turned to his 

stewards and Augsburg, urging them to help him as much as possible.1105 

However, the capability of Albrecht Achilles to keep fighting did not mean that the threat 

looming over him evaporated.  Once the Duke became aware of Albrecht’s actions, he 

rushed back to his lands, forcing the Margrave to withdraw.1106 While Albrecht Achilles and 

Duke Ludwig confronted each other, Bishop Johann continued his onslaught on the lands of 

Albrecht Achilles, capturing the towns Schainfeld, Geiselwindhaim and Brisenstat but failing 

to conquer Offenheim.1107 Apparently, by this point of time the resources of both camps 

were almost completely drained. But before the antagonists agreed to negotiate the 

fighting continued for a certain while. Albrecht demonstrated his strong will and 

determination despite the seemingly desperate situation he was found in. On July 25th, 

Albrecht Achilles addressed his supporters. He explained that a mediation attempt is carried 

out in Nuremberg. In case of failure, he plans to recommence the fighting at full strength. 

He elaborated that though during the battle by Giengen he suffered a defeat, it was not very 

significant; he lost no more than 300 men. Now he gathers new forces every day and enjoys 

the full support of the Emperor; therefore, he believes that he could change the situation in 

his favour. Asserting these, Albrecht ordered what we can justly name a “total war”. 

“Insunderheyt begern wir, ir wollet yeder veint nicht sparen, sunder ine beschedigung 

tzuzeihen thun mit brant, name und wie ir mogt und nymants dorinn verschonen, weder 

pfaffen noch leyen, dann solt es auf dem tag gericht werden und sie uns unnsern schewern 

abgebrannt haben und die irn stende, bleiben wir uns ein ewige schand und dorumb so 

spart ir ye nicht und gedenckt, das sie auch kein schewern behalten und das ir ine vil leyds 

thut, es sey tag oder nacht, heymlich oder offennlich, durch frawen oder manner, wie ir das 

zuwegen bringen mogt und wollet“. It was certainly not a bravado; Albrecht asked his 

trustees to supply him with information about all the developments and movement of his 

enemies and gave orders where to send soldiers and how to fight.1108 Just a couple of days 

later, in a letter to his trustees, Ludwig von Eybe and Hans Seyboten, Albrecht continued to 

develop his plans on carrying the fighting further. He tried to get a good estimate of his 

forces and the size of the army of his enemy. He also planned some possible military 

actions, intending to strike first Bishop Johann.1109 While the lands of Albrecht Achilles were 

devastated by his many foes, Margrave Friedrich tried to enlist the support of the Dukes of 

Saxony. The Dukes answered on his call for help evasively, preferring not to intervene.1110  

 

 

 
1104 Droysen, Geschichte, p. 292. 
1105 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 2, pp. 124-125. 
1106 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, p. 221. 
1107 Fries, Chronik der Bischöfe von Würzburg, pp. 196-198; Zink, Chronik, p. 279. 
1108 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 341. 25.7.1462. 
1109 Ibid, No. 5107, Fol. 343. 27.7.1462. 
1110 Droysen, Geschichte, pp. 290-291. 
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11.19 The Emperor tries to play his own game 

The deplorable news on the developments on the fronts that reached Friedrich III caused 

him grave concern. As the scale started to turn in favour of the enemies, he became ever 

more worried that Margrave Friedrich might not only abandon the imperial coalition, but 

join the side of the enemy instead. On July 18th, he wrote Friedrich and mentioned the 

rumours according to which he was considering such a plan, and asked him to comment on 

this rumour as fast as possible.1111 The Emperor also addressed Albrecht Achilles, informed 

him about the peace treaty his brother Friedrich signed with King George and requested 

from him to find out whether it was possible that his brother planned to switch sides. He 

added that he still expects that Margrave Friedrich would help fight against Duke Ludwig, 

asking Albrecht to inform him about the conduct of his brother. Next, the Kaiser shared 

information with Albrecht about his diplomatic efforts with the Pope and asked him to try 

bringing Denmark, Saxony, Pomerania, Silesia and the Hanse cities on their side.1112 This 

time the Emperor, as it seems, did not intend to give up. He ordered Albrecht Achilles to 

continue fighting the enemy despite the defeat he suffered.1113 Concurrently he wanted to 

help his imprisoned captains financially.1114 At the end of June, the Emperor demonstrated 

his benevolence to Count Ulrich by ordering Lindau to deliver the Count the regular tax they 

owed to the Emperor.1115 He also allowed the Count: “die derzeit den Truchsessen von 

Waldburg verpfändete Landvogtei in Schwaben gegen Entrichtung des Pfandschillings an 

sich zu lösen“.1116 On the same day, he addressed the subjects of Karl of Baden, Count Ulrich 

and Bishop Georg of Metz. He assured them that he was doing all in his power to set their 

lords free and urged them to continue waging war against the Count Palatine and Duke 

Ludwig.1117 It seems that the Emperor really meant what he said. He wrote to none other 

than the King of France, explained him that his captains were imprisoned while they were 

fighting a just war against Friedrich the Victorious and asked the King to provide him military 

help. He himself (i.d. the Emperor) is planning to lead an army against his enemies.1118 On 

July 21st, the Emperor also addressed Philip the Good, whom he asked to solicit before the 

King of France to help him.1119 On the same day, the Emperor wrote to other forces in the 

Rheine area, asking them to help defend the lands of his imprisoned captains against the 

enemies of the Empire.1120 The Emperor continued to demand from the cities to continue 

fighting against Elector Friedrich and Diether of Isenburg after the fall of his captains in 

 
1111 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 336. 
1112 Ibid, No. 5107, Fol. 334. 
1113 R.K.F – H.23, No. 523. 19.7.1462. 
1114 R.K.F – H.4, No. 351. 19.7.1462. The Emperor orders Graz to deliver the taxes they owed him to Count 
Ulrich. With high probability, the Emperor sent similar letters to several other cities on this occasion and on 
other occasions as well, as would be mentioned later on. 
1115 R.K.F – H.1, No. 67. 21.6.1462. 
1116 R.K.F – H.23, No. 515. 22.7.1462. 
1117 R.K.F – H.5, No. 141. 
1118 R.K.F – H.23, No. 525. 21.7.1462. 
1119 Ibid, No. 526. 21.7.1462. 
1120 Ibid, No. 527-531. 
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captivity.1121 The Pope also tried to intervene on their side. He contacted the Duke of 

Burgundy and tried to convince him to join the war against Elector Friedrich.1122 

As we see, the bulk of the Emperor’s activity took place before the news about the military 

defeat of Albrecht Achilles reached him. The Kaiser must have believed that it was possible 

to regain the initiative as long as Albrecht Achilles was capable of holding Duke Ludwig in 

check. Moreover, the Count Palatine did not pose him a direct threat and must have 

antagonized him much more than Duke Ludwig did. After Albrecht suffered the defeat, the 

Emperor, who still refused to sign a peace-treaty with Friedrich the Victorious, immediately 

agreed to negotiate with the Duke.  

11.20 The war between Duke Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles comes to a standstill 

A list of demands composed by the antagonists and dates by the end of July, i.e. just before 

the negotiations in Nuremberg took place, shows that every participant continued to insist 

on most of his previous claims, making a compromise hardly achievable.1123 Because the 

differences between the parties were so vast, it might have seemed that a solution to the 

conflict was out of hand. At the beginning of August, Duke Ludwig devastated the lands of 

Albrecht Achilles who, together with Count Ulrich of Öttingen and Heinrich von Pappenheim 

unsuccessfully tried to hold him in check. The Margrave planned to block the advancement 

of the Duke and desperately awaited the reinforcement from the imperial cities.1124 

Albrecht Achilles and his brother Friedrich were expecting the arrival of the army of the 

Count Palatine to their lands, an event that could put an end to all their hopes.1125 

Meanwhile Bishop Johann, leading a significant army numbering 400 riders and 5000 men 

continued to be a cause of constant threat to Albrecht.1126 The Bohemian army devastated 

the lands in the area of Artzberg and probably planned to march on Kirstein, while Bishop 

Georg destroyed the castle and towers of Zugenfelt. Duke Ludwig intended to lead his men 

to the region of Bayreuth.1127 While Albrecht gave orders concerning the further military 

actions, he also did not neglect the negotiations, ordering Ludwig von Eyb to deliver to 

Nuremberg all the documentation concerning his diplomatic relationship with Würzburg, 

Bamberg and Duke Ludwig.1128 Albrecht himself continued to be constantly on the move, 

organizing and leading his men. He watched the course of events closely and refused to give 

up. The fact that some of the Bohemian soldiers already left the army of Duke Ludwig might 

 
1121 R.K.F - H.8, No. 185. 9.7.1462. Kaiser Friedrich to the city Wetzlar; R.K.F – H.4, No. 368. 6.8.1462. Kaiser 
Friedrich to Frankfurt.  
1122 Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrich, p. 317. 
1123 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 348, pp. 440-442. 
1124 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 359. 9.8.1462: Albrecht to one of the cities. Gives a 
survey of the situation, asks to send help and forward his message to three other cities.  
1125 Ibid, Fol. 353. 4.8.1462 
1126 Ibid, Fol. 354. 4.8.1462. 
1127 Ibid, Fol. 355.  9.8.1462. 
1128 Ibid, Fol. 362-363. 10.8.1462. 
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have reinforced his hopes to change the situation in his favour.1129 However, the enemies of 

Albrecht Achilles did not intend to let Albrecht get out of the difficulties and did not act as if 

they were witnessing the last days of the war. The steward of Plassenburg informed 

Albrecht’s advisors that the enemies are recruiting vast amounts of soldiers and are 

prepared to continue the war against him.1130 It seems that this information was either 

wrong or just partly true. Duke Ludwig encountered by this time serious money shortages. 

When the Duke released the bigger part of his Bohemian soldiers in August, he was unable 

to pay them with coin, and had to settle up using promissory notes instead.1131    

Although just several weeks previously it might have seemed that the conflict was far from 

over, the negotiations in Nuremberg did yell results and on 24.8.1462, the parties declared a 

cease-fire.1132 The agreement stated that the involved parties would try to stop the conflict 

between Diether of Isenbrug and Adolf of Nassau, try to induce the Count Palatine to 

release his prisoners and also agreed to meet again in Regensburg, where the disputes of 

the Emperor should be regulated not only with Duke Ludwig, but also with Friedrich the 

Victorious.1133 Zink and Mülich both refer to articles concerning the Count Palatine that 

were an important part of the settlement. Mülich mentions that one of the primary terms of 

the agreement was that Duke Ludwig would not assist Archduke Albrecht or the Count 

Palatine to fight against the Emperor.1134 Zink claims that the Elector himself was not 

included in the treaty because he refused to release his prisoners.1135  

The abrupt end of hostilities raises certain questions. It is quite difficult to provide a clear 

answer why the warring sides, which demonstrated willingness to wage war just shortly 

before, suddenly signed a cease-fire that eventually turned out to be viable. Once Albrecht 

is concerned, we can point out at the desperate, almost hopeless situation he was found in, 

as a compelling reason for such a move. However, the situation of Duke Ludwig, in contrast 

to that of Albrecht, was both promising and advantageous, but he too agreed to negotiate, 

giving up on his previous, far-reaching intentions. Apparently, the pressing financial 

difficulties the Duke had to deal withб decided the turn of war at that moment. It is true 

that Albrecht Achilles had a far less significant economic base in the first place1136 and by 

this time, he must have suffered from severe lack of funds as well. But now, after the Duke 

had to discharge most of his bohemian soldiers due to lack of funds,1137 he could barely 

 
1129 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 365. 13.8.1462. Albrect Achilles to Georg von 
Absberg. Among else he mentions that part of the Bohemian soldiers left the army of the Duke.  
1130 Ibid, Fol. 366. 14.8.1462. The steward of Plassenburg to the advisors of Albrecht in Nuremberg.  
1131 Lackner, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 216-217. 
1132 Droysen, Geschichte, p. 293; Gemeiner, Regensburgische Jahbücher, p. 358. 
1133 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 11, Fol. 265.2-267.1.  
1134 Mülich, Chronik, p. 191. 
1135 Zink, Chronik, p. 280. 
1136 Scott, Germany and the Empire, pp. 294-295. The revenues of the major participants in the conflict in the 
middle of the 15th century. For Duke of Landshut 64 thousand guldens, Friedrich the Victorious 80-100 
thousand guldens, Wurttemberg 44 thousand guldens, Ansbach-Bayreuth 40 thousand guldens, Margrave of 
Brandenburg 33 thousand guldens.  
1137 Tresp, Söldner aus Böhmen, p. 166.  
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hope to achieve a significant victory. Tresp mentions that years after the war Albrecht 

estimated the Duke’s war expenditures at the amount of 2 million gulden.1138 

12. The difficult road to peace 

The first weeks following the cease-fire agreement were an intense time. The return to 

peaceful coexistence as if nothing happened after the prolonged struggle was not easy. Each 

side suspected the other in breaches of the peace. The city council of Eger voiced their 

complaints to the castellan Sebastian von Seckendorff, accusing Albrecht Achilles in violating 

the cease-fire terms. Sebastian denied that such hostilities from the side of his lord ever 

happened, and demanded from the city to provide him additional information about the 

alleged attacks. He also requested the city to release all the prisoners still held in Eger.1139 

King George contacted Margrave Friedrich on the same matter, he repeated the claim that 

Albrecht’s men attacked Eger after the cease-fire in Nuremberg was already concluded. He 

asked the Margrave to use the influence he had on his brother and put an end to the 

assaults.1140 Duke Ludwig did not make haste in following the paragraphs concerning the 

release of all prisoners he held.1141 Bishop Johann refused to release Martin von Eyb and 

Albrecht von Eyb whom he imprisoned just shortly before, claiming that they are not 

included in the agreement signed in Nuremberg. During October 1462, both princes 

continued to exchange letters concerning the two nobles and the “Golden Zoll”.1142 Small-

scale clashes between Albrecht Achilles and Bishop Georg occurred during the first months 

of the cease-fire.1143 Some amount of violence also continued between Duke Ludwig and the 

Count of Öttingen in October 1462. The Duke appealed to Albrecht Achilles as to the 

imperial captain – i.e. the person in charge, asking him to take care and put an end to the 

hostile actions from the side of the Count. He asked Albrecht to monitor that the Count of 

Öttingen would compensate him for the damage he inflicted him and release his men, 

whom he held in captivity.1144 

The already tense situation was aggravated further by the impending conflict between the 

Kaiser and his brother. The Archduke was interested to use the defeat of his brother’s allies 

in the west in order to improve his own situation. The Emperor’s already weak position was 

further undermined by a coup that led to the coming to power in Wien of a group of people 

that were set against him and had friendly ties with Archduke Albrecht. While his brother 
 

1138 Uwe Tresp, Kostenbewusstsein im Krieg? Zur Verwaltung und Finanzierung der Kriegsführung deutscher 
Fürsten im 15. Jahrhundert, in (eds. Friedrich Burrer, Holger Müller) Kriegskosten und Kriegsfinanzierung in der 
Antike. Darmstadt 2008, p. 195. 
1139 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 374, 385-388. Correspondence between Eger and 
Sebastian von Seckendorff im September 1462.  
1140 Ibid, Fol. 381. 17.9.1462. 
1141 Ibid, Fol. 375. 4.9.1462. Count Eberhard to Albrecht Achilles. Ask him to help exert pressure on Duke 
Ludwig, so he would release the noble prisoners still held by him in captivity.  
1142 Ibid. 388, Third “Blatt”, Fol. 1-6 the last letter dated on 17.10.1462. 
1143 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 4574, Fol. 117. 24.2.1463. Bishop Georg to Albrecht. Some of 
his men were attacked and imprisoned by the soldiers of Albrecht Achilles. Ask Albrecht to release them.  
1144 Ibid, No. 5107, Sixth booklet, Fol. 6. 26.10.1462.  
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was outside Austria, the Emperor tried to reinforce his position in Wien but in fact only 

created himself new enemies.1145 On 13.9.1462, the Emperor addressed Albrecht Achilles 

and explained him that if Archduke Albrecht would not retrieve him the lands he captured 

during the conflict, he would not accept the cease-fire he signed with him shortly before. He 

suggested that in such a case Archduke Albrecht would seek the support of Duke Ludwig, 

asking Albrecht to fight against the Duke if the situation would develop in this direction. He 

promised Albrecht to do all in his power to reach a better agreement than he now deed, if 

the war would recommence. We can understand how urgent the situation was, because the 

Emperor asked Albrecht to send the answer with the same messenger that brought him the 

letter.1146 On the same date, the head of the Empire wrote all his subjects. He explained 

them that the war might recommence, asking them to back up Albrecht Achille’s fight 

against Duke Ludwig, if the latter would provide help to his (the Emperor’s) brother.1147  

12.1 The meeting in Regensburg 

Meanwhile in the “Binnenreich” the peace negotiations were carried on unhampered. As 

was agreed already in Nuremberg, the princes involved in the conflict soon met in 

Regensburg, where they attempted to turn the cease-fire into a permanent peace. Albrecht 

Achilles and Duke Ludwig arrived personally to the meeting. We understand how tense the 

relations between them were at the given time judging by the fact that their escort was not 

allowed to enter the city armed.1148 The Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg sent 

representatives, whereas the Emperor was unable to play an important role since he was 

besieged in Vienna.1149 The meeting of the princes in Regensburg developed very slowly, 

because each of the sides had claims and demands to its counterpart.1150 Despite the 

attempts of the Cardinal of Augsburg and both Dukes of Munich to reach a compromise, 

they could not smooth over the grave differences between the conflicting parties.1151 An 

amusing episode that happened during the meeting provides us with an interesting insight 

on Albrecht’s personality. While the meeting was underway, a false rumour according to 

which Bishop Johann passed away reached Regensburg. Albrecht Achilles addressed the 

Bishop’s advisors, reacting on the ostensible death of their lord. He insured them that: 

 
1145 Langmaier, Erzherzog Albrecht VI, pp. 554-567. 
1146 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107. Fol. 346, Second booklet, Fol. 1. 
1147 Ibid, Fol. 346, Second booklet Fol. „1r“. 
1148 Gemeiner, Regensburgische Jahrbücher, p. 324. 
1149 Mülich, Chronik, p. 194: Then the Emperor returned to Vienna: “die von Wien vergassen ires aids und eren 
und namen dem kaiser seine ross und fiengen im sein best rät und diener ain tail. Also kämen der kaiser und 
die kaiserin und ir sun in das sloß zu Wien und die vor Wien schussen mit grossen püchsen hinein, der kaiser 
schoß auch heraus, und wurden vil leut schadper.“; Zink, Chronik, pp. 290-291. Compare with Langmaier, 
Erzherzog Albrecht VI, pp. 569-572. 
1150 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 365, pp. 456-458. 10.11.1462. Conrad von Pappenheim 
informs Duke Wilhelm of Saxony on the lack of progress in the negotiations. ibid. …“Darauf ist von den 
tedingslewten auf vnßers herren, des kaysers, voderung ettlich mittel furgehalten, auch ettliche rechtgepott 
von herczog Ludwigen geschehen; darwider die kayserischen auch ettlich vodruug wandels vnd begerung, 
recht zu geben vnd zu nemen, ervodert vnd gepoten haben auf die tedingslewt…“ (p. 456).  
1151 Fries, Chronik der Bischöfe von Würzburg, p. 202. 
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“solcher ires heren dotlicher abgang ime ain hertzlichs laid were, dan er sich zuuor gern an 

ime gerochen haben wolte.”1152  

12.2 King George intervention in favour of the Emperor 

After receiving news about the situation in Vienna, King George decided to intervene on the 

side of the Emperor. He informed the estates gathered in Regensburg about his plans, and 

asked them to participate in his undertaking.1153 At first, he sent his son Victorin at the head 

of an army and then followed him personally few weeks later. After several clashes between 

the army of his son Victorin with the troops of Archduke Albrecht, King George mediated 

between the parties on December 2nd.1154 The actions of the King greatly improved his 

relationship with the Emperor who in turn made George the guardian of his son Maximilian 

in case of his premature death and appealed on his behalf to the Pope, asking him to stop 

the process he initiated against his saviour.1155  

12.3 The attempt to involve the duke of Burgundy in the war against the Elector 

The idea of enlisting the support of the Duke of Burgundy appeared above all due to the 

unwillingness of the Count Palatine to release his prisoners. The Emperor was ready to 

include Friedrich the Victorious in the cease-fire agreement signed in Nuremberg on August 

24th, with the precondition that he would release his captives, but the Wittelsbach prince 

refused to accept such terms.1156 Against this background, it was now clear that the imperial 

war declared by the Emperor on the Elector would be continued. However, there was a 

divorce between words and deeds. The Emperor could not do much more than loudly voice 

his discontent because his hands were tied by strife with his brother;1157 his captains, who 

previously fought against the Count palatine suffered a defeat and were imprisoned, while 

Albrecht Achilles was certainly not in the condition to undertake actions against the mighty 

Wittelsbach. The perspectives of finding a way out seemed blurry and out of reach. No 

wonder, that the men of Count Ulrich turned to Albrecht Achilles on several occasions 

voicing their misgivings. They feared that the peace-talks between Albrecht Achilles, Duke 

Ludwig, the Emperor and King George meant that their lord was forgotten,1158 but it was not 

the case. The lack of decisive actions was above all linked to the very limited opportunities 

the Emperor and Albrecht had and not with their unwillingness to help. We know for sure 

that the Emperor tried to provide financial support to the imprisoned Count Ulrich. On 

 
1152 Fries, Chronik der Bischöfe von Würzburg, p. 202. 
1153 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 364, p. 456. 
1154 Langmaier, Erzherzog Albrecht VI, pp. 578-580; Droysen, Geschichte, pp. 295-296. 
1155 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, p. 226. 
1156 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 268-269. Not the least role in Friedrich’s refusal to make concessions 
played the fact that the imperial war declaration was not delivered to him. Now, he could legally speaking 
justly claim that the faith of the imprisoned princes had nothing to do with the conflict between him and the 
Emperor and that he fought against them as private individuals and not as imperial captains, Fritz, Ulrich der 
Vielgeliebte, p. 267.  
1157 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 393, p. 498. 12.3.1463. Bishop Ulrich of Gurk to Albrecht 
Achilles. Informs him that the tensions between the Emperor and his brother are getting more intense. 
1158 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5107, Fol. 411. 26.10.1462. 
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October 10th, he wrote to Mainz and Rothenburg o. d. T. and asked both cities to deliver 

their usual tax to the men of Count Ulrich.1159 We receive reassurance for the concern of the 

Emperor with the imprisoned princes’ faith, from credentials with instructions to his 

advisors, dated on 31.1.1463, who were on the way to meet Albrecht Achilles. The Emperor 

wanted that Albrecht would write to different princes in the Empire and ask them to appeal 

to the Pope, while they in turn, should have begged the Pontifex to intervene on behalf of 

the imprisoned princes. He also wanted that their release would be included in any future 

peace-treaty, i.e. wanted to bind together the conflict with Duke Ludwig and Elector 

Friedrich.1160 

However, this time too Albrecht Achilles came up with a much more interesting and 

complex idea. He sent the older son of Count Ulrich, Eberhard VI to meet Philipp the Good 

personally.1161 While Eberhard was in Brussel, Albrecht tried to direct the course of events 

and control the developments as much as possible, even dispatching Heinrich von 

Seckendorff to participate in the negotiations, probably believing that his loyal advisor 

would bring about more progress than the 15 years old Eberhard. On 7.12.1462, Eberhard 

the young reported Albrecht about the last developments. He wrote that Philipp the Good: 

“haben mir zugesagt hilff vnd bijstandt zuthune“, elaborating that the Duke started making 

different arrangements in order to intervene in the conflict on his side. He suggested 

Albrecht Achilles to organize a joint meeting with Margrave Marx and proposed to direct an 

embassy to the Emperor to enlist his support.1162 The Pope and the Emperor fully backed up 

this plan and tried to entice Philip the Good into joining their side. In accord with this plan, 

the Emperor wanted to nominate the Duke of Burgundy the imperial captain in the war 

against the Count Palatine. Such a service must have been repaid very generously and 

different proposals, as far as helping the Duke to obtain a crown were considered.1163 Under 

this scenario, the son of the Emperor Maximilian should have married the daughter of the 

Duke.1164 Albrecht himself had another plan. According to it, the Emperor should have made 

both King George and Philip the Good his imperial Vicars.1165 Albrecht considered the 

enlistment of the support of the mighty Duke of Burgundy a vital step, which could 

significantly reinforce him and the Emperor. Even after he got the news that the imprisoned 

princes would hardly resist the pressure put on them by Friedrich the Victorious, he still 

hoped to implement change in the harsh demands of their release. Albrecht insisted that 

they should try win over Duke Philipp the Good, explaining that if the negotiations would 
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1164 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 274. 
1165 Walther Lammers, Reichsvikariat. In Handwörterbuch zur deutschen Rechtsgeschichte. Vol. IV. I, pp. 807-
810. 
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fail, he might be of great value to the imperial coalition.1166 Although the Emperor looked 

favourably on the possibility of gaining the support of the Duke, apparently, he saw the 

vicariate as too great a price for such a help. On April 13th, Stephan Schewch asked the 

Margrave to advice Friedrich III how he should win over the Duke, without mentioning 

Albrecht’s proposal concerning the vicariate.1167 On April 20th, in a letter to his advisors in 

Vienna, Albrecht repeated that proposing the Duke the vicariate is the only viable option to 

make him fight on the Emperor’s side. At the same time, he noted that now, as the 

releasement of Karl of Baden and Count Ulrich was only a matter of days, it was already too 

late to make this offer.1168  

In any event, in retrospect the plans devised by Albrecht Achilles had little if any chance for 

success. The Emperor, who showed interest during the theoretical discussion, became far 

less generous, once the plans took a more distinct shape.1169 Fritz explains that the Emperor 

was willing to compromise while the situation seemed very dangerous to him. Once the 

immediate threat from the side of his brother became less evident, he no longer wanted to 

make King George and Duke Philip his Vicars, a step that would provide them power in 

expense of his own influence.1170  

12.4 The relationship between Albrecht Achilles and the Emperor during the cease-fire 

During the cease-fire period, the Emperor and Albrecht Achilles continued to enjoy a tight 

relationship. The Emperor needed the support of the Margrave in order to carry out the 

diplomatic effort in the direction he wanted. On January 31st, he sent his confident, the 

secretary of the Austrian chancellery Wolfgang Forchtenauer 1171 to meet Albrecht. He voiced 

Albrecht the vision and the concerns of the Kaiser. Friedrich was worried that the cities 

might sign a unilateral treaty with Duke Ludwig. He also gave Albrecht to understand that he 

would not sign any treaty without his support, at the same time asking Albrecht not to 

conclude any separate treaty with Duke Ludwig. Another topic that concerned the Emperor 

was the increasing power and influence of King George. The Emperor wanted to deprive the 

King of getting the credit of the peacemaker. Therefore, he wanted that Albrecht would 

assist in preventing a conclusion of a treaty in Prague, so the negotiations would be carried 

out further at his own court.1172 

While the negotiations took place in Prague in March 1463, the Emperor and Albrecht 

Achilles corresponded about its development. The Emperor wanted to know all the details 
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about the ongoing talks and was interested to influence the course of events.1173 The main 

concern of Albrecht laid in releasing the captive captains and reaching such an agreement 

with Duke Ludwig, which would allow him to wage war against the Bishops without fearing 

that the Duke would come to their help.1174 On May 14th, the advisors of Albrecht Achilles 

reported from Vienna. We learn that the relationship between the Margrave and the 

Emperor was tight and that they planned to act jointly in the upcoming negotiations. The 

Emperor inquired the opinion of Albrecht, asking him whether he should agree to reconcile 

with Duke Ludwig who refused to pay compensation. According to this letter, Albrecht and 

the Emperor wished to sign a peace-treaty with Duke Ludwig, whom they wanted to 

separate from the Count Palatine, against whom they planned to wage war.1175  

The Emperor had to play a very sophisticated many-sided game. He needed the help of King 

George but was not interested in allowing him to become too influential. Albrecht had other 

interests in mind. He understood that he had no choice but to humble his ambitions, still 

hoping to achieve certain gains at the expense of the Bishops. Both the Emperor and 

Albrecht continued to harbour animosity towards the Count Palatine and were drawn to 

each other on account of their common enemies.  

12.5 To keep an old friendship alive 

Albrecht undoubtedly wanted to keep Count Ulrich in his sphere of influence after he was 

released from captivity. He must have understood that the Count felt himself abandoned, 

possibly betrayed, thus he wished to meet him personally in order to mend fence. He 

contacted Ulrich and proposed to meet him. Count Ulrich answered that he would gladly 

accept Albrecht’s proposal, but such an encounter was impossible now, since he had to use 

all his energy in order to collect an amount of 15,000 gulden - the first tranche of the 

ransom money. In case he would not collect it in time, he would have to arrive to Heidelberg 

together with a big group of nobles and deliver themselves to the custody of the Count 

Palatine, he explained.1176 Albrecht did not give up and continued to seek a meeting with 

Ulrich. A little more than a month later, Ulrich declined to meet Albrecht in person once 

again. We do not know the reasoning he provided this time, since some of his advisors sent 

to Ansbach should have conveyed it to Albrecht single-handedly.1177 In any event, the blow 

Count Ulrich suffered was too great. He lost all desire to involve himself in the conflict any 

further. On June 29th, he signed with Duke Ludwig a peace-treaty for lifetime.1178 Albrecht 

Achilles was very worried once the news of the treaty reached him. On July 6th, he turned to 
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the Count again, requesting him to explain the nature and meaning of his new agreement 

with the Duke.1179 

12.6 The road to peace 

On 14.2.1463, King George and Albrecht Achilles concluded a peace treaty.1180 This 

rapprochement between the recent rivals contributed to the change of the power balance 

in favour of the Imperial coalition. The improved relationship of King George with the 

Emperor and Albrecht Achilles should have made Duke Ludwig more disposed to 

compromise. However, the peace did not come easily. Kluckhohn expressed the opinion, 

that Albrecht was the primary opponent of peace. He hoped to return all he lost during the 

war and doubted that it was achievable via negotiations. After the relations between him 

and King George improved and the Duke was lacking the necessary resources and soldiers, it 

seemed like a suitable time for action. Thus, during the negotiations in Wiener Neustadt, 

that took place on April 14th, he pressed a hard bargain, which in the view of Kluchkohn 

hindered the conclusion of peace.1181 

 After the negotiations in Wiener Neustadt failed as well, the Emperor asked King George to 

arrange a new round of talks. By that time, the relationship between the King and Albrecht 

seemed to improve further, a sign for it is the request of the King to the Margrave to 

intervene on his behalf before the Pope who by that time initiated a process against him.1182 

Albrecht Achilles immediately showed his willingness to assist George. Although he did act 

with a certain measure of caution, mentioning that he does not understand the nature of 

this process, he still promised to do all in his power to help the King.1183 It is clear, that 

under the circumstances in which King George found himself, Albrecht had a much better 

prospect for a more balanced if not even a benevolent mediation.  

While making final arrangements for the negotiations in Prague with his most loyal and 

capable advisors Dr Georg von Absberg and Heinrich von Aufsess, Albrecht Achilles 

preferred not to leave anything to chance. He must have believed that the talks might fail 

and made arrangements concerning the correct way to organize his troops in advance, 

nominating the men that would lead them if the peace-talks would collapse.1184 By this 

point, it becomes completely clear, that Albrecht had no intention to continue the conflict 

with Duke Ludwig. On June 14th, he wrote his advisors and commanders in the mountain 

area and ordered them to forbid any attacks on the men of the Duke and apologize if such 

attacks would take place by any mistake, because: “wir uns genug mit unnsern geboren 

frunnden gekrigt haben”. Albrecht showed himself far less peace loving in regard with the 
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Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg, writing: “das aber die bischoff vil unglucks ainging an 

unsern vermerken, liessen wir gescheen”.1185 A draft prepared by Dr Georg von Absberg and 

Heinrich von Auffses presents us the diplomatic aims of Albrecht Achilles. Above all, they 

wanted that Albrecht’s disputes with Duke Ludwig would be settled together with those of 

the Emperor and that the Emperor would not sign a peace treaty, which would exclude 

Albrecht Achilles. The precondition of any real peace with the Duke was that he would 

return Albrecht the lands, towns and castles he captured from him earlier. They agreed that 

king George would mediate all issues at hand except the matter of honour and “regalia”. 

What concerned Bishop Georg, Albrecht was ready to hand him over the territories he 

occupied only after receiving a compensation. Albrecht still hoped to leave a door to a 

further struggle with the Bishops open, but only in such a case, that Duke Ludwig would 

participate in it on a very limited scale. If such an arrangement was impossible, war with the 

Bishops should have been avoided at all cost.1186  From a letter sent by the city council of 

Nördlingen to Albrecht Achilles, we receive another reinforcement that Albrecht did believe 

that the continuation of the war was not yet out of question.1187 Albrecht tried to use the 

close ties he had with the Pope to obtain his diplomatic support in the conflict with the 

Bishop of Bamberg. However, it seems that the Pope preferred to change his conduct in the 

light of the altered circumstances.1188  

At the beginning of June, Duke Ludwig became much more willing to negotiate. He opposed 

paying a fine to the Emperor because he believed that he won the war and could defend 

himself in case the conflict would recommence. However, he did not lay down new claims or 

demands.1189 Meanwhile, Albrecht continued to fear a possible threat from the West. The 

defeat of his allies at Seckenheim created a field of concern that continued to bother him 

even now. On August 4th, he wrote his advisors in Prague that he feared Count Ulrich and 

Karl of Baden might switch sides and join his enemies. Although he hoped that it would not 

happen, he admitted that such a scenario was possible and instructed his advisors to be 

ready for such a development. Albrecht also apprehended that the huge ransom payed by 

the imprisoned princes to the Count Palatine might be used in order to attack the Emperor. 

Albrecht stated his mind concerning the rumour according to which the Emperor would 

arrive to the “Binnenreich” personally to reinforce the peace. He wrote that: “ist uns nicht 

glaublich, das er in das reich kombt, wolt er aber in das reich, so wer er uns lieber heioben 

so er kriget, dann das er ein frid nome und heruff zoge“. In this remark, we can see the 

depth of Albrecht’s disappointment with the results of the war and with the Emperor 

himself. At the end of the letter, Albrecht saw it necessary to repeat his advisors that 
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achieving peace with Duke Ludwig was crucial and that resumption of the war with the 

Bishops was possible only in case Duke Ludwig would not back them up.1190 

Immediately after the arrival of the envoys of the Emperor to Prague, the advisors of 

Albrecht Achilles met with them. They realized that their primary diplomatic design was to 

create an indissoluble link between the Margrave and the Emperor. Albrecht’s advisors 

assured the envoys of the Emperor that they would share with them any information they 

possess and would not sign any treaty without their knowledge and consent. They also 

emphasized the help Albrecht Achilles provided their lord during the war and how much he 

suffered for being his loyal servant. The incessant repeating of the loyal service provided by 

Albrecht Achilles indicates a certain level of stress and anxiety that Albrecht, who still feared 

that the Emperor might sign the peace unilaterally, continued to experience. It is hard to say 

how founded such fears were (judging by the documents I encountered, they were 

groundless). One way or another the envoys of the Emperor stated that they are aware of 

the services Albrecht rendered their lord.1191 These were not just empty words. After the 

negotiations begun, King George tried to split the parties and separately negotiate with the 

envoys of the Emperor and the envoys of Albrecht Achilles. However, this attempt failed 

since the representatives of Albrecht and Friedrich III insisted on negotiating together, 

resolving the conflict as one inseparable side.1192 

12.7 The Conquest of Mainz 

On 28.10.1462, Adolf of Nassau together with Ludwig of Veldenz and their other allies 

caught their enemies off guard and were able to capture Mainz. It was a carefully planned 

operation, which was greatly facilitated by the connections they had inside the city. Its aim 

was not only to capture the heart of the Bishopric, but also to imprison Diether of Isenburg, 

Friedrich the Victorious and the Count of Katzenelnbogen. The attackers possessed 

information according to which their enemies were supposed to meet in the city at a certain 

time and planned their attack with the intention to capture them all, thus striking a decisive 

blow that could lead to their immediate victory. However, the seizure of the city did not go 

as smoothly as they expected. Heavy fighting that lasted for long hours erupted on the 

stresses. Diether of Isenburg and the Count of Katzenelnbogen used the turmoil and were 

able to flee. The Elector Friedrich was not in Mainz at the time of the attack, but resided in 

Offenheim.1193 It is important to pay attention to the way the Emperor perceived the fact 
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that Mainz ceased to be a free imperial city. As a matter of fact, he has done nothing to 

defend the rights and freedoms of the city – it only underlines that he saw nothing wrong in 

such an action altogether, if it served his own interests.1194 

 After the defeat, Diether did not lose all hope. On 5.11.1462, he wrote to Frankfurt. He 

complained that the city fell through betrayal and asked Frankfurt to help him liberate 

Mainz.1195 However, the hopes of Diether to get out of the difficulty he has found himself in 

were not very realistic. After losing his most important base of support, Diether was 

significantly weekend, becoming too dependent on the help of the Count Palatine,1196 who 

as future events would show, did not have the aspirations of Diether high on his list.  

12.8 Détente in the West 

After the fall of Mainz, no significant military actions in the region followed. Both conflicting 

parties were too tired from the conflict and did not possess the necessary resources for 

escalation, instead they contended themselves with molesting the enemy with plunder and 

local skirmish.1197 Soon, the first signs of regulation between the warring parties became 

apparent. On 5.1.1463, Elector Friedrich and his bitter enemy Ludwig of Veldenz signed a 

peace-treaty.1198 It was a clear sign that Friedrich preferred to limit his further involvement 

in the conflict.1199 Fritz believes that this de-escalation made the intervention of Philip the 

Good on the side of the Emperor far less likely.1200 On January 22nd, The Count Palatine 

released the Bishop of Metz, who had to make a long list of concessions to the Elector.1201 

These events undoubtedly contributed to the reduction of the amount of aggression but 

had little effect on the flash point itself; from the 18th to the 21st of February, the candidates 

for the episcopal chair met in Oppenheim, trying to find a solution that will suit them both. 

The talks reached a deadlock and the parties departed without making any progress.1202  

An important event that noticeably influenced the standstill in which the warring parties 

found themselves was the death of the Archbishop of Cologne. The principal candidate for 
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inheriting his position was Ruprecht, the brother of Friedrich the Victorious. Yet, before 

assuming office, he had to fulfil an important precondition: achieving a peaceful settlement 

between Diether of Isenburg and Adolf of Nassau. Friedrich the Victorious greatly valued the 

opportunity his brother received. His accession to the office of the Archbishop of Cologne 

could significantly increase the influence of his family in the whole Empire. Therefore, he 

was more willing than ever to reach a diplomatic solution.1203 Under this circumstance, a 

cease-fire between Adolf of Nassau and Landgrave Ludwig of Hessen from the one side and 

Diether of Isenburg, Friedrich the Victorious and Philip of Katzenelnbogen from the other 

side was signed in Offenheim under the mediation of Rupprecht on 18.4.1463. It was due to 

function from 24.4 to 11.11 of the same year. It was presumed that the sides would come to 

terms during this time.1204  

Fritz underlines that during the negotiations in Wiener Neustadt the Elector indirectly 

agreed to recognize that his conflict with the imperial princes was a part of the Imperial war. 

It could have had far-reaching consequences. He explains that the fact that he was 

eventually able to enforce his will on his captives was not obvious in the first place and that 

the significant pressure put on him undoubtedly had a certain effect. However, the princes 

could not withstand the harsh imprisonment condition any longer and agreed to fulfil his 

terms. After hearing it, the Elector immediately ordered his advisors, who were already on 

their way to Wiener Neustadt to return.1205 If Fritz was correct regarding the intentions of 

the Wittelsbach, it is possible to claim that during the first months of the year Friedrich was 

presumably ready to reduce the intensity of the conflict and was inclined to make 

concessions. It that case, if the imprisoned princes would have shown more restraint they 

could win their freedom back without paying the high price they eventually did.  

In any event, the situation developed differently. On April 20th, the Elector released Karl of 

Baden from captivity after he pledged not only to pay a huge ransom, ceded some of his 

territories and rights to the Elector, but also committed to undertake a diplomatic effort, 

whose goal was to convince the Emperor and the Pope to stop the persecution against none 

other than his own captor.1206 Several days later, on April 24th, Friedrich set Count Ulrich 

free on very similar terms.1207 The conditions of releasement greatly favoured the 

Wittelsbach but took no account of the interests of Diether of Isenburg. It led to a breach of 
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confidence between them making Diether more willing to turn to diplomacy in search of a 

way out of the prolonged confrontation he was involved in.1208  

As time went on, Adolf of Nassau and Diether of Isenburg were still unable to transform the 

cease-fire into a peace-treaty. On June 1st, Karl of Baden tried to resolve the deadlock in 

which the antagonists were found. He prepared the outlines for a treaty between the 

claimants to the post of the Archbishop. Adolf was supposed to address the Pope, request 

from him to cancel all his bullae against Diether and his supporters and stop all the 

procedures undertaken against him. It was expected that in turn Diether would hand over to 

Adolf of Nassau all cities and castles that belongs to the Archbishopric of Mainz, which he 

held in his hands and recall his claim on the Archbishop office.1209 However, both sides still 

hoped to secure better results and the arrangement was not reached. On August 6th, the 

Emperor ordered Frankfurt to aid Adolf of Nassau to obtain the position of the Archbishop 

of Mainz.1210 It means that at least from the Emperor’s perspective the conflict was not yet 

over. Another attempt of regulation followed several months later. Apparently, Adolf of 

Nassau with some help from Rupprecht, who did not yet fulfil the key demand for assuming 

the office of the Archbishop – bringing about the reconciliation of the warrying candidates, 

decided to resort to forgery and deception in order to obtain their goal. Using the absence 

of the Elector who was busy trying to resolve the tensions between the Bishops of Bamberg 

and Würzburg in Nuremberg, Adolf of Nassau convinced Diether that Friedrich the 

Victorious was negotiating with him over Diether’s head. To prove his words, he even 

showed him a letter with the seal of the Count Palatine. In the face of such a danger, 

Diether became much more compliant and the sides concluded a peace-treaty on 

5.10.1463, in the field near the town Zeilsheim. Diether abandoned his claim on the 

Archbishopric of Mainz in favour of Adolf, ceding him some of his territories and rights.1211  

12.9 The conclusion of the peace in Prague 

The peace between Albrecht Achilles and Emperor Friedrich on one side and Duke Ludwig 

on the other was concluded a month and a half earlier, but as could be expected, not 

without difficulties. At the height of the negotiations in Prague, Albrecht still hatched plans 

for a war against the Bishops. On August 4th, he let the advisors of the Emperor in Prague 

know that in case the mediation attempts made by the Dukes Wilhelm and Friedrich of 

Saxony would fail, they would support him with 600 riders.1212 From the news arriving from 

Prague it was still difficult to judge whether the warring parties would come to terms. Both 

the advisors of the Emperor and of the Duke went their own way, agreeing at the same time 
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that King George would mediate their dispute. Martin Mair pressed hard to apply the 

decisions of the “Rother Richtung”, depriving the “Kaiserliche Gericht” of its special 

authorities, which Albrecht so vehemently asserted in the first phase of the conflict. 

Albrecht’s advisor must have been less ready to make concessions than the men of the 

Emperor, complaining their lord that: “Die kayßerischen sein in dem teydingen waich vnd 

kindisch. Sie eylen sere zu der richtigung“.1213 

As already Kluckhohn justly claimed, the severe tensions between King George and the 

Roman Curia meant that the Bohemian monarch required allies who could provide him 

diplomatic support. Duke Ludwig was hardly the men suitable for this mission. Very 

different was the case with Friedrich III and Albrecht Achilles, since both of whom enjoyed 

close ties with the Pontiff.1214 It meant that during the final round of negotiations in Prague, 

the Emperor and his allies rightly expected a friendly treatment. The presence of the 

energetic and resourceful Martin Mair who represented Duke Ludwig was an important 

factor during the talks. He enjoyed close ties with the representatives of Bamberg and 

Würzburg and virtually led their diplomatic mission. Under these circumstances, the hopes 

of Albrecht Achilles to separate the Bishops from the Duke turned to be futile.1215 Mair 

himself harboured similar plans concerning the Emperor and Albrecht Achilles, but they too 

were out of reach.1216 

On August 22nd, the representatives of the Emperor recognized the validity of the decisions 

met between Duke Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles in Roth.1217 Although the Margrave must 

have been disappointed, it seems that his acceptance of the terms by this point was a 

natural development. A day later Albrecht Achilles signed a peace-treaty with the Count 

Palatine, Bishops Johann, Georg, and Duke Ludwig under the mediation of the Bohemian 

King. The settlement with Friedrich the Victorious consisted of returning to the status que 

ante-bellum.1218 Under the treaty, Duke Ludwig relinquished his claims on compensation 

from Albrecht Achilles and had to return him Roth and the castles Stauf, Landeck, Tann and 

Schönberg in a month. It was the duty of the advisors of both parties to solve some less 

pressing discrepancies. Emperor Friedrich took it upon himself to reach a decision that 

concerned the issue of honour.1219 A day later peace was concluded between Duke Ludwig 

and the head of the Empire. The Duke had to change the union terms he previously signed 

with the Bishop of Eichstätt – both the Pope and Friedrich III were excluded from the list of 

possible enemies. It was decided to divide the tax on the Jews of Regensburg equally 

between the Emperor and the Duke. Ludwig had to relinquish his rights on Donauwörth, 

 
1213 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 436, pp. 544-546. 12.8.1463. Report of Albrecht’s 
advisors to their lord from Prague.  
1214 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, p. 230. 
1215 Ibid, p. 230; See also Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage CLVI: …die Bischofischen sein gar gütiger wortt 
vnnd stellig sich lessig In den dingen dann alsi viel sie meister mertein füret vnd übet…“. 
1216 Ibid, p. 233. 
1217 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 438, p. 548. 
1218 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5109, Fol. 89. 23.8.1463. 
1219 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 442, pp. 550-551. 
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while the Emperor cancelled the new taxes on wine, salt and iron in Austria.1220 On the same 

day, Margrave Friedrich and Bishop Georg signed a peace-treaty as well.1221 The sides 

decided that the Bishop of Eichstätt would act as the mediator to settle the remaining 

points of contention between Albrecht Achilles and Bishop Johann.1222 The peace-treaty 

included all the participants of the conflict and ended the protracted confrontation. 

13. Aftermath 

After the conclusion of the peace, Albrecht’s advisors immediately send a messenger to 

their master. Evidently, the resulting document satisfied their demands. Notwithstanding, 

they stressed that they objected the paragraph concerning honour, and gave up on this 

matter only after the advisors of the Emperor assured them that Albrecht has no reason to 

fear an unfriendly decision.1223 Apparently, despite the long-lasting conflict Albrecht Achilles 

retained good spirit and was ready to continue the struggle where necessary. On August 

26th, i.e. before the news on the peace reached him, he wrote his advisors in Prague, giving 

orders concerning their conduct if the negotiations would fail and enumerated his 

numerous plans for the coming days.1224 Be it as it may, this last letter sent by Albrecht 

Achilles certainly shows that he was not only able to get over the many difficulties that 

came down on him, but was ready to continue fighting. One last decision that directly 

concerned the war was the settlement of Albrecht Achilles with the Bishops of Bamberg and 

Würzburg. In this regard, he tried to make a final attempt to influence the Bishop of 

Eichstätt to decide in his favour, hoping to get from the Bishops compensation and preserve 

the authority of the “Kasierliche Gericht” on their lands.1225 The ultimate failure of this effort 

marked the final collapse of Albrecht’s hopes to come out of the conflict in a better state he 

entered it.  

14. Conclusions 

The Count Palatine was the one single decisive beneficiary of the war. He greatly reinforced 

his power and influence at the expense of the neighbouring territories, while his military 

expenditures must have been compensated in spades. Duke Ludwig achievements were far 

less significant, although he did manage to defend himself from the jurisdiction of the 

“Kaiserliche Gericht”. From the early stages of the struggle, he kept repeating that the 

intrusion of the court of law of Nuremberg in the area of his jurisdiction was the casus belli 

and at least from this perspective, he certainly got what he wanted. At the same time, his 

collision with Albrecht Achilles developed very rapidly into an irreconcilable personal 

 
1220 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 11, Fol. 359-366. 
1221 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 439, p. 549. 
1222 Ibid, No. 441, p. 550. 
1223 Ibid, No. 443, pp. 551-552. 25.8.1463.  
1224 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 444, pp. 552-554. 
1225 Ibid, No. 446, pp. 555-556. 6.9.1463. Albrecht Achilles instructs his advisors, who were going to travel to 
the Emperor.  
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confrontation in which the Duke sought not just to assert a right he already possessed, but 

aspired to eliminate Albrecht Achilles as a power broker in Franconia altogether. In this 

regard, he was unable to convert his victories on the battlefield into significant political 

gains and had to contend himself with very moderate gains. The Duke also spent enormous 

amounts of money during the conflict and therefore his potential diminished significantly.  

 The terms of the peace signed in Prague measured against the desires of Albrecht Achilles 

can be certainly perceived as a failure. However, once we consider the overall situation it 

would be fair to say that Albrecht was able to get a fair deal. He lost the prospects of 

becoming the mightiest prince in the whole region but these were mere intentions. Strictly 

speaking, the only thing the Margrave lost were his own illusions, nothing more. Though his 

enemies were able to capture tangible parts of his lands during the war, he eventually got 

all his possessions back and despite his objective military and economic weakness withheld 

his own. The reason that stood behind it was a combination of luck, skill and the right allies. 

To luck I ascribe the actions of King George, whose own interests rarely went hand in hand 

with the interests of Duke Ludwig. Albrecht’s skill allowed him not to lose his temper in the 

most desperate situations and not to accept the dictate of his enemies. Probably the most 

important advantage of Albrecht compared to Duke Ludwig were his allies, above all 

Friedrich III. Though his military assistance was non-existent, he provided something of no 

lesser value – a thorough diplomatic backing. Duke Ludwig was unable to separate the 

Emperor from the Margrave despite numerous attempts to do so. It eventually compelled 

him to reduce the demands towards Albrecht considerably, finally agreeing on a very 

balanced decision (so balanced, that his many military achievements might be even 

regarded as a Pyrrhic victory) despite his military superiority. It also should be stressed, that 

after Elector Friedrich defeated his enemies in Seckenheim, he virtually did not provide any 

significant assistance to Duke Ludwig. It is almost certain that his arrival at the head of a big 

force would have led to a very different conclusion of the conflict between Albrecht and 

Ludwig. It is not completely clear why Friedrich did not do just that, but most probably he 

had his own interests in mind that were concentrated on the affairs in his sphere of 

influence and did not intend to invest significant resources on helping his cousin in Bavaria. 

King George, who was able to pull the strings from a distance and in fact direct the course of 

events on many occasions could hardly brag about achieving serious gains. To all 

appearance he was unable to foresee that the Pope would take the religious issues at hand 

so seriously, concentrating his energy on building a strong union that would enable him to 

counter the pressure from Rome, pursuing other aims instead. I do not endeavour to 

provide an answer whether a very different stand of the King during the Princely War in 

South Germany could had brought him just that. The personal contribution of Kaiser 

Friedrich in the conflict, especially if we will count the amount of resources he invested in it 

was quite limited. Despite that, his political weight eventually sufficed to compel Duke 

Ludwig to relinquish his gains and demands. The main losers in the war were Albrecht’s 

allies, who fought against Friedrich the Victorious. Each one of them in turn – Margrave Karl, 
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Ludwig of Veldenz and Count Ulrich had to make significant concessions and by the end of 

the war, their position was significantly weaker when by its beginning. The war itself did not 

produce a significant shift in the power balance in the Empire and to all appearance did not 

have far-reaching implications. To all appearance, it is the main reason for the limited 

interest in this major conflict.   
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Part II: Honour and reputation 

15. Honour: now and then 

15.1 Between theory and pracitce 

Already from the early stages of the conflict, Duke Ludwig relentlessly repeated that he was 

insulted and offended by what Albrecht has said and done. He explained that Albrecht’s 

actions insulted his honour and hurt his pride. Moreover, he conditioned any future 

reconciliation on certain actions the Margrave was supposed to undertake in order to 

redeem the actions that harmed the Duke’s honour. During the entire war, the personal 

hostility between the princes created obstacles that made the achievement of peace 

difficult to reach, thus directly affecting the way the conflict evolved and developed.  

In this chapter, special attention will be devoted to the way the concern for one’s honour 

and reputation manifested itself throughout the conflict. Although the personal strife 

between Duke Ludwig and Margrave Albrecht lies at the heart of my discussion, I will also 

focus on other interesting events that occurred during the war in which considerations of 

one’s honour took centre stage and which are directly related to this topic. Among them 

symbolical actions of the princes, public manifestation of emotions, insult exchange and 

practical actions on the ground, that often stressed the distance between words and deeds.  

15.2 Honour in the 21st century 

Numerous libraries, schools, universities, warships and hospitals are named in honour of 

certain individuals. Artists, scientists and politicians often receive awards and medals that 

come to honour their deeds. Courts of law in numerous countries recognize defamation as a 

crime or a civil wrong. In the academic world, there is a custom to publish collections of 

articles in honour of senior researches. Reputation, which is virtually an integral part of the 

broader concept of honour, manifests itself in every stage of our life. The grades we 

receieve in school and university, achievements in the workplace, relationship with our 

friends and colleagues - all build us a certain reputation that greatly affects our life and 

prospects.1226 

However, in a society based on personal ties, reverence for customs, traditions, and strict 

social norms of the Late Middle Ages, the role of honour and reputation was even greater 

than it is today. To advance to the main topic of this discussion I would provide a general 

 
1226 As an example of the place honour continues to play in our modern society, see e.g: Ludgera Vogt, Arnold 
Zingerle, Ehre in der Moderne in: (eds. Ludgera Vogt, Arnold Zingerle) Ehre. Archaische Momente in der 
Moderne. Frankfurt am Main 1994, pp. 9-27. (p.9) „Auf den ersten Blick scheint das Thema der Ehre in 
modernen Gesellschaften eher antiquiert und randständig. Gleichwohl sind auch heute noch zahlreiche 
Alltagsbereiche von Ehre und Ehrbegriffen durchwoben. Nachrichtensendungen berichten von Verleumdungen 
und Ehrenwörtern im Zusammenhang mit politischen Skandalen…“ For the topic of honour and reputation of 
the scientist see, Justin Stagl, Die Ehre des Wissenschaftlers, in: Ehre. Archaische Momente in der Moderne, 
pp. 35-56. 
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explanation of the concepts “honour” and “reputation” and then place these terms in the 

reality of the 15th century.  

15.3 What is Honour? 

Honour is an evasive concept, usually quite difficult to comprehend or clearly define,1227 yet 

every sane person is capable of grasping what personal honour and respectively its 

defamation means. Honour is a broad concept, which is constructed from and immediately 

affected by several feelings. A sense of honour is not deprived of functional utility. Robert 

Solomon wrote that: “emotions are rational and purposive rather than irrational and 

disruptive, [they] are very much like actions, and that we choose an emotion much as we 

choose a course of action.”1228 He further explained that what distinguishes emotions from 

ordinary judgements is the lack of careful planning: “their seeming urgency, even after 

weeks of simmering and stewing. There are no cold emotions, no cool anger, no deliberate 

love. Emotions are always urgent, even desperate, responses to situations in which one 

finds oneself unprepared, helpless, frustrated, impotent, ‘caught’." It is the situation, not 

the emotion, that is disruptive and ‘irrational’”.1229 In other words, once we are dealing with 

emotions and feelings we must base our assumptions on a shaky foundation. Unfortunately, 

at least a limited amount of speculation would be necessary in this chapter, since historical 

documents and accounts only rarely provide a detailed line of thought that motivated one 

emotion or another.  

 A person that is respected and whose honour is intact would enjoy a feeling of wellbeing. 

However if he will suffer indignity or be insulted, he would most probably sense anger, 

humiliation and shame.1230 Palshikar stressed that a sense of humiliation is a feeling that 

each person can understand without any effort, although people who belong to different 

social strata express it differently.1231 Statman defined humiliation as a harm done to a 

person feeling of self-respect.1232 Focusing on the connection between a sense of 

humiliation and the personal honour, Margalit defined it as follows: “if there is no concept 

of human dignity, then there is no concept of humiliation either.”1233 Margalit also referred 

to the meaning of humiliation, explaining that it should be understood as: “any sort of 

behaviour or condition that constitutes a sound reason for a person to consider his or her 

 
1227 Martin Dinges compared honour with the Loch Ness monster, whom many claimed to see, but at the same 

time it remains almost intangible. Martin Dinges, Die Ehre als Thema der Stadtgeschichte. Eine Semantik im 

Übergang vom Ancien Régime zur Moderne, Zeitschrift für Historische Forschung, (1989) p. 409. 
1228 Robert Solomon, Emotions and Choice, The Review of Metaphysics, (Sep. 1973), p. 20. 
1229 Ibid, p. 35. 
1230 Patricia Rodriguez Mosquera, Agneta Fischer, Anthony Manstead, Ruud Zaalberg, Attack, Disapproval, or 
Withdrawal? The Role of Honor in Anger and Shame Responses to Being Insulted, in Cognition and Emotion, 
(2008) No. 8, pp. 1471-1498. 
1231 Sanjay Palshikar, Understanding Humiliation, in Economic and Political Weekly, (2005), p. 5429. 
1232 Daniel Statman, Humiliation, dignity and self-respect, in Philosophical Psychology, (2000), pp. 523, 526-
527. 
1233 Avishay Margalit, The decent society. Harvard 1996, p. 149. 
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self-respect injured.”1234 Therefore, a person must poses a feeling of self-dignity /self-

respect or, using a term much better understood by late medieval society; honour, in order 

to be humiliated in the first place. According to the modern scientific literature, honour is a 

universal concept, a personal inner feeling.1235 Summing it up shortly, if an honour of an 

individual is hurt, he would most likely react to it, expressing anger or experiencing shame, 

since the people around him saw him being humiliated. Such a person will try to restore his 

honour by getting even with the person who harmed him in the first place.  

Honour is an inborn natural trait that exists in any human society at any stage of its 

development. Thus, at least theoretically, we can use this quality for getting a better 

understanding of human behaviour not just in modern fields of study such as psychology, 

criminology and psychiatry, but in history as well. At the same time, a particular display of 

honour manifests itself differently depending on the mentality of the specific individual. 

Mentality itself is a very problematic term. It comes to describe an individual in connection 

to his time, culture, state of mind, the dogmas of his society and other traits that affect him, 

as wide as ethnopsychology, anthropology etc. People who belong to different groups 

develop their own distinct mentality that might often seem very strange to an outsider. The 

mentality changes from time to time and from place to place. Thus, a modus operandi that 

might appear inappropriate in one society could be the norm in another.1236 We also should 

not ignore the fact that the word “Ehre” in the Middle ages did not always possess the same 

linguistic meaning it has today and we should carefully study the sources to be sure about 

its particular meaning.1237 Because of this complexity, before I can continue this discussion 

any further, I must not only provide a comprehensive explanation of the meaning of honour 

and reputation, but also outline the way individuals in the High Middle Ages in Germany 

understood both these terms.    

15.4 Between honour and reputation 

There are at least two different dimensions of honour: the first is the individual feeling of a 

person regarding himself and his place in society, the second is the way this person is 

perceived by others, by the society itself. Simply put, honour against reputation. Liepmann 

defined an offence that injures one’s own honour as an action, which occurs in four eyes. 

Such an offence violates the subjective, i.e. personal honour of a person. In contrast, a 

degradation or a humiliation committed in public hurts the person’s good name, his 

 
1234 Avishay Margalit, The decent society, p. 9.  
1235 Sibylle Backmann, Hans-Jörg Künast, Einführung, in: (eds. Sibylle Backmann, Hans-Jörg Künast, Sabine 
Ullman, Ann Tlusty) Ehrkonzepte in der Frühen Neuzeit. Identitäten und Abgrenzung. Berlin 1998, pp. 14-15.  
1236 František Graus, Mentalität – Versuch einer Begriffsbestimmung und Methoden der Untersuchung, in: 
František Graus, Mentalitäten im Mittelalter: methodische und inhaltliche Probleme, pp. 9-14, 18-22; Andreas 
Deutsch, Hierarchien der Ehre zur Rechtlichen Dimension von Ehre und Unehrlichkeit in der Frühneuzeit, in: 
Ehre und Recht, p. 20.  
1237 Hans Wellman, Der Historische Begriff der „Ehre“ – sprachwissenschaftlich untersucht, in (eds. Kesper-
Biermann, Sylvia, Ludwig Ulrike, Ortmann Alexandra) Ehre und Recht. Magdeburg 2011, pp. 27-39. 
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objectified honour – his reputation.1238 Despite the significant overlap between personal 

and public honour, a certain event can hurt the personal honour, but not his reputation. E.g. 

if someone committed a despicable act, which will be kept in secret and will never become 

public knowledge, he might suffer from degradation and shame in his own eyes, but his 

reputation will remain intact. It is easy to imagine an opposite example. An innocent person 

was publicly accused in perpetrating a certain crime; therefore, the mass media distributed 

his photo with details of the alleged felony. In this regard, it would not matter that the 

accused did not commit the crime ascribed to him, his reputation will still suffer a major 

blow, even if his personal self-assessment, his feeling of self-respect will remain intact, 

because he knows that he is not responsible for the act falsely attributed to him.1239 The 

greatest problem with a tarnished reputation lays in the fact that people are part of a 

society and the influence of the public opinion on a particular person is usually very high. 

Because of that, even if a certain person will act according to the accepted norms, but will 

be mistakenly perceived as a person who violated them, his opportunities and status will be 

significantly diminished.1240 In this regard, we should also not forget that people are usually 

extremely sensitive to the way they are perceived by the society, thus reputation usually has 

a direct influence on the inherent, personal sense of honour.  

15.5 “Social honour” and “self-respect” 

Honour has at least two additional major aspects. The first one is universal and is felt by any 

person in any given society and period of time with minor differences only. For convenience 

sake, I will call this first aspect “self-respect”. This kind of honour is mostly defensive. In case 

a person is subjected to a verbal or physical abuse, his “self-respect” is hurt. A proportional 

reaction of the injured party will be usually sufficient to restore his “self-respect” not just in 

his own eyes, but in the eyes of the surrounding as well. Any such reaction has a cost 

measured in risk-value, but if the person will decide not to take this risk and ignore the act 

that injured his “self-respect”, the initial offense would usually have a more permanent 

influence and depending on the circumstances, may lead to grave consequences. Now not 

only the aggressor himself will be aware of the weakness of the offended, but third parties 

as well will share this knowledge. This sense of “self-respect” is usually passive. As long as it 

is not being challenged, it is left unharmed and a reason to defend it appears only if it is 

being questioned.  

In the year 1830, a melee took place on the Greek island Kerkyra. Tonia Theodoros and 

Gioragachi Mokastiriotis, two men from the local village, were sitting in a tavern as a noisy 

dispute developed between them. It quickly deteriorated into a knife fight and ended with 

the injury of Mokastiriotis. During a court procedure that followed several days later, 

Theodoros claimed that Mokastiriotis called his wife and daughters “whores”. He explained 

that no man would allow Mokastiriotis to go unpunished after he used such words. 

 
1238 Frank Henderson Stewart, Honor. Chicago 1994, pp. 10, 12, 15. 
1239 Stewart, Honor, pp. 16-17. 
1240 Ibid, pp. 25-26. 
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Theodoros elaborated that concern for his reputation left him no choice, but to defend 

himself using force. The court sentenced Theodoros to 40 days of imprisonment (in fact, he 

was released before serving the whole term) and a small fine.1241 Frank Stewart described a 

case that happened in a British army unit stationed on the island Menorca at the end of the 

18th century. Captain Robinson used to publicly humiliate and insult captain Beilby who 

served in the same unit. After Captain Beilby did not challenge Captain Robinson to a duel, 

the other officers on the island started boycotting Beilby. The local court soon interfered in 

the case and met a decision against Beilby, accusing him in taking no actions to defend his 

honour and decided to dismiss him from service for a year. Only the intervention of a law-

court in England eventually cancelled this decision.1242 Both these examples show how 

through the ages honour and reputation were considered traits that an individual had to 

defend even at the risk of his own life. Although the modern legalistic society denies the use 

of violence in similar cases, clashes in bars between young people often turns violent after 

one side offends the other, while the positive heroes of many movies uses their fists or gun 

without thinking twice, after they were insulted or humiliated. In any event, even than the 

nature of the expected reaction changes, the urge to respond to a direct humiliation or an 

insult remains in place. 

A less obvious and somewhat more complex is the “social honour”. In contrast to the 

universal traits of self-respect, the “social honour” significantly varies from place to place. In 

any human society, it will manifest itself differently. For example, we can think on the 

practice of honour killing in contemporary Muslim society,1243 or the Sati practice1244 that 

was widely practiced in India in the recent past. This type of honour is usually much more 

active and in contrast to self-respect that mainly demands defence only in case of an attack, 

the “social honour” must be guarded on a constant basis. To do this a person must behave 

according to the norms of conduct expected from him depending on his descent, social 

status, the character of the society and numerous other variables. In this regard, the social 

norms constitute a kind of a test that continues through the whole life of an individual. The 

one able to withstand it can retain and magnify his honour, while the one who fails to pass 

the test will have to suffer from negative consequences. Nevertheless, when we think about 

a single person, his social honour and self-respect is one single constituent.  

 

 

 
1241 Thomas Gallant, Honor, Masculinity, and Ritual Knife Fighting in Nineteenth-Century Greece, The American 
Historical Review, (2000), p. 359. 
1242 Stewart, Honor, p. 27. 
1243 Clementine van Eck, Purified by Blood: Honour Killings amongst Turks in the Netherlands. Amsterdam 
2003; Lama Abu Odeh, Honor Killings and the Construction of Gender in Arab Societies, in: The American 
Journal of Comparative Law. Vol. 58, No. 4, Critical Directions in Comparative Family Law (Fall 2010), pp. 911-
952. 
1244 Lata Mani, Contentious Traditions: The Debate on Sati in Colonial India, in: Culture Critique. No. 7, The 
Nature and Context of Minority Discourse II (Autumn 1987), pp. 119-156.  
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15.6 Honour and reputation in the Late Middle Ages 

As I tried to demonstrate, honour and reputation played a key role in every human society 

in the past and countinue to do it even today. However, if in the modern Western world, 

honour is mostly present at the background and many people are almost embarrassed to 

admit that they too possess this inner feeling that is often perceived as a remnant of the 

traditional society, during the Middle Ages honour enjoyed a wide acknowledgement both 

by the haves and by the haves-not. Therfore, the ability to comprehend its meaning should 

endow us with a capability to understand human behaviour better. However, as I tried to 

show, even though honour is a universal concept, the way honour affects behaviour as well 

as the way it is expressed, changes from place to place and from one period of time to the 

next. Thus, in order to get a better understanding of the way honour and reputation 

influenced the decision making of the German princes in the middle of the 15th century, 

namely during the Princes War in South Germany, we must clearly define what honour 

meant to its contemporaries. What kind of behaviour was expected from the princes, what 

did they intend to signal to their milieu and how they saw fit to defend their honour. By the 

virtue of the abovementioned, the social norms of the contemporaries are also of 

importance to us and cannot be ignored and neglected. 

When we speak about the Middle Ages, we must understand that we are dealing with a 

society in which honour was omnipresent. Jeanine Fehn-Claus explained that: “Die 

mittelalterliche Gesellschaft war eine extrem ranggeordnete und rangbewußte Gesellschaft. 

Der honor einer Person, die Summe aus Rang, Stellung, Besitz und Ehre ist ein Zentralbegriff 

für das Verständnis dieser Ordnung. Ihn zu achten, war eine fundamentale Voraussetzung 

jedweder Interaktion namentlich in der Öffentlichkeit“.1245 It is no wonder, that honour 

practically defined the position of the person in society. Thomas Totz explained that: „Sie 

[honour] gewährte ihm einen Anspruch auf die Wahrung seiner Stellung innerhalb der 

Gesellschaft, sie war gleichbedeutend mit der Vollmitgliedschaft in dem jeweiligen Stand. 

Ehre bedeutete Kreditwürdigkeit und Vertrauen. Wer seine Ehre verloren hatte, war von für 

ihn gesellschaftlich relevanten Vorgängen ausgeschlossen, eine Wiederherstellung war 

nahezu unmöglich. Daher galt es unter allen Umständen, die Ehre zu waren.“1246 Simply put, 

honour was the most important public value in the Middle Ages.1247  

 
1245 Gerd Althoff, Spielregeln der Politik im Mittelalter, Kommunikation in Frieden und Fehde. Darmstadt 1997, 
p. 279.  
1246 Janine Fehn-Claus, Erste Ansätze einer Typologie der Fehdegründe, in: Kriegsordnungen des 14. bis 16. 
Jahrhunderts, in Horst Brunner: Der Krieg im Mittelalter und in der frühen Neuzeit: Gründe, Begründungen, 
Bilder, Bräuche, Recht, p. 127  
1247 Thomas Zotz, Zusammenfassung, in: (ed. Althoff Gerd) Formen und Funktionen öffentlicher 
Kommunikation im Mittelalter. Stuttgart Thorbecke, 2001, p. 469; Paul Münch, Grundwerte der 
frühneuzeitlichen Ständegesellschaft? Aufriß einer vernachlässigten Thematik, in: (ed. Winfried Schulze) 
Ständische Gesellschaft und soziale Mobilität, München 1998, p. 71. Münch spoke about honour as the 
„Grundwert“ of the Middle Ages society; Compare with Richard van Dülmen, Der infame Mensch. Unehrliche 
Arbeit und soziale Ausgrenzung in der Frühen Neuzeit, in (ed. Richard van Dülmen) Arbeit, Frömmigkeit und 
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Unlike it is usually the case today, honour not only defined a single person, but entire social 

groups. Norbert Elias explained that the concept of honour was one of the main ideas of the 

aristocratic elite. For them: “bildete die ‘Ehre’ den Ausdruck der Zugehörigkeit zu einer 

Adelsgesellschaft. Man hatte seine Ehre, solange man nach der ´Meinung´ der betreffenden 

Gesellschaft und damit auch für das eigene Bewusstsein als Zugehöriger galt“.1248 Gerd 

Althoff explained that during the Middle Ages, each member of the nobility belonged to a 

certain smaller group. “Gruppenzugehörigkeit bestimmte das Leben mittelalterlicher 

Menschen wohl in allen Schichten in entscheidender Weise“.1249 Honour, was certainly no 

exception: “Zum einen bezeichnet Ehre die kollektive Identität einer sozialen Gruppe, also 

Lebensformen und Verhaltensmuster, mit denen sich die gesamte Gemeinschaft von 

anderen abgrenzt. Zu nennen ist… die adlige Standesehre, die durch ein umfangreiches 

Repertoire von spezifischen Norm und Ordnungsvorstellungen ebenso geprägt wurde wie 

durch visuell wahrnehmbare Abzeichen und symbolische Ausdrucksformen adliger 

Gruppenidentität“.1250 On a narrower basis, honour affected the kin members of the 

individual. „Jedes Mitglied profitiert von dem Namen seiner Familie, jeder steht deshalb 

auch unter Zwang, nichts zu tun, das den Ruf der Familie beflecken würde“.1251  

Althoff explains that the conventions, the norms and customs that belong to the interaction 

between men were often of a much greater importance than the written ones. Everyone 

had to understand how to forge a friendship, whom and how to give presents, how to react 

to an insult, what should be done in order to intensify a conflict or smooth things over.1252 

He further elaborates that many of the existing rituals and public demonstrations served to 

show the status of the person in society and his belonging to a certain group.1253 It is 

especially important to stress the coexistence of numerous “honour ranks”, which actually 

divided the people into various groups. The person was treated depending on his belonging 

to the honour group of which he was a member.1254  Berthold von Regensburg1255 wrote in 

the 13th century and depicted how the society is divided into many classes, explaining that 

each one of them possess another amount of honour.1256 Indeed, each member of the 

 
Eigensinn. Frankfurt/M 1990, p. 108. Dülmen wrote that honour was the:“Grundprinzip der ganzen 
Ständegesellschaft”. 
1248 Norbert Elias, Die höfische Gesellschaft. Untersuchungen zur Soziologie des Königtums und der höfischen 
Aristokratie mit einer Einleitung: Soziologie und Geschichtswissenschaft. Darmstadt und Newied 1977, p. 145. 
1249 Gerd Althoff, Spielregeln der Politik, p. 185. 
1250 Claudia Garnier, Der Handel mit der Ehre. Formen und Foren symbolischer Kommunikation des Ritteradels 
um 1500, in: (ed. Joachim Schneider) Kommunikationsnetzte des Ritteradels im Reich um 1500. Stuttgart 2012, 
p. 200. 
1251 Hilay Zmora, Ruf, Vertrauen, Kommunikation: Fehde und adlige Identität in Franken im Spätmittelalter, in 
Kommunikationsnetzte des Ritteradels im Reich um 1500, p. 152. 
1252 Althoff, Spielregeln der Politik, p. 187. 
1253 Ibid, pp. 279-280. 
1254 Andreas Deutsch, Was ist Ehre? Ein Rechtsbegriff im Historischen Vergleich, in: (ed. Bandini Ditte) Früchte 
vom Baum des Wissens. Heidelberg 2009, pp. 181-184.  
1255 Hellmut Rosenfeld, Berthold von Regensburg, NDB. Vol. 2, p. 164. 
1256 Berthold von Regensburg, (eds. Franz Pfeiffer, Joseph Strobl) Vollständige Ausgabe seiner Deutschen 
Predigten. Vol. 2. Wien 1862, p. 212. „Wir haben drier leie liute uf ertriche. Der heizen wir eine povelvolk, wan 
der ist aller meiste und habent die minnesten ere… Ez sin ritter oder gburen oder koufliute… die hand aber vil 
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society was well aware of his rank and his place.1257 When Albrecht declared war on 

Nuremberg on 29.6.1449, he wrapped his letter with a straw wreath, it came to stress the 

differences in the rank between him and the city by referring to the peasant origin of the 

city dwellers. In turn, Nuremberg decorated their war declaration with a piece of seven-

coloured silk. It, in turn, was a symbol of nobility and was supposed to insult Albrecht.1258  

Müller mentions another manifestation of this kind. In the year 1478, Albrecht Achilles 

addressed a letter to his son Johann. In it, Albrecht referred to complaints raised by the 

commander of the Hungarian army Jan Zeleni, who lamented over the form Albrecht used 

addressing him (nicht ihrze) in his letters. Albrecht explained his son that he knows how he 

should properly refer to people according to their descent and status.1259 

 Due to the significant importance of honour, the task of keeping your honour intact and 

defend it against any possible attack was of immense importance. „Die Ehre einer Person 

war nicht endgültig festgeschrieben, sie musste ständig öffentlich dargestellt und verteidigt 

– und damit von der Gesellschaft zuerkannt – werden.“1260 Men in the Middle Ages were 

obsessed with defending their honour. Even a humiliation from the side of a person who 

stood far lower in the hierarchy than the person he insulted, had to be answered.1261 An 

individual who did not defend his honour was expected to suffer from different 

consequences whose graveness dependent on the specific circumstances of his case.1262 

Among reasons that could injure the honour of a person were often causes that might 

appear strange to us. For example, contact with an unhonorable man or even with his tools, 

e.g. touching the tools of a hangman could dishonour a man.1263 Many of the punishments 

 
mer eren danne die ersten…die da aber mer eren hand danne die ersten und danne die andern, die heizen wir 
fürsten…Die hant aber mer landes und liute und guotes und eren… So ist der landherren aber minner und  
habent vil mer eren. So ist der fürsten aber vil minner, die habent aber die groesten ere“… 
1257 Claudia Garnier, Der Handel mit der Ehre, p. 205. Claudia Garnier gives an example how that knowledge 
manifested itself. In the year 1454, Albrecht Achilles participated in a knight tournament in Nuremberg. He 
allegedly fought three times against Ruprecht Haller who represented Nuremberg, who could kick him of the 
horse in all cases. However, since Ruprecht Haller did not intend to hurt the honour of Albrecht, he let himself 
fall of the horse after beating Albrecht; The same story mentioned by Ernst Schubert, Albrecht Achilles, in: (ed. 
Gerhard Pfeifer) Fränkische Lebensbilder. Vol. 4. Würzburg 1971, p. 168. Here he writes about Konrad Haller; 
Müllner, Annalen, p. 503. Konrad Haller served in the ranks of Albrecht Achilles and participated in this 
tournament on his side. The story has certain flows and errors and cannot be true, especially in the version 
retold by Garnier. It is based on a much later account. Ruprecht Haller himself was already dead during the 
time of the abovementioned tournament. Despite of that, the story itself is revealing and shows how the 
contemporaries perceived the need to demonstrate respect.  
1258 Frankl, Albrecht Achilles und das Hochstift Würzburg, in pp. 67-68.  
1259 Mario Müller, Besiegelte Freundschaft: die brandenburgischen Erbeinungen und Erbverbrüderungen im 
späten Mittelalter. Göttingen 2010, pp. 171-172. 
1260 Florian Kühnel, Die Ehre der Unehrlichen. Rituelle Verunreinigung und Ehrverlust in der Frühen Neuzeit, in: 
(eds. Peter Burschel, Christoph Marx) Reinheit. Wien, Köln, Weimar, 2011, p. 272. 
1261 Christine Reinle, Scheltworte, Schandbilder, Absagen, in Kommunikationsnetze des Ritteradels im Reich um 
1500, p. 130-131; Knut Görich, Die Ehre Friedrich Barbarossas. Kommunikation, Konflikt und politisches 
Handeln im 12. Jahrhundert. Darmstadt 2001, p. 3;  
1262 Deutsch, Was ist Ehre? p. 181. 
1263 Florian Kühnel, Die Ehre der Unehrlichen, p. 273.  
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included a symbolical act that came to insult the honour of the person who committed the 

transgression.1264 

Considerations of honour and the pursuit of honour were omnipresent among the nobility. 

It was important not only to appear in the right light in the eyes of the contemporaries, but 

to accumulate fame, glory and reputation that will be remembered by the posterity.1265 

Folker Reichert explains that one of the motives that stood behind pilgrimages was the 

desire to gain honour. The visit to a sacred place, the risks involved in the long journey as 

well as the spiritual purification increased honour and glory.1266 Honour was often present 

there no one would look for it today. Paul von Töbelman explains that as the high nobility 

served the Roman King or Emperor by helping him dress, trimming his beard or serving him 

at the table, they attained honour, since the physical proximity to the ruler itself and the 

service they rendered him were understood as the fulfilment of their obligations towards 

their lord.1267 Honour was also tightly connected to war. Individuals could start a war or 

participate in an ongoing struggle because their honour was hurt and they saw need to 

defend it. Taking part in an armed struggle could be a source of honour by itself, since the 

battlefield presented numerous opportunities of showing your valour and bravery.1268 

Among the traits that a respectable member of the high society in Germany of the late 

Middle Ages was expected to possess were wealth, military might, and a modus operandi, 

which conformed with his place in society. Fidelity, bravery, kindness, politeness and the 

possibility to forgive were other notable features which an individual enjoying a high 

position in society was supposed to demonstrate.1269 Betonii Antonella mentions that a 

guidance according to which a man should preserve his good name appears already in the 

Bible. For the people of the Middle-Ages this instruction served as a moral guidance.1270 

Otto Brunner putted special emphasise on the importance of oath in the conduct of German 

society. A regulation of a conflict between warring parties, not only nobles but also 

peasants, often ended after both sides vowed to stop fighting. Only after this official action, 

the conflict was considered to be regulated.1271 In this regard Orth added that one of the 

 
1264 Deutsch, Was ist Ehre? pp. 186-187. 
1265 Görich, Die Ehre Friedrich Barbarossas, pp. 3-4. In this regard Görich explained that the men of the Middle 
Ages did not possess a sense of inner dignity, that could allow them ignore humiliations without feeling 
themselves insulted, p. 10; Otto Gerhrad Oexle, Aspekte der Geschichte des Adels im Mittelalter und in der 
Frühen Neuzeit, Geschichte und Gesellschaft. Sonderheft. Vol. 13, Europäischer Adel 1750–1950 (1990), pp. 
23-24.  
1266 Folker Reichert, Asien und Europa im Mittelalter. Studien zur Geschichte des Reisens. Göttingen, 2012, pp. 
153-159. 
1267 Paul von Töbelman, Dienst und Ehre. Wenn der Herzog dem Kaiser den Braten schneidet, in: Zeitschrift für 
Historische Forschung, (2010), pp. 561-599. 
1268 Hans-Henning Kortüm, Kriege und Krieger 500-1500. Stuttgart 2010, p. 20. 
1269 Stewart, Honor, pp. 34-35. 
1270 Antonella Betonni, ‘Die Diffamation und die Wahrung des Guten Namens in der Rechtlehre des ius 
commune‘ in Ehre und Recht, pp. 41-42. 
1271 Otto Brunner, Land and Lordship: Structures of Governance in Medieval Austria. Trans. Howard Kaminsky 
and James Van Horn Melton. Philadelphia, 1992, pp. 20-23. In this regard, it would be interesting to mention, 
that after Duke Ludwig expelled the Jews from Regensburg, he forced them to declare him an “Urfehde”. In 
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central demands for meeting the criteria of an honourable behaviour, was to fulfill the 

obligations a person took upon himself.1272  

15.7 Honour - a balancing or a destabilizing force?  

At first glance, it might seem that a sense of self-respect might be dangerous to a person 

and such a risk does really exist if the person’s self-respect is over sensitive, since he might 

find himself involved in a significant amount of conflicts because he will see in numerous 

events features that jeopardize the integrity of his status in society. In such a case, this over-

developed sense of self-respect will endanger not only his possessor but also his immediate 

surrounding. Notwithstanding, in most cases self-respect is an efficient defensive 

mechanism. After a person’s honour was hurt, ignoring the offence might seem as the 

smartest move possible. The potential hazard of a conflict is usually high and very often can 

even lead to grave consequences. The feeling of self-respect makes a person to ignore his 

common sense by prompting him to react, thus it might seem that it creates unnecessary 

risk. Such an immediate risk certainly exists, but a clear-cut timely response to any such 

assault creates deterrence, which will make the aggressor to weigh his actions carefully 

before he will decide to act again. Moreover, a forceful action will be well understood by 

third parties. The side that decided to take the risk will acquire a reputation of an individual 

that is going to retaliate in case he is being attacked. Thus, a timely reaction will probably 

decrease the risk of a future assault at the expense of an immediate risk.  

If we will imagine a group of people unfamiliar with the sense of self-respect and motivated 

solely by purely logical survival instincts, we will soon have to admit, that they will have to 

invent honour for their own benefit. Otherwise, the one most powerful would be able to 

fully dominate such a society without any risk whatsoever to himself. Since any possible 

collision with a person significantly stronger than yourself would be just too risky, it will be 

logical to obey his orders unconditionally. Because the powerful would also be aware of the 

lack of an honour mechanism, he could enslave those weaker without facing any risk. 

However, the invention of honour would allow any person in such a society to signal the 

other group members that the risk associated with asserting their rights (whatever they will 

understand by this term) will not deter him from defending himself. A sense of honour 

would be stronger than cold logic, and almost paradoxically would help creating a more 

stable and safer environment for all. The deterrence created by a sense of honour could 

thus produce a better stabilizing mechanism than the cold calculation.  

Even in the modern society, where we have numerous means of communication at our 

disposal, most of our personal interactions are carried out with people whom we see 

repeatedly. It means that we have a long-lasting relationship with numerous individuals. The 

 
other words, even in case of Jews, who stood at the bottom of the honour pyramid, certain rules concerning 
the other parts of society were being observed; Ettelt Schönewald, Herzog Ludwig der Reiche von Bayern 
Landshut, p. 23. 
1272 Elsbeth Orth, Die Fehden der Reichsstadt Frankfurt am Main im Spätmittelalter: Fehdrecht und Fehdpraxis 
im 14. Und 15. Jahrhundert. Frankfurt am Main, 1971, p. 81. 
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situation in the Middle-Ages was far less impersonal than it is today, as most ties were 

personal and each group had a limited number of members that belonged to it. Using terms 

common in game play theory it is possible to say, that each encounter was one round of 

many. The nature of the relationship between X and Y will usually become common 

knowledge in just a brief time. Once the interaction is limited to one or few encounters, the 

possible profit from cheating might be far more profitable than cooperation. In other words, 

cheating might be advantageous in case of casual encounters. In contrast, a cooperation in 

case of a long-term relationship will profit both actors in most cases. The understanding by 

the members of the group regarding the laws of the society they are part of, creates a stable 

situation, which hinders conflicts, accelerates the economy, reduces violence and even 

defends the weak from the strong. The understanding of the social honour, which every 

person possesses (usually, people who are unable to understand general cultural rules of 

the society they are part of, are considered to be mentally ill) looks as a constructive force 

as well. The social honour facilitates the creation of norms of behaviour, which are then 

being adopted by all members of the group. Not every such norm is useful. However, once 

we are trying to scrutinize the big picture, it seems that the social conventions are helping to 

create a stabler society, providing it with a certain identity and enabling it to function with 

more efficiency compared to a society, which lacks such norms.  

Despite the overall positive influence of self-respect, we cannot ignore certain cases in 

which this feeling may lead to disastrous results. As I already mentioned, a person with a 

hyper-developed sense of self-respect may misinterpret certain neutral actions as 

degrading. Another possible danger is that his reaction to an action that injured his honour 

might be disproportional or get out of hand. It could lead in turn to revenge, which can 

eventually develop into a situation in which a harmful action of one side will result in a 

harmful action of the other side in an ever-escalating cycle of violence. Another possible 

danger comes from the field of social honour. A person’s self-respect is greatly influenced by 

the way he is perceived by society; thus, the public image of a person is of a significant 

value. In certain cases, it might result in certain risky actions, which a person could decide to 

undertake attempting to improve his status in society, but which could eventually lead to 

the opposite effect. In the biography of Wilwolt von Schaumberg, we have a description of a 

love affair. Deeply in love, Wilwolt got into the habit of wearing the finest clothes and hiring 

four to six young lads who run by his horse in the role of an entourage, so he could make an 

impression on the young lady.1273 Although love was mentioned as the motive that stood 

behind this behaviour, which did not meet with von Schaumberg financial capabilities, but 

the actions he undertook in order to impress the young lass had a lot to do with the norms 

of society and are well understood in our days. Many interpret wealth as a clear indicator 

for a high status in society. Although von Schaumberg did not go bankrupt, many others 

 
1273 Adelbert Von Keller (ed.), Die Geschichten und Taten Wilwolts von Schaumburg. Stuttgart, 1859, p. 61; For 
a detailed research literature on Wilwolt von Schaumburg see Sven Rabeler, Niederadlige Lebensformen im 
späten Mittelalter: Wilwolt von Schaumberg (um 1450 - 1510) und Ludwig von Eyb d.J. (1450 - 1521). 
Würzburg 2006. 
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who tried to impress society via conspicuous consumption did end this way. Another 

potentially disastrous feature is the pursuit of honour. For many people public recognition 

and the desire to gain reputation becomes an end in itself. In many cultures military victory 

brings a lot of honour to the victor. David Kagan explains that not only reflections on 

security or economic gains are leading to war. There are other important factors, such as: 

“the demand for greater prestige, respect, deference, in short, honor” that make people 

wage war.1274 Moreover, the way a person understands the definition of his personal 

honour might affect his understanding of rights and justice. If a person will decide, that he 

possesses superior rights he might prompt a struggle for these rights with other involved 

parties. During extended periods in history as well as in our days, people who contested 

their place in society provoked conflicts, wars and bloodshed. It was their attempt to obtain 

honour and glory at the expense of the surrounding that led to myriads of murdered, 

tortured and destitute.  

15.8 Honour and rights in a war 

Another terminus technicus directly tied to the concept of honour and self-respect is the 

idea of right (Recht). “Recht” has a wider meaning and is not only understood in the 

connection of individual rights, but also in a wider legal sense of law. Referring to the 

modern Western world, Joel Feinberg described the connection between the two as 

following: “Respect for persons may simply be respect for their rights, so that there cannot 

be the one without the other…To respect a person then, or to think of him as possessed of 

human dignity simply is to think of him as a potential maker of claims.”1275 Because during 

the Middle Ages the importance of honour was even greater than it is today, it is no wonder 

that even a stronger correlation between the terms was present. Accentuating on the 

conduct of Friedrich Barbarossa, Knut Görich explained that whoever questioned the 

honour of the Emperor: “versagte dem Kaiser nicht nur seine Ehre, sondern auch sein Recht. 

Ehreveletzung war Rechtsverletzung, und Rechtsverletung war Ehrverletzung.”1276 In other 

words, honour and rights were almost interchangeable. Defending your own rights was an 

imperative as was defending one’s honour. Those who were not ready to do it using force 

lost their honour.1277  

The central topic of this study is a particular war. In this regard, we must pay attention to 

the links between the honourable and worthy behaviour that was expected from princes, 

the degree of their compliance with the existing rules and the extent to which it affected 

their general status in society. Therefore, it is important to explain at least briefly, how 

 
1274 David Kagan, On the Origins of War: And the preservation of Peace. New-York, 1996, p. 569. 
1275 Joel Feinberg, Jan Narveson, The Nature and value of rights, in Journal of Value Inquiry (1970), 4, pp. 252-
253. 
1276 Knut Görich, Geld und Honor Friedrich Barbarossa in Italien, in: Althoff Gerd, Formen und Funktionen 
öffentlicher Kommunikation im Mittelalter. Stuttgart 2001, p. 199. 
1277 Fehn-Claus, Erste Ansätze einer Typologie, p. 127; Herbert Asmus, Rechtsprobleme des mittelalterlichen 
Fehdewesens: dargestellt an Hand südhannoverscher Quellen vornehmlich des Archivs der Stadt Göttingen, p. 
39; Brunner, Land and Lordship, p. 48. 
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nobles were supposed to act in time of violent conflicts. The “Feud” in Late Medieval 

Germany was a legitimate tool of resolving conflicts but only if the belligerents acted in 

accordance to a set of prescribed laws and norms. Before turning to violence, the warring 

parties had to resort to legal means first, trying to solve their contentions. If one of the sides 

simply ignored that norm, he was held responsible for breaking the peace.1278 After the 

negotiations failed, the war declaration itself did not suffice to make it just. The side 

declaring the war had to send his enemy a letter in which he detailed fair reasons for the 

war, which should technically be fought only for a just cause.1279 Brunner stressed that: “the 

legitimacy of a feud depended above all on a just claim; for feud and enmity were at heart a 

struggle for Right that aimed at retribution and reparation for a violation of one’s rights”.1280 

If one of the parties ensued an armed struggle without a legal and justified cause, the 

defender could claim that the use of violence against him was a criminal act: “unlawful and 

“wilful”; it was “plunder”, “unjust war,” “tyranny”.1281 For that reason, very often the 

conflicting parties invested significant energy into trying to explain that justice is on their 

side and that they wage a legitimate war. Naturally, it created significant difficulties because 

the observer’s personal interests usually dictated the way he told right from wrong. Ernst 

Schubert claims that the princes and the big cities tied the meaning of peace and tranquillity 

with their own interests, thus defining it as they saw fit.1282 Under these circumstances, it is 

no wonder that the legality of the feuds was often disputed, as each of the sides dismissed 

the arguments of the other, accusing him in breaching of the peace,1283 simultaneously 

claiming that he himself was fighting for honour, justice and God.1284 The situation was 

usually further complicated due to a lack of a recognized higher authority capable of 

deciding on whose side the right indeed was.1285 

The rules and regulations also touched upon the proper conduct of war.1286 It was not only 

supposed to be just, but the belligerents also should have defended or at least not inflict 

damage to the weak, the members of the Christian church and its property. The observance 

of these laws is a matter of another debate, but no one really questioned them.1287 The 

 
1278 Arno Buschmann, Landfrieden und Landfriedensordnung in Hoch und Spätmittelalter, in: (ed. Arno 
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influence of the Christian faith manifested itself in repeated efforts to outlaw war in time of 

Christian holidays. Another important requirement demanded that in order for a war to be 

considered legitimate, it had to be proclaimed by a power that possessed legal authority. 

The recognition and acceptation by the involved parties of third parties that tried to avoid 

taking part in the conflict by declaring a neutral status was yet in the bud. Even if one of the 

sides tried to do so, a danger of a possible attack on it always existed.1288 Arson was strongly 

prohibited and the side that used it was supposed to be proclaimed an outlaw. Taking into 

consideration that this law was repeated numerous times from the 12-th century until the 

proclamation of the “ewiege Frieden” in 1495,1289 it was not always respected.  

Analysing several hundred feuds between German nobles, Orth concluded that about two 

thirds of them started because the rights of one side were violated by the other. In 10 

additional percent of the cases the conflicts erupted after one side declared a feud in order 

to repair older wrongs.1290 In other words, an attempt to defend or claim a right were the 

most common reasons of armed struggles.1291 As was explained previously, a violation of 

rights of a certain individual was also a blow in his honour. A person who initiated a just war 

endeavoured to restore his honour and rights on his own.1292 Brunner stressed that in each 

case that the rights of an individual were violated, he had to retaliate. It was a moral 

imperative, not a right but a duty.1293 “Whoever proved unable to maintain his rights, 

whether in a court of law or through private arbitration, would lose his honor along with his 

rights if he let them to be taken away without a struggle. For in medieval thought, honor 

and a subjectively claimed right were one and the same”.1294 In this sense, war presents a 

combination in which honour and “Recht” played a significant role.   

Therefore, violation of rights and defamation were the most common causes of conflicts 

between German nobles. Each of the princes was well aware of the accepted norms of 

behaviour regarding the proper conduct expected from him. Nobles were supposed to 

respect agreements, vows and promises. Before starting an armed conflict, they were 

expected to try solving the disagreements via negotiations. We can certainly anticipate that 

they would portray their own claims and goals as justified, legal and worthy, simultaneously 

insinuating doubts regarding the behaviour of their opponents. Those who failed to act 

according to these rules should had had difficulties in managing a conflict.  

Now, after I explained in detail that honour laid at the heart of the noble society in the 

German lands of the Late Middle Ages and stressed the importance of reputation as well as 

different norms and regulations, it is about time to turn to a practical examination of the 
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events in order to investigate how this concern manifested itself on the ground. By 

providing numerous examples of conduct in various situations, I would try to show to what 

degree the concern for honour motivated the princes, how it affected their decision-making 

and how the sensibilities of the “honour society” affected some of their moves.  

16. Insults, reputation and anger in the War. 

16.1 The influence of anger and resentment on honour 

Emotions are meaningful; they not only affect our own temporary mental state, but also 

convey a powerful message to the people around is. By analysing the emotions expressed by 

a certain individual, we can conclude what he feels and even predict his next moves. Faking 

feelings is very difficult and because of that, it makes them so important. Offended honour 

evokes a strong emotional response; therefore, its presence serves as a good indicator of 

the authenticity of this feeling.  Potegal and Novako described the Middle Ages as a time in 

which an expression of anger, including use of violence were perceived as an appropriate 

response in case the honour of a person was offended.1295 Since one of the main goals of 

this study is to examine how significant a role did honour play during the princes’ war, it 

would be necessary to examine the credibility of certain emotions, publicly demonstrated at 

the time of the conflict. Anger and outrage are a natural reaction of a person whose dignity 

was insulted, thus I would like to consider in detail several cases in which the princes 

showed strong feelings as a reaction to events that offended them.    

A person, which enjoys a reputation of one who does not allow others to violate his rights, 

certainly has an advantage. Therefore, a prince would be interested in trying to obtain such 

a reputation. A person whose honour was offended would feel anger - a feeling difficult to 

fake. It is for that reason that a person who reacts with anger after his rights were violated 

and responds in a way that might be perceived as disproportional creates an impression of a 

person whose sense of honour plays an important role for him.1296 Since one of the main 

goals of this study is to examine how significant a role did honour play during the conflict 

between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig it would be necessary to examine the credibility 

of several cases in which the princes demonstrated anger publicly. I would try to inquire 

whether they deliberately demonstrated rage outburst that were supposed to convey a 

message, thus attempted to acquire themselves reputation or alternatively, if it was a 

spontaneous reaction motivated by feelings and not by cold calculation. 

16.2 The incident in Bamberg 

During a princely meeting in Bamberg in January 1459, a word exchange between Albrecht 

Achilles and Elector Friedrich almost ended in bloodshed. Instead of trying to regulate the 

 
1295 Michael Potegal, Raymond Novako, A Brief History of Anger, in: (eds. Michael Potegal, Stemmler Gerhard, 
Spielberger Charles) International Handbook of Anger. New York 2010, pp, pp. 19-20. 
1296 Elster Jon, Emotions and Economic Theory, Journal of Economic Literature, (March 1998), p. 72. Elster 
noted that irascible people are often able to get their way, forcing their will on the people around them.  
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tensions, both princes started discussing the events of the previous summer in Widdern.1297 

According to the Speierische chronic, Albrecht blamed Friedric, claiming that: “Er hielt off 

Hornick von Hochusen, der ein wissentlicher schlag wer, und alle, die den selben Hornick off 

hielten, die werent auch schelig. Da sprach Herzog Friderich, er loge als ein 

fleischverkeuffer, er wer ein frommer, erber furst; und zuckte einen degen uß und wolt 

margraff Albrecht herstochen han. Deßglichen margraff Albrech zoch einen degen uß, also 

fielent die herren darzwüschen und schiedent sy...“1298 This event in Bamberg is exceptional. 

For comparison, during the prolonged personal conflict between Albrecht Achilles and Duke 

Ludwig, which lasted several years both sides often insulted each other in writing, however 

they never came close to a public squabble, all the more, a wrangle that almost developed 

into a physical fight. What could make two princes behave as if they were two commoners 

in a pub? Zmora suggests that this clash could be a planned action made by Albrecht Achilles 

in order to divert the discussion from his own deeds. He explains that since a good share of 

the responsibility on the crisis between the two camps fell on him as a reaction to his 

attempts to widen the jurisdictional zone of the “Kaiserliche Gericht”, Albrecht intentionally 

planned to taunt Friedrich the Victorious, foreseeing his sharp reaction, which as he hoped, 

would then catch the focus of attention, diverting it from his own actions.1299 Karl-Heinz 

Spiess also payed attention to this accident. According to his point of view, once honour was 

put on the table, even high nobles could forget keeping a cool head, giving way to their 

emotions.1300 

The main component that makes this case so exceptional is its publicity and the fact that 

two princes showed readiness to move from verbal abuse to physical violence. The 

Margrave ostentatiously cursed the Count Palatine, which responded in kind and then draw 

his weapon demonstrating his readiness for a violent confrontation. I want to examine this 

event together with other occurrences, in which anger played a central role. Namely the 

case in which Duke Ludwig allegedly teared off an official letter with the Emperor’s seal on it 

and the occasion on which Count Palatine tore to pieces the report he received from Duke 

Ludwig with details on the “blinder Spruch” including the extremely harsh letter he then 

wrote Ludwig. 

Publicity is a central component of an insult capable to damage a person’s honour and even 

more so his reputation. Already in the Mishnah and the Talmud it is mentioned, that a 

person who insults another publicly deserves the severest punishment.1301 To blacken 

someone’s reputation, to humiliate him publicly is a grave offence. The person who was 

offended publicly would usually feel anger at the person who humiliated him and shame 
 

1297 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgelibete, pp. 192-193. 
1298 Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 127, p. 424.  
1299 Hilay Zmora, Feud in early modern Germany. Cambridge, 2011, p. 124. 
1300 Karl-Heinz Spiess, Kommunikationsformen im Hochadel und am Königshof im Spätmittelalter, in: (ed. 
Althoff Gerd) Formen und Funktionen öffentlicher Kommunikation im Mittelalter. Stuttgart Thorbecke 2001, p. 
290. 

נזיקין  1301 אבות(The Order of Damages)  סדר  מסכת   ,  (Chapter of the Fathers)  מסכת זרעים  סדר  י"ד;  ג,  פרק   ,

ים...  "   .ברכות, דף מג, ב גמרה ַרבִּ ין ְפֵני ֲחֵברֹו בָּ א".   –ַהַמְלבִּ ם ַהבָּ עֹולָּ  ֵאין לֹו ֵחֶלק לָּ
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before the present.1302 It seems that Albrecht Achilles must have understood it well. During 

the princely meeting in Eger in 14591303 a heated debate between him and Wilhelm 

Truchtlinger,1304 who represented Duke Ludwig erupted. Truchtlinger accused Albrecht in 

breaching the obligations of the “blinden Spruch”, in promising to help King George in case 

of a war with Duke Ludwig and in summoning to court the Duke’s subjects.  Albrecht was 

quick on the draw, claiming that the Duke was well acquainted with the outcome of the 

“blinden Spruch”. Among else he claimed that although the decision regarding the faith of 

Donauwörth was in fact met on the spot, he allowed the Duke to pretend as if its fate was 

decided only after prolonged debates, in order not to hurt the Duke’s reputation in the eyes 

of: “des gemeinen Mannes”.1305 It was clear to Albrecht that not only the outcome of a 

diplomatic procedure but also the way it is perceived by the public plays a significant role. 

He also cared to stress his own virtue for showing care to the reputation of his rival.  

The strained relationship between the Count Palatine and Albrecht Achilles was a known 

fact; however, the insulting words Albrecht directed to Friedrich was of a different nature, it 

was a public humiliation. By cursing the Elector openly, Albrecht transferred the already 

charged atmosphere into a question of reputation and honour, making it a matter of serious 

public consequences. Bowman stressed that once a person suffers an insult or his rights are 

violated it awakes in him a counter reaction.1306 The universality of honour blurs the borders 

between the estates. In 1591, a quarrel between Caspar Aufschlag and Caspar Rauner - two 

soldiers of the city patrol of Augsburg started in a pothouse. At a certain moment, Rauner 

called Aufschlag “hundsfud”. Then one of the present cried to Aufschlag: “ Er hat dich nun 

hundsfud gehaissen, wilt Dus von im leiden, ich wolt dich selbs in das Angesicht schlagen, 

wan du woltests ein Landsknecht sein, und solliches gedulden“. The conflict escalated and 

ended with the death of Rauner. During the trial that followed, the guard commander 

explained that in the light of the events Aufschlag had no choice but to defend his 

honour.1307 In fact, a conflict in which two men start fighting after word exchange is not rare 

even in modern Western countries. After one side offends the other, the use of violence 

appears to many as the only viable reaction. Brunner stresses that during the Middle Ages a 

man was expected to react if his rights were being violated, since “to put up with injustice 

and renounce vengeance would have meant loss of honor”.1308 Moeglin pointed out on the 

 
1302 Elster, Emotions and Economic Theory, p. 50. 
1303 See above, pp. 43-44. 
1304 Wilhelm Truchtlinger was the advisor of Duke Heinrich, Duke Ludwig’s father, and continued to be an 
advisor of Ludwig alsmost until his death. For more information see, Hubert Emmerig, Geld für den Krieg. Der 
Krieg zwischen Herzog Ludwig dem Reichen und Markgraf Albrecht Achilles und der Beginn der 
Schinderlingszeit in Bayern-Landshut, in: (eds. Theo Kölzer, Franz-Albrecht Bornschlegel, Christian Friedl, Gorge 
Vogeler) De litteris, manuscriptis, inscriptionibus … Festschrift zum 65. Geburstag von Walter Koch. Wien 2007, 
p.533. 
1305 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 129-131. 
1306 James Bowman, Honor a history. New-York 2006, p. 11. 
1307 Backmann, Künast, ‘Einführung’, pp. 13-14. 
1308 Brunner, Land and Lordship, pp. 19-20. 
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duty of a noble to react if his honour was attacked. He also explained that calling someone a 

liar or a cheater were the gravest insults.1309 

Anger is closely linked to the sense of honour. If a certain individual hurts the feelings of 

self-esteem of another, the person whose feelings were hurt would almost automatically 

feel indignation towards the person who hurt him. Because anger is a natural reaction to an 

attack on one’s honour, it can serve as an effective deterrent since an angry person partly 

loses the control of his feelings. At the same time, honour can turn against a person who is 

unable to control this feeling. Already Aristoteles wrote that a person with a too developed 

sense of honour would like to take vengeance against people who may question his 

integrity, thus putting at risk his life unable to control his feelings.1310 The meeting in 

Bamberg apparently represents us with an example of a case in which feelings played a role 

that could have led to a disaster. The “chaos” that uncontrolled and untamed emotions 

bring into our life makes a modern person sense anxiety. However, the human being of the 

21st century is not deferent from his recent predecessors. In the everyday life, people make 

numerous decisions, which would be very hard to explain using only common sense and 

logic. Frank mentions vengefulness as the best example of such a behaviour.1311 Aristoteles 

believed that it could be very useful to subdue feelings to logic. He thought that anger was 

the right reaction in certain cases and it was correct to demonstrate it at the proper 

opportunity.1312 It is surely possible, though difficult to fake certain emotions, including 

anger.1313 In the modern research on emotions exists an assumption according to which 

willingness to forgive can indicate a lack of self-respect, “individuals demonstrate a lack of 

self-respect when they tolerate being the subject of injustice”.1314 In other words, anger is 

perceived today as a natural reaction to humiliation or an insult.  

Prima facie, it might seem that as we would leave less and less space for rational decisions 

and would react emotionally more often, our chance to achieve the desired objective would 

diminish. However, just as Frank mentioned, as we seem to believe that our emotions play 

against us, it could well be that in fact they are playing for us. As an example, Frank uses 

honesty. It may seem that an honest and just person can often meet decisions that would 

hurt his immediate interest since he does not exploit the people around him, allowing them 

to take advantage of his own temper; however, such a person would acquire a reputation of 

 
1309 Jean-Marie Moeglin, Fürstliche Ehre und verletzte Ehre der Fürsten im spättmittelalterlichen Deutschen 
Reich in (eds. Klaus Schreiner, Gerd Schwerhoff) Verletzte Ehre. Ehrkonflikte in Gesellschaften des Mittelalters 
und der frühen Neuzeit. Köln 1995, p. 78. 
1310 Amelie Oksenberg Rorty, The Political Sources of Emotions: Greed and Anger, in Philosophical Studies: An 
International Journal for Philosophy in the Analytic Tradition. Vol. 89, No. 2/3, The American Philosophical 
Association Pacific Division Meeting 1997 (Mar. 1998), pp. 147-148. 
1311 Robert Frank, Passions Within Reason: The Strategic Role of the Emotions. New York 1998, pp. 1-3. 
1312 Peter Vernezze, Moderation or the Middle Way: Two approaches to Anger, Philosophy East and West, 
(2008), p. 2. 
1313 Elster, Emotions and Economic Theory, p. 51. 
1314 Kenneth Zagacki, Patrick Boleyn-Fitzgerald, Rhetoric and Anger, Philosophy & Rhetoric, (2006), pp. 305-
306. “Individuals demonstrate a lack of self-respect when they tolerate being the subject of injustice”, ibid, p. 
307. 
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someone that can be trusted and would eventually profit from it.1315 In a similar way a 

person who is known to react on every attack on his honour, would acquire a reputation 

that would deter others from hurting him. Frank explains that once feelings are concerned, 

the best possible strategy would be to make others believe that the emotions and feelings 

you express are inherent and uncontrolled; while in reality, you control them.1316 Solomon 

explains that it is possible to tame one’s emotions. At the same time, he points out that it is 

extremely difficult to demonstrate a strong emotion, e.g. anger, if a person is trying to do it 

intentionally, with a predetermined goal.1317 Therefore, we should not neglect another 

crucial factor. If a person does not feel a certain emotion, it would be extremely difficult to 

fake it. Thus, if someone was not humiliated, he would struggle to act as if he was, since the 

authenticity of an emotion usually speaks for itself.1318 Moreover, fake emotions cannot 

provide us with a motivation strong enough to take a certain action, especially a dangerous 

one. Thus, the best way to make our emotions realistic and authentic would be to 

experience them. 

 Even in our days, once the rights of an individual were violated and hurt, the anger that he 

expresses as a reaction to it is accepted by our society as a legitimate reaction. We expect 

from a person who was accused unjustly to feel anger owing to the injustice done to him. 

For that reason, a person who does not demonstrate anger can be perceived not only as 

dishonourable but also arouse the suspicion that the accusations raised against him are 

justified. If a person would not demonstrate the feelings we expect from him, we might 

believe that his rights were not in fact violated, therefore, that he is not honest and that 

these rights are of no real value for him.1319 Aristotle claimed that if a person does not 

express justified anger, he is acting like a slave, a man devoid of self-respect.1320 In case a 

person fakes anger, we would tend to believe that he was not hurt. Therefore, the 

credibility of anger is significant and reflects not only on the injured feeling of self-respect 

the princes were interested to demonstrate but also on the authenticity of their violated 

rights. As Frank explained, “someone who is caught cheating on one occasion creates the 

presumption he may do so again”.1321 Thus if a person would be caught in faking anger and 

humiliation a single time, he would raise doubts regarding the veracity of his emotions in 

other cases, respectively it would call into question the very fact of the damage done to his 

honour, which was as aforesaid the reason for the outburst of anger in the first place. 

 

 

 
1315 Frank, Passions within reason, pp. 4-5, 17-18. 
1316 Ibid, p. 13. 
1317 Solomon, Emotions and Choice, pp. 36, 39-40. 
1318 David Hamlyn, Ilman Dilman, False emotions, in: Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, Supplementary 
Volumes, (1989), p. 290. 
1319 Gabriele Taylor, Justifying the Emotions, Mind, New Series, (1975), p. 400. 
1320 Zagacki, Boleyn-Fitzgerald, Rhetoric and Anger, pp. 293, 305. 
1321 Frank, Passions within reason, p. 71. 
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16.3 Torn-up letters 

In the Chronicon Hirsaugiense of Johannes Trithemius1322 that was composed about 40 

years after the described events, Trithemius mentions a very interesting episode that 

allegedly happened after the peace negotiations in Nuremberg where Albrecht and Ludwig 

signed a peace-treaty. “Post haec in Dieta quadam Nürenbergae habita Marchio Albertus 

Ludovico Duci Bavariae litteras & priviligeia, quae contra eum a Friderico impetraverat, juxta 

prius concordata, in praetorio Senatus restituit, quas ille mox coram omnibus publice 

laceravit. Quod cum in noeitiam Caesaris pervenisset, iratus est, & Ducem Ludovicum reum 

laesae Majestatis declaravit”.1323 Already Johannes Joachim Müller pointed out that the 

description which Trithemius ascribed to the year 1458 is dated incorrectly and that the 

action of the Duke could not be the cause of the imperial war, which started much later. 

Müller himself assumed that the abovementioned events must have taken place in 1459, 

after the signing of the “blinder Spruch”. In fact, the described case must have occurred 

even later, in the Summer of 1460, after Ludwig and Albrecht signed the “Rother Richtung”, 

and both Kluckhohn and Droysen agreed upon that. Kluckhohn elaborates that the Duke 

removed the Emperor’s seal and did not tore the letters with the seal apart. For this action, 

the Emperor accused him in “laesa majestatis”.1324 Droysen referred to this action and 

wrote that it is quite possible that the Duke tore the treaty in the face of his enemies.1325 

One of the paragraphs of the “Rother Richtung” was devoted to the way the princes should 

have treated the documents of the “blinder Sprüch”. Albrecht and Ludwig agreed to deliver 

the documents to Duke Wilhelm of Saxony, afterwards: “wir (Wilhelm) yr yedes Insigel 

absneyden die brief durchstechenn vnd further ydem tail einen vberantwurtten.”1326 

Albrecht was also supposed to deliver the Duke or his councillors the treaties he previously 

signed with the Bishop of Eichstätt.1327  

The authenticity and especially the accuracy of this report is questionable, not only because 

Trithemius is the only author who reported on the event and positioned it incorrectly but 

also because such an action of the Duke was a manifest challenge to the Emperor’s 

authority. It does seem plausible that Ludwig cut the official document of the “blinder 

Spruch” in public already after the imperial seal was removed from it. The publicity of such 

an act raises significant doubts regarding the authenticity of anger standing behind the 

action of the Duke. The public demonstration of anger was here, in all likeliness, a planned 

manifestation, that came to deliver a very simple message – the decision of the Emperor 

was unjust, and now Ludwig, with his own hands, restored justice, his rights and honour. 

The document itself symbolized the attack on the Dukes reputation, thus its annihilation 

 
1322 For more details on the man see: Armin Schlechter, Johannes Trithemius (1462–1516). Benediktiner, 
Humanist und Kirchenreformer. (Schriften des Landesbibliothekszentrums Rheinland-Pfalz; 14) Koblenz, 2016. 
1323 Johannes Trithemius, Annales Hirsaugienses. St. Gallen 1690, p. 434. 
1324 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, p. 150. 
1325 Droysen, Geschichte, p. 235. 
1326 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage XLIIa, pp. 190-191. 
1327 Ibid, p. 191. 
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was an act with which the Duke defended his honour.1328 Obviously, the reputation of the 

Duke was at stake, so the public tearing of the letter showed everyone that a violation of his 

rights, even if it came from the side of the Emperor, would face a hard-edged resistance. 

Müller explains that a behaviour of a trustworthy person can be predicted. To obtain a 

reputation of a trustworthy person, one should start from spreading information, that 

should at least look credible.1329 A message or a promise conveyed in public are more 

reliable than a pledge done behind closed doors or tete-a-tete. The same logic stands 

behind burning bridges. Breaking a promise made publicly is very difficult since it would 

almost certainly hurt the honour and reputation of the person who decided to do that. From 

this point of view, it is possible to claim that the Duke turned the situation around the treaty 

that his opponents tried to impose on him into a question of honour. Now, he had to 

reinforce his initial performance with actions on the ground, otherwise, he would have 

suffered another blow on his reputation. At the same time, the performance itself could be 

a planned demonstration that came to show that he is outraged by the actions of his 

enemies, thus illustrating the authenticity of his feelings and reinforcing his intention to 

actively oppose the treaty. 

Another similar case shows us how the Count Palatine harshly reacted after receiving a 

letter, which conveyed a message he was not happy to hear. After Duke Ludwig accepted 

the decision of the “blinden Spruch” in the name of Friedrich the Victorious, he sent it to his 

Wittelsbach ally. Once the letter fell into the hands of Friedrich: “da wart der pfaltzgraff 

zornig und zurreiß den brief sund wolte eß nit halten.” Next the Elector directed a very 

offensive letter to the Duke.1330 The reaction of the Count Palatine is similar to that of Duke 

Ludwig. To provide a full and considered response, we must first answer the question 

whether this rage outburst really did happen or if it was nothing more than a false report as 

Kluckhohn believed. To support his words, he referred to a meeting between Archduke 

Albrecht of Austria with the Elector shortly after the conclusion of the treaty in Nuremberg. 

No rage outburst of the Elector is mentioned; instead, Friedrich heard the Archduke very 

reservedly and declared his intention to discuss with his councillors the paragraphs of the 

agreement. Kluckhohn’s opinion is based on the lack of any mentioning of an anger outburst 

by the Count Palatine and explains that Duke Ludwig was at the time his only reliable ally, 

thus humiliating him was the last thing he wanted.1331 Not only Kluckhon but also Menzel 

and Kremer doubted the authenticity of this report.1332 In his analysis, Kluckhohn does not 

leave room for strong feelings and emotions. However, such a sceptical view seems 

inconsistent, not only because none other than Pius II himself reported on the reaction of 
 

1328 In this sense, it reminds the return of the war declaration by the warring parties after the conflict ended in 
an act symbolizing the return to a state of peace.  
1329 Müller, Besiegelte Freundschaft, pp. 182-184. 
1330 Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 131, p. 425. 
1331 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 115-117. 
1332 Ibid, p. 116; Menzel, Diether von Isenburg, p. 37; Karl Menzel, Kurfürst Friedrich der Siegreiche von der 
Pfalz: nach seinen Beziehungen zum Reiche und zur Reichsreform in den Jahren 1454 bis 1464 dargestellt. 
München 1861, p. 44; Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrich, pp. 145-146. 
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Friedrich, but also because his reaction seems to be natural. According to Pius, after the 

Count Palatine got news on the treaty signed by the Duke in his name, he immediately 

wrote the Duke a letter in which he stated the following: “Federicus Palatinus Ludovico duci 

salutem. Dexteram inimico dedisti, eamque pacem amplexus es, quae te nostramque 

familiam inhonestet. Timuisti ferrum, et exertos spectare gladius horruisti, et amator videri 

vis. Et quae mulier deinceps amare te poterit, seculi nostri dedecus et monstrum infame 

Baoiariae domus? Aut rescinde conventa, aut me hostem habeto longe ferociorem Alberto! 

Quae meo nomine promisisti, scito me neque precibus neque vi facturum. Vale!”1333 

Allegedly, after the Duke read this message, he: “in Tränen ausgebrochen sei und nach 

Vorwänden gesucht habe, um die päpstlich vermittelte concordie zu unterlaufen“.1334 The 

lack of other contemporary reports is not a reliable indicator that we are dealing with a 

fictional account. The involved princes would hardly be content to see this story receive 

wide circulation and it could deter individuals who heard about the letter to comment on it. 

Although it is doubtful that Pius quoted the letter it is likely that his report delivers the core 

of Friedrich’s message.  

Despite his alliance and consanguinity with the Count Palatine, Duke Ludwig betrayed his 

trust and abandoned him at a critical moment. Thus, the correct question should be not, 

whether the Elector felt anger but how this anger expressed itself. In the view of Kluckhohn, 

Friedrich the Victorious understood that Duke Ludwig was his most important ally, thus he 

had to preserve friendly relations with him at all cost and could not afford a rage outburst. 

Such an opinion appears to be reasonable, but it ignores both the report on the letter, torn 

apart and the letter full of allegations mentioned by the Pope. It is wrong to invalidate 

information on the ground that it does not seem to be “logical”. Moreover, it is possible to 

claim, that the public anger outburst of the Elector and the report regarding his outrage 

might also be reasonable. As I elaborated earlier, “justified anger” or even “justified rage” is 

a sort of behaviour that deserves the understanding and in certain cases even the empathy 

of the surrounding. Anger can often serve as a defensive mechanism. During a rage 

outburst, the range of opportunities of an individual becomes wider and he can afford 

himself actions he must have had to avoid otherwise. It is equally important to convey the 

message that the action was done in a moment of anger or outrage. The anger 

demonstrated by the Elector bears in it an unambiguous message to Duke Ludwig. A more 

difficult question is whether it was a natural rage outburst or a thought-out performance. 

The fact that the Elector did not show any strong emotions after he received the report 

from Archduke Albrecht can raise certain doubts on the sincerity of Friedrich. However, we 

cannot neglect the fact that he most certainly was not angry with the Archduke, who did not 

betray his trust. Moreover, it is probable that by this time the Elector was already familiar 

with the content of the decision, so it did not come to him as a surprise. Furthermore, in 

many cases, anger can be directed towards people who are closer to us and not towards 

 
1333 Pii Secundi. Pontificis Maximi Commentarii. (ed. Ibolya Bellus, Ivan Boronkai), p. 142. 
1334 Märtl, Liberalitas Baiorica, p. 260. 
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people with whom we are less acquainted. Anger is an active feeling and is usually directed 

against the person who offended us1335 and in many cases, it is the best method to get rid of 

this feeling.1336 Anger is usually a transient feeling, which arises as quickly as it fades,1337 

however in certain situations anger can manifest itself even a long time after it was 

caused.1338 All these indicates that anger can manifest itself in various ways.  In any event, 

even if Friedrich planned his action, it does not necessarily mean that he did not feel that his 

rights and honour were violated. If he intentionally tried to benefit from a public 

demonstration of his anger, it only shows that he knew how to use the social norms of his 

society in his favour and that according to them anger was an appropriate response to 

violation of one’s rights. 

Huizinga described the anger threshold of the people who lived in the 15th century as far 

lower than that of the modern man in the western world. He provided the example of chess 

games between nobles at the court of Charles the Bold, which very often provoked 

situations, which made even the calmest men to lose their temper.1339 Quite often, explains 

Huizinga, political decisions in the 15th century were characterized by impulsive behaviour, 

that contradicted pragmatic self-interest and cold calculation time and again. Given the fact 

that the princes were powerful men, the expression of their emotions was an explosive 

force. Huizinga quoted Georges Chastellain1340 that explained this phenomenon as following 

“… the rulers are men, their affairs are sublime and dangerous and their temper is 

controlled by many passions, such as hate and envy. Their heart is the seat of these feelings 

because of their lust for power”.1341 To stress his point, Huizinga described how Duke Philip 

the Bold was stroke by rage after a quarrel with his son. To calm himself down he left 

Brussels in secret, disguised as though he was a student shirking from school and lost his 

way in the forest.1342 Norbert Elias stressed that in the Late Middle Ages the emotions were 

demonstrated much more openly than it is the case in the modern world.1343 Althoff 

explains that certain events in the Middle Ages led to very strong emotional outbursts that 

seem to the modern individual as an overstatement. People demonstrated the strongest 

feelings often without a reason that seems good enough. An especially significant contrast 

to our days are also rooted in the fact that emotions were usually a part of the public, 

political life, while in the private life emotions, apparently played a far less important 

 
1335 Taylor, Justifying the Emotions, p. 394. 
1336 Catherine Lutz, Geoffrey White, The Anthropology of Emotions, Annual Review of Anthropology, (1986), p. 
411. 
1337 Elster, Emotions and Economic Theory, pp. 70-71; Aaron Ben-Zeev, The Nature of Emotions, Philosophical 
Studies: An International Journal for Philosophy in the Analytic Tradition, (Nov 1987), p. 395. 
1338 Hamlyn Dilman, False Emotions, p. 293. 

 p.62 ,2009ירושלים  . הביניים-האוזינחה, סתיו ימי יוהאן 1339 
1340 For further information on Georges Chastellain see, Jean Dufournet, La grandeur de George Chastelain, in 
Le Moyen Âge. Vol. 111 (2005) pp. 595-604. 

     pp. 68- 69.הביניים-האוזינחה, סתיו ימי 1341
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1343 Elias Norbert. The Civilizing Process. Vol. 1, translated by Edmund Jephcott. New-york 1978, pp. 199-204. 
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role.1344 “In dieser Öffentlichkeit gezeigte Emotionen wirkten auf uns befremdlich, hatten 

aber allem Anschein nach bestimmte Funktionen und Bedeutung, die es zu verstehen 

gilt.“1345 He further expresses his opinion, according to which public demonstrations of 

emotions were not just emotional outbursts, but often carried with them certain political 

aims, explaining:1346“daß der mittelalterliche Kommunikationsstil in der Öffentlichkeit 

ausgesprochen demonstrativ war”.1347 The difficulty to propagate a certain message was 

compensated by flamboyant displays that became public knowledge.1348 In other words, not 

only the strong, often publicly conveyed emotions were a part of the life in the Middle Ages, 

but their demonstration was an important propaganda tool that was used in order to 

advance interests. 

The meeting in Bamberg gives us a glimpse on the behaviour of two princes who came face 

to face. Correspondence allows the person to consider his actions carefully since he is 

reacting to a written document, but a personal encounter leaves very little space for a 

thought-out response. At the same time, the princes and their advisors must have prepared 

themselves for the meeting and knew what they wanted to get. Because of that, something 

extraordinary had to happen so the framework of the procedure would be breached. An 

emotional outburst is a power difficult to control that can make a person abandon the 

accepted standards of behaviour. As Elster Jon noted, in case of “emotions such as anger, 

there may be a "point of no return" beyond which self-control is of no avail”.1349 Physical 

proximity means the existence of immediate danger in case of a reaction. Not logic but fear 

can moderate the response in such an instance. The behaviour of Friedrich the Victorious 

was a reaction to the derogatory comments of his interlocutor. It is possible to assure with 

significant confidence, that the fit of anger of the Margrave was also authentic. Even if 

Zmora was right, stating that this occasion played into the hands of Albrecht Achilles, it does 

not mean that we are dealing with a staged performance. Frustration and anger are two 

feelings that work well together. It is possible to understand the strong sense of frustration 

and discontent Albrecht must have felt during the meeting: after his prolonged attempts to 

establish the authority of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” in which he endowed great hopes, his 

adversaries started to undermine all his efforts. It would be very likely to assume that it was 

none other than Friedrich the Victorious himself, who attacked Albrecht in this direction – 

the same prince who supported the robber knights who sat in Widdern, causing Albrecht a 

constant nuisance, the same prince who only recently delivered Horneck another castle, 

from which he could once again attack the neighbouring lands. Now, Friedrich lectured him 

about law and morals. In such a situation, it would be difficult to deny authentic anger as 

the immediate motive to Albrecht’s irascible words. We should not ignore the fact, that 

 
1344 Gerd Althoff, Spielregeln der Politik, pp. 258-259.  
1345 Ibid, p. 259. 
1346 Ibid, pp. 261-262. 
1347 Ibid, p. 261.  
1348 Ibid, pp. 278-280.  
1349 Elster, Emotions and Economic Theory, p. 54. 
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Albrecht participated in numerous rounds of talks during which the authority of the 

“Kaiserliche Gericht” was discussed and as far as we know, he always kept a cool head. 

During the meeting in Eger in November 1459, Albrecht was publicly accused in violating a 

treaty he signed shortly before. He kept calm, explaining why his actions did not violate the 

agreement.1350 During the meeting in Nuremberg in March 1461, the representatives of King 

George openly accused Albrecht in backing away from a promise done to the King. Albrecht 

reacted calmly arguing that it was not the case.1351 Thus, it seems that the peculiarity of the 

meeting in Bamberg was in the fact that both Albrecht and Friedrich lost their self-restraint 

and not because the enemies of Albrecht had an exceptional opportunity to force him to 

abandon his claims on the special authority of the “Kaiserliche Gericht”. The reaction of 

Friedrich to the public defamation was blunt and direct; he used even harsher curses and 

then drew his sword. Albrecht Achilles did not hesitate either and followed suit. It created a 

unique situation in which two powerful princes were only a small step away from a public 

physical collision.  

The princes publicly tore the letters into pieces not only in order to express their complete 

disagreement with the letters content, but rather to defend their rights from what they 

perceived as injustice, violation of their rights and an assault on their honour. Taylor defined 

several parameters of a justified anger: it should come as an appropriate response to an 

injustice and a clear distinction between justified and unjustified anger should be at place. 

The person towards whom the anger is directed must be able to understand the cause of 

the anger. Taylor explains that if anger would not meet these criteria it would not be 

grasped as justified and would have a negative impact on the person who demonstrated 

it.1352 In the cases I numerated, the expression of anger meets the abovementioned criteria. 

Even if it was a mere “performance”, it was done in accordance with the logic and the social 

norms of the time. Concurrently we should not exclude the possibility, that it was in fact an 

authentic manifestation of anger, erupting as a spontaneous reaction to the endured attack. 

Anger is a part of a broader mechanism, which allows a person to defend his honour. It is 

therefore a mechanism, which developed during the human evolution. Pursuant to this 

assertion, we can hardly imagine a person with a sense of self-respect that would not feel 

anger once his rights are violated. Thus, it seems only logical, that the violation of the 

princes’ rights - men of great power, made them angry.  

The presence of strong emotions, especially the feeling of anger, which is very difficult to 

fake, shows that the differences over the interests of the princes were not a cool-blooded 

struggle for power. It included a collision between people who took violations of their rights 

personally, and felt the need to defend their honour. Unfortunately, it would be impossible 

to determine the exact proportion of weighed decisions and decisions that were met based 

on a strong emotional response, as well as the exact role the concern for reputation played 

 
1350 Kluckhohn, Ludwig der Reiche, pp. 129-131. 
1351 See above, p. 103. 
1352 Taylor, Justifying the Emotions, pp. 396-397. 
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in this process. Either way it would be wrong to simply ignore or deny feelings and emotions 

that could affect the conduct of the princes only because we need to guess or surmise. Even 

more important would be to understand on what the princes focused their attention when 

they were fully aware of their actions. Thus, it is the time to move from public manifestation 

of emotions, towards things the princes wrote and did deliberately.   

16.4 War propoganda. To strike a public blow against the enemy 

As I already endeavoured to show, the concern for honour and reputation were two ideas 

that affected the decision-making of the princes. The princes were well aware of the 

importance of these constituents and stressed that they are of a central importance to 

them. In the cases mentioned above, we see the reaction of the princes when they believed 

that their rights were violated. However, the princes were not concerned with honour and 

reputation only from the defensive perspective; they spent significant effort and energy 

trying to glorify themselves and show that their conduct satisfies the requirements of the 

honourable behaviour. At the same time, they waged a propaganda war, that aimed to 

harm and dishonour their enemies in the eyes of the other participants of the conflict as 

well as the neutral forces.  

The numerous insults and affronts the princes exchanged in their extensive correspondence 

were not meant exclusively to the eyes of their interlocutor. With great skill, the princes 

informed all the important forces in the whole Southern Germany and sometimes beyond 

on the topic of their complaints and accusations towards their opponents. Both sides 

believed that the public denunciation of the enemy must strengthen their position in the 

conflict. The propaganda war started between the princes before the hostilities commenced 

and continued during the entire campaign. In the numerous letters, the princes sent to the 

cities representatives, to the Emperor and to the members of the high nobility, the warring 

parties expounded their version of the events and tried to undermine the status of the rival 

coalition. The concern for reputation and honour played a central role in the war 

propaganda. The letters allow us to see how the princes reasoned their own behaviour, 

what actions they tried to take credit for, what sort of conduct they perceived as wrong and 

from what deeds they were accused in, they tried to exonerate themselves. I would like to 

centre on the letter exchange between the two main “heroes” of this research, namely 

Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig, but I would also refer to arguments both sides directed 

to other involved and neutral parties. There are several important aspects that appear once 

and again during the correspondence. I would devote some attention to each one of them 

and then suggest some conclusions.  

16.5 Trust 

Trust plays a key role in the whole correspondence. The concept of trust is probably the 

most important characteristic of reputation. Reputation is based on trust and cannot exist 

without it. Once we would be unable to confide to liabilities of a person we have contacts 

with, we would prefer to distance ourselves from him and not to tie our destiny with him. 
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That situation is certainly true then we think about economic ties and even more so in the 

political world – in case of a potential ally. Besides the passive role of lack of trust that 

would usually manifest itself in the desire to distance ourselves from an untrustworthy 

individual, the breaching of mutual trust can play a more active role. If we would be able to 

convince a certain person that he is engaged in a relationship with a person that does not 

respect commitments and may betray him, the likelihood of betrayal between him and his 

partner will increase, since they would stop trusting each other. In this respect, a person 

who is known to be trustworthy enjoys a very important advantage. Trustworthiness is a 

characteristic very difficult to fake and it must be reinforced once and again. A relationship 

of trust can only exist between parties, who acknowledge the credibility of their partner. 

Lahno explains that in most cases, we are able to choose the people, with whom we would 

develop a relationship; therefore, we would prefer that they would be reliable and 

trustworthy. “… if individuals choose their interaction partners, they do it based on their 

social relations, which in turn are partly a result of their previous interactions. As far as it is 

possible, they will base their choices on the available information about their potential 

partners.”1353 Since our interaction with the people around us is long-term, we possess 

information about each one of them; therefore, our conduct would be based on previous 

experience and we would reach decisions based on it. If the outside observers are able to 

grasp the conduct of both parties, they would gain valuable information that would allow 

them to get a better understanding of each of the sides. This information would enable 

them to reach rational decisions and decide with which of the parties they would prefer to 

cooperate and from which one of them they would better keep away.1354 Such way of 

looking at things was not alien to the nobles in the Middle Ages, for them: “Um ein 

geachteter Adliger zu sein, hatte man als vertrauenswürdig zu gelten“.1355 

In hardly one letter from the war period, the princes did not discuss trust, declare, state and 

assert that this concept is of central importance to them and is completely foreign to their 

adversary. On 30.3.1460, Duke Ludwig sent the Bishop of Eichstätt a letter, in which he tried 

to convince him to join the war against Albrecht Achilles on his side. The Duke stressed that 

he is waging a defensive war against the Margrave; a war forced upon him by Albrecht who 

promised him on multiply occasions to stop summoning to court his subjects, but despite 

the obligations he took upon himself, violated his word once and again.1356 The Duke 

continued portraying Albrecht as an unreliable person on many occasions; he endeavoured 

to show that he did not respect treaties and violated his word.1357 It is obvious, that Albrecht 

was very sensitive when his trustworthiness was questioned, because in his letters, he 

energetically tried to refute the accusations of the Duke. In a letter to the Bishop of 

 
1353 Bernd Lahno, Trust, Reputation, and Exit in Exchange Relationships, the Journal of Conflict Resolution. Vol. 
39, No. 3 (1995), pp. 497-498. 
1354 Ibid, pp. 498-500. 
1355 Zmora, Ruf, Vertrauen, Kommunikation, p. 154.  
1356 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. I, p. 754. 
1357 For example in: Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage Nr. XXIX; Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. II, 
pp.67, 82-83. 
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Bamberg in which he reacted to the accusations voiced by the Duke, he stated that he 

would hold all the commitments he took upon himself as it befits a “frommer Fürst”, 

declaring that it was Duke Ludwig, who violated the achieved understandings.1358 This 

transition from defence into offense using the same tools repeats itself time and again 

between Albrecht and Ludwig. In a letter from Albrecht to Bishop Johann of Würzburg dated 

on 27.4.1460, the Margrave mentioned the accusation voiced by the Duke and shortly 

explained that they do not deserve his attention: “nachdem meniglich waiss das solich 

Hertzog ludwigs schreiben gelogen ist”. However, he still saw it necessary to respond to the 

Duke’s arguments, starting with explaining that all he wrote previously about the Duke: “ist 

ware, vnd wollen das mit briefen vnd sigel beweisen auch die handtgebenden trew vnd was 

vns daruber gescheen ist mit dem vinger zeigen, das dafur kein lawgen gehort auch 

bekennet Herczog ludwig selbs in seinem brieue”.1359 He further accused the Duke in 

ungrounded accusations concerning alleged transgressions of Albrecht and violation of 

promises, stating that: “so hett sich wol erfunden wer hantgebende trew an eidsstat, brief 

sigel vnd richtigung verbrochen ontzweifel seinthalben mangueltiglichen vnd vnnsernhalben 

nye”.1360 Later in the letter, he referred to the appeal of the Duke who asked Bishop Johann 

of Würzburg to join him in the war against Albrecht. Albrecht, undoubtedly intentionally 

described this appeal as ridiculous, explaining that: “Nw ist der kein tör der einen anndern 

einer torheit anmütet, sunndern der druch den die aufgenommen wurdet”. He added that: 

“vns zweifelt gar nicht ewr lieb sey mit hoher vernunft und frümkeit so adelich gewerdiget 

das Ir hantgebende trew an eidsstat auch brief und Sigel hoher weget dann Hertzog 

ludwigs“.1361 

The Duke reacted on this letter on 16.5.1460, explaining that some of the words Albrecht 

wrote about him in his letters: “nicht furstlich ist und geringen leuten zusteet”.1362 He 

commented on the words of Albrecht who called him a liar and explained that: “wol 

wissenlich den fürsten Grauen Herrn Ritter knechten Stetten vnd anndern die mit vns vnd 

Im gehanndelt haben, das wir vnnsern stand vnser wesen vnd wort bisher nicht mit Lugen 

Sunder annders dann er herbracht han“, elaborating that he can present all the documents 

necessary to confirm his words.1363 He then insisted again that: “er (Albrecht Achilles) an vns 

Siegelbruchig worden vnd wir nicht an Im”.1364 The Duke explained that in his letters he only 

responded to the insults from the side of the Margrave and did not initiate this 

correspondence.1365 Further, the Duke reiterated that Albrecht violated all the agreements 

that concerned the “Kaiserliche Gericht”.1366 

 
1358 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. I, p. 757. 
1359 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage No. XXXI, p. 157. 
1360 Ibid, p. 158. 
1361 Ibid. 
1362 Ibid, Beilage No. XXXII, p. 161.  
1363 Ibid, No. XXXII, p. 161.  
1364 Ibid, p. 162. 
1365 Ibid, p. 162. 
1366 Ibid, p. 162. 
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As I already explained, to abide by one’s commitment was one of the maxims of the code of 

honour. It seems that Albrecht addressed the sense of honour of the Bishop of Würzburg 

intentionally. He was interested to stress that his defection to the side of the Duke would be 

an act of treason, a dishonourable behaviour. He mentioned the Bishop’s oath in order to 

convey Johann a message – if you would decide to become my enemy, you would be 

perceived as a perjurer. Turning to the Emperor, Albrecht used the same tactic. He often 

emphasized the trust relationship between him and the Kaiser. After he was forced to sign 

the “Rother Richtung”, Albrecht was found in a very difficult situation, but did not intend to 

accept the treaty that was forced upon him. An instruction from the side of Albrecht to  

Georg von Absberg (who represented the Margrave at the Emperor’s court) dated on 

September 1460, devotes a significant share of its content, detailing the long and loyal 

service of Albrecht.1367 In a similar way, before the renewal of the warfare, Albrecht, fearing 

a possible unilateral treaty between Duke Ludwig and the Emperor, addressed the Kaiser 

and reminded him of his long and loyal service, on the many deprivations and sufferings he 

went through only because he was always loyal to him.1368 The logic behind Albrecht’s 

behaviour is simple. He wanted to show how relentlessly he defended the interests of the 

Emperor and thus force Friedrich to repay him in kind. However, it is somewhat difficult to 

decide, whether the Margrave appealed to the sense of honour of the Emperor or to his 

desire to keep his reputation intact. The inherent sense of honour should have stimulated 

the Emperor to return good for good, since it is an inner feeling that puts justice before self-

interest. Not cold calculation or selfishness should have motivated his actions but his own 

understanding about the “right” thing to do. In contrast, a cynical and self-interested person 

who attaches great importance to reputation would use different criteria in order to reach a 

similar decision. He would decide in accordance to a cold calculation of gain and profit. The 

Emperor indeed supported Albrecht and did not abandon him; however, it is difficult to 

claim that it was his sense of honour, which dictated his moves. On one side, Albrecht was 

one of his most important allies, and he needed him just as Albrecht needed the Emperor. 

On the other side if the Emperor had abandoned Albrecht without solid argumentation, he 

would then gain a reputation of an ungrateful person. In such a complex reality, reputation, 

honour and the power relations all play a role, thus it is almost impossible to dismember 

one of the components and weight it separately. Since in most cases the actions the princes 

undertook became public knowledge, we can hardly draw a line between the concern for 

honour and reputation in their behaviour.  

In a letter from Albrecht Achilles to the Pope that was sent on June 16th 1463, i.e. in the very 

last phase of the conflict, Albrecht complained that though he went in the steps of his father 

in his attitude towards the Pope, whom he always respected and tried to advance his 

interests, Pius seems to neglect all his past deeds. Albrecht complained that the Pope shows 

preference to the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg who violated his own commands and 

 
1367 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage, Beilage XVIIp. 
1368 Ibid, Beilage LXII. 
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instead of supporting him, assisted Duke Ludwig during the war. Albrecht further mentioned 

that he lost 400,000 guldens in the service of the Emperor and the Pope. He then stressed 

that: “das mir ye ettwas verdries gebirt nachdem ich ye auch als gehorsamer vor den 

ungehorsamen meynt gesehen und nicht gesmehet zu werden und sulich verachtung so mir 

und den meinen geschicht, ist mir mer smehlicher, spotlicher und verdrislicher, dann der 

schade so ich manigveltiglich geliten han,“ explaining that he: „muß teglich gespot und 

nachrede horn“. At the end of the letter, Albrecht exclaimed that he is a humble servant of 

the Pope, asking his lord to show him his good will.1369 

16.6 Duke Ludwig’s attempt to guarantee the neutrality of the knights of Saint George 

Shield 

In his letter to the knights of Saint George Shield from 7.5.1462, the Duke used a mix of 

logical and emotional arguments. In his letter, the Duke named the imperial captains 

“vermeinten hoptlueten” on several occasions, undoubtedly to show that he does not 

accept their nomination. He further complained about the actions of Albrecht, stating that: 

“Marggrave Albrecht hat auch zw Nuremberg und villicht andern ennden anslahen lassen 

und understanden unns nach seiner gewonheit zu smehn uns sein ungeburlich furnemen in 

verdeckten schein zu verben mit vil ruems und ausberatten seins stannds und wesen“.1370 

The Duke also reminded again that during the negotiations in Prague in November 1461 a 

peace between him, the Emperor and Albrecht Achilles was signed. He stressed that King 

George: “uns des versigelt richtungsbrief ubergeben hat”.1371 Ludwig not only called into 

question the legal rank of Albrecht, but also accused him in being a distrustful person, a liar 

who spreads unreliable information. 

16.7 Right 

Another aspect the princes unceasingly repeated in their letters was considerations of 

“Recht” in its various manifestations. The arguments concerning law are mentioned with 

regard to rights that the law is supposed to guarantee. At the same time, they also refer to 

the law itself as an independent component in the propaganda war. If a prince acts legally, 

respects the obligations and commitments he took upon himself, we are dealing with a 

reliable and honest person – in contrast to a prince that breaks promises and violates 

agreements. Custom and tradition are usually mentioned in a direct connection to the law, 

and together they depict the right and correct state of being. The disturbance of the 

accepted state of being is also a violation of the law, as much as any attempt to implement 

change that was being perceived as something negative: a violation of the good old order. 

 
1369 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5109, Fol. 46, [p. 11.] 16.6.1463. Copy written in German. 
Signed with “manu propria”.  
1370 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 11, Fol. 237.1. 
1371 Ibid, Fol. 238.2. 
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Brunner stressed that the violation of the law that was based on custom 

(Gewohnheitsrecht) was perceived as an action that was done against “Gott und Recht”.1372 

When the war began in the spring of 1460, Duke Ludwig took care to explain that he 

attacked Albrecht because he violated the law. The Duke explained that he and Albrecht 

came to an agreement concerning the judicial rights between them, but Albrecht neglected 

and violated its terms. Such a reality, he explained, compels him to stop Albrecht’s 

intrusions into his lands and makes the war he is waging against the Margrave legal and 

defensive. The main goal of this war is the return of the status ante bellum.1373 Albrecht 

quickly responded to these accusations, stressing that all his actions were done under the 

law, and that he did not try to implement change, but on the contrary, to restore the 

tradition and custom. It was Duke Ludwig who violated the peace-agreement they have 

signed, exclaimed Albrecht. He violated and keeps violating the law, while he (Albrecht), 

fulfils all the obligations he took upon himself.1374 After the princes signed the “Rother 

Richtung”, in September 1460, Albrecht who did not intend to fulfil his part of the bargain 

conveyed the Emperor that the war Duke Ludwig started was illegal and violated the 

agreements they reached in the summer of the previous year in Nuremberg. He raised a 

similar claim as he referred to his promise not to use the “Kaiserliche Gericht” against the 

subjects of the Duke. He explained that under the law a subject could not challenge the 

authority of his supreme. In such a case, elaborated Albrecht: „ist das gemein recht das die 

vnterhant [Unterthan?] sich gegen dem obersten gewalt als Inn disen dingen ist gegen ewrn 

keyserlichen genaden, oder an des heiligen Reichs gerechtikeit nichts vergreiffen 

verschreiben oder verpinden mögen Sunder der hochst gewalt ist In allen pflichten der 

vnterthanen aussgedinget vnd genomen“.1375 Though it was not clearly stated, it is apparent 

that Albrecht wanted to question the legality of the “Rother Richtung” altogether, 

suggesting that an agreement which is based on illegal decisions cannot be legal. 

A year later, Albrecht held the post of the imperial captain in the war against Duke Ludwig 

and tried to recruit the assistance of the imperial cities. In his letters to the city 

representatives (most probably composed in the beginning of August 1461), in which he 

attempted to convince the cities to join his ranks, he put emphasise on the legality of the 

war he was waging, explaining that it was legal and just. He accused the Duke in a 

conspiracy against the Emperor and in reluctance to try to settle the conflict with the 

Emperor via diplomacy, i.e. acting illegally.1376 This factors make the war just and legal, 

stressed Albrecht, thus: “des Heiligen Reichs vndertanen billig seiner gnaden briefen die er 

Ine umb hilff schreibt gehorsam sein auch seinen Haubtleuten mit macht vnder des heiligen 
 

1372 Brunner, Land und Lordship, pp. 118-119. 
1373 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage XXIX. 24.4.1460. Duke Ludwig to all the subjects of Albrecht 
Achilles; Another letter with similar claims, ibid, Beilage XXXII. 16.5.1460. Duke Ludwig to the city council of 
Nuremberg. 
1374 Ibid, Beilage XXXI. 27.4.1460. Albrecht Achilles to Bishop Johann.  
1375 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage XVIIp. September 1460. The letter was written to Dr Georg Absberg 
who was at the Emperor’s court and was supposed to deliver the opinion of his master to the Emperor.  
1376 Zmora, State and nobility in early modern Germany, p. 18.  
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Reichs panyr nach allen Irem vermögen zucziehen...“.1377 Albrecht intended to show that he 

had no personal interest in the war and that his main objective was to re-establish law and 

order in the empire. The Duke also referred to the law, explaining that in fact Albrecht 

violated it and waged an illegal war. In a letter sent to Duke Wilhelm of Saxony, he repeated 

his claim that the war started due to Albrecht’s unwillingness to fulfil the obligations 

concerning the authority of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” and explained that these actions were 

the real motives of the war.1378   

16.8 Noble Birth and high standing 

The princes endeavoured to create themselves a positive image in various ways and at the 

same time attempted to harm the reputation of their enemies. Trustworthiness and 

lawfulness are considered important positive characteristic at present and as such do not 

require further explanation. However, noble birth and noble ancestry (today people might 

enjoy advantageous position due to connections their family possesses, but not because of 

their birth proper) are not an important criterion, at least in the western world. The 

situation was very different in the Middle Ages, when descent had a central role in the 

person’s status in society. The foremost criterion was the person’s gender. A clear-cut 

distinction between the honour of a man and a woman was at place.1379 Poor women, like 

housemaids were a group whose status in society was especially low and they belonged to 

an inferior “honour group”.1380 Some other people stood even lower in the hierarchy of 

social honour. The labour of the hangman was considered as one of the most degrading, so 

much that even physical contact with him could harm the honour of an ordinary man.1381 

Deutsch explains that the hangman was not totally deprived of honour, he rather stood just 

at the bottom of the hierarchy. Above him were commoners, warriors, merchants and 

knights. The high nobility, Dukes, Margraves and Kings were at the apex of this pyramid. 

Different estates – members of the guilds, representatives of city councils, merchants, but 

especially nobles developed distinct perception of their class, behaviour and social honour. 

Therefore, they first created and then elaborated the idea on their special place in the 

world. These hierarchical thinking manifested itself in almost every sphere of the public life. 

Among else they included clear settings concerning the right clothing and the correct form 

of address.1382 Kaminsky adds in this direction that the age of the blood was of great 

importance. The older a noble family was the gentler and more refined it was perceived.1383 

 
1377 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage LXXVIIb, p. 397. Albrecht Achilles to the cities representatives that 
brought him a letter that Duke Ludwig wrote them. Not dated, must be from the beginning of August 1461.  
1378 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 2, pp. 81-85. 28.10.1461. Duke Ludwig to Duke Wilhlem of Saxony.  
1379 Ann Tlutsy, Crossing Gender Boundaries, in: Ehrkonzepte in der Frühen Neuzeit, pp. 185-198. 
1380 Renate Dürr, Die Ehre der Mägde, in Ehrkonzepte in der Frühen Neuzeit, pp. 170-184. 
1381 Sylvia Kesper-Biermann, Ulrike Ludwig, Alexandra Ortmann. Ehre und Recht. Zur Einleitung, in: (eds. 
Kesper-Biermann, Sylvia, Ludwig Ulrike, Ortmann Alexandra) Ehre und Recht. Magdeburg 2011, pp. 3-4. 
1382 Andreas Deutsch, Hierarchien der Ehre zur rechtlichen Dimension von Ehre und Unehrlichkeit in der 
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Noble origin was one of the aspects on which Duke Ludwig decided to focus, attempting to 

diminish the position of Albrecht Achilles. In the letter to the Bishop of Bamberg dated on 

30.3.1460, the Duke mentioned, that one of the reasons Albrecht has no right to judge his 

subjects is that the dynasty of the Dukes of Bavaria is 300 years older than the “Kaiserliche 

Gericht” of Nuremberg.1384 It is difficult to see in this remark a piece of information that got 

in the letter by mistake. In the same latter Duke Ludwig explained that he signed a treaty 

with Albrecht, which was supposed to regulate the disagreements concerning the judicial 

jurisdiction between the two. Thus, from a legal point of view, the reference to the ripe age 

of his own dynasty might seem misplaced, but it certainly had a value in itself. The Duke 

wanted to stress that his place in the social hierarchy was higher than that of Albrecht. 

Undoubtedly, the Duke achieved the desired objective. In a letter, Albrecht Achilles directed 

to Bishop Georg of Bamberg on 8.4.1460, he invested significant effort in order to respond 

to the Duke’s claim. He stated that he does not know what the exact age of the “Kaiserliche 

Gericht” of Nuremberg as well as the Burgraviate of Nuremberg is, but he assured the 

Bishop that both the Burgraviate of Nuremberg and the Duchy of Bayern existed when the 

German empire emerged. He added that the Burgraviate of Nuremberg and the Duchy of 

Bayern are 2 of the 16 independent principalities of the Empire. His ancestors got the 

permission to judge using the authority of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” of Nuremberg centuries 

ago; he implemented no change and always acted under the law and the custom.1385 It is 

important to pay attention to the fact that in this case Albrecht only tried to defend his 

position, but did not attempt to attack the Duke. He tried to show that in cases of ancestry 

and status, he and the Duke are equals; they both belong to ancient respected families. In a 

letter to Bishop Johann of Würzburg, dated on 27.4.1460, Albrecht reacted to accusations 

that the Duke raised against him. I do not possess the original letter of the Duke, but thanks 

to Albrecht’s detailed response, it is clear enough what the Duke wrote in the first place. 

Apparently, Ludwig doubted that Albrecht possessed the right to be called a “Franconian 

prince”. Albrecht insisted that he is a “Franconian prince”, stating that it is a known fact. He 

elaborated that he and Duke Ludwig are close relatives: “dann vnnser muter loblicher 

gedechtniss die vnnser Herkommen vff dits erterich bracht hat ist seins vaters Swester 

gewest,” and explained in detail the nature of their kinship, adding that he has nothing to 

hide regarding his origin, since he is a member of a very respected family. His brothers are 

also holding important titles, while he is: “ein furst des heiligen reichs sind”. He also wrote 

that “so wir so vnadellich gewest sind, solten sie sich nicht zu vns gefreündet haben”, and 

that: “wir Machen vns auch nit Edler oder mynder dann vnnser tittel aussweiset, den vns 

vnnser heiliger vater der Babste vnnser gnedigster Herr der Romisch keiser alse einen 

Marggrauen zu Branndemburg vnd Burggrauen zu Nuremberg pflegen zuschreiben So sind 

wir als marggrauen zu Branndemburg Nemlich vnnser lieber Bruder marggraf friderich als 

ein kurfürst vnd wir desselben geslechts auch als Burggraue zu Nurmberg der sechtczehn 

furstenthümb eins darauff das Reich vor vil hundert Iarn gesaczt vnd gewidemt ist So ist 

 
1384 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 1, p. 755. 
1385 Ibid, pp. 756-757. 
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Herczog Ludwig ein pfaltzgraue bey Rein vnd Hertzog in beyern also das wir uff beide seiten 

selichermass Im Reich bekannt sein das dauon nit not ist zu disputiren, dann meniglich weiss 

wer vnnser yeder ist“.1386 In other words, Albrecht felt uncomfortable during this 

argumentation but could not simply ignore the claims of the Duke. Further, Albrecht 

responded to the words of the Duke, who stated that Albrecht does not possess lands of his 

own. He wrote that: “vnnser vater seliger vnd loblicher gedechtniss auff vnnser lieb bruder 

vnd vns zwirnnd souil lannds vnd leut geerbet hat dann sein vater auff In“.1387 On 16.5.1460, 

Duke Ludwig sent a letter to the city council of Nuremberg. He started from mentioning that 

he received the news about the way Albrecht spread letters to the Bishops of Bamberg and 

Würzburg as well as to some cities, which he: “offennlich lassen anslahen In den er vns 

vndersten zu Smehen”. In these letters Albrecht: “annders dann Im geburet gehallten hat 

vnd sein vnbillich verhanndlung dadurch mit arglistigkait vnd leichtuertigen wortten das 

dann nicht furstlich ist vnd gerignen Lueten zusteet vermeint zubedeken“.1388 He focused 

again on his previous claim that Albrecht has no land of his own: “Ob er aber vermaint ein 

Lannd zehaben So wär billich das solichs einen namen hett“.1389 The Duke meant that 

Albrecht did not possess lands (Land)1390 on which he had exclusive full rights, but has only 

territories that were of a lesser status (the Duke most probably meant that his lands were a 

fief and not an allod).1391 The Duke also reacted on Albrecht’s words concerning their 

consanguinity. He explained that the ancestors of Albrecht were the vassals of his ancestors, 

and further elaborated that: “ist offt gescheen das sich ein Edelman zu ainem der nicht so 

Edel gewesen ist, oder das sich ein Edelman zu ainem pawern geheyrat hat dann es erfindet 

sich durch genugsamliche vrkunde das vortzieten die Burggruen zu Nuremberg der herren 

von Baiern diener gewesen sein vnd das die selben Burggrauen zu Nuremberg die Herrn von 

Bairen für Ir gnedig herrn gehallten haben“…“so ist nicht not das er sich als ein Burggraf zu 

Nuremberg gein ainem konig von Beheim ainen Herrn von Sachsen oder einem Herrn von 

Baiern mit dem Adel geleich achte“.1392 It is possible to understand this remark only as an 

attempt of the Duke to humiliate Albrecht and to stress that they belong to different social 

classes.  

While the princes exchanged accusations, concerning trust or law-abidance, Albrecht easily 

counterattacked. However, once the Duke decided to discuss Albrecht’s descent, the 

Margrave fully concentrated on defence and did not try to undermine the position of the 

 
1386 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage XXXI, pp. 158-159. 
1387 Ibid, Beilage XXXI, p. 158. 
1388 Ibid, Beilage XXXII, p. 161.  
1389 Ibid, p. 163. 
1390 As Krieger explained, it is important to notice that the Burgraviate of Nuremberg was indeed not a 
“Fürstentum”. In this sense, though Albrecht Achilles was a „Fürst“ he was not a „Franconian Fürst”. In the 
case of Albrecht there was a difference between his personal status and the status of his land. Therefore, Duke 
Ludwig was right claiming that Albrecht is not a prince in Franken. See in more details: Karl-Friedrich Krieger, 
Fürstliche Standesvorrechte im Spätmittelalter, in Blätter für deutsche Landesgeschichte, (1986) pp. 93-99. 
1391 Ernst Schubert, Der rätselhafte Begriff “Land“ im späten Mittelalter und in der Frühen Neuzeit, Concilium 
medii aevi 1 (1998), pp. 17-18.  
1392 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage XXXII, p. 164. 
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Duke. This fact raises certain questions and demands an explanation. After all, Albrecht had 

showed no difficulty to describe the reality using the colours that seemed to fit his world-

view when he spoke about topics of the outmost importance to his policy. However, in that 

case, even if he did slightly dress up the reality, he did not question the high status of the 

Duke. It is possible to claim, that because Albrecht wrote about a topic that was common 

knowledge he could not lie, but it is quite simple to refute such an argument. When the 

princes argued about the meaning of agreements whose content was known to all, they had 

no troubles to interpret them to fit their needs. Albrecht violated his obligation to stop 

making use of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” and later explained that he was misunderstood. The 

case was very different when he spoke about the noble origin of the Duke. Here, he satisfied 

himself with providing explanations according to which his family was not inferior to that of 

the Duke. Such a reality can hint that the believe in self-righteousness and not an intentional 

distortion of the facts motivated, at least in certain cases, the behaviour of the princes’ 

when they hurried to accuse each other in violations of the law and stubbornly insisted on 

the legality of their own actions. In any event, the occupation with family ties and status 

indicates that such matters were perceived as an important part of the personal 

characteristic by the involved parties. The extensive correspondence of the princes was 

directed to participants of the war as well as to neutral parties. It seems that the Duke must 

have believed that he could earn a certain advantage from the fact that he was a scion of a 

family older than that of Albrecht, hoping that his higher status would bring him a certain 

advantage. The claims of the Duke present us with a view point a modern person would find 

difficult to understand. After all, how the current conflict was connected to the amounts of 

land Albrecht inherited from his father or to the nature of the filiation between them? What 

role the age of the Bavarian dynasty and the Burgraviate of Nuremberg were supposed to 

play? Nevertheless, the fact that these topics were discussed in detail along with questions 

concerning law and right shows that the contemporaries considered them important.   

16.9 Hostility through public propaganda 

It seems that the insult exchange between the Duke and the Margrave had much more than 

just a propagandistic character. After the fighting between the sides ensued in April 1460, 

both princes insulted and humiliated each other. The clearest sign that the insults were 

perceived personally is the stubborn insistence of the Duke that Albrecht should apologize 

before him. One of the paragraphs of the “Rother Richtung” clearly stated that King George 

would act as the mediator on the matter of: “vmb sollich unczymliche wort die Marcgraf 

Albrecht seiner liebe (Duke Ludwig) vor vnd In diesen fehden zu gemessen had.“1393 

However, despite the firmness with which the Duke demanded Albrecht’s apology, the sides 

signed a cease-fire. Concurrently, the Duke continued to repeat his demand for a full 

satisfaction from the Margrave. During several rounds of talks in which the sides 

participated, King George tried to find a solution for this personal strife between the princes 

but the Duke refused to relinquish his claims, while the Margrave refused to fulfil them. At 

 
1393 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage XLLa, (p. 191). 
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the meeting between the two major protagonists in Nuremberg in August 1461, whose 

proclaimed goal was to prevent the resumption of the fighting, the rivals publicly exchanged 

messages. Albrecht was the one who initiated it, thus practically ruling out any possibility of 

a reconciliation. On August 4th, his men hanged a letter written in especially big letters on 

the door of the city council of Nuremberg. It stated that Duke Ludwig is the enemy of the 

empire and the peace and accused him in cooperation with the rebellious brother of the 

Emperor.1394 On the next day, the Duke responded with a letter of his own that was hanged 

at the same spot, in it he blamed Albrecht for violating the commitments he engaged 

himself to, in distortion of reality and manipulation of the facts. He stated that the 

accusations according to which he is the enemy of the Emperor are nonsense and explained 

that the war between Archduke Albrecht and his brother do not concern the Empire. He 

also directly offended Albrecht, writing that: “Daß er nit ein Thor ist der einem eine Thorheit 

zumutet/ sundern der die aufnimpt“. The Duke appealed to various forces of the empire, 

calling them not to believe Albrecht, stating that his own conduct was always exemplary, 

conformed to “Recht” and custom, adding that no one should help fight a prince that: “dem 

Heilige Reich nit ungehorsam / auch mit Recht nie ervordert / ervolgt noch überwunden 

were“.1395 Albrecht responded shortly after. He insisted that all he wrote was true and right 

and that he: “... nye anders begert han/ noch nit anders begern/ dann Rechts/ auch die 

Richtunge gehalten haben/ und halten wollen/ alls ein frommer Furst/ und umb daß auch 

der Grunt der Wahrheit an den Tag kome“, adding that he hopes that the small city council 

of Nuremberg would reach a wise decision and would support the side of truth and 

justice.1396  

The message exchange on the door of the city council of Nuremberg is especially 

interesting. In contrast to letters that were sent to an exclusive narrow circle of the 

powerful, the content of these letters was directed primary to the public. Albrecht 

knowingly popularized his arguments so they would reach a wide crowd as possible. Clearly, 

the Margrave understood that the Duke would hear about the accusations he voiced and 

would defend himself. In addition, it seems that Albrecht must have believed that his 

arguments were stronger and more convincing than those of the Duke were, otherwise he 

would prefer to refrain from such an action. In other words, this case may hint that Albrecht 

truly believed that law and justice were on his side. At the same time, the public message 

exchange apparently harmed the reputation of both princes and it is hardly likely that they 

did not understand this. However, in all likelihood their desire to harm the opponent was 

stronger than thoughts concerning their own reputation.  

Albrecht’s men continued to picture the conduct of Duke Ludwig in a bad light. In a report 

sent to Frankfurt by its representatives who were in Nuremberg at the end of August, they 

 
1394 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 2, pp. 70-71. 
1395 Ibid, p. 71. 
1396 Ibid, p. 72.  
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deliver the version they heard from Jobst von Einsidel.1397 They wrote that according to his 

words, the Emperor tried to reconcile with the Duke and proposed him to appear before 

him, but: “Herzog Ludwig habe daz verachtet, so es doch eine große demutigkeit sij, daze in 

keiser und herre gen sinen undertanen so demutiglich und zu rechte sich erbiete“.1398 The 

envoys of Frankfurt were certainly not naive, and they also transmitted the version of the 

Duke concerning the events, but it did not touch upon the topic of the disrespectful conduct 

of the Duke.1399  

16.10 Albrecht uses public humiliation for provoking Duke Ludwig 

It seems very likely that the public message exchange on the door of the city council of 

Nuremberg that Albrecht initiated had an immediate goal – to induce Duke Ludwig to 

declare on him war. Albrecht must have believed that he could achieve far better results in 

the second round of fighting acting as the imperial captain, but the Emperor who already 

declared the Duke to be his personal enemy did not hurry to move from words to deeds. 

Under these circumstances, Albrecht must have decided to provoke the Duke to act and 

decided to strike him where he was especially vulnerable – in his honour. 

16.11 Insults as a motive to action  

Probably the hardest words used during the whole war were voiced by Albrecht to Bishop 

Georg and touched upon the conduct of Duke Ludwig and his attempt to entice the Bishop 

to join forces with him against Albrecht. Albrecht wrote that: “doch ist alte gesprochen 

wort, wo eine zu einen hurn wurdet, das sie gern wolt, das alle andern auch zu huren 

wurden“.1400 Although Albrecht refrained from naming Duke Ludwig, it is clear whose 

behaviour he compared in a certain sense to that of the “Hure”. He also tried to prevent the 

Bishop from changing sides using this highly insulting saying by directly hinting the Bishop 

on how he (and everyone else) would perceive him, if he would decide to betray him. 

To all appearance insults and curses were considered to be a motive strong enough to start 

a war. In the war declaration of Archduke Albrecht to Margrave Albrecht, the Archduke 

mentions insults from Albrecht Achilles as the central reason for his decision to fight against 

him. He especially blamed Albrecht Achilles with the things he wrote in the messages he 

hanged in Nuremberg. “…als ir ettlich brief auf dem tag nechst zu Nuremberg offentlich 

angeslagen und dorinne gesatzt habet, wie wir zu unehe und verhinderung der kayserlichen 

und des heyligen reichs gewaltsame und oberkait des romischen kaisers veind worden sein 

und sunst mericherlay ungebürlicher smehe wort, die sich in warhait also nymer erfinden 

sullen, uns zugemessen und gegen des heyligen riechs fursten und stetten zuverunglimpfen 

 
1397 Jobst von Einsiedel served as one of King George’s advisors for long years. For more information see, Franz 
Kürschner, Jobst von Einsiedel und seine Correspondenz mit der Stadt Eger. Aus dem Archive der Stadt Eger, 
in: Archiv für österreichische Geschichte. Vol. 39 (1868) pp. 247-257. (245-292). 
1398 Janssen, Frankfurts Reichscorrespondenz, p. 164. Report concerning the events in Nuremberg, composed 
between 25-28 August, but reporting also about previous events.  
1399 Janssen, Frankfurts Reichscorrespondenz, pp. 165-169. 
1400 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg No. 4574, Fol. 25. 20.5.1460.  
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understanden habt“.1401 When Duke Sigmund of Austria declared war on Albrecht few 

weeks later as a helper of Archduke Albrecht, he motivated his act by: “umb ursach solcher 

ungebürlicher verungelimpfung, smahe ausschreibung und anslahen so ir wider im umb sein 

ere und gelimpf getan habt“. He further elaborated that because of his close ties with the 

Archduke: „wir sein eer und gelimpf billichen geleich haltten und achten als unser selbser 

ere und gelimpf“.1402 

16.12 It takes time to make a good name  

In his war declaration to Albrecht from 22.5.1460, Bishop Georg of Bamberg found it 

important to stress that all the misdeeds perpetrated by the Margrave were realized: 

“unangesehn, das unnser vorfarn selige gutter gedechtnuß, wir und unnser stifft ewrn eltern 

und euch groß merklich hilff, rate und beystant zum merernmalen fruchparlich mit unnsers 

stiffts grossen kosten und beschedigung darunter empfangen, getan haben“.1403 Addressing 

his nobility, the Bishop once again referred to the history of relations between him, Albrecht 

and their predecessors and repeated almost word to a word what he previously wrote the 

Margrave on this issue.1404 

16.13 Discussion on the honour issues in November 1460 

During the negotiations in Prague in November 1460, on which King George attempted to 

reconcile Albrecht with Ludwig, Albrecht’s side referred to family history to underline that 

both his lord and his father rendered service to Heinrich, Duke Ludwig’s father.1405 They also 

anticipated, that the Duke might try to play the same card, this is why they told King George 

that: “ob man von hertzog Ludwigs wegen sprechen wolt, er hett meinen hern margrave 

Albrecht auch freuntschaft erzeigt mit dem das er im XL M gulden hetter nach dem krig den 

marggrave Albrecht mit den reichsteten hat getan etc. Dargegen hat Marggrav Albrecht 

Hertzog Ludwigen geben die oberkeit und vogtey des closters Kaysheim, die sein vater auff 

 
1401 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg No. 5103, Fol. 566. 8.9.1461.  
1402 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 12, Fol. 89.1. 25.9.1461. 
1403 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg No. 4574, Fol. 26. Copy. 
1404 Ibid, Fol. 27. 23.5.1460. Original.  
1405 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5100, Fol. 51, [No. 1-2]. Instruction that details what Albrecht 
said King George concerning the three articles. „Zuentdecken das mein herr marggrave Albrecht allczeit gern 
hett gehabt lieb und fruntschafft bey Hertzog Ludwigen und seinem vater, darmalen Hertzog Ludwig gar 
unpillich solchen unwillen gegen im furgenomen hab und neme, hat er furbringen und ertzelen lassen, wie er 
hertzog Heinrichen, hertzog Ludwigs vater, durch angeborner lieb und fruntschafft willen mit erlaubnus des 
romischen kaysers ubergeben hab Hertzog Ludwigen von Inngolstat, graven zu Mortani mitsampt dem 
Oberlannd zu Beyrn und den kleynoten die er innenhet, die wol zweymal hundert tausend gulden wert warn, 
das er alles wol mit gut, eren und recht mocht behalten haben, wann marggraf Fridrich sein vater seliger was 
desselben Hertzog Ludwigs entsagt veindt gewesen und hett ine in pan und acht und was sein veind 
gestorben, also das er ein erbvehde zu im hett, darumb er danselben hertzog Ludwigs wol mocht geschhazt 
oder sein lanndtleut und kleynot, die er im het behalten haben, aber er lies sich die angebornen lieb und 
fruntschaft uberwinden und ubergab das alles Hertzog Heinrichen und lies im an seins schulden die im dartz 
werden sollten, der er Hertzog Ludwigen seine swager desselben Hertzog Ludwigs sone an geld gelihn und mit 
im dargelegt hett, uber VI M gulden ein gelt und an wert faren.“ For a detailed explanation about the 
described events see: Renate Kremer, Die Auseinandersetzung um das Herzogtum Bayern-Ingolstadt 1438-
1450, (Schriftenreihe zur bayerischen Landesgeschichte 113), München 2000, pp. 210-267.  
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in geerbt hett, die gar eins grossen merklichen guts vert ist, und mus im damnoch die XL M 

guld bezalten alle iar II M gulden als er im die dereyt wol halb betzalt hat.“1406 Albrecht and 

his advisors were interested to discuss the personal ties between Albrecht and the Duke, so 

the King would see that the breach in their relationship did not come from the side of the 

Margrave, but from the side of the Duke.1407 They further explained that Albrecht: “nichts 

anders dann lieb und fruntschaft zu hertzog Ludwigen gesucht hat”. In contrast, the actions 

of Ludwig were of a different kind.1408 

The negotiations in Prague to which Albrecht arrived personally, took place between 11th 

and 24th of November. King George tried to reconcile the princes, trying to work out a 

compromise concerning the three articles of demands voiced by Duke Ludwig. We have an 

instructions paper from Albrecht’s side, who participated in the talks personally, that details 

how Albrecht planned to argument and defend his position. One of the main demands of 

Duke Ludwig was fully devoted to the issue of honour; therefore, a big share of Albrecht’s 

instructions paper was dedicated to this particular issue. We know for sure that Albrecht 

indeed based his argumentation on this document, because the envoys of Duke Wilhelm of 

Saxony who were also present during the negotiations sent their lord a thorough report on 

its development that fully coincides with the content of the instructions paper.1409 

One of the immediate demands of Duke Ludwig was to receive compensation from Albrecht 

- a remuneration for the insults he had suffered. The immediate task of Albrecht and his 

advisors was to show that their lord owes the Duke no compensation, explaining that in 

case of a “gutlich” mediation matters touching upon honour should not be discussed, since 

it will force the arbiter to take a particular side, harming the honour of one of the sides.1410 

This first argument, which should have probably reminded the King of Bohemia that his 

prospects of winning the crown of the Roman King depended on enlisting the support of 

Albrecht, was by itself a winning card. In any event, the reasoning was further developed 

and elaborated. Albrecht and his advisors promised to show that either way the Margrave: 

“umb solch wort nicht schuldig,“ as they would further explain. Albrecht could not be 

 
1406 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5100, Fol. 51, No. 2.  
1407 Ibid, Fol. 51, No. 2 „Item wie sich Marggrave Albrecht in all wege Hertzog Ludwigs willen geflissen hab, und 
hab sich gegen im gehalten nicht allein als ein freund sunder gleicherweis als sein diener, als man das in dem 
keyserlichen hof und zu Breslau und wo er bey im gewesen ist wol gesehen hab, das hat Marggraf Albrecht 
darumb sagen lassen, das ewr koniglich gnad versteen und wissen mog, das er Hertzog Ludwigen kein ursach 
geben hab, des unwillend der er gegen im furgenomen hat, sunder hett altzeit gern getan was im lieb und 
dinst wer gewesen als seinen lieben oheim und nechsten frund so ferrne er das von im fur gut hett nehmen 
wollen.“ 
1408 Ibid, Fol. 51, No. 4.  
1409 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 53, pp. 56-67. 
1410 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, Nr. 5100, Fol. 51, No. V. „Wo einer sich von andern beclaget das 
er in an seinen eren beschuldigt hab und begert darumb im ettwas zugedeyhen, der bedarff darumb nicht 
gutlich hindergeng thun, wann vonstundan als er sich in gutlich entschaid darumb begibet, so mag im der 
gutlich schiedman nichts gesprechren, das sein eren zunutz und seiner widerparthey an irn eren zuschaden 
kome, dann so der gutlich schiedman eynichen teyl in seinem entschaid oder spruch an seinen eren verlezte, 
so hieß uns wer er nicht ein gutlicher schiedman sunder het einen entscheid getan, des sich mit der gutlichkeit 
nicht erleiden oder besteen mocht.“ 
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blamed because: “alles smehen und schelden, das zwischen baiden partheyen gescheen ist, 

das ist durch hertzog Ludwigen angefangen, darumb ist marggrave Albrechten nicht 

unzimlich gewesen, das er sich des mit wortten und schrifften auffgehalten hat, der anhabe 

findet sich an hertzog Ludwigen“. The Duke was the one who started the war, furthermore: 

“aus dem innhalt der schrifft den bischoven von Bamberg und Wiertzpurg durch Hertzog 

Ludwige gescheen, darinn er im glimpff solicher veintschaft schopffen will, aus dem allen 

marggrave Albrecht ist beweget worden sein, antworte zu rettung seiner eren, wurden und 

guts daruber zuschreiben und zusagen aus dem zu versteen ist, das hertzog Ludwigen 

marggrave Albrechten solicher wort die er gesagt und geschriben hat, durch den anfang 

seiner schuldigung hat ursach gegeben.“1411  

From the document, we understand that Duke Ludwig voiced five different points 

concerning honour in which he accused Albrecht. 1 – Albrecht called him a liar (ligen 

gehaiisen). 2 – He claimed that the Duke “ein trew verbrochen hab”. 3 – Blamed the Duke in 

“sein brive uns sigel verbrochen habe". 4 – The Duke accused Albrecht in using the proverb: 

„trag wol mit im wasser an einer stangen sein untat hindan gesetzt.“ Meaning by that, that 

they were close relatives and of the same rank, something the Duke objected. The last 

punkt (5) was that Albrecht: “soliche unzimliche wort von im aus geschriben und 

aufgeslagen hab”. The reaction on the five points was as follows. Albrecht did not deny 

using certain insults, explaining that he did it only after: “hertzog Ludwig hat dem bischove 

von Wirtzpurg geschriben wie marggrave Albrecht kein lannd hab und sey kein furst zu 

Franken, und im sey kuntlich das er kein furstenthumb oder furstlich oberkeit im lannd zu 

Franken habe…“.1412 However, Albrecht elaborated that it: „sey kuntlich das er ein furst ist 

und lannd und leut in dem lannd zu Franken, die erblich von seinem vater auff in komen 

sein, die er auch von unnsern allergenedigsten hern dem romischen kayser zu lehen in 

beywesen hertzog Ludwigs under dem panyr als ein furst des reichs empfangen hab, und 

sich aller furstenlichen oberkeit mit muntz suslahen, gericht zuhaltden und annder regalia 

im lannd zu Franken teglich in der burggschafft ubet, gebrauchet und nymants annders als 

ein burggraf zu Nuremberg, er wirden auch um schumpff und zum ernst fur einen Franken 

und zum turnyer do er ist uff sein panyr der turney getaylet als eine frenkischen fursten.“ In 

order to reinforce this point even further, and to show that Duke Ludwig was not speaking 

the truth when he questioned his noble status, his advisors planned to say the King that: 

“Marggrave Albrecht mag auch furbringen mit hertzog Ludwigs briven und innsigeln dorinn 

und darnider er in fur einen fursten und burggraven zu Nuremberg nemet und er kennet, 

dorumb hat er im nit unpillich die vorgemelten wort, da er in keinen fursten will sein lassen, 

als er das in seine schraiben aus gesezt hat, mit getailt.“ Albrecht and his advisors tried to 

stress that he resorted to the rhetoric he was accused in only after the Duke broke the 

peace-treaty between them and: “unercklagt und unervolget aller recht, mit gewalt 

 
1411 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, Nr. 5100, p. VI.1-VI.2. 
1412 Ibid, p. VI.2. 
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understanden zuuberziehen, und im scheden zugefugt hat”.1413 Unfortunately, this 

instruction paper suddenly ends in a middle of a sentence, but thanks to the reports of the 

envoys from Thüringen, it is possible to mention some other arguments voiced by Albrecht 

and his advisors.  

We find out that the discussion touched again upon past relations between Albrecht and 

Ludwig, who insisted that the Margrave never did him a favour.  Albrecht disputed this 

claim, elaborating that: “also moge der margraff das warlich sagen, das er im uff einen tag 

ein gantz lant, das er dann mit dem swert erobert habe, mit sampt cleynoten ober zwei mal 

hundert tusent gulden an sin ußgelegen barschaft, nach gelassen und siner swester nicht 

mer dann ein sloß“.1414 He also reminded again on his kinship with the Duke, explaining that: 

“er sei seines vatirs swester sone”.1415 The Duke vehemently opposed the following 

formulation Albrecht used: - “trag wol mit im wasser an einer stangen”. Albrecht had to 

explain that he had the full right to use these words, since “er sei ein furst des reichs, so sei 

hertzog Ludwig seiner swester son und er eins kurfursten sone, und irer beder geburt 

halben, so trugen sie wol mit einander wasser an einer stangen.“1416 

16.14 Further reconciliation attempts 

The meeting itself, as was already mentioned previously, ended without result.1417 We 

receive another confirmation on how sensitive the issues related to proceeding on honour 

were, from the cautious conduct of King George. In a letter dated on 18.2.1461, which King 

George directed to both belligerents, he particularly mentioned that while Duke Ludwig 

wants him to decide on the matter of honour, Albrecht insisted that such issues could not 

be regulated “gutlich”. The King expressed fear that he and his advisors are not informed 

enough in order to reach a satisfying solution, therefore he cannot take upon himself this 

particular task.1418 

After King George gave up further attempts to conciliate the warring princes, their 

representatives planned to attempt settle the differences directly. An instruction to 

Albrecht’s advisors dated on May 1461 shows that this time the matter of honour deserved 

only one short paragraph. Albrecht’s men should have delivered this idea: “Der wort halben, 

ewern gnaden zugemessen ist, euch vnnser gnediger herr gleich als wenig pflichtig, 

angesehen, das jr am ersten habt angefanngen, vnnserm gnedigen herrn vnfrunntlich wort 

jn ewern Schriften mit zu tailen, das annder, das vnnser genediger herr sich hat verantwort 

nach seiner eren notturft, vnd die wort, die er ewern gnaden jn seiner antwort hat 

 
1413 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, Nr. 5100. p. V.2-VI.1. 
1414 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 53, pp. 60-61. 
1415 Ibid, p. 61.  
1416 Ibid, p. 63. The remark according to the family ties between Albrecht and Duke Ludwig are wrong in this 
sentence. The envoys of Duke Wilhelm of Saxony must have made a mistake in their report. As it is mentioned 
in the same letter, in p. 63 - Albrecht’s mother was the sister of Duke Ludwig’s father. 
1417 Ibid, p. 64. King George suggested that the sides would meet on 24.4.1461 to hear the decisions he met.  
1418 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5104, Fol. 172. 18.2.1461. 
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mitgetailt, das hat sein notturft erfordert.1419 It must be stressed that other topics were 

discussed at greater length.1420 I can suggest that such a remarkable change in the space 

devoted to the topic of honour might have to do with the fact that Albrecht was not 

interested that King George would reconcile him with the Duke. For this reason, he wished 

to show the King that the honour issue was of great importance, fully understanding that 

the King could try to push through a decision concerning the other points of contention, 

which, as a matter of fact were of greater importance to the Margrave. In contrast, when 

Albrecht negotiated with the Duke directly, he was sure that Ludwig would not accept his 

proposal and had no reason to discuss questions of honour in great length, because it is very 

likely that he did not found them as important as Ludwig did.  

16.15 It’s all about convincing the right man. 

Only few months after the public message exchange in Nuremberg, both princes competed 

for trying to recruit the support of Duke Wilhelm of Saxony. On 28.10.1461, Ludwig 

addressed Wilhelm. He reacted on the accusations from the side of Albrecht and declared 

them a blatant lie whose only purpose was to smear his good name and stigmatize him. 

Afterwards he referred to his relationship with Albrecht, explaining that the ties between 

the princes used to be great. In one case, when Albrecht was found in financial difficulties, 

he turned to him (Duke Ludwig), and he immediately lent him a significant amount of 

money. When Albrecht was at strife with Nuremberg, the Duke helped him to reconcile with 

the city. Moreover, each time Albrecht arrived at Bayern, he was met with open arms, as a 

beloved father or a brother. Afterwards the Duke detailed how Albrecht violated his rights 

using the “Kaiserliche Gericht” and accused him in advising him on how he should capture 

Donauwörth, but then betrayed him and became the captain of the imperial army whose 

proclaimed goal was to punish him for capturing the city. He also mentioned that the letter 

exchange in Nuremberg hurt him a lot and that Albrecht delivered a blow to his honour and 

reputation.1421 “So sein wir/ zu Handhabung und Rettung unser Ere und Wirde/ auch unser 

und der unsern Oberkeit/ Gerechtigkeit/ Gerichtzwang und Herkommen... uns selbs/ unsern 

lieben Kindern/ und der unsern schuldig und pflichtig/ und solchs des Marggraven 

Hochmuts und Gewalts aufzuhalten und der Notwere zugebrauchen...und sein auf das sein 

Feind worden”.1422 At the end of the letter, the Duke stated that his relation with Wilhelm is 

very friendly and the princes trust each other. He expressed hope that the Duke would not 

assist Albrecht, whose actions are “Unrecht und Mutwille”.1423 In a similar fashion to what 

Albrecht wrote to the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg before they attacked him in 1460, 

declaring that he is sure that they would not betray him like Duke Ludwig did (Albrecht must 

have hoped that after hearing these words they might consider their actions again), now 

 
1419 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 65, p. 88. 
1420 Ibid, No. 65, pp. 85-88. 
1421 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 2, pp. 81-85. 
1422 Ibid, pp. 84-85.  
1423 Ibid, pp. 84-85. 
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Ludwig tried to indicate Wilhelm that he treats him with respect and awaits from him an 

analogous attitude.  

On 9.1.1462, Duke Ludwig addressed Duke Wilhelm of Saxony another letter, in which he 

reacted to the arguments Albrecht wrote Wilhelm. He explained that the main objective of 

his letter is to clear his name and honour in the face of the attacks perpetrated by Albrecht. 

He responded to Albrecht’s writings on the financial assistance the Duke rendered Albrecht, 

who explained that it is hardly possible to call it help because the Duke profited from this 

deal. Ludwig insisted that the financial aid was a favour he did and that he delivered the 

money to Albrecht because he was his friend. He also referred to the complaints of Albrecht 

that the Duke imposed on him an unjust treaty. In this regard, Ludwig wrote that it is highly 

disturbing that the Margrave mentions the treaty, especially because: “er dieselben 

Richtunge bey seiner Fürstlichen Eren und Wirden mit Ruhm vnd an Eydesstaatt zuhalten 

gelobt und versigelt habe...“1424 Ludwig also blamed Albrecht for forcing on him unjust 

treaties on two occasions, which he nevertheless respected. Albrecht mentioned in his 

letter that his father helped the Duke’s father. The Duke dismissed this case claiming that 

the amount of help was insignificant. He also reacted to Albrecht’s words concerning the 

financial assistance his father rendered the father of the Duke, stating that it does not 

deserve any attention and that it was negligible. The accusation exchange centred on the 

responsibility for the war, the lawfulness of the actions and other issues from the scope of 

the political interests of the princes. The Duke complained again about the letter exchange 

on the door of the city council of Nuremberg, reacting to Albrecht’s claims, according to 

which he only responded to the Duke’s actions and did not initiate this move altogether. 

The Duke explained that it was Albrecht who ordered to hang the first pamphlet: “und daß 

wir uns doruff unserer Eren Notturfthalb haben müssen verantworten...“.1425 Ludwig 

blamed Albrecht for destroying their friendship and for causing the war, accused him in 

lying, cheating, fabricating letter, claimed that he did not honour treaties, and exclaimed 

that Albrecht was waging an unjust and illegal war.1426 

16.16 Menschliches, Allzumenschliches  

The personal aspect of the conflict manifested itself especially strong after the negotiations 

in Prague turned out to be futile. On 21.1.1462, the Duke blamed Albrecht for attacking him 

and ignoring the peace treaty signed publicly and reinforced by the: “uff die Kaiserliche 

Credenz und Gewalts Brive / auch uf einen Briefe / mit siner Keiserliche Majest Hende 

geschriben”1427. In this letter, he declared war on Albrecht, stressing that he will fight only 

against him and that his conflict has nothing to do with the Emperor.1428 Few days later 

Albrecht reacted on the Duke’s war declaration. He claimed that he only fulfils the orders of 

 
1424 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 2, p. 86. 
1425 Ibid, p. 88. 
1426 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 2, pp. 85-89. 
1427 Ibid, pp. 96. 
1428 Ibid, pp. 96-97; StNÖ, Missiven No. 76, Year 1462, Fol. 377.1-378.2.  
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the Emperor, denied attacking Ludwig without a notice and explained that: „Es ist aber ein 

alt gesprochen wort Salomonis, daß dick einer seinen mißhandel mit eins andern vnschuld 

understeet zu bedecken, als das nit allein itzunt, sundern zu merer male gegen uns von euch 

geubet“. He further elaborated that the Duke violated the previous peace agreements on 

several occasions.1429 On January 28th, the Duke replied Albrecht. He wrote that he heard 

nothing about new orders Albrecht received from the Emperor, further adding that: “der 

Weissag Salomonis / die ir uns zu messet / die erfindet sich an Euch / in dem daß Ir ewr 

obgemelt Mißbrauchung durch alt verrichtet Sach / der wir doch unschuldig / und Ir des von 

Tierstein ungebürlichen Fürnemenshalb Ursach geweßen seit / zubedekhen meynet“.1430 

The Duke further expressed hope that he would punish Albrecht with the help of God and 

his allies.1431 

Albrecht replied on the arguments of the Duke on February 2nd. He insisted that there was 

no need for a new order from the Emperor, since he never cancelled his previous command, 

adding that he (Albrecht) had sent no representative to the negotiations in Prague, thus the 

results of the talks there do not bind him. He insisted that his actions were in accord with 

law and honour and that the actions of the Duke do not fit into the modus operandi of an 

individual who is interested in peace. Albrecht promised that he would actively defend 

himself against Ludwig’s attacks.1432 Duke Ludwig was quick to respond. Among else he 

touched upon a more personal topic. He wrote that from Albrecht’s behaviour it is clear 

that: “das ir ewrn hochmut gen uns in sunderheit vermeint zu uben, villeicht uff meynung 

uns der guttat die wir uch in vergangen zeiten als unnsern gesypten frund manifgeltiglich 

bewisen haben also zu ergetzen, das wir dann zu seinem wert besteen lassen und dester 

mynder nit weg furenmen wollen“. He further accused Albrecht in violating peace and 

insisted that he did not respect previous agreements.1433 Albrecht reacted to these words 

immediately. On 15.2.1462, he wrote the Duke the following: “Ir seit uns auch aufhebend, 

die guttat die ir uns als ewern gesipten frund getan vermesset zu haben, das hat sich in 

vergangen zeiten widerwertig eraigent, wo wir mochten erkennen, das in vergleichnus zu 

widergelten uns selbst schuldig weren uns ist nit mynder, ir werent uns guttat zuvergelten 

vil billicher pflichtig, dann semlichs gewesen, nachdem lantkundig ist, was wir ewrn vatter 

seligen und euch an landen, leuten und kleinaten, der wir euch abgetretten sind, auch 

nachlassen unnsern schulde guttat bewisen und wie wir uns nicht allem als der frund, 

sunder dinstperlicher bei euch gehalten haben, das unnsern brudern, frunden und reten von 

uns ungemaint was und doch aus fruntlicher zunaigung, die wir zu euch hetten, nit 

vermyden, das billich ein anndere meynung, dann den lone und fruntschaft auff im trug als 

vorbestimt in vergangen zeiten unbillich von euch gen uns erenget ist.” He further accused 

the Duke of violating the peace, capturing the Emperor’s messenger and in helping organize 

 
1429 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 236, p. 327. 24.1.1462. 
1430 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 2, p. 98.  
1431 Ibid, p. 99. 
1432 Müller, Reichstags-Theatrum. Vol. 2, pp. 99-100. 
1433 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg No. 5106, Fol. 90. 5.2.1462. Copy. 
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the siege of Vienna.1434 As we can see, the personal ties between the two princes continued 

to play a role throughout the whole war. Each of the sides took the conflict personally while 

past events continued to intervene, affecting their judgement and preventing their 

reconciliation. 

16.17 Reputational awareness  

In a letter from Albrecht Achilles to the Emperor dated on December 1459, already 

mentioned briefly earlier,1435 Albrecht accentuated the attention of Friedrich on the 

reputational costs he would have to pay, if he would decide to submit to the aggressive 

behaviour of Duke Ludwig. He explained that in such a scenario the reputation of the 

Emperor would suffer a severe blow “angesehn kost, mue und arbeit, die uns allen doruff 

gangen ist“. It will also harm him and his allies who invested so much effort in retrieving the 

city and served the Emperor’s cause. He added that messengers from various cities met with 

him, and also insisted that the cities Donauwörth and Dinkelsbühl should not be handed to 

the Duke, otherwise it would be “grosser schimpf und verachtung” to us and the Emperor 

“und mach ewrn gnad in dem ganczen Reich unglauben”.1436 

16.18 A question of honour 

The concern regarding the honour question continued to trouble Albrecht to the last 

moments of the conflict and even beyond. Sending his advisors to the Emperor in the 

beginning of September 1463, Albrecht provided them with direct instructions concerning 

this topic and even told them what kind of decision he awaited from the Emperor. It should 

have looked as follows: “Item von der vnczimlichen wort wegen sol der keyser sein spruch 

also setzen: Nachdem in der bericht zu Prag dieser artickel auff vns gesaczt ist, wie wir sie 

darumb entschaiden, das es dabey bleyben sulle, item von der vnczimlichen wort wegen, 

die marggraf Albrecht herczog Ludwigen in diesen krigsleufften zugemessen sol haben, 

entschaiden wir sie darumb also, das dieselbigen wort ab sein sullen vnd marggraf Albrecht 

dem herczogen darumb nichts schuldig noch pflichtig, sundern der gericht sein etc.“1437  

16.19 Intermediate results 

As we could clearly see, the propaganda war focused on various aspects concerning the 

political conduct of the princes, but at the same time touched upon other issues as well, for 

example descent and the status of the enemy. The ultimate aim of both Albrecht and 

Ludwig is clear – they endeavoured to portray their enemy in the worst possible light, 

emphasizing all the flaws and faults of their antagonist. At the same time, they tried to 

convince all involved parties to support them and not their opponent. The princes discussed 

trust, law-abiding, custom and the history of their family relations. Brunner who busied 

 
1434 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg No. 5106, Fol. 92.1-92.2. Albrecht Achilles to Duke Ludwig. 
15.2.1462. Copy. 
1435 See above, pp. 53-54, footnote No. 283.  
1436 StNÜ, Fürstentum Ansbach, Fehdeakten, No. 84, Fol. 203. 
1437 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 446, p. 555. 
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himself with the concept of law in the Middle Ages claimed that it was very difficult to tell 

how people distinguished law from justice. The existence of such a connection meant that 

people used to base their actions on law but did not regard the law in its narrow legalistic 

sense, instead grasping it as a combination between law and justice.1438 "Even when his 

actions violated papal decree, the medieval man was still able to feel that he acted in 

accordance with “justice”".1439 Thus, it means that a 15th century prince could perceive his 

own behaviour as just and honourable, even if he violated a certain law or a treaty. 

Descent and the personal ties of the princes’ figure prominently in the war propaganda. It 

means that high standing was something to recon with and an element that attracted the 

attention of the involved parties. What is than descent, if not one of the characteristics of 

the broader concept of social hierarchical honour? In a similar way, the concept of justice (in 

its abstract meaning) occupied a place in the conflict between the princes. Here we should 

not confine ourselves to a narrow legalistic concept of justice but think how the broader 

understanding of the just conduct motivated both Albrecht and Ludwig in their attempt to 

convince Duke Wilhelm that their old friendship was destroyed by unworthy deeds of their 

current foe. This discussion clearly shows that they did not relate to the legal aspects of 

justice, but spoke about the proper, fair relationship between men, a relation based on 

friendship, honour and trust. The importance Duke Ludwig endowed to the humiliation he 

suffered through the accusations voiced by Albrecht presents another aspect that politicians 

of our day would prefer to hide, because they would not like that their voters would think 

that their private emotions motivate their decisions. If in our modern society, the 

complaints of the Duke could have sounded as something childish and unworthy of a 

political leader, Ludwig not only did not try to hide his insult, but he rather brought them to 

the fore.  

The combination of all these factors together shows us that emotions, concern for honour 

and reputation as well as status in society coexisted with a more “rational” behaviour on the 

daily basis. Thus, I can determine that a broader concept of honour indeed played a role in 

the collision between the princes. It would be very difficult to prove that Albrecht and 

Ludwig were completely sincere when they spoke about honour and status, but the fact that 

they did it demonstrate that at the very least they were certain that both these concepts 

were of significant importance to the involved parties. The princes understood that in order 

to succeed, they were obliged to act in accord with the norms of their society. Moreover, it 

seems highly unlikely that these princes did not share these norms. 

17. Between words and deeds 

Despite the numerous announcements of the princes regarding the importance of 

lawfulness, and their relentless assertions that compliance with signed agreements are the 

 
1438 Brunner, Land and Lordship, pp. 119-121. 
1439 Ibid, p. 123. 
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pillars of their conduct, they violated the commitments they took upon themselves on 

numerous occasions. Such behaviour casts doubt on the meaning the princes endowed to 

honour, after all trustworthiness is one of the central aspects in the system of honour. In a 

similar fashion, the actions of the princes raise certain doubts when it comes to the 

importance of reputation. In the previous chapters, I tried to show that the concern for 

honour and reputation affected not only the declarations of the princes, but also their 

behaviour. However, in some cases we get the impression that a wide chasm opens 

between the importance the princes endowed to honour and reputation once they engaged 

themselves with propaganda or reacted to an attack on their good name, and the prince’s 

conduct in certain other events. In such cases, it seems that the princes suddenly forgot all 

the grandiloquent words they used shortly before and we get the impression that their 

rhetoric was merely a lip service. Such a behaviour makes to wonder whether honour and 

reputation were really a matter of concern for the princes and demands explanation. In this 

chapter, I would like to deal not with the declarations of the princes but with their actions 

on the ground, to see how their rhetoric settled with their deeds. To do this, I would 

examine several significant episodes from the conflict.  

17.1 Widdern 

In the chapter devoted to Widdern, I discussed in detail the confrontation over this castle. 

Here, I would like to accentuate the attention on the role honour and reputation played in 

this local clash. Both Zmora and Fritz agree that concern for one’s reputation played a major 

role in the decision to attack the castle, especially in the light of the daring assault organized 

by Hohenriet. Albrecht Achilles himself voiced this claim in a letter to the Elector 

Friedrich.1440 Another peace of evidence that reinforces this view further comes from a 

letter sent by Duke Ludwig to Bishop Johann of Würzburg. In this letter, the Duke retells the 

Bishop the claims he heard from Count Ulrich. Ulrich explained the Duke that the last raid 

carried out by Horneck von Hornberg left him no choice but to march on Widdern in order 

to save his face.1441 

The fact that much bigger forces stood behind the robber-knights, who either acted as 

direct agents of the Elector or at least through his tacit consent, complicated the situation 

even further, making a seemingly insignificant undertaking into a matter of honour and 

prestige.    Under these circumstances, Albrecht attempted to kill two birds with one stone - 

stop the attacks on his lands and establish his authority as the dominant force in the region. 

Bishop Johann of Würzburg and Elector Friedrich found it difficult to engage in a full-scale 

struggle for the sole reason of defending their dubious vassals. The collision over Widdern 

also stressed the weakness of the alliance between Bishop Johann and Albrecht Achilles. 

 
1440 StNÜ, Fürstentum Ansbach, Fehdeakten, No. 84, Fol. 29-30; Schneider does not refer to the topic of 
honour in his book, dedicatated to the lower nobility and explains the core of the attack on the castle as a 
“Strafaktion”. Schneider, Spätmittelalterlicher Deutscher Niederadel, p. 479. 
1441 StWÜ, Auswärtige Angelegenheiten, Misc. 1029, No. 117. 21.6.1458. Duke Ludwig to Bishop Johan. 
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Though they signed a treaty for 10-years only shortly before this crisis, both princes found 

themselves on different sides of the fence and were on the brink of a military confrontation.  

It is impossible to neglect the fact that Albrecht Achilles and Count Ulrich were on a verge of 

a full-scale collision with a mighty enemy on account of what was seemingly a few wretched 

robber knights. After all, they were fully aware that the keepers of Widdern were vassals of 

Elector Friedrich and Bishop Johann of Würzburg. However, once their rights were violated, 

especially after the bold attempt of Hohenriet to imprison them, they probably saw 

themselves obliged to act. Although Bishop Johann and Elector Friedrich stood back at the 

last moment, they as well, were ready to defend a negligible possession risking a full-scale 

war, eventually giving up these attempts only after they understood that their allies were 

disinclined to intervene on their behalf. Once the necessity to defend one’s reputation came 

to the fore, it seems that there was no place for clear judgement and good sense.  

Rights, honour, reputation and interest, are all inextricably intertwined in this local conflict 

that stresses that not a single consideration, but their combination motivated the princes’ 

actions. It is even possible to point out on a certain pattern. Both the rights and the interests 

of Albrecht and Ulrich were hurt for a certain time by the time they decided to act. Elector 

Friedrich was also deeply involved in the affair; apparently, his men organized the raids into 

the lands of his opponents because he was the leading expansionistic force in the area. 

Bishop Johann had little to do with the attacks themselves (but most probably did nothing 

to prevent them), but he was the owner of one third of the castle. Duke Ludwig was 

officially the ally of Elector Friedrich, but his immediate interests laid far afield of Widdern. 

In that sense, Bishop Anton of Bamberg did not differ much from Duke Ludwig. Though he 

was the ally of Bishop Johann, the bone of contention did not concern him. The position of 

Albrecht and Ulrich must have been stronger from a legal perspective than that of Friedrich. 

After all, they defended their own rights and honour while the Elector was supposed to 

defend robber-knights. Eventually, Friedrich was forced to put up with the attack when he 

understood that he was outmanoeuvred. Bishop Johann did not even recruit forces while 

Duke Ludwig and Bishop Anton simply ignored the requests of their allies to provide them 

with military support. Albrecht Achilles attacked the possessions of his own ally Johann. In 

other words, we receive the impression that all the fine words about keeping treaties, 

helping your allies in need and defending your possessions crushed in the face of harsh 

reality. At the face of a military confrontation, self-interest turned out to be far stronger 

than concern for declared virtues.  

17.2 The seizure of Donauwörth 

Commissioned by the Emperor, Heinrich von Pappenheim arrived to Donauwörth to take 

charge of the city defence from the upcoming attack from the side of Duke Ludwig and his 

supporters. Soon after his arrival, he allegedly gathered the population of the city in the 

market square and addressed them. This is how his speech is described in the „Ehrenspiegel 

des Hauses Österreich“ also named the „Habsburgisch-Österreichischen Ehrenwerk“ written 
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by Clemens Jäger1442:“…der gewaltig furst Ludwig von Bayrenm seinen hochmuet an diiser 

des hayligen Reichs Statt Wörde begeen… Dieweyl dann allen Eerlichen leutten zimmen 

unnd gebüren will, das sie vor allem, auff Eer unnd aid sehen, unnd dem geliepten 

Vatterland Inn notten mit trewen beystendig sein, auch für die erlangte freyhait und 

Libertet, zustreytten sich willig und getrost erzaigen unnd beweysern sollen… so gelob ich 

bey meinen Ritterlichen trewen unnd Eeren, sovern Ir bey mir redlich halten wollen, das Ich 

mein leyb, Eer, Gut und bluet, als ein eerlicher frommer Ritter bey euch lassen, unnd dem 

stoltzen Bayrischen fürsten unser Mannlich gemüet erzaigen wollen, so lang und vil mein 

leyb und leben weret…Mit dieser tapffern Rede, hat der Marschalck die sach dahin 

gepracht, das dise alle ainen harten Aide geschworen haben… welches aber vast schmal 

gehalten worden ist“.1443 The initial demonstration of commitment to repel the attack 

changed very soon, probably under the impression of the enormous forces that Duke 

Ludwig assembled and not without a collusion between him and some of the high-ranking 

city officials including the city mayor himself. Heinrich von Pappenheim attempted to 

change the situation, reminding that the citizens vowed to him. He exclaimed that he sees in 

the city council actions: “ein verraterey und ubergebung der Statt”, but his words had no 

effect. The city representatives virtually dismissed him from the position of the city 

commander and rode out of the city to negotiate the town surrender.1444  

Practically, what we see here is the collision of the ethos of honour with harsh reality. 

Speeches, big words, symbolical gesture, the sacristy of oath itself were all forgotten in the 

face of immediate danger. The direct nature of the ties of the mayor of Donauwörth with 

Duke Ludwig can be hardly ascertained. In any event, it is clear that he alone could not 

deliver the city to the hands of the Duke, without enlisting the support of at least part of the 

city council and some of the citizens first. Thus, a significant amount of people simply 

ignored the oath of loyalty to Pappenheim they just solemnly took, swearing allegiance to 

Duke Ludwig only days later. 

 

 
1442 For additional details and further bibliography on Clemes Jäger see, Peter Geffcken, Clemens, * um 1500 
Augsburg, † 1561 Augsburg, Schuster, Meistersinger, Archivar, Geschichtsschreiber, in Augsburger 
Stadtlexikon. In the public domain: 
http://www.stadtlexikon-
augsburg.de/index.php?id=114&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=4272&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D=135&cHash=b6
8025a9f2   
1443 Jäger / Fugger, Ehrenspiegel des Hauses Österreich, p. 281.1. Hans Jakob Fugger commissioned the writing 
of this book, which was published almost hundred years after the described events. According to an article on 
Clemens Jäger in the „Augsburger Stadtlexikon”, much of what he wrote about the 15th century suffers from 
lack of accuracy. However, judging by my own research, his description of the events in Donauwörth seems to 
be precise and is confirmed by chronicles of the time, for example Zink and Mülich, as well as other reports. It 
is also important to remember that Augsburg sent 150 soldiers that were supposed to participate in the city 
defence, thus the chronicles of Augsburg could base their accounts on numerous eyewitnesses. The detailed 
speech of Heinrich von Pappenheim could be a literary invention of Jäger himself, but it could also be based on 
accounts from Augsburg that were later lost. In either case, we know for sure that the citizens of Donauwörth 
did vow to Pappenheim and only short time later, the mayor surrendered the city without a fight.  
1444 Ibid, p. 282.1. 

http://www.stadtlexikon-augsburg.de/index.php?id=114&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=4272&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D=135&cHash=b68025a9f2
http://www.stadtlexikon-augsburg.de/index.php?id=114&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=4272&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D=135&cHash=b68025a9f2
http://www.stadtlexikon-augsburg.de/index.php?id=114&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=4272&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D=135&cHash=b68025a9f2
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17.3 Treaties do not worth the paper they are written on 

During the first phase of the conflict, Bishops Georg and Johann defected from Albrecht and 

joined Duke Ludwig. They did it despite existing agreements that clearly stated that both of 

them were supposed to come to Albrecht’s aid if he would be attacked. It is clear that both 

Bishops were motivated by pragmatic reasons. Albrecht’s reluctance to recon with the 

interests of his neighbours made them turn against him in his most difficult moment. From 

the point of self-interest, Johann and Georg acted wisely; exploiting the weakness of their 

rival to their own benefit, but concern for personal honour and even reputation does not 

seem to play a role in their actions. In their war declarations, they enumerated a list of 

grievances that were at least partly fair; however, it is clear that they did not intend to fight 

against Albrecht before and decided on joining the Duke only when they concluded that 

they could benefit more from joining his camp.  

The actions of Diether of Isenburg were also far from honourable when he chose to leave 

the alliance of which he was part in and unilaterally signed a treaty with Elector Friedrich, 

changing sides overnight. As was the case with Bishops Georg and Johann, he was motivated 

by self-interest and disregarded the commitments to his allies. It is important to stress that 

he did not lose the war or was imprisoned; he simply found himself in a difficult situation 

and decided that an alliance with the mighty Elector would improve it.  

18. “For with wise advice [war ruse] thou shalt make thy war”1445 

18.1 Deceit 

One of the key events that immediately affected subsequent developments was the letter 

Albrecht Achilles sent to the Elector Friedrich, who was on his way to the meeting in 

Nuremberg in the summer of 1459. Albrecht convinced Friedrich that the meeting would 

not take place and the Elector returned to his lands. While he was absent, Albrecht was able 

to force Duke Ludwig to commit himself to the so called “blinder Spruch”, which could be 

never pressed if Friedrich was present. This treaty escalated the already tensed relations 

between the two camps and eventually made any peaceful resolution impossible. Albrecht 

resorted to deliberate deceit to achieve a political goal. Although Friedrich the Victorious 

later complained that he was deceived, it does not seem that Albrecht’s actions had any 

serious impact on his status or dramatically exacerbated his already shaken relationship 

with Friedrich. 

 

  

 
1445 Book of proverbs, chapter 24, 6. (King James Bible). I must stress that the English translation fails to deliver 
the correct meaning of this Hebrew proverb. “ שה לך מלחמה.כי בתחבולות תע “ The word that was translated 
into “wise advice” should actually mean something much closer to tricks or “war ruse”. The accepted Martin 
Luther translation of this verse: “ Denn mit Rat muß man Krieg führen; und wo viele Ratgeber sind, da ist der 
Sieg.“ 
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18.2 Choose your words carefully 

During the negotiations in Nuremberg in the summer of 1459 one of the reasons that made 

Duke Ludwig so compliant, was the agreement he reached with Albrecht that regulated the 

controversy over the judicial authority of the “Kaiserliche Gericht”.1446 As it soon turned out, 

Albrecht practically fooled the Duke and later explained him that the decision did not apply 

to the “Kaiserliche Gericht”. He elaborated that in the treaty the “Kaiserliche Gericht” is not 

mentioned and that only the Emperor can determine on the fate of this law court. From a 

modern, strictly legal point of view, Albrecht might have been right. However, we speak 

about two princes who, as I already showed, liked to stress how they respected the law and 

how important for them considerations of honour were. That did not hinder Albrecht from 

acting as a petty crook, who fooled his opponent by carefully choosing the words of the 

agreement although he, no doubt, knew that he was intentionally misleading Ludwig.    

18.3 Albrecht’s reaction to the accusations of Duke Ludwig, that he is forging letters with 

the Emperor’s seal 

After the war resumed in autumn of 1461 Duke Ludwig suspected that some of the letters 

with the imperial seal are actually written by Albrecht Achilles. He tried to convince other 

forces that Albrecht passed them off as the Emperor’s. …”Es ist ein keyserlich brief von unns 

ausgeschrieben, des datum stet zu Gretz an freytag nach unnser lieben frawen tag 

Assumptionis nechsvergangen, halten wir das der selb brieff nit zu Gretz von seinen 

keyserlichen wirden, sunder zu Onolzpach oder do selbs umb von marggraf Albrechten von 

Branndenburg, der dann, als wir bericht sein, das keyserlich secret bey im haben sol, 

gegeben sey. Wann nachdem der selb brief auf untzimliche schimpfliche wortt, dye dann 

der keyserlichen oberkeit nit gebüren ausser halb rechtes in smehe weys zugebrauchen, dye 

auch marggraf Albrecht pis her in seinen briefen gepflegen hat zuschreyben“.1447 Albrecht 

soon reacted on the accusations that Duke Ludwig raised in his letter to Duke Wilhelm of 

Saxony using these words: “ so wen wir ein felther vor dem und allen mistaten wissen wir 

uns als ein fromer furst zuenthalten, dann uns von adelicher tugent, furstlichen wirden und 

fromkeit anders angeborn ist, sollten wir dann ein brief felschen mit dem datum were uns 

kein not, so wir das keyserlich sigil hetten, sundern wir mochten wol bekomen, das 

aufzudrucken durch seiner k.g. bevelhe an seiner gnaden stat, als ein keyserlich haubtman, 

deshalben were nit not keinen falsch zutreiben und shempten und semlicher subtiliteten 

zugebrachen als man sich gegen uns slest aus dem allem abzunemen ist, das uns hertzog 

Ludwig mit losen worten on grund gern sere smehet“.1448 This restrained reaction raises 

certain questions, because we are dealing not with generalities, but with a direct accusation 

in forging. What could be a blunter and ruder offence? Albrecht only explained that he is an 

 
1446 See in details here, p. 51. 
1447 HStAMÜ, Neubürger Kopialbuch 12, Fol. 156.2. Duke Ludwig to the Mayor and city council of Nuremberg, 
14.9.1461. Interestingly enough, even though the letters sent by the Emperor seem to be well preserved, I was 
unable to find the letter dated on 28.8.1461, which may mean that the accusations of the Duke were justified.  
1448 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5103, Fol. 668. 8.10.1461. Albrecht to the imperial cities.  
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honourable person, thus such sort of behaviour contradicts his character and added that he 

has no logical reason faking the letters, however he did not curse Ludwig himself or called 

him a liar, contending himself with stating that the Duke insulted him with no reason what 

so ever. Judging by the correspondence between the princes and further events, it seems 

that the accusations of the Duke were wrong. Therefore, the behaviour of Albrecht looks 

surprisingly restrained. It is not impossible that the extremely difficult situation in which he 

found himself in the early autumn of 1461 was the reason for his moderate conduct. 

18.4 The reaction of Friedrich the Victorious to the letter Adolf of Nassau apparently 

forged 

As was described previously, one of the main reasons that eventually forced Diether of 

Isenburg to give up his claims on the Archbishopric of Mainz was a letter, allegedly written 

by the Elector Friedrich and sent to Adolf of Nassau, which Adolf showed Diether.1449 

According to the Speierische chronic, after the news reached Friedrich the Victorious he 

claimed: “von soliches briffes wegen nit kunde oder wissen were, und wollte dar umbe vor 

komen vor fursten, herren und stetten, oder wo man hin wollten“. To contradict the rumour 

according to which the Elector stood behind this action, some of his men went to the 

building of the city council “von Frankfurt”, one of them climbed on a high chair and cried 

three times the following words: “horent ir herren, graffen, fryen, ritter und knechte und 

aller menclich, ich sten hie von mynß gnedigen herren des pfaltzgraffen wegen, sich in des 

zu verantwürten von soliches briefes wegen, der der von Nassau in hat und sych das 

gebruchet gegen dem von Isenburg, der uß sol gangen sin von mynem gnedigen herren dem 

pfaltzgraffen: da ste ich hie von siner gnoden wegen und daz er mir auch daz also befolhen 

hat, uch zü sagen, und in auch deß help zu verantwürten, daz im dar umb nit kunder oder 

wissen sy und auch on sin zudun geschen sy“.1450 As we can see, since by this point the 

Elector already lost hope that it would be possible to keep Diether of Isenburg in the office 

of the Archbishop, his only concern was to clear his name from possible accusations in 

dishonourable conduct. To all appearance, the Elector was not very concerned with the 

public opinion in this case, since his actions appear to be more a formality than a sincere 

serious effort to fight the undesirable rumour.  

19. The importance of honour and reputation 

19.1 Albrecht’s ideas about the importance of his honour 

After the “Rother Richtung” was signed, as the sides were trying to transform the cease-fire 

agreement into a full pledged peace, Johann the Alchemist addressed Martin Mair, writing 

him about the upcoming negotiations in Nuremberg. Johann explained that his brother was 

ready to negotiate, but it was especially important that a future treaty: “ir ere nicht verletze, 

dann sie lieber gutlos dann erloß sein wollten mit ettlichen trostlichen worten, hoffentlich ir 

 
1449 See here, p. 229. 
1450 Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 245, p. 486. 
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gut mitsamt irn eren zubehalden”.1451 Johann made it clear that if a future treaty would not 

take into account the interests of his brother, a possible reconciliation is out of the question. 

In retrospect, we know that he was right. The rights of Albrecht Achilles were undeniably 

tied with his honour in this matter, but his brother preferred to stress honour at the 

expense of worldly goods.  

19.2 Albrecht and King George 

A letter from the beginning of November 1461 from Albrecht to Jobst von Einsiedel that 

concerned the Margrave’s relationship with King George shows the emergence of personal 

tension between the two by this point. Albrecht complained that King George not only 

inflicted him significant damage with his actions, but: “sunder er schreibt vns darzu in seinen 

brifen auß vnd schilt vns vnnser ein durch daz ganncz reich. Das ist dem nicht gleich, das wir 

in bey dem babst vnd kayser höh gebreyßt haben, vnd betten wir im mögen den hymel 

zunaygen, wir wern des willig gewesen.“1452 Albrecht further reacted on the words of King 

George, according to which: “wir hantgebende trew an aydes stat, auch brief vnd sigel 

sullen verbrochen haben, darumb das wir haben außgeschickt vnnsers herrn, des Romischen 

keysers, gepotzbriue.“ Albrecht explained that he is fighting not against the King, but against 

Duke Ludwig and Archduke Albrecht and further asked: “Was ern mag vnnser herr mit 

solchem smehlichen schreyben erlanngen, so er vns doch als vil gelobt vnd verschriben ist 

als wir im.“ The Margrave suggested that: „Er leßt sich poß leut, die sein ere nit betrachten 

vmb irs aygen nutz willen, wider vns bewegen, vnd im dynt doch sulch schreiben zu nichte 

vns zuuervnglimpfen“. Albrecht further declared that he is ready to solve all his tensions 

with the King via negotiations.1453 Another important issue Albrecht touched upon was the 

planned wedding between his daughter and George’s son but since now he (King George): 

“unnser herre uns schenndt, desshalben wir besorgen, das er villeicht unnser fruntschafft 

versmeht”. He asked Jobst to clear this matter, since he is the one who supported the 

marriage plans in the first place: “dann es erte vnd hullf vnnsern herrn wenig, das er das 

edel from kynnt on alle schuld also verseczte”.1454 As we can clearly see, despite Albrecht’s 

claims that the King humiliated him for no good reason, he did not endeavour to insult the 

King in return. Instead, he tried to stress how unjust the King’s behaviour was, emphasizing 

that he hopes to regulate the conflict peacefully. In other words, Albrecht’s immediate 

interest was of greater importance than his harmed feelings. Another topic that concerned 

him was the possible cancellation of the wedding. He wanted to spare himself and his 

daughter the public humiliation from a sudden repudiation of this agreement.  

 

 

 
1451 StBA, Geheimes Hausrachiv Plassenburg, No. 5100, Fol. 194. 17.7.1460. Copy.  
1452 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, No. 190, pp. 275-276. An exact date is missing.  
1453 Ibid, p. 276.  
1454 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke 1885, p. 277. 
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19.3 King George concern for his reputation  

After Albrecht Achilles and his allies ignored the peace-talks in Prague and continued to 

wage war in early 1462, Duke Ludwig immediately addressed King George and asked for 

help. As I already explained earlier1455 the King was not really interested in a confrontation 

with the imperial party at that time. However, George found himself in a very difficult 

situation. He was the ally of Duke Ludwig and he was the mediator during the peace-talks. 

Under the given circumstance, not supporting the Duke would have meant a significant 

blow to his reputation. Moreover, by ignoring his mediation attempts, the imperial party 

damaged his honour. Duke Ludwig understood it well. In his letter, dated on 17.1.1462, he 

particulary wrote that: “Ir also wider ewr bericht vor die obgemelten brieve vnd Sigel 

gesmehet vnd verachtet werden, das solhs an ewr lieb furnemen ain ganntz Irrung vnnd 

Zerrüthung bringen vnd fürtter kain aufsehen in dewtschen lannden auf ewr furnemen vnd 

bericht sein würde.“1456 Only a week later the Duke addressed the King again. He once again 

accentuated on the way the attacks of his foes are perceived. He stressed that they are: 

“wieder ewr bericht, uch zuchannd und smäch an uns geschicht” and that: “wir durch ewr 

bericht verfürt und verachtet sein“.1457 Only a week later the Duke wrote the King again, 

once again he put an accent that the attacks of Albrecht Achilles are carried out after the 

Emperor: “uber und wider ewr bericht dem Marggraven newe bevelhnuss getan hette, 

dadaruch Ir gesmehet, verachtet und wir beschedigt warn“.1458  

The King did not rush to change his mind because he did not want to get involved in the 

fighting, but Duke Ludwig did not let go. He entrusted his envoy Friedrich Maurkircher, who 

represented him in Prague, to convince George to support him. Maurkirecher met the King 

and insisted that It was the honour and reputation of the King that were at stake, 

elaborating that if George would simply put up with such a gross violation of a treaty he was 

responsible for, his status in the empire would suffer a mighty blow.1459 For a while, King 

George remained deaf to the bellicose statements from the side of Duke Ludwig, hoping still 

to solve the tensions via diplomacy. Meanwhile, Friedrich Maurkircher did not give up and 

only intensified his effort. He met not only with the King himself, but also with his wife, 

explaining her that the enemy ignored the agreements signed shortly before and that the 

dishonour associated with it would eventually fall on none other than her husband.1460 

The pressure exerted by the Duke, combined with the King’s own understanding that he 

could not leave his ally to his fate, made him eventually re-join the conflict, although the 

King himself could barely profit from it. Thus, the concern for the King’s reputation, and 

 
1455 See here, pp. 175-176. 
1456 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, Beilage CXXXI. 
1457 Ibid, Beilage CXXXII. 
1458 Ibid, Beilage CXXXIII. 
1459 Bachmann, Urkunden und Actenstücke, 1885 No. 245, pp. 339-340. 1.2.1462. Report from Prague to Duke 
Ludwig.  
1460 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg, No. 5106, Fol. 84. 1.2.1462. 
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possibly honour, eventually decided the war between Albrecht and Ludwig, who could not, 

at the moment, confront the Margrave without the support of the Bohemian King.  

19.4 Does honour really matter? 

As already described in more detail previously,1461 Albrecht fled to Ulm after he was 

defeated in the proximity of Giengen. Personal bravery was one of the most important traits 

of an honourable noble. Presumably, Albrecht’s Swiss mercenaries were highly disturbed by 

such a behaviour and as Mülich’s chronic reports, they left his army after being paid, since: 

“sie gaben dem marggraf Albrecht die schulde, er hett die flucht vor Giengen gemacht, und 

wollten nimmer mit im zü veld ziehen“.1462 If the described event really happened, than it is 

the only direct and undisputed precedent in whole conflict, in which the personal conduct of 

the prince, that violated the honour ethos have led to an immediate result on the ground. 

However, taking into consideration the harsh conditions in which Albrecht was found, the 

Swiss soldiers might have other motives to leave his force. Since this example is one of its 

kind, it can hardly serve as a reliable case study that can have a greater implication on the 

way we perceive the norms of behaviour. 

 19.5 The importance of rank in diplomacy 

Fritz conveys an especially interesting story, that to all likeliness determined the loss of 

Albrecht’s allies in the battle of Seckenheim. He explains that Count Ulrich and his advisors 

agreed that attacking the lands of the Elector according to the plan suggested by Karl of 

Baden was a very risky move. Unfortunately for them, Count Ulrich promised to participate 

in the undertaking of Karl beforehand. Now, they did not know how to convey Karl of Baden 

their new decision. At first, they wanted to send Count Sigmund, but he happened to be ill. 

Count Ulrich had no other such high-ranking men in his retinue. “Man war sich aber darüber 

klar, daß eine Gesandtschaft niederadliger Räte nichts nutzen würde: „Es were söllichs Ir 

Ryten und werbung für nichts, denn sye wisten vor will, das der margrave sich dardurch nicht 

wenden ließ“.1463 One of the advisors now came up with the idea that Count Ulrich should 

meet the Margrave personally and tell him about their decision. Hearing this proposal, Hans 

von Rechberg knocked himself on the head and exclaimed “Jörg was ratest du (?).. kompt 

min herre gen pfortzen (Pforzheim), So mag er mit kainen Eren noch glympff wendig 

werden, und muß vollzeihen“… He knew that if the Count would not be able to change the 

mind of the Margrave, his “ritterliche Ehre”1464 would oblige him to support his ally.1465 

Eventually Count Ulrich did try unsuccessfully to dissuade Karl of Baden from carrying out 

 
1461 See here, p. 210.  
1462 Mülich, Chronik, p. 187. 
1463 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 260. 
1464 Ibid, p. 260. 
1465 Ibid, pp. 259-260. 
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the attack and since the Margrave insisted on the operation, he had no choice, but to 

support him.1466 This decision, as we know, turned out to be fatal.  

20. Symbolism in the conduct of the princes 

Discussing honour in the High Middle ages Pierre Bourdieu explained, that honour was a 

“symbolischer Kapital”, that provided profit that could be, if once wishes, valued in 

economic terms.1467 Without starting a discussion on this strictly pecuniary aspect of 

honour, I can certainly state that the importance of symbolism was well understood by the 

princes as they often resorted to purely demonstrative actions to underline an idea or 

convey a message. 

20.1 The importance of the demonstrative entrance into a town 

Gestures, processions, ceremonies and demonstrative acts were generally-accepted 

methods that came to reflect the status and merit of the prince. Every big meeting of 

princes was a public performance during which it was especially important to behave in 

accordance to the accepted norms.1468 During the meeting in Eger in 1459, the way each of 

the princes entered the city and how he was accepted played an important role. “Die 

Bedeutung dieser Rituale für die mittelalterliche – beziehungsweise die gesamte 

vormoderne – Gesellschaft ist kaum zu überschätzen.“1469 Through the accepted norms, 

each of the sides could convey a certain message: “die Qualität der gegenwärtigen und 

künftigen Beziehungen zum Gegenüber und anderen Beteiligten demonstrieren“.1470 When 

Albrecht Achilles arrived to the city on April 8th: “der konig (King George) Im fur dy Stat 

entgegen geritten vnd als palld in der marggraf ansichtig ist worden, ist er abgestannden 

vnd Im ain guten Weg entgegen gangen, das hat der konig geduldet.“1471  Tresp stresses that 

this short description was probably supposed to convey the restraint in which the King 

welcomed the Margrave, especially compared with the detailed description of the reception 

of the Count Palatine by the King,1472 who arrived to the city a day later. The King sent a 

pompous escort to meet him outside the city, afterwards the King himself came: “als auf ain 

virtail ainer meil herraus Im entgegen vnd do er Im dy hantt pot do wellt der pfaltzgrav vom 

pferd gestanden sein des im aber nach haissen des konigs durch den von Sternberg vnd 

plawen nit gestatt wollt werden vnd also gab er Im auf dem pferd dj hantt vnd erputen sich 

in der empfahung gar glimpflichen gegen einander“. Afterwards both princes rode to the 

 
1466 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 260-261. 
1467 Pierre Bourdieu, Praktische Vernunft - Zur Theorie des Handelns. Frankfurt a. M. 1998, p. 172.  
1468 See for more details: Gerald Schwedler, Herrschertreffen des Spätmittelalters. Formen – Rituale – 
Wirkungen, Mittelalter-Forschungen, Vol. 21. Ostfildern 2008; The same, Politik und Ritual – Herrschertreffen 
als Handlungsform politischer Praxis im Spätmittelalter, in Jahrbuch der historischen Forschung in der 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland 2004, pp. 53-59.  
1469 Uwe Tresp, Das Fürstendtreffen von Eger und die Sächsisch-Böhmischen Beziehungen um 1459, in: Eger 
1459, p. 95. 
1470 Ibid, p. 96. 
1471 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, IXa, p. 74.  
1472 Tresp, Das Fürstendtreffen von Eger, p. 97. 
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city, after watching horseraces together.1473 Tresp thinks that the difference in description 

could owe to some technical issue, for example the Bavarian envoys could arrive together 

with the Count Palainte, i.e. miss the meeting between Albrecht and the King. However, it 

could also be the case that the difference in the reception was a demonstrative act of the 

King, who was interested to underline the difference of status between Albrecht Achilles 

and Friedrich the Victorious.1474 Before Duke Wilhelm of Saxony entered the city about a 

week later, he had to solve a problem. Because his retinue was too small, he asked his 

brother to send him 150 riders from his own retinue, while Albrecht Achilles escorted him 

with his own men as well. All for one single reason - so his entrance into the city would not 

look pitiful in comparison with that of Friedrich the Victorious.1475  

20.2 A public honouring as a demonstration of friendship 

If Albrecht got a cold shoulder from King George, a very different welcome awaited him in 

Mantua only couple of months later. As Voigt described it: “Der Letzte, der nach Mantua 

kam, war der Liebling des Papstes unter den deutschen Fürsten, Markgraf Albrecht von 

Brandenburg, von Pius mit dem Beinamen des deutschen Achilles beehrt“. The admiration 

of the Pope towards Albrecht, whom he described as: “den glänzenden Stern der deutschen 

Nation, bezeichne ich mit dem Namen Achilles“ was a known fact.1476 Cardinal Cusa1477 rode 

to meet Albrecht accompanied by a big retinue. After getting to Mantua Albrecht solemnly 

vowed to do all in his power to fight the infidels. The Pope said that up to this day, the 

Margrave fought for earthly glory but now he would become the peacemaker of Germany 

and fight for Jesus Christ.1478 More tangible friendship signs followed. On January 6th, the 

Pope presented Albrecht: “ain kostlichen langen seiden rock angeleget mit guldin knöpfen 

und darinn vil edels gestain und ain hut aufgesetzt, da ist der hailig gaist mit grossen perlen 

geneet gewesen, und hat im ain schwert unb gürt mit ainer guldin schaiden, das hat er 

müessen ausziehen vor dem bapst und erschütten, und hat im ain guldin creutz mit edlem 

gestain an den hals gehenckt. Und als er aus der kirchen gegangen ist, hat im der bapst ain 

kostlich groß ross geschenckt mit gulden sattel und zaum und ain guldin creutz an des ross 

stieren, darauf ist er gesessen und haund im die cardinäl und herrn das gelait gegeben bis an 

sein herberg“.1479 

The symbolical gestures of the Pope all served a specific reason – enlisting the support of 

Albrecht Achilles in the crusade against the Turks. The public honouring of the man who, as 

the Pope hoped, would lead the Christian army against the infidels was supposed to evoke 

in Albrecht a wish to meet the high expectations of the Roman Pontiff. Although Albrecht 

 
1473 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Kampf, IXa, p. 74. 
1474 Tresp, Das Fürstendtreffen von Eger, p. 98. 
1475 Ibid, p. 100. 
1476 Voigt, Enea Silvio de Piccolomini, p. 104.  
1477 For further information on Nicolas of Cusa see: (ed. Yamaki Kazuhiko), Nicholas of Cusa: A Medieval 
Thinker for the Modern Age. Routledge 2001. 
1478 Voigt, Enea Silvio de Piccolomini, pp. 104-105. 
1479 Mülich, Chronik, pp. 152-153.  
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accepted all symbolic gestures, he eventually did nothing to advance the Pope’s 

undertaking. In any event, taking into consideration the fact that the Duke attacked Albrecht 

I cannot tell for sure, that he cynically used the circumstances in his own favour. At the 

same time, it is undeniable that we do not see any sign in his letters, that the Crusade was 

at the centre of his attention.   

20.3 The symbolism of the written document 

Zink reports, that immediately after capturing Donauwörth: “schick hertzog Ludwig her gen 

Augspurg ein edlman… daß man im solt geben der von Wörd brief und was man inn hett, 

das den von Wörd zu gehöre; darzu so hetten auch die von Wörd geschrieben, man solt 

dem fürsten die brief geben“. All the letters that proved the rights and freedoms of 

Donauwörth were delivered to Augsburg for keeping but now after this demand they were 

delivered to the Duke.1480 

The princes saw meaning not only in their political achievements, but also in the manner, 

they were solemnized. In this sense, I must refer to the story of the official document, that 

the Duke allegedly tore apart. His action was above all symbolic. The Duke’s desire to 

eliminate the humiliation he suffered while signing the “blinder Spruch” was compensated 

by destroying the document with the treaty itself. Similar symbolism continues to be an 

integral part of our modern would up this days. The fact that Albrecht was obliged to leave 

the field of battle three days before his rival was no less symbolic. Since the collision 

between the princes did not end in a decisive battle, it must have been important to show 

who held ground, thus the retreat of Albrecht’s forces indicated that the Duke got the upper 

hand. Albrecht recognized the goal of the Duke’s actions and tried to distance himself from 

Ludwig’s demonstrative performance as much as possible. One of the main reasons that 

Duke Wilhelm of Saxony acted as Albrecht’s representative during the negotiations must 

have been the wish of the Margrave to spear himself any possible humiliations. Albrecht 

was practically forced to make concessions by his allies and while only shortly before, he 

even refused to negotiate, as long as the troops of the enemy were on his lands, now he had 

to accept the demands that the Duke dictated him without even challenging him on the field 

of battle. Ulsamer mentions a short episode that provides us with an insight on the feelings 

of Albrecht after his loss. Only days after he signed the humiliating treaty, the Count Oswald 

von Thierstein offered Albrecht to take advantage of the fact that the army of the Duke was 

in disorder and the Duke himself was absent and attack his enemy. Albrecht refused, 

explaining that he cannot do such a thing since he has only signed a treaty with the Duke, 

but he also added that his own army is not prepared for battle. Moreover, he said that if 

Count Oswald can destroy the forces of the enemy without his intervention, he would have 

been very satisfied.1481 

 
1480 Zink, Chornic, p. 220. 
1481 Ulsamer, Rother Richtung, p. 122. 
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Strong feelings played a significant role in the conduct of the princes during the “Rother 

Richtung”. Attempting to retrieve the honour lost during the “blinder Spruch” and its 

aftermath, the Duke, with his symbolic actions, humiliated both the Emperor and his 

enemies. Albrecht’s unwillingness to negotiate with the Duke might have also had its price. 

Albrecht claimed later, that even if the Duke would had imprisoned him, he would not have 

accepted the paragraphs Duke Wilhelm signed in his name.1482 Allegedly, after hearing the 

final resolution, Albrecht was shocked to the bottom of his heart and said that he would 

have: “…lieber Land und Leute verlieren zu wollen, als durch solche Handlungen sein 

fürstliches Haus zu entehren”.1483 We cannot predict what results Albrecht could achieve if 

he had participated in the negotiations personally. However, it is not impossible, that 

Albrecht sense of self-respect that prevented him from taking part in talks, has indeed led to 

an especially unprofitable agreement. 

 Despite the complaints voiced by Albrecht, we remember that the negotiations in Roth 

might have materialized not exactly as if he tried to show.1484 It is still possible that the 

pressure he felt from the Pope, the Emperor and his allies, eventually forced Albrecht to 

accept negotiations in the form they eventually took.1485 In such a case Albrecht’s concern 

for his honour made him turn to diplomacy only as a last resort, while his allies, whose own 

interests and honour were far less vulnerable in this situation, showed much more 

pragmatism. At the same time, the threat of Duke Wilhelm to abandon his ally certainly 

does not come good together with the noble ethos of friendship and loyalty, and shows that 

in case of great danger thoughts on benefit were stronger than previously done 

commitments. In other words, once concern for honour was reinforced by considerations of 

self-interest it became a strong force, but devoid of this component, it could be something 

one could neglect.  

After the Emperor declared war on the Duke in the Sommer of 1461, Ludwig, who 

categorically opposed the accusations thrown at him, and hoping to minimize the damage 

done to him by this act, returned the “Absage” back to the Emperor. This symbolic act was 

not only supposed to show everyone that the Duke denies the reasoning provided by the 

Emperor, but also undermine the legality of the war against him. The Duke himself 

mentioned that he returned the imperial “Absage” on several occasions and Albrecht also 

informed the Emperor that the Duke refuses to accept it. It all means that this action, that at 

first glance might appear as purely symbolic, must have had certain effect on the 

participants of the struggle. 

 
1482 Droysen, Geschichte, p. 235; Ulsamer, Rother Richtung, p. 121.  
1483 Würdinger, Kriegsgeschichte, p. 26. 
1484 The brother of Albrecht apparently stood behind the organization of the whole move and Albrecht 
participated in the organization of the talks at least from a certain time point. See above in more details, pp. 
82-83. 
1485 Droysen, Geschichte, p. 234. 
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During the peace-talks in Prague in late 1461, at a certain moment, after both sides already 

agreed to sign the treaty one of the issues that concerned the envoys of the Emperor and 

the Duke most had to do with the insertion of Albrecht Achilles to the final document of the 

agreement. The representatives of the Duke insisted that his cease-fire with Albrecht would 

be mentioned in a separate document, while those of the Emperor demanded that both 

Albrecht and the Emperor should appear as one side, i.e. they meant that the cease-fire 

should be signed between Duke Ludwig, Albrecht and the Emperor in one single document. 

After long debate, both sides agreed to accept the proposal of the King that the issues 

concerning Albrecht would appear in the same document but would be mentioned in a 

separate paragraph.1486 This, at first glance, symbolical disagreement had a very practical 

implication. During the whole war, Ludwig kept insisting that he waged war against 

Margrave Albrecht and not against the imperial captain. The signing of the treaty in two 

different documents was supposed to show that he was right. The achieved compromise 

practically preserved the vagueness and can be regarded as an insignificant achievement of 

the Duke. 

20.4 What can be more symbolical than a symbol itself?  

After Duke Ludwig was able to achieve victory in the battle of Giengen1487 he proudly stated 

that besides beating his enemies, he was able to capture numerous city banners as well as 

the imperial banner itself.1488 The announcement of the Duke is confirmed by several 

sources, among them the “Ehrenspiegel des Hauses Österreich”, in which the rich booty and 

especially the banners captured by the Duke deserved significant attention and described in 

deatil. “Des hayligen Reychs panier, welches ainen schwartzen Adler mit ainem Haupt 

gehapt, und, aller Reychs stet so dem Kayser inn disem Kriege geholfen, Wappen, darinnen 

gemacht gewesen, auch das Kayserliche paner, welches den Adler mit zwayen Hauptern 

unnd das wappen Ostereich inn der brüst hatte, Item des Marckgrafen panier mit dem 

Rotten Adler, der des Burggrauen von Nürmberg wappen im Hertzen des Adlers gehapt, 

Item des Reychs Marschalcks wappen (Heinrich von Pappenheim), mit den zwayen 

blüettigen schwerdtern, Item des Grafen von Wirtembergs fanen mit den dreyen 

Hirschnhoren und zwen vischen, und sonst viler stett panier, die alle gewünnen und inn 

hertzog Lüdwig gewalt gepracht wordenn seind.“1489 This piece of news was perceived as 

important not only by the Duke and was mentioned in other sources as well. It is not 

completely clear if the Duke really managed to put his hands on the imperial banner since 

Albrecht denied that the banner was captured, explaining that: “als Hertzog Ludwig sich 

berummet, wie er des heiligen reichs panir in der geschicht bei Gingen erobert und zu 

seinen handen gebracht hab, und wir geben es sey sulichs nit bescheen, erfindet sich in der 

warheit, das wir uff denselben tag des reichs panir bei uns nicht gehabt haben, wol haben 

 
1486 Hasselholdt-Stockheim, Beilage CXIV. 
1487 See above, pp. 209-210.  
1488 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg No. 5107, Fol. 313. July 1462. Albrecht reacts on the statement of 
the Duke.  
1489 Jäger / Fugger, Ehrenspiegel des Hauses Österreich, p. 294.2. 
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wir ein fenlein zu Ulm lassen machen, das dann herr Heinrich marschalk als ein 

erbmarschalk des heligenreichs gebrauchet und denselben tag fur ein banir zu den 

geschichtet gebraucht und mag sich annders in der warheit nymer erfinden“.1490 In other 

words, both sides understood the symbolism the imperial banner had. The Duke must have 

hoped that his success in capturing the banner (or what he falsely perceived to be the 

original banner) would boost the morale of his troops and demotivate his enemies. The 

denial of Albrecht shows that he probably held a similar view.  

20.5 Public humiliation 

After the Count Palatine was able to block the Duke of Veldenz and the Count of Leiningen 

in Meisenheim, he practically forced them to negotiate on his terms, dictating them his 

will.1491 Friedrich did not lose the opportunity to arrange a picturesque spectacle, whose 

main goal was indubitably to humiliate his enemies while glorifying himself. It is clear that 

Friedrich was determined to demonstrate who had the upper hand – the circumstances of 

the meeting between the princes speak for itself. The Duke and the Count rode to 

Friedrich’s tent, who made them wait for him outside for some time. After he got out: “viel 

Herzog Ludwig vor den pfalzgraffen off sin kny“. Friedrich then addressed him using the 

following words: „vetter, ir hetten uch und mich soliches wol erlaßen, daz also vil armer 

lutte nit darum verdorben werent“. The Duke replied: „vetter, es ist mir leit, ich ben dar zu 

verhezet worden und wil niemer mer wieder uch gedun.“ The Count of Leiningen also 

underwent a similar ceremony. After that, they stood up and Friedrich’s men gave them to 

drink some wine.1492 Two weeks later, when the two arrived at Heidelberg to confirm the 

treaty with Friedrich the Victorious,1493 another demonstrative action followed. Friedrich 

received the Duke of Veldenz friendly and at the end of his visit: “schanckt im der pfaltzgraff 

einen herlichen hengst”. “Dar nach kam graff Emich, der enphing auch sin lehen da in der 

canzely und waz kam zwo stunden da, da reit der pfaltzgraff jagen, daz er nit by im waz“.1494 

20.6 The symbolic power of the oath 

Despite the decision according to which Duke Ludwig was supposed to release the citizens 

of Donauwörth from their oath, he did not hurry up to fulfil this promise. It made the 

Emperor address the Duke on 26.10.1459, and demand from him to act according to the 

obligations he took upon himself.1495 After the imperial war started in late summer of 1461, 

the Emperor wrote the imperial city Frankfurt, urging it to join the ranks of his captains and 

 
1490 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg No. 5107, Fol. 313. July 1462. Albrecht Achilles after the battle by 
Giengen. 
1491 See here, pp. 118-119. 
1492 Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 185, pp. 450-451. 
1493 See here, p. 119.  
1494 Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 186, p. 451.  
1495 R.K.F – H.23, No. 110.  
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assist them to fight Duke Ludwig. Among the causes of the war he listed, he blamed Duke 

Ludwig for violating his vow, which he took: “auf das heilig ewangelium”.1496 

Respect for the formal procedure is another aspect that touches upon symbolical behaviour.  

After the Emperor declared war on Elector Friedrich, the official war declaration was never 

delivered to Friedrich because it was lost in the panic of the Seckenheim battle. The Elector 

used that fact in order to blame his enemies in waging an illegal and personal war against 

him. Notwithstanding, these claims had little force during the conflict itself and gained 

weight only after the brilliant victory of the Count Palatine.1497 

20.7 The importance of the correct form of address 

Thomas Behrmann explains that the correct form of address was of great importance. There 

were precise rules regarding the way equals and people belonging to different strata of 

society were supposed to address both their inferiors and superiors because the exact place 

in the hierarchical pyramid demanded different form of address. The main reason to it was 

that the people in the Middle Ages were extremely sensitive to their place in society.1498 The 

way people addressed each other was often used for more complex purposes then it is the 

case today. “Die Anrede kann jedoch verschiedene Qualitäten der Stellung von Sprecher und 

Adressat bezeichnen. Sie kann nicht nur Über- und Unterordnung herausstellen, sondern sie 

kann auch Nähe oder Distanz anzeigen, oder sie kann Aufmerksamkeit oder Nachlässigkeit 

verraten“.1499 

Before the conflict deteriorated into a military collision, during the phase of the mutual 

accusation exchange, the members of the “Mergentheim princes” wrote to the cities 

Bacharach and Kaub and other neighbouring communities a letter in which they tried to 

persuade them not to support the Count Palatine. The princes repeatedly used the word 

“Hertzog” referring to Friedrich. It was no mere mistake. The princes explained that 

Friedrich came to control the land in violation of the law and that the real ruler is “Philipps, 

pfalltzgrave bei Rein”.1500 Interestingly, in a letter sent only a day later to the nobility of 

Swabia and Kraichgau, the same princes used the form “Pfalltzgrafe” referring to 

Friedrich.1501 

 In one of the letters of the Count Palatine advisors to their lord, from the time in which 

Friedrich started to get involved in the conflict between Diether of Isenburg and Adolf of 

Nassau, they informed him with alarm that they received a Papal bull, in which: “der babst 

schreibt ewrn gnaden slechtlich – Fridrich pfaltzgrave by Rein und hertzog in Beyrn und stet 

dabey nit princip elector oder kurfürst, als er dann ewrn gnaden vor in anndern bullen und 

 
1496 R.K.F – H.4, No. 341. 1.9.1461. 
1497 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, p. 254.  
1498 For more details see: Thomas Behrmann, Zum Wandel der Öffentlichen Anrede im Spätmittelalter, in 
Althoff Gerd, Formen und Funktionen öffentlicher Kommunikation im Mittelalter. Stuttgart 2001, pp. 291-317. 
1499 Ibid, p. 293. 
1500 HStAMÜ, Neuburger Kopialbuch 39, Fol. 213.2-216.1. Copy.  
1501 Ibid, Fol. 198.1-199.2. Copy.  
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briven geschrieben hat. Do ist uns ingefallen, das solch bulle mit dem kurtzen tytel 

erworben oder angenommen sey, ewrn gnaden nit zugut und hant denselben doctor annder 

bullen und brive lassen sehen, wie der babst ewrn gnaden bishere geschreiben hat, und ime 

dabey gesagt, das villeich ein misgriff mit der bullen gescheen sey, nachdem noch ein 

hertzog Friedrich von Beyrn sey und dem doctor doruff die bulle wider geben und han, das 

von ewrn gnaden auch im besten getan, dornach wisse sich ewr gnad zurichten.“1502 As we 

can clearly understand, Friedrich’s advisors saw in this form of address a very disturbing sign 

that might have meant that the Pope became highly unfriendly towards their lord. If it was 

indeed done in purpose; it was undoubtedly an open affront.   

20.8 The release of Karl of Baden and Count Ulrich from captivity 

Friedrich the Victorious did not want to leave anything to chance than he released his 

prisoners in April 1463. How could he guarantee that his bitter enemies, the men whom he 

held in grave conditions for long months would not decide to devote their power and 

energy in trying to get back at him once they will get free? Apparently, the Elector thought 

that releasement on parole should be a sufficient security measure. Both his prisoners had 

to promise him to intercede before the Emperor and the Pope in his favour, begging them 

to stop the persecution against him. Friedrich demanded from his prisoners to pledge 

themselves never to fight against him and pay him a huge ransom. Both Karl and Ulrich had 

to commit themselves to deliver shares of the ransom at a specified time, otherwise: “wir 

uns alle sovil unnsern der zeit in leib und leben sind, in vierzehen tagen den nechsten nach 

ausgang der vorgenanten zeit mit unnsern selbs leiben, on allen forteil behelff und geverde 

antworten und stellen sollen und wollen in der obgenannten unnsers leiben hern und 

oheims der pfaltzgraven… gein Heidelberg oder zur Newnstat oder gen Germersheim ob uns 

der ende einr von in verkundt unt benant wurde”, staying at his custody until they would 

repay the money.1503 A special emphasise was put on the language of the treaty and the 

formulations, that were supposed to guarantee the compliance of Karl of Baden. „Alle und 

iglich vorgeschriben punckten und artickel haben wir marggravue Karle personlich und wir 

die vorgenanten etc seiner gnaden mit verpflichten, bei furstlichen und ritterlichen wirden, 

trewen, eren und rechter felt sicherheit gelobt und dornach mit gelerten worten und 

aufgeboten fingern, leiblich zu got und den heiligen gesworen, das alles gegen dem 

egenanten unnsern hern und oheim und gnedigen hern dem pfaltzgrauen und seinen 

vorgemelten erben getrewlich, stete, vest und unnbrochentlich zuhalten, dawider nit zutun 

noch schaffen getan werden und ob unnsern einen oder mer welch der oder die weren so 

untnwere wurden, das got verhuten wolle und nit hielten, das vorgeschrieben, stet der und 

dieselben die also verbrechent sollent allen iren lebtagen trewloß, maznaidig, erloß und 

rechtlos seinm und ein iglicher mag zu irem leib und gut als erlangten leuten greiffen und 

mocht han und sich keinen furstlichen, ritterliche oder aleddichen ere nemmer mer 

 
1502 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg Nr. 5103, Fol. 661-662. 6.10.1461. 
1503 Ibid, Fol. 43. 13.4.1463. 
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gebrauchen noch unterziehen“.1504 Count Ulrich had to put his seal on a similar letter1505 

and write another letter with his own hand, stating that he would never fight against the 

Elector again.1506 

It was only the formal part of the process as Friedrich intended to endow the whole act as 

much publicity and symbolism as possible. After signing the abovementioned documents, 

Count Ulrich and Karl of Baden with all their retinue were brought to the monastery of St. 

Augustin, there: “laße man yglichem herren sin briffe vor, die er und sin ritter und knechte 

versigelt hatten, und liß auch da alle menglich zu horren, wer do wolt, pfaffen und leihen. 

Und da die briffe uß gelessen worent, da müst der herre sin truwe geben dem pfaltzgraffen 

in sin hand und dar nach sin ritter und knechte sinem hoffmeister, wie man sie nach ein 

ander laß, alle auch ir truwe geben, und darnach alle zu den helgen swerren, waz man in vor 

gelessen hatten und daz auch versigelt hetten, daz also stette und veste zu halten und 

nymmer nist nit dar wider zu suchen“. Afterwards the Elector gave each prince a beutefull 

horse: „und liß off trumpten und piffen, biß sie alle off die burg koment und zu tysche 

gesassent.“1507   

Elector Friedrich undertook actions in order to commemorate his great victor. He ordered to 

bring the captured banners of the enemy to the church of the Holy Spirit where they were 

displayed to the public. The banners of Diether of Isenburg that were captured in the battle 

of Pfeddersheim were in contrast removed from there.1508 Moreover, a big cross with the 

names of the imprisoned princes was built at the place of the battle. He also implemented a 

tradition, that on the battle day, a procession went through Heidelberg to celebrate the 

victory.1509 

Release on parole was not an uncommon practice in the Middle Ages and continues to exist 

in a somewhat changed form up to the present day. What could stand behind the 

willingness of the princes to submit to such a humiliation if not a fear from even a greater 

harm – being perceived as a vow breaker and a liar? Putting the seal on the document, the 

ceremonial oath attended by hundreds of men, were in no doubt supposed to reinforce the 

significance of the moment, make it as public and solemn as possible.  

 

 

 

 
1504 StBA, Geheimes Hausarchiv Plassenburg Nr. 5103, Fol. 43.3. 13.4.1463. 
1505 Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrich, p. 340. Footnote No. 1; compare with the document in which 
Elector Friedrich declares what are the commitments that Count Ulrich took upon himself in exchange for his 
release, Meinrad Schaab, Rüdiger Lenz, Ausgewählte Urkunden zur Territorialgeschichte der Kurpfalz 1156-
1505. Stuttgart 1998, pp. 271-273. 26.4.1463. 
1506 Fritz, Ulrich der Vielgeliebte, pp. 278-279. 
1507 Mone, Speierische Chronik, No. 236, p. 482. 
1508 Kremer, Geschichte des Kurfürsten Friedrich, p. 302.  
1509 Spiess, Kommunikationsformen im Hochadel, p. 287. 
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20.9 Mockery and honouring 

In the “Neue Wirtenbergische Chronik” composed by Johann Steinhofer,1510 the author 

mentions a sneering remark that Neidhart von Hornberg wrote to Konrad Schieber, who 

was the commander in Bailstain after the battle of Seckenheim. “Das mus ich dir gunnen, 

und füg dir zu wissen, das mein Herr von Wirtemberg uf gestern Mitwoch zu Abend 

Statthalter ist worden uff dem Schloß zu Haidelberg: so ist mein Herr der Marggraf von 

Baden Kammermeister worden, und mein Herr der Bischof von Mez Canzler, und darbey 

etwa viel Grafen, Herrn, Ritter und Knecht Diener worden“.1511 

A very interesting literary work that was written by the famous poet from Nuremberg Hans 

Rosenplüt,1512 describes the conflict between Duke Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles. This poem 

which is called “Auf Herzog Ludwig von Bayern” is the last known work of Rosenplüt. It was 

written immediately after the “Rother Richtung”, not later than few months before the 

author’s death, probably in late Sommer 1460.  In the poem, Rosenplüt is wandering around 

as he meets a beautiful “twergen”, who asked him: 

Geselle, nu hab jein sparung 

Und sag mir, ob ein furst noch leb,  

Und der nach dreien dingen streb: 

Das erst, das er nach ritterschaft 

Sein selbs leib ube nach seiner manskraft; 

Das ander, das er nach adels ere 

Stelle, hetz und jag mit weiser lere;  

Das dritt, das er mit schilt und spere 

Turnir und stech mit großer gere 

Umb frawen willen. Weist du der einen,  

So solt du in mit trewen meinen 

Und plaßanir seines schilder varbung.“ 

 

Afterwards the author explains that he did search for such a man, first in lands far away but 

eventually in Germany, where he found him. The “twergen” asked him to finally tell him, 

who this man is and he gave her the following answer.  

Er ist des hochsten furstenthum 

Von Beiern ein Herzog hochgeboren 

Und drischt wol awß der eren korn: 

Herzog Ludwig heist sein nam…. 

Den (his coat of arms) furt der edel furst so 

 
1510 For more information and further bibliography on Steinhofer see: Beatrix Bäumer, Steinhöfer Johann. NDB 
25, p. 203. 
1511 Johann Ulrich Steinhofer, Neue Wirtembergische Chronik…, 4 Teile. Tübingen 1744-1755, pp. 71-72.  
1512 For more inforamtion about Hans Rosenplüt see, Johannes Rettelbach, Rosenplüt Hans, genannt 
Schnepperer, NDB 22, p. 73; Jörn Reichel, Der Spruchdichter Hans Rosenplüt. Stuttgart 1985.  
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here 

Mit rechter adelicher ere 

So gar mit hochen eren rum 

Zu Beiernlandt, dem herzogthum. 

Der furst von Beiern empfing nie untat. 

Wo man das rechte gebotten hat,  

So ist er allwegen bei dem rechten blieben 

Und hat keinen man nie hocher getriben, 

Es sei furst, graf, herre, frei, ritter oder knecht;  

…. 

 

He further praises the humane way Ludwig waged war, never hurting villagers and peasants. 

During the war, the Duke helped the Bishops of Bamberg and Würzburg, to fight against 

Albrecht Achilles.  

…Zwen heilig stifte hetten verlorn 

Vil gerechtigkeit genaw abgeschorn, 

Das hat der furst in wider helfen suchen; 

Als geschriben stet in iren alten puchen, 

Des musten sie lang an laßen sten, 

Bamberg und Wirtzpurg, hocher stift zwen, 

Das hat in der furste wider helfen vinden; 

Des haben ere seines kinds kinden.“ 

 

Albrecht Achilles is described as a heartless man who with his deeds brought a lot of evil. 

Eventually the just Duke Wilhelm of Saxony was able to put a stop to the war. At the end of 

the poem, the author asks God to judge each of the princes mentioned in his poem.1513 

In another rhyme from the time of the war, written by Gilgenschein,1514 we receive a very 

short explanation to the reasons that led to the conflict for the control over the Bishopric of 

Mainz.  

Wölt ir hören ein nuwes geticht, 

was die tumherren hant entricht 

zu Menz wol uf dem stift: 

sie haben zwen bischof uß erwelt, 

das in zu schaden trift. 

 

Der von Isenburg ist der erst genant,  

geweltiger herr in Menzer land 

 
1513 Hans Rosenplüt, Reimpaarsprüche und Lieder (ed. Jörn Reichen). Tübingen 1990, pp. 249-255; For 
additional information about this poem see: Reichel, Der Spruchdichter Hans Rosenplüt, pp. 209-211. 
1514 Karl Bartsch, Gilgenschein, ADB 9, p. 171. 
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zu gewalt und auch zu eren; 

die tumherren haben im gesworn 

vor iren rechten herren. 

 

Die eid den sie gesworen han 

Dem habem sie nit recht getan, 

sie han an ime gebrochen; 

darüber verlurt vil maniger gut 

und wirt zu tod erstochen! 

 

Der tumherren übermut ist groß 

Sie wollten iren eigen herre verstoßen 

Mit allen sinen knechten; 

Das ist der pfalzgraf wurden inn, 

er hilft ime zu dem rechten.1515 

 

We should not await an unbiased account from Gilgenschein, who fought during the events 

on the side of Elector Friedrich. From this perspective, we should pay attention to the 

grounds of the conflict as described by the author. The members of the Cathedral chapter 

first elected Diether and swore him an oath; however, they committed a perjury that led to 

the war. The Elector came to assist Diether and it was the right thing to do. 

21. A very personal matter 

The Princely War in Southern Germany was a prolonged conflict that touched upon various 

interests and involved most of the major players in the area. In this limited sense, only the 

scale of the conflict seems to be unordinary. However, as I would now try to suggest, a 

personal strife between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig was one of the main if not the 

foremost ground for the war itself.  

As I repeatedly mentioned, Duke Ludwig constantly declared that the attempt of Albrecht 

Achilles to subdue his own lands to the authority of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” was the 

primary reason for the war. These claims voiced by the Duke are still generally accepted, 

although with different reservations.1516 However, I believe that by taking the Duke’s words 

for granted we can miss the deeper reasons for the war. The conflict over the jurisdiction of 

the law-court was present for years then the war finally erupted. Although the Duke was 

undoubtedly greatly angered and disturbed by it, it seems unclear how the actions of the 

court suddenly provoked a war. After all, nothing seems to change drastically in this regard 

 
1515 Rochus Freiherr von Liliencron (ed.), Die historischen Volkslieder der Deutschen von 13. bis 16. 
Jahrhundert. Leipzig, 1865, p. 524.  
1516 For example, see above, p. 11, footnotes No. 52-53. 
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and the Duke could, as he previously has done, order his subjects simply ignore the court 

and continue discussing this matter at the diplomatic level. What did change, I believe, were 

the personal relations between the Duke and the Margrave. The events associated with the 

seizure of Donauwörth by Ludwig played an especially significant role in this direction. 

Albrecht himself advised the Duke how to bring the city under his control, declared war on 

the city, sent his men to assist Ludwig. In other words, he acted as the Duke’s ally, but then, 

only several months later, became one of the imperial captains tasked with the mission to 

punish Ludwig for capturing the city. Moreover, during the negotiations in Nuremberg, 

Albrecht indubitably fooled the Duke when he signed with him the treaty regulating the 

judicial authority of their law-courts. To this should be added Albrecht’s attempt to sow 

dissent between Duke Ludwig and the Count Palatine. We should also not forget that at the 

first phase of the conflict the main rival of Albrecht was Elector Friedrich. He and his allies 

continued to plan an attack on Friedrich even after he forced Duke Ludwig to sign the 

“blinden Spruch”. Another serious argument is the conduct of the Duke during the conflict 

over Widdern, in which he did not assist the Elector. It seems highly doubtful that the Duke 

refused to help his ally on one occasion and then signed an extremely disadvantageous 

treaty in his name on another – all, while he was planning to attack Albrecht in a short 

while. For instance, Elector Friedrich probably foresaw the forthcoming attack of his 

enemies; therefore, he was trying to maintain good relations with the Duke, counting on his 

future support.  

After recovering from the first shock, the Duke intended to pay Albrecht in kind. He 

renounced the “blinden Spruch” and started gathering forces in order to wage war on 

Albrecht. Already in the first weeks of the conflict, the letters of the Duke indicate that he 

planned much more, than simply force Albrecht to renounce his special judicial rights. The 

numerous letters in which Albrecht and Ludwig repeatedly discussed their past relations, 

family history, status, blamed and cursed each other in destroying their past friendship; all 

were a manifestation of the personal nature of this conflict. Of particular note is the 

relentless demands of the Duke who stipulated any further agreement with Albrecht’s 

apology. In this regard, the role of emotions and especially the feeling of self-respect, i.e. 

honour, occupied a leading role that kept feeding the strife between the princes.  

The intrusion of the “Kaiserliche Gericht” into Ludwig’s sphere of influence certainly did not 

please the Duke. It also gave him a strong argument to attack Albrecht, especially given the 

fact that Albrecht managed to make many of his neighbours into his enemies because of his 

aggressive expansionistic conduct with the law-court. However, as becomes obvious from 

the very beginning of the armed struggle, the goal that the Duke had in front of him was far 

greater than just defending his judicial jurisdiction. He wanted to destroy Albrecht, capture 

his lands and harm him as hard as possible. After the conflict erupted, it developed its own 

dynamic as so often happens. Eventually the princes had to compromise, a cease-fire that 

later developed into a full pledged peace was signed. However, their personal ties, 

apparently never fully recovered.  
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22. Conclusions 

Taking into consideration the numerous cases I presented in this chapter, we receive a 

somewhat vague picture. On the one hand, all princes seemed to care a lot about their 

reputation, paying considerable attention to symbolic acts, expressing strong emotions 

faced with the attempts of the enemy to undermine and question their authority. On the 

other hand, we see examples of an extremely cynical behaviour, gross negligence towards 

commitments and deliberate deceit. Such a contradictory conduct can only mean that the 

real state of affairs was very complex. The vast research literature in the field makes it clear 

that considerations of honour and reputation did play a significant role in the actions of the 

princes. The content of this chapter can only confirm and reinforce the existing view. 

However, the centrality of honour in the noble society of the Middle Ages did not mean that 

self-serving considerations were forgotten and neglected. Far from it, in most cases the 

concern for self-interest, for one’s own rights was practically nothing more than concern for 

one’s honour. In my opinion, the lack of a recognized higher authority made each of the 

princes a judge, responsible for passing the judgement at his own trial. It is no wonder, that 

the verdict they passed was “not guilty”. When the princes broke their word, and violated 

signed agreements, they did not regard themselves as perjurers, but hoped, funnily enough 

to obtain justice. In this regard, when Albrecht Achilles signed the “Rother Richtung” he did 

not intend to follow it in the first place, but it was to a lesser extent a cynical consideration 

(if any at all) that motivated his behaviour, rather, in his eyes, it was the compliance with 

the agreement that seemed to be dishonourable and unworthy - an act that legalized 

injustice and violated his rights. Therefore, breaking and not keeping the treaty was 

perceived by him as an honourable and just act. Most likely, similar reasoning stood behind 

the motivation of the other participants of the conflict at its different stages.  

As I endeavoured to show in this chapter, considerations of honour, reputation and prestige 

played a vital role not only in symbolical gestures, ceremonies and public manifestations but 

also in the decision-making process. However, it does not mean that cold calculation and 

self-interest did not affect the princes’ judgement. In the world where almost any 

innovation was perceived as a wrongdoing, a distortion of the good old order, each claim 

had to be based on the concept of right that was in turn tightly connected with the concept 

of justice. The aspiration for a just world becomes by itself an honourable conduct, a fight 

for truth. In this regard, the main difficulty of the Medieval society had to do with the open 

interpretation of justice. Although the Pope and the Emperor were theoretically the highest 

instances in question of the divine and the mundane, their power was insufficient to create 

an orderly system that would not be called into question. This power vacuum produced 

significant amount of space for interpretation. In the German lands, numerous local rulers 

and imperial cities enjoyed full autonomy and independence. No wonder that such a system 

led to numerous conflicts over rights that could be regulated by a mediator or solved by 

military force.  
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The birth of Hobbes’ Leviathan created a noticeably different system. In the modern state, 

there is only one judicial system and its authority applies to all the citizens of the state. Most 

members of society accept the decisions of the legal system and even if they dispute a single 

judgement, they do not call into question the system itself. On the contrary, they appeal to 

a higher court, trying to reopen the case. Due to the monopoly of power, the state 

possesses far more strength than any individual or a group, thus it can implement its 

decisions encountering only insignificant resistance. Thereafter, most of the confrontations 

over rights are regulated peacefully and almost no one endeavours to challenge the existing 

system. The few that defy the authority of the state encounter a tremendous power against 

which they are defenceless as a boat in the eye of the storm. It is for that reason that the 

amount of violent conflicts inside the state greatly decreased.  

In our modern times, conflicts can turn violent, leading to bloodshed once a dispute arises 

between two sovereign states. In such cases, the existence of formal international laws can 

hardly prevent a conflict. As a short example, I can refer to the recent events around the 

Russian occupation of Crimea. The rhetoric the Russian government used during the 

annexation was focused on rights, on the will of the people and on historical justice. 

Ukraine, as well as other countries, also spoke about rights and justice to prove their point. 

Each of the sides presented opposite arguments and what the Russians called justice, their 

opponents called a crime. The Russian occupation of Crimea created a high-pressure 

situation, which eventually led to the biggest crisis between the Western world and Russia 

since the end of the Cold War. However, the transmission of Crimea from the RSFSR to the 

UKSSR in 1954 passed unnoticed. It was an internal decision of the official USSR 

government, the internationally and domestically recognized arbiter whose judgement no 

one dared to question.  

Hundreds of independent local authorities existed in the German lands of the Late Middle 

Ages. Moreover, each one of them could eventually turn to violence legally in order to 

assert its rights. No wonder, that numerous smaller and bigger conflicts erupted and that 

the argumentation of each side usually contradicted the statements voiced by its opponent. 

Despite all that, we have nothing similar to a State of Nature described by Hobbes. 

Certainly, the main reason for it was the balance of power, though shaky, but ever existing. 

Very aggressive actions of one of the sides provoked widespread opposition, uniting 

numerous forces that invested their combined effort into holding in check the 

troublemaker. In such conflicts both sides reasoned their actions appealing to rights and 

justice.  

A sincere belief in the materiality of one’s own rights and the need to defend your status in 

society – your honour, that would be diminished in case of inaction, serves as a strong 

motivation to act, even at the possible risk of losing your own life. Despite numerous 

contradictions on the smaller scale, honour was not a loose concept that allowed everyone 

to interpret the world as they seemed fit. Conflicts undeniably arouse, but they affected the 

fringes, certain topics and specific points of disagreements. The Princely War in South 
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Germany involved the strongest forces including the Emperor and the Pope. However, the 

main points of contention were limited. From one side, it was the attempt of Albrecht 

Achilles to enlarge the influence of his court, from the other the wish of Duke Ludwig to get 

a hold of a small imperial city, which, as he believed, should have belonged to him. The 

disagreements between Elector Friedrich and his neighbours were of a much smaller scale 

and did not challenge the common order. An endeavour of a far greater scope that affected 

the course of the war was the aspiration of King George to get the Roman crown.  

Albrecht’s actions raised broad opposition that eventually forced him to renounce his 

claims. The attempt of the Duke to change the status of the Bishopric of Eichstätt and of 

Donauwörth failed completely, despite of his success on the battlefield. The far-reaching 

plans of King George turned to be futile. Only Elector Friedrich, who set himself realistic and 

achievable objectives, obtained the desired result. A great victory on the battlefield made it 

possible, but not less important seems the fact that instead of trying to implement 

significant change regarding the “rules of the game” the Elector “restricted himself” to very 

practical, mainly economical gains. In this sense, a sincere belief in the importance of rights, 

justice and honour made any profound change very difficult to obtain. It does not mean that 

a certain individual would not, on occasion, try to challenge the society, but it undoubtedly 

meant, that his chance of success was limited. Naturally, conflicts touching upon minor 

difference were omnipresent, but significant, wide-ranging conflicts were rear. I believe that 

in the world where central power was practically absent, it was the sense of justice and 

honour that filled this vacuum, serving as important tool that limited the scope of violence, 

created invisible boundaries that raised significant opposition to any attempt of changing 

the “good and right” order of things. Thus, instead of causing conflicts, the sense of honour 

often prevented them.  
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23. Timetable 

1458 – May, June, July. The conflict over the fortress Widdern. The fortress is destroyed by 

Albrecht Achilles and Count Ulrich on 29.6.1458. 

1458 – 19.10.1458. Duke Ludwig captures Donauwörth. 

1459 – January. The princely meeting in Bamberg. Albrecht Achilles and Elector Friedrich are 

close to a physical collision.  

1459 – June. The Emperor declares an imperial war on Duke Ludwig. Albrecht Achilles and 

Duke Wilhelm of Saxony act as the imperial captains. War is avoided after Duke Ludwig 

agrees to sign the “blinder Spruch”.  

September 1459 – March 1460. The tensions between the warring coalitions are growing. 

Several attempts are undertaken in order to solve them, but they end with nothing. 

1460 – January – February. A limited armed conflict starts to develop between Elector 

Friedrich and his adversaries. 

1460 – First half of April. Duke Ludwig attacks and occupies Eichstätt. 

1460 – May-June. Duke Ludwig successfully attacks Albrecht’s lands. The standing by Roth. 

24.6.1460 – the “Rother Richtung”.  

1460 – April – August. The war on the western front temporary ends. Elector Friedrich 

forces his enemies to waive their claims. 

September 1460 – May 1461. Both sides are getting ready to a new round of fighting. A 

temporary alienation between Albrecht Achilles and the Emperor. 

October 1460 – February 1461. King George is trying to convince the Electors to elect him to 

the post of the Roman King.  

13.7.1461. The Emperor declares an imperial war on Duke Ludwig. He nominates Albrecht 

Achilles and Count Ulrich to the rank of his captains.  

July 1461 – January 1462. The Emperor and his captains are trying to force the imperial 

cities to fight on their side. Duke Ludwig, Elector Friedrich and their allies are trying to 

prevent it. 

August – September 1461. Duke Ludwig together with Elector Friedrich devastate the lands 

of Albrecht Achilles.  

October 1461 – February 1462. Albrecht Achilles effectively counterattacks Duke Ludwig. 

From November 1461. The “Mainzer Stiftsfehde” intensifies. It practically evolves into a war 

between Elector Friedrich and a coalition of his enemies who support Albrecht Achilles. 

November 1461 – The settlement attempt in Prague. King George acts as the mediator. 

Albrecht and Count Ulrich decide in favour of war.  
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24.1.1462. Numerous cities finally submit to the will of the Emperor and declare war on 

Duke Ludwig.  

30.6.1462. The battle of Seckenheim. Elector Friedrich defeats the combined army of his 

enemies. He imprisons the Bishop of Metz, Karl of Baden and Count Ulrich.  

19.7.1462. The battle by Giengen. Duke Ludwig makes Albrecht and his army to flee from 

the field of battle.  

April 1462. Elector Friedrich releases Karl of Baden and Count Ulrich from captivity. Both 

make significant concessions.  

August 1462. Negotiations between Albrecht Achilles and Duke Ludwig in Nuremberg. The 

armed struggle between them ends.  

August 1463. Under the mediation of King George, the imperial war finally ends. Duke 

Ludwig and Albrecht Achilles conclude a peace-treaty. They return to the status quo ante 

bellum.  
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24. Abbreviations 

ADB – Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie 

NDB – Neue Deutsche Bibliographie 

Chron. dt. Städte – Die Chroniken der deutschen Städte vom 14 bis 16 Jahrhundert 

HRG – Handwörterbuch zur deutschen Rechtsgeschichte  

VL – Die deutsche Literatur des Mittelalters. Verfasserlexikon, Kurt Ruh, Gundolf Keil, 

Werner Schröder, Burghart Wachinger, Franz Josef Worstbrock (eds.). Vol 1–14. Berlin - 

New York 1978–2008. 

Diss. – Dissertation 

Habil. – Habilitation 

HStAMÜ ‒ Hauptstaatsarchiv München 

LexMA. – Lexikon des Mittelalters 

R.K.F - Regesten Kaiser Friedrichs III 

StBA – Staatsarchiv Bamberg 

StNÖ – Stadtarchiv Nördlingen 

StNÜ – Staatsarchiv Nürnberg  

StWÜ- Staatsarchiv Würzburg 
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